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This book explains basic concepts, principles, definitions, and applications of a
logical discipline for development of efficient scheduled (preventive) maintenance
programs for complex equipment, anJ the on-going management of such programs.
Such programs are called reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) programs because
they are centered on achieving the inherent safety and reliabitity capabilities of
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equipment at a
minimum cost. A
U.S. Department of Defense objective in sponsor-

ing preparation of this document was that it serve as a guide for application to a
wide range of different types of military equipment.
There are essentially only four types of tasks in a scheduled maintenance program.
Mechanics can be asked to:
Inspect an itemn to detect a potential faiiure
Rework an item before a maximum permissible age is exceeded
Discard an item before a maximum permissible age is exceeded
Inspect an item to find failures that have already occurred but wert not evident
to the equipment operating crew
A central problem addressed in this book is how to determine which types of scheduled maintenance tasks, if any, should be applied to an item and how frequently
assigned tasks should be accomplished. The use of a decision diagram as an aid in
this analysis is illustrated. The net result is a structured, systematic blend of
experienie, judgmenlt, and operational data/ information to identify and analyze
whchtpeo mineanetask is both apiblanefctvfoechsignificant
item as it relates to a particular type of equipment. A concluding chapter emphasizes
the key importance of having a mutually supportive partnership between the personnel responsible for equipment design and the personnel responsible for equipment maintenance if maximum RCM results are to be achieved.
Appendices are included as follows:
Procedures for auditing iihe development and implementation of aa RCM
program
A historica.l review of equipment maintenance evolution

Techniques of performing actuarial analyses
An annotated bibliography
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preface.

THIS VOLUME

provides the first full discussion of reliability-centered

maintenance as a logical discipline for the development of scheduledmaintenance programs. The objective of such programs is to realize the
inherent reliability capabilities of the equipment for which they are
designed, and to do so at minimum cost. Each scheduled-maintenance
task in an RCM program is generated for an identifiable and explicit
reason. The consequences of each failure possibility are eva!uated, and
die failures are then classified according to the severity of their consequences. Then for all significant items-those whose failure involves
operating safety or has major economic consequences-proposed tasks
are evaluated according to specific criteria of applicability and effectiveness. The resulting scheduled-maintenance program thus includes all
the tasks necessary to protect safety and operating reliability, and only
the tasks that will accomplish this objective.
Up to this point the only document describing the use of decision
diagrams for developing maintenance programs has been MSG-2, the
predecessor of P.CM an alysis. MSG-2 was concerned primarily with tlhe
development of prior-to-service programs and did not cover the usE of
operating information to modify the maintenance program after the
equipment enters service or the role of product improvement in cquipment development. The chief focus was on the identification of a set of
tasKs that would eliminate the cost of unnecessary maintenance without
compromising safEty or operating capability. There was no mention of
the problem of estabiishing task intervals, of consolidating the tasks
into work packages, or of making decisions where the necessary infojrmation is unavailable. The treatment of structure programs was sketchy,
and zonal and other general inspection programs were not discused
at all.
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The difficulty that many people experienced in attempting to apply
the concepts of MSG-2 indicated the need for change., and additions
simply to clarify many of the points, It was also abundantly clear, h, .wever, that the scope of the material should be expanded to cover the topics
that had not been discussed in that document, This volume includes a
major expansion of the discussion on the problem of identifying func-

tionally and structurally significant items. The RCM decision diagramI

itself is quite different from the one used for MSG-2. Instead of beginning
with the evaluation of proposed maintenance tasks, the decision logic
begins with the factor that determines the maintenance requirements of
each item - Llhe consequences of a functional failure - and then an evalu-I
ation of the failure modes that cause it. This new diagram also recognizes the four basic maintenance tasks that mechanics can perform
(instead of three maintenance processes), thereby clarifying the treatment of items with hidden functions. The role of a hidden-function
failure in a sequence of multiple independent failures is stressed, and
it is also shown that the consequences of a possible multiple failure are

I

explicitly recognized in the definition of the consequences of the first

failure.I

Vill

Another important aspect of the RCM decision logic is that it
includes a default strategy for making initial maintenance decisions in
the absence of full information. There is a full discussion of the problem
of assigning task intervals, particularly those for first and repeat oncondition inspections. The role of age exploration and the use of information derived from operating experience, both to modify the initial
maintenance program and to initiate product improvement, is discussed
at len~gth. The content of scheduled- maintenance programs developed
by experienced practitioners of MSG-2 techniques may be quite similar
to the programs resulting from RCM analysis, but the RCM_ approach is
moure rigorous, and there should be much more confidence in its outcome. The RCM technique can also be learned more quickly and is more
readily applicable to complex equipment other than transport aircraft.
Part One of this volume presents a full explanation of the theory
and principles of re~iability-centered maintenance, including a discussion of mne failure process, the criteria for each of the four basic tasks,
the use of the decision1 logic to develop an initial program, and the
age-exploration activities that result in a continuing evolution of this
program after the equipment enters service. Part Two describes the
app!ication of these principles to the analysis of typical items in the
systems, powerplant, and structure division of an airplane; the considerations in packaging the RCM tasks, along with other scheduled tasks,
for actual implementation; a
the information systems necessary for
management of the ongoing maintenance program. The concluding
chapter discusses the relationship of scheduled maintenance to operating safety, the design -maintenance partnership, and t0-.c! application of

F-I
RCM analysis both tn in-service fleets and to other types of complex
equipment.
The text is followed by four appendices. Appendix A outlines the

I

principles of auditing a program- development project and discusses
some of the common problems that arise during analysis. This material
provides an excellent check list for the analyst as well as the auditor and
should be especially useful as a teaching aid for those conducting train-

F
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ing groups in RCM methods. Appendix B i3 a historical review of the
changes in maintenance thinking in the airline industry. Appendix C is

a
discussion of the engineering procedures and techniques used in

actuarial analysis of reliability data. Appendix D, written by Dr. James
L. Dolby, is a discussion of the literature in reliability theory, information
science, decision analysis, and other areas related to RCM analysis and
provides an annotated guide to this literature as well as to the specific
literature on reliability-centered maintenance. Dr. Howard L. Resnikoff
has written an accompanying mathematical treatment of the subject,
titled Mathiematical Aspects of Reliability-Cen tered Maintenance.
Abook of this nature is the result of many efforts, only a few of
which can be acknowledged here. First of all, we wish to express our
gratitude to the late W. C. Mentzer, who directed khe pioneering studies
of maintenance policy at United Airlines, and to the Federal Aviation
Administration for creating the environment in which this work was
developed over the last twenty years. We also thank Charles S. Smith
and Joseph C. Saia of the Department of Defense, who defined the Content of the present text and counseled us throughout its preparation.
James L. Dolby of San Jose State University, iii addition to preparing
the bibliography, contributed his expertise to the text. In particular,
he helped to develop the concept of partitioning to identify significant
items and the concept of default answers as part of the decision logic,
as well as advising us on the actuarial appendix. Nancy Clark edited
our eiforts and organized them for clear exposition. Her logical thought
processes resulted in numerous major improvements throughout and
made possible the successful translation of our manuscript to textbook
form.
Much help on specific areas of the text has come from friends and
cowotkers in the industry. We especially wish to thank Mel Stone of
Douglas Aircraft for his extensive help with the structure chapter, John
F. McDonald of the Flying Tiger Line for his comments on the theoretical
chapters, and John F. Pirtle of General Electric for his comments on the
powerplant chapter. Of the many others whose contributions influenced
the text in soine important respect, we give pairicular thanks to Thomas
M. Edwards of United Airlines, Thomas D. Matteson of United Airlines,
Ernest Boyer of the Federal Aviation Administration, Captain L. Ebbert
of the U.S. Navy, Edward L. Thomas of the Air Transport Association,
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and Robert Gard of the University of Missouri.
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We are also grateful to the ma. y people at United Airlines who provided us with specific help and assistance, The manuscript itself would
not have materialized without the efforts of Marie Tilson, who cheerfully
typed and retyped the material through many drafts, We also thank
Claudia Tracy, whose artwork made the draft manuscript more readable,
and J. Douglas Burch, whose efforts throughout the project helped bring
it to completion~. Finally, we would like to thank the management of
United Airlines for its patience zind our wives for their encouragement
over the many long months of authorship and publication.
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a maintenance philosophy
A,. operator's maintenance program has four objectives:
0

To ensure realization of the inherent safety and reliability levels of
the equipment

STo restore safety and reliability

to their inherent levels when deterioration has occurred
STo obtain the information necessary for design improvement of
those items whose inherent reliability proves inadequate

STo accomplish

these goals at a minimum total cost, including maintenance costs and the costs of residual failures

Reliatitlity-centered maintenance is based on the following precepts:

xvi

0-

A failure is an unsatisfactory condition. There are two types of failures: functional failures, usually reported by operating crews, and
potential failures, usually discovered by maintenance crews.

b0

The consequences of a functional failure determine the priority of
maintenance effort. These consequences fall into four categories:
IP

Safety consequences, involving possible loss of the equipment
and its occupants

N

Operational consequences, which involve an indirect economic
loss as well as the direct cost of repair

l

Nonoperational consequences, which involve only the direct
cost of repair

No

Hidden-failure consequences, which involve exposure to a pos-

sible multiple failure as a result of the undetected failure of a
hidden function

I

Scheduled maintenance is required for any item whose loss of function or mode of failure could have safety consequences. If preventive tasks cannot reduce the risk of such failures to an acceptable
level, the item must be redesigned to alter its failure consequences.
Scheduled maintenance is required for any item whose functional
failure will not be evident to the operating crew, and therefore
reported for corrective action.
In all other cases the consequences of failure are economic, and
maintenance tasks directed at preventing such failuies must be
justified on economic grounds.
All failure consequences, including economic consequences, are
established by the design characteristics of the equipment and can
be altered only by basic changes in the design:
BP Safety consequences can in nearly all cases be reduced to economic consequences by the use of redundancy.
Do Hidden functions can usually be made evident by instrumentation or other design features.
Oo The feasibility and cost effectiveness of scheduled maintenance depend on the inspectability of the item, and the cost
of corrective maintenance depends on its failure modes and
inherent reliability.
The inherent reliability of the equipment is the level of reliability
lished by the design of each item and the manufacturing processes
that produced it. Scheduled maintenance can ensure that the inherent reliability of each item is achieved, but no form of mainte-

xvii

nance can yield a level of reliability beyond that inherent in th1e
design.
A reliability-centered maintenanoe program includes only those tasks
which satisfy the criteria for both applicability and effectiveness, The
applicability of a task is determined b'J the characteristics of the ituin,
and its effectiveness is defined in terms of the consequences the task is

designed to prevent.

I

There are four basic types of tasks that mechanics can perform, each
of which is applicable under a unique set of conditions. The first
three tasks are directed at preventing functional failures of the
items to which they are assigned and the fourth is directed at preventing a multiple failure involving that item:
lo

On-condition inspections of an item to find and correct any
potential failures

lo

Rework (overhaul) of an item at or before some specified age
limit

No Discard of an item (or one of its parts) at or before some specified life limit
llo Failure-finding inspections of a hidden-function item to find
and correct functional failures that have already occurred but
were not evident to the operating crew
SA simiple itemi, one that is subject to only one or a very few failure
modes, frequently shows a decrease in reliability with increasing
operating age. An age limit may be useful in reducing the overall
failure rate of such items, and safe-life limits imposed on a single
part play a crucial role in controlling critical failures.
SA comnplex itemn, one whose functional failure may result from many
different failure modes, shows little or no decrease in overall
reliability with increasing age unless there is a dominant failure
mode. Age limits imposed on complex components and systems
(including the equipment itself) therefore have little or no effect
on their overall failure rates.
The RCM decision diagram provides a logical tool for determining which
scheduled tasks are either necessary or desirable to protect the safety
and operating capability of the equipment.
P,
xviii

The resulting set of RCM tasks is based on the following considera-I
tions:
Do The consequences of each type of functional failure

'
4

I1
No The visibility of a function,.1 failure to the operating crew
(evidence that a failure has occurred)
io

'The visibility of reduced resistance to failure (evidence that
a failure is imnminent)

01- The age-reliability characteristics of each item
oi- The economic tradeoff between the cost of scheduled maintenance and the benefits to be derived from it
Oo A multiple failure, resulting from a sequence of 3ndependent failures, may have consequences that would not be ca,-sed by any one
of the individual failures alone. These consequences are taken
into account in the definition of the failure consequences for the
first failure.
lo

A default strategy governs decision making in the absence of full
information or agreement. This strategy provides for conservative
initial decisions, to be revised on the basis of information derived
from operating experience.

A scheduled-maintenance program must be dynamic. Any prior-to
service program is based on limited information, and the operating
organization must be prepared to collect and respond to real data
throughout the operating life of the equipment.
IN Management of the ongoing maintenance program requires an
organized information system for surveillance and analysis of the
performance of each item under actual operating conditions. This
information is needed for two purposes:
10 To determine the refinements and modifications to be made in
the initial maintenance program (including the adjustment of
task intervals)
10
lo

To determine the needs for product improvement

The information derived from operdting experience has the following hierarchy of importance:
No Failures that could affect operating safety
0-

Failures that have operational consequences

10 The failure modes of units removed as a result of failures
No The general condition of unfailed parts in units that have
failed
10 The general condition of serviceable units inspected as
samples

xix

7

4.,.1

1,At the time an initial program is developed information is available
to determine the tasks necessary to protect safet-y and operating
capability. However, the information required to determine optimum task intervals and the applicability of age limits can be
obtained only from age exploration after the equipment enters
service.

0I With any new equipment there is always the possibility of unanticipated failure modes. The first occurrence of any serious
unanticipated failure immediately sets in motion the following
product- improvement cycle:
00 An on-condition task is developed to prevent recurrences
while the item is being redesigned.
10 The operating fleet is modified to incorporate the redesigned
part.
00 After the modification has proved successful, the special task
is eliminated from the maintenance~ program.
Product improvement, based on identification of the actual reliability characteristics of each item through age exploration, is part
of the normal development cycle of all complex equipment.
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CHAPTER ONE

reliability-centered maintenance

THE TERM reliability-centeredmwaintenance refers to a scheduled-maintenance

program designed to realize the inherent reliability capabilities of equipment. For years maintenaaice was a craft learned through experience
and rarely examined analytically. As new performance requirements
led to increasingly complex equipment., however, maintenance costs
grew accordingly. By the late 1950s the vc;lume of these costs in the airline industry had reached a level that warranted a new look at the entire
concept of preventive maintenance. By that time studies of actual operating data had also begun to contradict certain basic assumptions of
traditional maintenance practice.
One of the underlying assumptions of maintenance theory has
always been that there is a fundamental cause-and-effect relationship
between scheduled mai-'•nance and operating reliability. This assumption was based on th .,tuitive belief that because mechanical parts
wear out, the reliability oi any equipment is directly related to operating
age. It therefore followed that the more frequently equipment was overhauled, the better protected it was against the likelihood of failure. The
only problem was in determining w!at age limit was necessary to assure
reliable operation.
In the case of aircraft it was also commonly assumed that all reliability problems were directly related to operating safety. Over the
years, however, it was found that many types of failures could not be
prevented no matter how intensive the maintenance activities. Moreover, in a field subj,-ct to rapidly expending technology it was becoming
2

INTRODUCnON

increasingly difficult to eliminate uncertainty. Equipment designers
were able to cope with this problem, not by preventing failures, but by

,U
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3

preventing such failures from affecting safety. In most aircraft all essential functions are protected by redundancy features which ensure that,
in the event of a failure, the necessary function will still be available
from some other source. Although fail-safe and "failure-tolerant" design practices have not entirely eliminated the relationship between
safety and reliability, they have dissociated the two issues sufficiently
that their implications for maintenance have become quite different.
A major question still remained, however, concerning the relationship between scheduled maintenance and reliability. Despite the timehonored belief that reliability was directly related to the inteevals
between scheduled overhauls, searching studies based on actuarial
analysis of failure data suggested that the traditional hard-time policies
were, apart from their expense, ineffective in controlling failure rates.
This was not because the intervals were not short enough, and surely
not because the teardown inspections were not sufficiently thorough.
Rather, it was because, contrary to expectations, for many items the
likelihood of failure did not in fact increase with increasing operating
age. Consequently a maintenance policy based exclusively on some
maximum operating age would, no matter what the age limit, have little
or no effect on the failure rate.
At the same time the FAA, which is responsible for regulating airline maintenance practices, was. frustrated by experiences showing that
it was not possible for airlines to control the failure rate of certain types
of engines by any feasible changes in scheduled-overhaul policy. As a
result, in 1960 a task force was formed, consisting of representatives
from both the FAA and the airlines, to investigate the capabilities of

-
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3

scheduled maintenance. The work of this group led to an FAA/Industry
Reliability Program, Lisued in November 1961. The introduction to that
program stated:*
T'Le deuelopment of this program is towards the control of reliability through an analysis of the factors that affect reliability and
provide a system of actions to improve low reliability levels when
they exist ....
In the past, a great deal of emphasis has been placed
on the control of overhaul periods to provide a satisfactory level of
reliability. After careful study, the Committee is convinced that
reliability and overhaul time control are not necessarily directly
associated topics; therefore, these subjects are dealt with separately.
Because the prcpulsion system has been the area of greatest concern in the recent past, and due to powerplant data being more
.eadily available for study, programs are being developed for the
propulsion system first as only one system at a time can be successfully worked out.
This approach was a direct challenge to the traditional concept that
the length of the interval between successive overhauls of an item
was an important factor in its failure rate. The task force developed a
propulsion-system reliability program, and each airline involved in the
task force was then authorized to develop and implement reliability
programs in the area of maintenance in which it was most interested.
During this process a great deal was learned about the conditions that
must obtain for scheduled maintenance to be effective.t It was also found
that in many cases there was no effective form of scheduled maintenance.

I"

THE EVOLUTION OF RCM ANALYSIS
'1.,".t
(p,.n.,nt ,t t.ick.iun- At United Airlines an effort was made ko coordinate what had been
Ai..;,.iu te~lwo~ie• learned from these various activities and define a generally applii, , __-cable
approach to the design of maintenai :2e programs. A rudimentary
decision-diagram technique was devised in 1965 and was refined over
the next few years.f This technique was eventually embodied in a docu-
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*FAA/Industry Reliability Program, Federal Aviation Agency, November 7, 1961, p. 1.
"tHandbookfor Maintenance Control l'y Rehiability Methods, FAA Advisory Circular 120-17,
December 31, 1964.
tH. N. Taylor and F. S. Nowlan, Turbine Engine Reliability Program, FAA Maintenance
Symposium on Continued Reliability of Transport-type Aircraft Propulsion Systems,
Washington, D.C., November 17-18, 1965. T. D. Matteson and F. S. Nowlan, Current
I rends in Airline Maintenance Programs, AIAA Commercial Aircraft Design and Operations Meeting, Los Angeles, June 12-14,1967. F. S. Nowlan, The Use of Decision Diagrams
for Logical Analysis of Maintenance Programs, United Airlines internal document, August
2, 1967.

merit published under the title Handbook: Maintenance Evaluation and
Program Development, generally known as MSG-1.* MSG-1 was used by
special teams of industry and FAA personnel to develop the initial prograin issued by the FAA Maintenance Review Board for the Boeing 747.
As described by the FAA, these teamst
...sorted out the potential maintenance tasks and then evaluated
them to determine which must be done for operating safel.y or
essential hidden function protection. The remaining potential tasks
were evaluated to determine whether they were economically useful. These procedures provide a systematic review of the aircraft
design so that, in the absence of real experience, the best [maintenance] process can be utilized for each component and system.
The Boeing 747 maintenance program so developed was the first attempt
to apply reliability-centered maintenance concepts. This program has
been successful.
Subsequent improvement3 in the decision-diagram approach led
in 1970 to a second document, MSG-2; Airline/ManufacturerMaintenance
Program Planning Document, which was used to develop the scheduledmaintenance programs for the Lockheed 1011 and the Douglas DC-10.t
These programs have been successful. MSG-2 has also been applied to
tactical milita.:y aircraft such is the McDonnell F4J and the Lockheed
P-3, and a similar document , tepared in Europe was tlbe basis of the
initial scheduled-maintenance programs for such recent aircraft as the
Airbus Industrie A-300 and the Concorde.
The objective of the techniques outlined by MSG-1 and MSG-2 was
t- develop a ;cheduled-maintenance program that assured the maximum safety and reliability of which the equipment was capable and
would meet this requirement at the lowest cost. As an example of the
economic benefits achieved with this type of programi, under traditional
maintenance policies the initial program for the Douglas DC-8 included
scheduled overhaul for 339 items, whereas the initial program for the
DC-10, based on MSG-2, assigned only seven items to overhaul. One of
the items a/u longer subject to an overhaul limit in the later progra-m was
the turbine engine. Elimination of this scheduled task not only led to
major reductions in labor and materials costs, but also reduced the spareengine inventory required to cover shop activities by more than 50
percent. Since engines for larger airplanes now cost upwards of $1
million each, this is a respectable saving.

"747 Maintenance

Steering Group, I lanfdtook: Maiin tenance Evahtation anid Plrogra ppDevelopPni t (MSG-1), Air Transport Association, July 10, 1968.
"tFederalAviation Administration Certification Procedures,May 19, 11972, par. 3036.
tAirline/Manufacti ter Maintenance Program Planning Document: MSG-2, Air Transport
Association, R & M Subcommittee, Marcy 25, 1970.
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As another example, under the initial program developed for the
Boeing 747 it took United Airlines only 66,000 manhours on major structural inspections to reach an inspection interval of 20,000 hours. In contrast, traditional maintenance policies led to an expenditure of over
4 millic;n manhours before the same interval was attained for structural
inspections on the smaller and less complex Douglas DC-8. Cost reductions on this scale are of obvious importance to any organization
responsible for maintaining large fleets of complex equipment. More
important, they are achieved with no decrease in the reliability of the
equipment; in fact, a clearer understanding of the failure process has
actually improved operating reliability by making it easier to pinpoint
signs of an imminent failure.
The specific developments that led to RCM concepts as a fund;mental approach to maintenance planning are described in detail in
Appendix B. Although MSG-1 and MSG-2 were short working papers,
intended for use by a small number of people with extensive backgrounds in aircraft maintenance, further clarification of the bas'.c principles has resulted in a logical discipline that applies to maintenance
programs for any complex equipment.

I 2

THE BASIS OF RCM DECISION LOGIC
tne

nature of failure

identification of
significant items
evaluation of failure
ClOiiiSe.,qU elift-e

to- How does a failure occur?

selection of applicable and
effective tasks

10,

What are its consequences?

the role of age exploration

0i

What good can preventive maintenance do?
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The principles of reliability-centered maintenance stem from a rigorous
examination of certain questions that are often taken for granted:

One of the chief drawbacks of the old hard-time approach to scheduled
maintenance is that the resulting teardown inspections provided no
real basis for determining when serviceable parts were likely to failthat is, there was no objective means of identifying reduced resistance
to failure. More than any other single factor, recognition of the specific
need to identify potential-failure conditions has been responsible for
the change from scheduled overhauls to on-condition inspections for
signs of imminent failure.
Unfortunately, not all items can be protected by this type of maintenance task. In some cases the failure mechanism is imperfectly
understood, in others it is random, and in yet others the cost of such
inspections exceeds the benefits they might provide. In fact, preventive
maintenance is not possible for many items of modem complex equipment. Nor, in all cases, is it necessary. Failures which could jeopardize
the safety of the equipment or its occupants must be prevented. Under

I

modem design practices, however, very few items fall into this category,
either because an essential function is provided by more than one source
or because operating safety is protected in some other way. Similarly,
hidden functions must be protected by scheduled maintenance, both
to ensure their availability and to prevent exposure to the risk of a

multiple failure.I

I

In all other cases the consequences of failure are economic, and the
value of preventive maintenance must be measured in economic terms.
In some cases these consequences are major, especially if a failure

affects the operational capability of the equipment. Whenever equipment must be removed from service to correct a failure, the cost of fail-I
ure includes that loss of service. Thus if the intended use of the equipment is of significant value, the delay or abandonment of that use
will constitute a significant loss -a fact that must be taken into account
in evaiuating the benefit of preventive maintenance. Other failures will
incur only the cost of correction or repair, and such failures may well be
tolerable, in the sense that it is less expensive to correct them as they
occur than to invest in the cost of preventing them.
In short, the driving element in all maintenance decisions is not
the failure of a given item, but the consequences of that failure for the
equipment as a whole. Within this context it is possible to develop an
efficient scheduled-maintenance program, subject to the constraints of
satisfying safety requirements and meeting operational-performance
goals. However, the solution of such an optimization problem requires
certain specific information which is nearly always unavailable at the
time an initial program must be developed. Hence we also need a basic
strategy for decision making which provides for optimum maintenance
decisions, given the information available at the time. The process of
developing an initial RCM program therefore consists of the following
lo

Partitioning the equipment into object categories to identify those
items that require intensive study

I

1p Identifying significant items, those whose failure would have safety

or major economic consequences for the equipment as a wh,,e, and
all hidden functions, which require scheduled maintenance regardless of their significance
No Evaluating the maintenance requirements for each significant item
and hidden function in terms of the failure consequences and selecting only those tasks which will satisfy these requirements
0b

Identifying items for which no applicable and effective task can be
found and either recommending design changes if safety is inv'olved
or assigning no scheduled-maintenance tasks to these items until
further information becomes available
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Selecting conservative initial intervals for each of the included tasks
and grouping the tasks in maintenance packages for application

ob. Establishing an age-exploration program to provide the factual
information necessary to revise initial decisions
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The first of these steps is intended, as a purely practical matter,
to reduce the problem of analysis to manageable size and to focus it
according to areas of engineering expertise. The next three steps are
the crux of RCM analysis. They involve a specific sequence of decision
questions, worded to indicate the information required for a yes/no
answer in each case. Where this information is not available, a default
answer specifies the action that will best protect the equipment until
there is a basis for some other decision. This dezision-diagram technique, described in full in Chapter 4, not only provides an orderly basis
for making decisions with limited information, but also results in a clear
audit trail for later review.
In the airline industry all scheduled-mainten~ance programs are, of
course, subject to FAA review and approval. The initial program for
each new type of equipment is promulgated by the FAA Maintenance
Review Board. This document, developed in conference with the equipment manufacturers and the purchasing airlines, forms the basis of the
initial program submitted by each airline for FAA approval. Organizations operating other equipment in the civilinn and militar~y sphe'es
may define their initial maintenance progrants differently, butl -. ,me
comparable review procedure is usually involved.
Because any initial scheduled-maintenance program must be developed and implenmented in advance of actual operational data, an important element of RCM programs is age exploration, a procedure for
systematic gathering of the information necessaiy to determine the
applicability of some maintenance tasks and evaluate the effectiveness
of others. As this information accumulates, the same decision diagram
provides a means of revising and refining the initial program. Much of
this information is already available, of course, for equipment that has
been in service for some time. Although the specific data needed may
have to be retrieved from several different information syste~i-s, and
the remaining useful life of the equipment will be a factor in certain
decisions, RCM analysis under these circumsta-.- ics will result in fewer
default decisions, and hence a near-optimum program at the outset.
Such programs usually include a larger number of on-condition inspections than the programs arrived at under older policies, and fewer of
the scheduled rework tasks which had been included simply because
there was no evidence that they should not be done.
An effectiv;e scheduled-maintenance program will realize all the
reliability of which the equipment is capable. However, n~o form of preventive maintenance can alter characteristics that are inherent in the

design. The'residual failures that occur after all applicable and effective
preventive tasks have been implemented reflect the inherent capability
of the equipment, and if the resulting level of reliabi!ity is inad.•quate.
the only recourse is engineering redesign. This effort may be ditected
at a single component to correct for a dominant failure mode or it may
be directed at some characteristic that will make a particular preventive
technique feasible. Product improvement of this kind takes place-routinely during the early years of operation of any complex equipment.
Thus, although reliability-centered maintenance is concerned in the
short run with tasks based on the actual reliability characteristics of the
equipment, it is also concerned with improvements that will utimately
increase delivered teliability.
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RELIABILIT• PROBLEMS IN

COMPLEX EQUIPMENT
Failures are inevitable in any complex equipment, although their consequences can be controlled by careful design and effective maintenance. The reason for this failure incidence is apparent if we consider
some basic differences between simple and complex equipment. Simple
equipment is asked to perform very few different functions. Such
equipment therefore consists of only a few systems and assemblies,
and these in turn may be so simple that some are exposed to only one
possible failure mode. In most cases this simplicity extends to the
structural elements as well, and both the structure and the various items
on the equipment are relatively accessible for inspection.
As a result, simple equipment has certain distinct failure characteristics. Because it is exposed to relatively few failure possibilities, its
overall reliability tends to be higher. For the same reasem, these failures
tend to be age-related; each type of failure tends to concentrate around
some average age, and since only a few types of failure are involved,
they govern the average age at failure. However, in !he absence of
redundancy and other protective features, such failures may have fairly
serious consequences. Thu-. simple equipment is often protected by
"overdesign"; components are heavier and bulkier than necessary,
and familiar materials and processes are used to avoid the uncertainty
associated with more complex high-performance equipment.
All in all, the traditional idea that failures are directly related to
safety and that their likelihood varies directly with age is often true
for simple equipment. In any case, it is fairly easy to make an exhaustive"study of such equipment to determine its scheduled-maintenance
requirements.
The situation is quite different with the complex equipment in t."e.
today. The general-aviation aircraft of the 1930s usually had a ai -pie
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reciprocating engine, a fixed-pitch propeller, fixed landing gear, and
no wing flaps. The modem airplhne may have several turboprop or
turbojet powerplants, retractable l-inding gear. movable high-lift devices, anr airframe anti-icing system, pressure- and It mperature-control
systems for the cabin, extensive conmmunications and navigation equipment, complex cockpit instrumentation, and complex ancillary systems
to support all these additional items. This increased complexity has
greatly expanded the safe operational cipability of the aircraft. The
simple airplane of the 1930s was restricted to trips of a few hundred
miles under reasonably favorable weather conditions. The higher performance capability demanded of modem equipment, however, has
greatly increased not only the number of items that can fail, but the

types of failure that can occur.I

Each new design of any high-performance equipment is essentially
an attempt to make earlier designs technologically obsolete, with the
u sual measure of improvement being potential operating capability
(including operating costs). In other words, this is the operating capability expected in the absence of any failures that might change the
circumstances. The basis for evaluatini new aircraft designs usually.
includes performance factors such as the following.

I
A

I0 The maximum payload (military or commercial) that can be carried
over a given distance
I
The maximum distance over which a given payload can be carried
0,

The minimum size of the vehicle that can rarry a given payload
over a given distance

1'

The highest speed that can be attained under defined payload/
range conditions

1,.

Special capabilities, such as the ability to traverse rough terrain,
operate from short runways, or withstand punishment

In some cases these factors are weighed against the anticipated direct
operating cos.s (including maintenance costs) associated with attaining
such capabilities, since a major objective may be to achieve the minimum cost per unit of payload transported. In other cases performance
takes precedence over cost. This is true not only of military equipment,
but of certain types of civilian equipment, where there is an adeguate
market for specialized cipability despite its cost.
Another aspect of performance demands, of course, is the trend
toward increa-.ing automation. Examples are everywhere-automatic
flight-control systems in aircraft, including automatic approach afid
landing equipment; automatic transmissions in automobiles; automated traffic-control systems for rapid-transit trains; and automatic
10 INTRODUCTION

aperture-setting devices in cameras.

j

The design oi complex equipment, therefore, is always a tradeoff
between achieving the required performance capability and acceptable
reliability. This tradeoff entails an intentional compromise between the
lightness and compactness required for high performance and the
weight and bulk required for durability. Thus it is neither economically nor technologically feasible to produce complex equipment that
can sustain trouble-free operation for an indefinite period of time.

Although the reliability of certain items that perform single functions

r

may be improving, the number of such items has been vastly multiplied. It is therefore inevitable that failures will occur-that is, that

certain parts of the equipment will lose the capability of performing
their specified functions.I

Our concern is not with the number of these failures, but with the
consequences of a given failure for the equipment as a whole. Will
the loss of a particular function endanger the equipment or its occupants? If not, is it necessary to abort the mission or take the equipment
out of service until repairs can be made? Or can unrestricted operation
continue and the repair be deferred to a convenient time and place? The
ability to defer failure consequences depends largely on the design of
the equipment. One strategy is the use of redundancy and fail-safe
failure to preempt a major one, as in the use of fuses and circuit
breakers. This latter con~cept extends to maintenance activities in which
potential failures are used to preempt functional failures. Thus the
design may include various instrumentation to give some warning of
an impending failure or other features which facilitate inspection for
possible deterioration. All these features actually increase the number
of failure possibilities in the sense that they add more items that could
fail. However, they greatly reduce the consequences of any single failure.

I1-4

AN OVERVIEW OF MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY

The activities of a maintenance organizaiion include both the scheduled
corrective and scheduled
work that is performed to avoid failures and the corrective work that ismanenc
promdafter failures have occurred. Our present concern is with
pcheuledmanenc
preventive maintenance, the program of scheduled tasks necessary to maintenance stations
ensure safe and reliable operation of the equipment. The complete col- line maintenance and shop
is termed maintenance
lection of these tasks, together with their assigned iiiter-the scheduled maintenance program. This program includes o. the tasks
that are scheduled in advai ce -servicing and lubrication, in~spectionl,
and scheduled removal and replacement of items on the equipment.
Exhibit 1.1 lists some typicai tasks in such a program.
In order to accomplish the anticipated corrective and scheduled
maintenance, an operating organization must establish an overall supSECUO0N 1.4 1
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EXHIBIT 1"1 1 ypical scheduled-maintenance tasks for various items
on aircraft. Some scheduled tasks are performed on the aircraft at
line-maintenance stations and others are performed at the major
maintenance base, either as part of a larger maintenance package or
as part of the shop procedure whenever a failed unit is sent to the
maintenance base for repair.

scheduled-maintenance task

nature of item

task interval

SYSTEMS ITEMS

Fuel-pump assembly
(Douglas A4)

On-condition (on aircraft):
Inspect filter for contamination

60 operating hours

On-condition (on aircraft):
Inspect drive shaft for spline

1,000 operating hours

On-condition (on aircraft):
Inspect brake wear indicators

During overnight stops
and walkaround checks

On-condition (in shop): Test
automatic brake adjuster

Whenever brake assembly
is in shop

On-condition (on aircraft):
Inspect front flange for cracks
emanating from bolt holes

500 flight cycles or phase
check (134 days), whichever
is first

Nozzle guide vanes
(Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7)

On-condition (on aircraft):
Perform borescope inspection
for burning, cracking, or
bowing of guide vanes

1,000 operating hours

Tenth-stage compressor blades
(Pratt & Whitney JT4)

Scheduled rework:
Shot-peen blade dovetail and
apply antigalling compound

6,000 operating hours

Stage 3 turbine disk
(Pratt & Whitney JT9D)

Scheduled discard: Replace
turbine disk with new part

15,000 flight cycles ov 30,000
operating hours, whichever
is first

Rear spar at bulkhead
intersection (Douglas DC-10)

On-condition (on aircraft):
Inspect specified intersections
in zones 531, 631, 141M
142 for
cracks and corrosion

Prima-y strength-indicator
areas 5,000 operating hours,
internal fuel-tank areas
20,000 hours

Shock strut, main landing
gear (Boeing 737)

On-condition (in shop): Strip
cadmium plate and inspect
for cracks and corrosion

19,500 operating hours

weaT

Brake assembly, main l3ading
gear (Douglas DC-10)

POWERPLANT ITMMS
Compressor rear frame
(General Electric CF6-6)

STRUCTURAL ITEMS

~~
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port plan which includes the designation of maintenance stations, staffing with trained mechanics, provision of specialized testing equipment
and parts inventories, and so on. The overall maintenance plan of an
airline in lvpical of that for any transportation system in which each
piece of ,.quipment operates through many stations but has no unique
home station.
A large proportion of the failures that occur during operation are
first observed and reported by the operating crew. Some of these must
be corrected after the next landing, and a few are serious enough to
require a change in flight plan. The correction of many other failures,
however, can be deferred to a convenient time and location. Those line
stations with a high exposure to the need for immediate corrective work
are designated as maintenance stations and are equipped with trained
mechanics, spare-parts inventory, and the facilities necessary to carry

ii
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out such repairs. United Airlines serves 91 airline stations with 19 such
maintenance stations.
The decision to designate a particular station as a maintenance
station depends chiefly on the amount of traffic at that station and the
reliability of the aircraft involved. A station at which the greatest volume
of repairs is expected is the logical first choice. However, other considerations may be the frequency with which the operating schedule provides ov:. ight layovers, the relative ease of routing other aircraft to
that station, the availability of mechanics and parts to support other
types of aircraft, the planned volume of scheduled-maintenance work,
and so on.
Line-maintenance stations themselves vary in size and complexity.
The facilities needed for immediate corrective work establish the minimum resources at any given maintenance station, but operating organizations generally consolidate the bulk of the deferrable work at a few of
these stations for greater economy. To simplify the control of scheduled
maintenance, individual tasks arc grouped into a fairly small number
of maintenanc- ackages for execution. Like deferrable corrective work,
these sched
mainteivance packages can be arsigned to any convenient maint
ice station. Thus the more involved work is generally
assigned to th,.
line stations already equipped with the staff and
inventories for .,.ensive corrective work.
Not all scheduled-maintenance tasks can be carried out at line stations. Major structur,-l inspections, scheduled rework, and inspections
which entail exter.s: • dissassembly are best handled at a major maintenance base equipned with shop facilities. The major base also repairs
failed units that a. 'moved from aircraft at the line stations. Few such
maintenance bases are needed, and reliability considerations generally
determine their size and manpower requirements, rather than their
location. Many large airlines operate efficiently with only one maintenance base. The work performed at a maintenance base is generally
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termed shop maintenance to differentiate it from line maintenanre,which
consists primarily of replacing failed units rather than repairing them.
The entire process by which a detailed support plan is developed
is beyond the scope of this volume. Suffice it to say that a detailed plan
is necessary in order to implement a scheduled-maintenance program.
Our concern here is with the development of such a program - or rather,
with the principles underlying its development. In the following chapters we will examine the nature of failures, the basis on which their consequences are evaluated, and the specific criteria that determine the
applicability and effectiveness of a given type of prever'.ive task. With
this framework established, we will consider the decisioi, '-gic that
results in a scheduled-maintenance program based on the actual reliability characteristics of the equipment. This reliability-centered approach ensures that the inherent safety and operating capability of the
equipment will be realized at the minimum cost, given the information
available at any time.
The chapters in Part Two illustrate the application of RCM decision
logic to specific hardware examples and discuss some of the informition processes involved in the continuing evolution of the maintenance
program after the equipment enters service. All these illustrations are
drawn from commercial-aircraft applications. However, it bhould be
clear from the discussion in Pirt One that the basic principles of RCM
programs extend not just to other operating contexts, but to mdintenance
programs for any complex equipment.
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THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

of any mechanical equipment are subject to wear, corrosion,

and fatigue which inevitably result in some deviation from the conditions that existed when the equipment was new. Ultimately the deviation will become great enough that the equipment, or some item on it,
no longer meets the required performance standards -that is, it fails.
The role of scheduled maintenance is to cope with the failure process.
For years, however, the chief focus has been on anticipating the age at
which things were likely to fail, rather than on how they fail and the
consequences of such' failures. As a result, there has been insufficient
attention to the failure process itself, and even less attention to the
question of precisely what constitutes a failure.
One reason for this lack of attention has been the common assumpthat all equipment "wears out" and inevitably becomes less reliable with increasing operating age. This assumption led to the conclusion that the overall failure rate of an item will always be reduced by
an age limit which precludes operation at ages where the likelihood of
failure is greater. In accordance with this hard-time policy, all units were
taken out of service when they reached a specified age and were sent
tc the major maintenance base for complete disassembly and overhaul,
a procedure intended to restore each part. to its original condilion.
It is now known that the reliability of most complex items does not
vary directly with operating age, at least not in such a way as to make
hard-time overhaul a useful concept. Procedures directed at obtaining
some precise evidence that a failure is imminent are frequently a far
superior weapon against failure. However, to understand the specific
nature of such procedures as they pertain to an RCM program, it is
necessary to take a closer look at the entire concept of failure. Without
a precise definition of what condition represents a failure, tl,,ere is no
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way either to assess its consequences or to define the physical evidence
for v, iich to inspect, The term failure must, in fact, be given a far more
explicit meaning than "an inability to function" in order to clarify the
basis of reliability-centered maintenance.
In this chapter we will examine the problemn of defining failures
and some of Mne implications this has for the analysis of failure data. We
will also see how failure consequences are evaluated, both in terms of
single failures and in terms of multiple failures. Finally, we will discuss
the process of failure itself and see why complex items, unlike simple
items, do not necessarily wear out.

~2
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THE DEFINITION OF FAILURE

Each of us has some intuitive notion of what constitutes a failure. We
would all agree that an automobile engine, a fuel pumr, or a tire has
failed if it ceases to perform its intended function. But there are times
when an item does continue to function, although not at its expected
level. An automobile engine may run powerfully and smoothly, but its
oil consumption is high; a fuel pump may pump fuel, but sluggishly;
a tire may hold air and support the car, but its bald tread indicates that
it will do neither much longer.
Have these items failed? If not, how bad must their condition become before we would say a failure has occurred? Moreover, if any of
these conditions is corrected, the time required for unanticipated repairs might force a change in other plans, such as the delay or cancel-

failure
functional

failure

potential failure

4

lation of a trip. In this event could it still be argued that no failure had
occurred?
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To cover all these eventualities we can define a failure in broad
terms as follows:
A failure is an unsatisfactory condition.
In other words, a failure is any identifiable deviation from the original
condition which is unsatisfactory to a particular user. The determination that a condition is unsatisfactory, however, depends on the consequences of failure in a given operating contexti. For example, high oil
consumption in an aircraft engine may pose no problem on shortor medium-range flights, whereas on long-range flights the same rate
of consumption would exhaust the oil supply. Similarly, engineinstrument malfunctions that would not disrupt operations on multiengine equipment would be clearly unsatisfactory on a single-engine
plane, and performance that is acceptable in a land-based environment
might not be good enough for carrier operation.
In short, the exact dividing line between satisfactory and unsatisfactory conditions will depend not only on the function of the item in
question, but on the nature of the equipment in which it is insLalled
and the operating context in which that equipment is used. The deter-4
mination will therefore vary from one operating organization to another.
Within a given organization, however, it is essential that the boundaries
between satisfactory and unsatisfactory conditions be defined for each
item in clear and unmistakable terms.
FUNCTIONAL. FAILURE

The judgment that a condition is unsatisfactory implies that there must
be some condition or performance standard on which this judgment
can be based. As we have seen, however, an u.-satisfactory condition
can range from the complete inability of an item to perform its intended
function to some physical evidence that it will soon be unable to do so.
For maintenance purposes, therefore, we must classify failures further
as either functional failures or potential failures:
A functional failure is the inability of an item (or the equipment containing it) to meet a specified performance standard.
A complete loss of function is clearly a functional failure. Note, however, that a functional failure also includes the inability of an item to
function at the level of performance that has been specified as satisfactory. This definition thus provides us with an identifiable and measur-
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abie condition, a basis for identifying functional failures.

To define a functional failure for any item we must, of course, have
a clear understanding of its functions. This is not a trlvia1~consideration.
For example, if we say that the function of the braiking system on an airplane is to stop the plane, then only one functic nal failure is possible inability to stop the plane. However, this system also has tl'ie functions
of providing modulated stopping capability, providing differential
braking for maneuvering on the ground, providing ýantiskid capability,
and so on. With this expanded definition it becomes clear that the
braking system is in fact subject to a number of different functional
failures. It is extremely important to determine all the functions of an
item that are significant in a given operating context, since it is only in
these terms that its futmctional failures can be defined.
POTENTIAL FAILURE

*

Once a particular functional failure has been defined, some physical
condition can often be identified which indicates that this failure is
imminent. Under these circumstances it may be possible to remove the
item from service before the point of functional failure. When such
conditions can be identified, they are defined as potential failures:
A potential failure is an identifiable physical condition which indicates
a functional failure is imminent.

The fact that potential failures can be identified is3 an important aspect
of modem maintenance theory, because it permits maximum use C4'
each item without the consequenccs associated with a functional failure.
Units are removed or repaired ai- the potential- failure stage, so that
potential failures preempt functional failures,

For some items the identifiable condition that indicates imminent
failure is directly related to the performance criterion thtt defines the
functional failure. For example, one of the functions of a tire tread is to
provide a renewable surface that protects the carcass of the tire so that
it can be retreaded. This function is not the most obvious one, and it
might well be overlooked in a listing of tire functions; nevertheless, it
is important from an economic standpoint. Repeated use of the tire
wears away the tread, and if wear continues to the point at which the
carcass cannot be retreaded, a functional f'ailure has occurred. lo pre-

I

vent this particular functional failure, we must therefore define the
potential failure as some wear level that does not endanger the carcass.
The ability to identify either a functional or a potential fitilure thus
depends on three factors:

~.Clear definitorns of the functions of an item as they relate to the
equipment or operating context in which the item is to be used
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1-A clear definition of the conditions that constitute a functional
failure in each case
10 A clear definition of the conditions that indicate the imminence
of this failure
In other words, we must not only define the failure; we- must also specify the precise evidence by which it can be recognized.
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the role of the operating :rew
evident and hidden functions
verification of failures
intrprtin
filue dta

Both functional failures and potential failures can be defined in terms
of identifiable conditions for a given operating context. In evaluating
failuic data, however, it is important to take int&o;'a~count the'different
frames of reference of several sets of failure observers -the operating
crew, the line mechanic, the shop mechanic, and even passengers.
Understanding how and when the observer sees a failure and how he
interprets it is crucial both to operating reliability and to effective preventive main~enance.
The dctection and reporting of failures depends on two principal
elemnents
10 The observer must be in a position to detect the failure. This "right"
position may be a physical location, a particular moment in time,
or access to the inspection equipment that can reveal the condition.
Vo- The observer must have standards that enable him to recognize the
condition he sees as a failure, either functional or potential.
THE ROLE OF THE OPERATING CREW

20 THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

Members of the operating crew are the only people in a position to
observe the dynamic operation of the equipment in its normal environment. Whereas an airplane in a maintenance facility is in a static
environment, during flight its systems are activated and the whole
machine is subjected to airloads and to both low atmospheric pressure
and low outside temperatures. As a result, the operating crew will be
the first to observe many functional failures. Such failures are often
detected at the time a crew member calls on a function and finds that
it is impaired.
In most complex equipment the crew's ability to observe failures
is further enhanced by extensive instrumentation, warning lights, or
other mon~itoring devices. In some cases these indicators make failures
evident at the moment they occur, when otherwise they might go undetected until the function was needed. Such early warning provides
more time fo changes in operating strategy to offset the conrequences
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of the failure. For example, certain engine malfunctions may require
the shutdown of one engine and perhaps the selection of an alternate
landing field, or an auxiliary hydraulic pump may have to be turned on
after one of the main ones fails. Even when the flight can be continued
Sithout incident, the crew is required to record the failure as, accurately
as p~ossible in the flight log so the condition can be corrected at the

earliest opportunity.
This instrumentation also permits the crew to determine whether4
i; ý-ms that are still operative are functioning as well as they should. In
some cases reduced performance is an indication of an imminent failure, and these conditions vwould also be examined later to see whetherI
a potential failure exists.
Not surprisingly, the operating crew plays a major role in detecting
failure conditions. This is illustrated by a study of the support costs on
a fleet of Boeing 747's over the first ten months of 1975 (a total of 51,400
operating hours). In this case 66.1 percent of all failure reports while the
plane was away from the maintenance base originated with the operating crew, and these failures accounted for 61.5 percent of the total manhours for corrective line maintenance. The other 33.9 percent of the

reported failures included potential failures detected by line mechanics,

along with other failures not normally evident to the operating crew.
HIDDEN-FUNCTION AIMS

F

Although most functional failures are first detected by the operating
crew, many items are subject to failures that the crew is not in a position to observe. The crew duties often include special checks of certain
hidden-function items, but most such failures must be found by inspections or tests performed by maintenance personnel. To ensure that we
will know when a failure has occurred, we must know that the observer
is in a position to detect it. H-ence for maintenance purposes a basicI
distinction is made between evident and hidden functions fromf the vantage point of the operating crew:
An evident function is one whose failure will be evident to the operating
crew during the performance of normal duties.
A hidden function is one whose failure will not bc evident to the operating crew during the performance of normal duties.
An ite'm may have several functions, any one of which can fail. If the
loss of one of these functions would not be evident, the item must be
classified from the maintenance standpoint as a hidden-function item.
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Hidden fungi .ons may be of two kinds:

Ii

oi-

A function that is normally active but gives no indication to the

operating crew if
it ceases
No A function that is normally inactive, so that the crew cannot know
whether it will be available when it is needed (usually the demand
follows some other failure)
The fire-detection system in an aircraft powerplant falls into the first
category. This system is active whenever the engine is in use, but its
sensing function is hidden unless it detects a fire; thus if it fails in some
way, its failure is similarly hic(den. The fire-extinguishing system that
backs up this unit has the second kind of hidden function. It is not
activated unless a fire is detected, and only when it is called upon to
operate does the crew find out whether it works.
In addition to inspecting for potential failures, maintenance personnel also inspect most hidden-function items for functional failures.
Thus the operating crew and the maintenance crew complement one
another as failure observers.
VERIFICATION OF FAILURES

Operating crews occasionally report conditions which appear unsatisdefined standards for condition and performance. This is a basic prin-
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ciple of prevention. The operating crew cannot always know when a
particular deviation represents a potential failure, and in the interests
of safety the crew is required to report anything questionable. In most
airlines the operating crew can communicate directly with a central
group of maintenance specialists, or controllers, about any unusual conditions observed during flight. The controllers can determine the consequences of the condition described to them and advise the crew
whether to land as soon as possible or continue the flight, with or without operating restrictions. The controllers are also in a position to determine whether the condition should be corrected before the plane is
dispatched again. This advice is particularly important when a plane is
operating into a station which is not a maintenance station.
Once the plane is available for mafntenance inspection, the maintenance crew is in a better position. to Oiagnose the problem and determine whether a failure condition actually does exist. Thus the suspect
item may be replaced or repaired or marked "OK for continued operation." The fact that failure observers have different frames of reference
for interpreting the conditions they see often makes it difficult to evaluate failure reports. For example, a broken seat recliner is recognizable
to any observer as a failure. Frequently a passenger will notice the con-

I

dition first and complain about it to the flight attendant. The line
mechanic at the next maintenance station will take corrective action,
usually by replacing the mechanism and sending the failed unit to the
maintenance base, where the shop mechanic will record the failure and

make the repair. In this case all four types of observer would have noI

I
r

difficulty recognizing the failure.
The situation is somewhat different with an in-flight engine shutdown as a result of erratic instrument readings. Although the passengers would not be aware that a failure had occurred, the operating crew
would report an engine failure. However, the line mechanic might discover that the failure was in the cockpit instruments, not the engine. He

would then replace the faulty instrument and report an instrument fail-

ure. Thus the crew members are the only ones in a position to observe
the failure, but they are not in a position to interpret it. Under other
circumstances the situation may be reversed. For example, on certain
engines actual separation of the turbine blades -a functional failure is preceded by a perceptible looseness of one or more blades in their
mounts. If the blades separate, both the operating crew and the passengers may become abrubtly aware of the functional failure, but since
the engine functions normally with loose blades, neither crew nor
passengers have any reason to suspect a potential failure. In this case
the crew members might be able to interpret the condition as a potential failure, but they are not in a position to observe it.
The line mechanic who inspects the engine as part of scheduled
maintenance will check for loose blades by slowly rotating the turbine4
assembly and feeling the blades with a probe (typically a length of stiff
rubber or plastic tubing). If he finds any loose blades, he will reporta
failure and remove the engine. The mechanics in the engine-repair shop
are in an even better position for detailed observation, since they must
goinside the engine case to get at the faulty blades. (On occasion they
may be the first to observe loose blades in an engine removed for other
reasons.) If they itonfirm. the line mechanic's diagnosis, they will report
the failure as verified.4
Of course, the situation is not always this clear cut. Often there are
no precise troubleshooting methods to determine exactly which component or part is responsible for a reported malfunction. Under these
circumstances the line mechanic will remove several items, any one of
which might have caused the problem. This practice is sometimes
referred to as "shotgun" troubleshooting. Many of these suspect items
will show normal performance characteristics when thiey are tested at
the maintenance base. Thus, although they are reported as failures at
the time they are removed from the equipment, from the shop mechanic's frame of reference they are unverified failures. By the same token,
differences between the testing environment and the field environment

*
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will sometimes result in unverified failures for items that are actually
suffering functional failures in the field.
Units removed from equipment either as potential failures or because of malfunctions are termed premature removals. This term came
into use when most equipment items had a fixed operating-age limit.
A unit removed when it reached this limit was "time-expired," whereas

one removed because it had failed (or was suspected of having failed)
before this age limit was a "premature" removal.
INTERPRETING FAILURE DATA

The problem of interpreting failure data is further complicated by differences in reporting policy from one organization to another. For
example, one airline might classify an engine removed because of loose
turbine blades as a failure (this classification would be consistent with
our definition of a potential failure). This removal and all others like it
would then be counted as failures in all failure data. Another airline

I

might classify such removals as "precautionary," or even as "sched-
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uled" (having discovered a potential failure, they would then schedule
the unit for removal at the earliest opportunity). In both these cases the
removals would not be reported as failures.
Similar differences arise as a result of varying performance requirements. The inability of an item to meet some specified performance
requirement is considered a functional failure. Thus functional failures
(and also potential failures) are created or eliminated by differences in
the specified limits; even in the same piece of equipment, what is a
failure to one organization will not necessarily be a failure to another.
These differences exist not only from one organization to another, but
within a single organization over a long calendar period. Procedures
change, or failure definitions are revised, and any of these changes will
result in a change in the reported failure rate.
Another factor that must be taken into account is the difference in
orientation between manufacturers and users. On one hand, the operating organization tcnds to view a failure for any reason as undesirable
and expects the manufacturer to improve the product to eliminate all
such occurrences. On the other hand, the ma~nufacturer considers it his
responsibility to deliver a product capable of performing at the warranted reliability level (if there is one) under the specific stress conditions for which it was designed. If it later develops that the equipment
must frequently be operated beyond these conditions, he will not want
to assume responsibility for any failures that may have been caused or
accelerated by such operation. Thus manufacturers tend to "censor"~
the failure histories of operating organizations in light of their individual operating practices. The result is that equipment users, with
some confusion among them, talk about what they actually saw, while
the manufacturer talks about what they should have seen.
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF FAILURE

While failure analysis may have some small intrinsic interest of its own,
the reason for our concern with failure is its consequences. These may
range from the modest cost of replacing a failed component to the possible destruction of a piece of equipment and the loss of lives. T hus all
reliability- centered maintenance,. including the need for redesign, is
dictated, not by the frequency of a particular failure, but by the nature
of its consequences. Any preventive-maintenance program is therefore
based on the following precept:

safety consequences
operational consequences
nonoperational consequences
hidden-failure consequences

The consequences of a failure determine the priority of the maintenance
activities or design improvement required to prevent its occurre, ice.
The more complex any piece of equipment is, the more ways there are
in which it can fail. All failure consequences, however, can be grouped
in the following four categories:
lo

Safety consequences, involving possible loss of the equipment and
its occupants

0-

Operational consequences, which involve an indirect economic
loss as well as the direct cost of repair

lo.

Nonoperational consequences, which involve only the direct cost of
repair

lo-

Hidden-failure consequences, which have no direct impact, but
increase the likelihood of a multiple failure

SAFETY CONSEQUENCES

The first consideration in evaluating any failure possibility is safety:
Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary damage that could
have a direct adverse effect on operating safety?
Suppose the failure in question is the separation of a number of
turbine blades on an aircraft engine, causing the engine to vibrate
heavily and lose much of its thrust. This functional failure could certainly affect the safety of a single-engine aircraft and its occupants,
since the loss of thrust will force an immediate landing regardless of
the terrain below. Furthermore, if the engine is one whose case cannot
contain ejected blades, the blades may be thrown through the engine
case and cause unpredictable, and perhaps serious, damage to the
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plane itsel;. There is also danger from hot gases escaping from the
torn engine case. In a multiengine plane the loss of thrust would have
no direct effect on safety, since the aircraft can maintain altitude and
complete its flight with one engine inoperative. Hence the loss 4f function is not in itself cause for alarm. However, both plane and passengers
will still be endangered by the possible secondary damage caused by,
the ejected blades. In this case, therefore, the secondary effects are
sufficient reason to classify the failure as critical,.
A critical failure is any failure that could have a direct effect on
safety. Note, however, that the term direct implies certain limitations.
The impact of the failure must be immediate if it is to be considered
direct; that is, the adverse effect must be one that will be felt before
planned completion of the flight. In addition, these consequences must
result from a single failure, not from some combination of this failure
with one that has not yet occurred. An important fact follows from this:
Do All critical failures will be evident to the operating crew. If a failure
has no evident results, it cannot, by definition, have a direct effect
on safety.
It may be necessary to remove a plane from service to correct certain
failures before continuing operation, and in some cases it may even be
advisable to discontinue the flight. However, as long as the failure itself
has no immediate safety consequences, the need for these precautionary measures does not justify classifying this failure as critical.
Not every critical failure results in an accident; some such failures,
in fact, have occurred fairly often with no serious consequences. However, the issue is not whether such consequences are inevitable, but
whether they are possible. For example, the seccndary effects associated
with ejected turbine blades are unpredictable. Usually they do not
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injure passengers or damage a vital part of the plane-but they can.
Therefore this failure is classified as critical. Similarly, any failure
that causes an engine fire is critical. Despite the existence of fireextinguishing systems, there is no guarantee that a fire can be controlled and extinguished. Safety consequences are always assessed at
the most :)nservative level, and in the absence of proof that a failure
cannot affect safety, it is classifik;d by def'ult as critical.
In the event of any critical ailure, every attempt is made to prevent
a recurrence. Often redesign of one or more vulnerable items is necessary. However, the design and manufacture of new parts and their subsequent incorporation in in-service equipment takes months, and
sometimes years. Hence some other action is needed in the meantime.
In the case of turbine-blade failure an identifiable physical conditionloose blades - has been found to occur well in advance of actual separation of the blades. Thus regular inspection for this condition as part
of scheduled maintenance makes it possible to remove engines at the
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potential-failure stage, thereby forestalling all critical functional failures. Note that this preventive-maintenance task does not prevent
failures; rather, by substituting a potential failure for a functional failure, it precludes the consequences of a functional failure.
OPERATIONAL CONSEQUENCES

Once safety consequences have been ruled out, a second set of consequences must be considered:
Does the failure have a direct adverse effect on operational capability?
Whenever the need to correct a failure disrupts planned operations, the
failure has operational consequences. Thus operational consequences
include the need to abort an operation after a failure occurs, the delay
or cancellation of other operations to make unanticipated repairs, or
the need for operating restrictions until repairs can be made. (A critical
failure can, of course, be viewed as a special case of a failure with operational consequences.) In this case the censequences are economic: they
represent the imputed cost of lost operational capability.
A failure tnat requires immediate correction does not necessarily
have operational consequences. For example, if a failed item on an aircraft can be replaced or repaired during the normal transit time at a line
station, then it causes no delay or cancellation of subsequent flights,
and the orly economic consequence is the cost of corrective maintenance. In contrast, the riane may be operational, but its reduced capability will result in such costs as high fuel consumption. The definition
of operational consequences will therefore vary from one operating
context to another. In all cases, however, the total cost of an operational
failure includes the economic loss resulting from the failure as well as
the cost of repairing it. If a failure has no operational consequences, the
cost of corrective m:' ;n.
n'vance is still incurred, but this is the only cost.
If a potential feaivre such as loose turbine blades were discovered
while the plane "
.. ý,ý-rvice, " dine required to remove this engine
and install a , :. i would •n,olve operational consequences. However, inspection,.
this potential failure can be performed while the
plane is out of serni.-e for scheduled maintenance. In this case there is
ample time to remove and replace any failed engines (potential failures)
without disrupting planned operations.
NONOPERATIONAL CONSEQUENCES

There are many kinds of functional failures that have no direct adverse
effect on operational capability. One common example is the failure of
a navigation unit in a plane equipped with highly redundant navigation system. Since other units '.n•. •: avaý
ty of the required func-
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the failed unit must be
replaced at some convenient ti'e. Thus the costs generated by such a
failure are limited to the cost of corrective maintenance.
As we have seen, potential failures also fall in this category. The
purpose of defining a potential failure that can be used to preempt a
functional failure is to reduce the failure consequences in as many cases
as possible to the level of direct cost of replacement and repair.
HIDDEN.FAILURE CONSEQUENCES

Another important class of failures that haVe no immediate consequences consists of failures of hidden-function items. By definition,
hidden failures can have no direct adverse effects (if they did, the
failure would not be hidden). However, the ultimate consequences can
be major if a hidden failure is not detected and corrected. Certain
elevator-control systems, for examvle, are designed with concentric
inner and outer shafts so that the failure of one shaft will not result in
any loss of elevator control. If the second shaft vere to fail after an
undetected failure of the first one, the result would be a critical failure.
In other words, the consequence of any hidden-function failure is increased exposure to the consequences of a multiple failure.

2 4

MULTIPLE FAILURES

probability of a multiple

failure

evaluation of niultiple-failure
consequences

Failure consequences are often assessed in terms of a sequence of independent events leading to a multiple failure, since several successive
failures may result in consequences that no one of the failures would
produce individually. The probability of a multiple failure is simple to

calculate. Suppose items A and B in Exhibit 2.1 both have a probability
of 0.99 of surviving a given two-hour flight (this would correspond to
one failure per 100 fights, which is in fact a very high failure rate). If
items A and B are both functioning at takeoff time, there are only four
possible outcomes:

'
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Item A survives and item-B survives:
Item A survives and item B fails:

P - 0.,99 X 0.99 = 0.9801
P = 0.99 X 0.01 = 0.0099

•

Item A fails and item B survives:

P = 0.01 X 0.99 = 0.0099

•

Item A fails and item B fails:

P = 0.01 X 0.01

=

0.0001

In other words, the probability that A and B will both fail during the
same flight is only 0.0001, or an average of once in 10,000 flights. If we
were considering a multiple failure of three items, the average occurrence, even with the high failure rate we have assumed here, would be
once every million flights.
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1ree diagram showing the probability of a multiple
failure of two items during the same flight when both items are
serviceable at takeoff.

Note the' differqnce, however, if item A is in a failed state when
the flight begins. Thi'probability that B will fail is .01; thus the probability of a multiple failure of A and B depends only on the probability
of the second failure- .01, or an average of one occurrence every 100
flights. This becomes a matter of concern if the combination has critical
consequences. Because of the increased probability of a multiple failure;
hidden-function items are placed in a special category, and all such
items that are not subject to other maintenance tasks are scheduled for
failure-finding tasks. Although this type of task is intended to discover,
rati'er than to preyent, hidden failures, it can be viewed as preventive
maintenance becauise one of its objectives is to reduce exposure to a
possible multiple failure.A
To illustrate how the consequences of a multiple failure might be
evaluated, consider a sequence of failures all of which are evident. If
the first failure has safety consequences, there is no need to assess the
consequences of a second failure. This first critical failure is the sole
concern, and every effort is made to prevent its occurrence. When the
first loss of function is not critical, then the consequences of a second
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second
third
failure
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fourth
failure

effect on prriouA
failure, in sequence
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The Wutical nature of the fhlt
failure supersedes the cousequences

of a possible second failuft
Operational

Critical

NonopeAtional

Operational

Critical

Nonoperational

Nonoperational

Operational

A seond failure would be rtlcal;
the first failure must be corrected
before further dispatch and there.
fore has operatioal consequntces.
A third failure would be critical;
the second failure must be corre•ted before further dispalch,
but correction of the first failure
can be defytred to a convenient
time and Ijeation.
Critical

A fourth failure would be critical;
the third failure must be corrected
before fur;ter dispatch, but correction of both the first and second
failures can be deferred.

EXHIBIT 2"2 The consequences of a single failure as determined by
the consequences of a possible multiple failure. A (ailure that does

not in itself affect operating capability acquires operational
consequences if a subsequent multiple failure would be critical.

loss of function must be investigated. If the combined effect of both
failures would jeopardize safety, then this multiple failure must be
prevented by correcting the first failure as soon as possible. This may
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entail an unscheduled landing and will at least require taking the
equipment out of service until the condition has been repaired. In this
case, therefore, the first failure has operational consequences.
Note in Exhibit 2.2 that multiple-failure consequences need be
nssessed on!y in terms of two successive failure events. If a third loss
of function would be critical, the second failure has operational consequences. However, the first failure in such a sequence can be deferred
to a convenient time and place; thus it has no operational consequences.
Hidden-function failures are assessed on the same basis. If the first
failure under consideration is a hidden one, scheduled maintenance is
necessary to protect against a multiple failure. The intensity of this
maintenance, however, is dictated by the consequences of the possible
multiple failure. If the combination of this failure with a second failure

.... i.

..

would be critical, every effort is made to ensure that the hidden function will be available.
What we are doing, in effect, is tre,%ting any single failure as the
first in a succession of events that could lead to a critical multiple failure. It is this method of assessing failure consequences that permits us
to base a maintenance program on the consequences of single failures.
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FAILURE IN SIMPLE ITEMS

failure in simple items

One reason for identifying unsatisfactory conditions at the potential-

a model of the failure process

failure stage is to prevent the more serious consequences of a functional
failure. Another reason, however, is that the removal of individual unito
on the basis of their condition makes it possible to realize most of the
useful life of each unit. To see how this procedure works, consider a
simple item such as the airplane tire in Exhibit 2.3. Although a tire has
other functions, here we are concerned with its retread capability.
Hence we have defined a functional failure as the point at which the

the age at failure

EXHIBIT 2.3 Tire tread wear as an illustration of the failure process
in a simple item. The potential-failure condition is defined In this
case as the tread depth at point A. At point 8, when the tire is smooth,
it can still be removed as a potential failure, but if wear continues to
point C the carcass will no longer be suitable for retreading, and the
loss of this function will constitute a functional failure.

Tread depth

B

--

Resistance

Poleatiall failureA

Exposure (number of mlandi)
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EXHIBIT 2"4 The use of potential failures to prevent functionial
failures. When tread depth reaches the potential-failure stage, the
tire is removed and retreaded (recapped). This process restores the
original tread, .,O" hence the original failure resktance, so that
the tire nev'c" reaches the functional-failure stage.

carcass plies are exposed so that the carcass is no longer suitable for
retreading. The remaining tread is thus the tire's resistance to failure at
any given moment. The stresses to which the tire is subjected during
each landing reduce this resistance by some predictable amount, and
the number of landings is a measure of the total exposure to stress. With
increasing exposure in service, the failure resistance is gradually reduced until eventually there is a functional failure-visible plies.
Because the reduction in failure resistance is visible and easily
measured, it is usual maintenance practice to define a potential failure
as some wear level just short of this failure point. The tires are inspected
periodically, usually when the aircraft is out of service, and any tire
worn beyond the specified level is replaced. To allow for periodic
inspections, the condition we choose as the potential-failure stage
must not be too close to the functional-failure condition; that is, there
must be a reasonable interval in which to detect the potential failure
and take action. Conversely, setting the potential-failure limit too high
would mean replacing tires that still had substantial useful life.
Once the optimum potential-failure level has been defined, inspec-
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tions can be scheduled at intervals based on the expected amount of

I
,1

tread wear over a given number of landings. Exhibit 2.4 shows a smooth
tread noticed at inspection 5. At this point the tire is replaced, and if
its carcass Is sound, it will be retreaded. Retreading restores the original
tread, and hence the original resistance to failure, and a new service
cycle beginis.
Failure resistance, as we are using the concept here, is somewhat
analogous to the structural engineering practice of determining the
stresses imposed by an applied load and then addit.g a safety factor to
determine the design strength of a structural mnember. The difference
between the applied load and the design strength is then the resistance
to failure. The same principle extends to servicing and lubrication

11

requirements, for example, where a specified oil quantity or lubrication
represents a resistance to functional failure. Similarly, loose turbine
baeartaeasamrereutoinfiuerssac.Tesfilm
subtle difference, however, between this latter situal-ion and _-tire
example. In the case of the tire the decline in failure resistance is visible

and dhoŽ approximate unit of stress (average tread wear per landing) is
kn.iwi. In the case of turbine blades the unit of stress is unknown and
the decline in failure resistance is not apparent until the resistance has
become quite low.
A MODEL OF THE FAILURE PROCESS

I

So far we have discussed a reduction in failure resistance that is evidenced by some visible condition. The more general failure process'
involves a direct interaction between stress and resistance, as shown
in Exhibit 2.5. The measure of exposure may be calendar time, total
operating hours, or number of flight or landing cycles, depending on

the item. Because the measurable events occur over time, it is common

to refer to total exposure as the age of an item. Possible measures for the
stress scale are even more varied. Stresses may include temperature and
atmospheric conditions, vibration, abrasion, peak loads, or some cornbination of these factors. It is often impossible to separate all the stress
factors that may affect an item; hence exposure to stress is usually generalized to include all the stresses to which the item is subjected in a
given operating context.
The primary age measure for most aircraft equipment is operating
hours, usually "off-to-on" (takeoff to landing) flying hours. Some failure
modes, however, are related to the number of ground,-air-ground stress
cycles, and in these cases age is measured as numiber of landings or
flight cycles. Flight cycles are important, for example, in determining
the number of stress cycles experienced by the aircraft structure and
landing gear during landing. They are also of concern for powerplants.
Engines undergo much more stress during takeoff and climb than dur-

Ing cruise, and an engine that experiences more takeoffs in the sameI
number of operating hours will deteriorate more rapidly.
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EXHIBIT 2-5 Generalized model of the failure process. Resistance
to failure is assumed to decline steadily with exposure to stress,
measured over time as operating age, flight cycles, and so on.
A functional failure coccurs when the amount of stress exceeds the
remaining failure resistance. In reality both stress and resistance
can fluctuate, so that there is no way to predict the exact age at
which the failure point will be reached.

For this reason all aircraft equipment is monitored in terms of both
operating hours and flight cycles, usually on the basis of total flying
time and total flight cycles for the entire aircraft. Thus if an engine is
installed in a plane that has accumulated 1,000 operating hours and is
removed at 1,543 hours, the engine has aged 543 hours since installation. If that engine was 300 hours old when it was installed, its age at
removal is 843 hours.
Some military aircraft are equipped with acceleration recorders
which also monitor the number of times the structure is stressed beyond
a certain number of G's during operation. The loads can be counted and
converted to an equivalent number of flight hours at the plane's designed operating profile. Like operating hou~rs or flight cycles, these
"spectrum hours" provide a basis for estimating the reduction in resistance to a particular failure mode.
A functional failure occurs when the stress and resistance curves
intersect- tha: is, when the stress exceeds the remaining resistance
to failure. Either of these curves way take a variety of different shapes,
and the point at which they intersect will vary accordingly (see Exhibit
2.6). Until they do intersect, however, no functional failure occurs. In
practice this failure model can be applied only to simple items -those
subject to only one or a very few failure modes -and to individual
34 THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

failure modes in complex items. The reason for such a limitation be-

comes apparent if we consider some of the variables in just a single
failure mode.
THE AGE AT FAILUR

Our examples thus far imply that any given component, such as a
tire, has a well-defined initial resistance to failure and that the rate of
decline in this resistance is more or less known and predictable. It follows,
that the time of failure should be predictable. In reality, however, even
nominally identical parts will vary both in their initial failure resistance
and in the rate at which this resistance declines with age. Suppose we
have two nominally identical units of a simple item, or perhaps two
identical parts in a complex item. To simplify matters further, let us say
they are exposed to only one type of stress and are subject to only one
type of failure. On this basis we might expect their failure resistance to
decline at the same rate and therefore expect both units to fail at approxEXHIBIT 2.6 Variability of stress, failure resistance, and the age
at failure. In example A the resistance remains constant over time,
but a sudden peak in stress causes failure to occur. In B the stress
and resistance curves do not intersect, but the peak in itress has
permanently lowered the remaining failure resistance. In C the
reduction in failure resistance caused by the peak stress is temporary.
In D the peak stress has accelerated the rate at which the remaining
resistance will decline with age.
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EXHIBIT 2"7 The difference in failure age of two nominally identical
parts subjected to similax stress patterns. The two units begin their
service lives with comparable initial resistance to failure, but unit B
is exposed to greater stress peaks and reacts to them consistently.
Unit A behaves less accountably; its resistance is unaffected by stress
peaks at 600 and 1,120 hours but declines rapidly between 1,200 and
1,300 hours. As a result, one unit fails at 850 hours and the other at
1,300 hours.

imately the same age. However, all manufactured components are
produced to specified tolerance limits, which results in a variation in
initial resistance. These varia, 'vns are insignificant from a performance
standpoint, but the result is that the two units will begin their service
lives with slightly different capacities to resist stress, and these capacities may decline at somewhat different rates.
Stress also varies from moment to moment during operation, sometimes quite abruptly. For example, the different loads exerted on an
aircraft structure by atmospheric turbulence can vary markedly even
in the course of a short flight. Moreover, the effect of these stresses will
be further influenced by the condition of the item at the particular
moment it is stressed. As a result, each component will encounter a different stress pattern even if both are operating as part of the same system. Although the variations in either stress or resistance may be slight,
their interaction can make a substantial difference in the length of time
-.....

.
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a given component will operate before failing. Units A and B in Exhibit

2.,•' •ei •'iiil al ýlkp in their initial resistance, and the stress placed on
each does not vary much from the constant stress assumed in the generalized mode). However, the time of failure is the point at which the
stress and resistance curves intersect; thus unit B failed at an age of
850 hours, whereas unit A survived until 1,300 hours.

, .. .
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Despite the variation in the failure ages of individual units, if a
large number of nominally identical units are considered, their failures
will tend to concentrate about some average age. For purposes of reliability analysis, however, it is necessary to employ statistical techniques
that describe the variation about this average age.
It is also important to recognize that the actual age at failure depends on the stress the unit experiences. The wing-,to-fuselage joints
of an aircraft will stand up to normal air turbulence for a very long time,
but perhaps not to the loads encountered during a tornado. The fan
blades of a turbine engine can withstand thousands of hours of normal

-

.

stress, but they may not be able to tolerate the ingestion of a single
Snent,

goose. In nearly all cases random stress peaks markedly above the average level will lower the failure resistance. This reduction may be permaas when damage to several structural members lowers the failure
resistance of a wing, or resistance may be affected only at the time the
stress exceeds a certain level. In some cases resistance may change with
each variation in stress, as with metal fatigue. From the standpoint of
preventive maintenance, however, the important factor is not a prediction of when an item is likely to fail, but whether or not the reduction in
failure resistance can be identified by some physical evidence that
permits us to recognize an imminent failure.
Many functional failures are evident at the time they occur, and in
theba cases the exact age at failure is known. Unless a failure is evident to the operating crew, hcwe,'er, it is impossible to determine precisely when it cccurred. A potential failure detected by mechanics is
known only to have occurred some time between the last inspection
and the inspection at which it is observed. Similarly, although there is
some exact age at which a hidden function fails, the only age we can
pinpoint is the time at which the failure is discovered. For this reason
the age at failure is defined, by convention, as the age at which a failure
is observed and reported.
A cmplx iemis one thtis subject tomany different failure modes. As
a result, the failure processes mnay J.:wolve a dozen different stress and
resistance considerations, and a correspondingly tangled graphic representation. However, each of these considerations pertains to a single
failure mode -some particular type or manner of failure. For instance, a
bearing in a generator may wear; this causes the unit to vibrate, and
ultimately the bearing will seize. At this point the generator will suffer
a functional failure, since it can no longer rotate and produce electric
power. Generators can also fail for other reasons, but the failure mode
in this case is bearing seizure.
Of course, the bearing itself B5 also subject to more than one failure

failure modes

dominant failure modes
failure age of a complex item
-
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mode. It may wear as a result of abrasion or crack as a result of excessive
heat. From the standpoint of the generator both conditions lead to the
same failure, bearing seizure. However, the rmaintenance analyst must
know the physical circumstances leading to a particular failure in order
to define an identifiable potential-failure condition. The manufacturer
also needs to know that the bearing is prone to failure and that a modification is needed to improve the reliability of the generator. Such a
design modification is obviously desirable if one particular failure mode
is responsible for a significant proportion of all the failures of the item.
Such failure modes are called dominant failure modes.
As with failures in simple items, the failure ages for a single failure
mode tend to concentrate about an average age for that mode. However,
EXHIBIT 2.8 Experience with 50 newly insltalled Pratt & Whitney
JTSD-7 engines over the first 2,000 operating hours. The 21 units that
failed before 2,000 hours flew a total of 18,076 hours, so the total
operating time for all 50 engines was 18,076 hours plus 58,000 hours
for the surviving engines, or 76,076 hours. The mean time between
failures was therefore 76-,076121, or 3,622 hours, The average age

of the failed engines, however, was only 861 hours. (United Airlines)
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the average ages for all the different modes will be distributed along
the exposure axis. Consequently, unless there is a dominant failure
mode, the overall failure ages in complex items are usually widely dispersed and are unrelated to a specific operating age. This is a unique
ch, racteristic of complex items. A typical example is illustrated in Exhibit 2.8. In a sample of 50 newly installed Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7
engines, 29 survived beyond 2,000 operating hours. The disparate failure ages of the 21 units that failed, however, do not show any concentration about the average failure age of 861 hours.
Nevertheless, even in complex items, no matter how numerous the
failure modes may be, the basic failure process reduces to the saine
faciur- the interaction between stress and resistance to failure. Whether
failures involve redr"'rd resistance, random stress peaks, or any combination of the two
interaction that brings an item to the failure
point. Thi, asp(-'
kne failure process was summed up in a 1960
United Airlines rep _.ýt:*

The aifp. ie as a whole, its basic structure, its systems, and the
various items in it are operated in an environment which causes
stresses to be imposed upon them. The magnitudes, the durations
and the frequencies with which specific stresses are imposed are
all very variable. In many cases, the real spectrum of environmentally produced stresses is not known. The ability to withstand
stress is also variable. It differs from piece to oiece of new nominally identical equipment due to material differences, variations
in the manufacturing processes, etc. The ability to withstand stress
may also vary with the age of a piece of equipment.
It is implied that an instance of environmental stress that exceeds the failure resistance of an item at a particular time constitutes failure of that item at that time.

2"7 QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTIONS OF FAILURE
Any unanticipated critical failure prompts an immediate response to

failure rate

prevent repetitions. In other cases, however, it is necessary to know

mean time between failures

how frequently an item is liKely to fail in order to plan for reliable
operation. There are several common reliability indexes based on the

probability of survival
of failure
probability
conditional density
probability

failure history of an item. Methods for deriving certain of these measures

of failure

F. S. Nowlan, A Comparison oi the Potential Effectiveness of Numerical Regulatory
Codes in the Fields of Overhaul Periodicity, Airplane Strength, and Airplane Performance, United Airlines Report POA-32, April 14,1960. These remarks paraphrase a report
prepared by D. J.Davis of the Rand Corporation in 1950, which offered intensive analysis of
failure data. For an excellent detailed discussion of the physical processes present in the
failure mechanism, see Robert P. Haviland, Reliability and Long Life Design, Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., New York, 1964.
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are discussed in detail in Appendix C, but it is helpful at this point to
know what eo'ch measure actually represents.
FAILURE RATE

The failure rate is the total number of failures divided by some measure
of operational exposure. In most cases the failure rate is expressed as
failures per 1,000 operating hours. Thus if six failures have occurred
over a period of 9,000 hours, the failure rate is ordinarily expressed as
0.667. Because measures other than operating hours are also used (flight
in comparing failure-rate data.
The failure rate is an especially valuable index for new equipment,
since it shows whether the failure experience of an item is representative of the state of the art. It is also useful in assessing the economic
desirability of product improvement. Early product-imtprovement decisions are based on the performance of units that have beer. ',xposed to
fairly short individual periods of time in service, and this performance
is adequately measured by the failure rate.
MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES

The mean time between failures, another widely used reliability index,
is the reciprocal of the failure rate. Thus with six failures in 9,000 operating hours, the mean time between failures would be 9,000/ 6, or 1,500
hours. This measure has the same uses as the failure rate. Note that the
mean time between failures is not necessarily the same as the average
age at failure. In Exhibit 2.8, for example, the average age of the failed
engines was 861 hours, whereas the mean time between failures was
3,622 hours.*

V

PROBABILITY OF SURVIVAL

With more extended operating experience it becomes possible to determine the age-reliability characteristicsof the item under study-the
relationship between its operating age and its probability of failure. At
this stage we can plot a survival curve, showing the probability of survival without failure as a function of operating age. This curve relates
directly to the gener ly accepted definition of reliability:
Reliability is the probability that an item will survive to a specified operating age, under specified operating conditions, without failure.
For this reason the survival curve is commonly referred to as the reli-

ability function.
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*For a further discussion of this distinction, see Appendix C.
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EXHIBT
2-9Survival curve for the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine
ofoeig
he 77, ase on58,432 total operating hours from May 1
to July 31, 1974. The average life is computed by partitioning along
the vertical axis to form small incremental areas whose sum

approximates the area under the curve. With an age limit of 1,000
hours, only the shaded area enters into this computation, since no
engines can contribute to the survival curve beyond this limit,
despite the fact that they would have survived had they been left in
service. (United Airlines)

f

Exhibit 2.9 shows a typical survival curve for an aircraft turbine
engine. The curve represents the percentage of installed engines that
survived to the time shown on the horizontal axis, and this is usually
our best estimate of the probability that any individual engine willI
survive to that time without failure.
A survival curve is more useful than a simple statement of the
failure rate, since it can be used to predict the percentage of units that
will survive to some given age. If the engines in Exhibit 2.9 were scheduled for removal at 1,000 hours, for example, 69 percent of them would
survive to that age limit, whereas 31 percent could be expected. to fail
before then. The area under the survival curve can also be used to measure the average life of the item under consideration. If the probability
scale is divided into small increments, each of which is projected to
intersect the curve, the contribution of each of these incremental areas
can be calculated and added to determine the average life. Thus, the tri-

angie at the top is the contribution of the first 10 percent of the units that

.
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fail (90 percent survive beyond this age):
.10
[(age at P = 1) + (age at P = .90)] ×. 2
The next incremental area represents the contribution to the average life
of the next 10 percent of the units that fail:
[(age at P = .90) + (age at P = .80)] X 20
2
and so on. Completion of this computation for the entire area under the
curve would show that, with no age limit, the average life expected for
each engine in service would be 1,811 hours.
Note, however, that an age limit of 1,000 hours removes all the surviving units from service at that age. In this case, therefore, the area
under the curve represents only the area up to that age limit. The probability of survival to 1,000 hours is .692, so the contribution of any surviving unit to the average life is only 1,000 hours X .692 - 692 hours.
This contribution, added to the incremental contributions above it for
the units that failed, yields an average realized life of 838 hours for failed
and unfailed engines. Any engines that would have survived to ages
higher than 1,000 hours, and thus have added to the average life, do not
count. The average lives that would be realized with other age limits
in this case are as follows:
average realized life
age limit
838 hours
1,000 hours
1,393 hours
2,000 hours
1,685 hours
3,000 hours
1,811 hours
No limit
PROBABILITY DENSITY OF FAILURE
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The probability that an engine in Exhibit 2.9 will survive to 1,000 hours
is .692, and the probability that it will survive to 1,200 hours is .639. The
difference between these probabilities, .053, is the probability of a failure during this 200-hour interval. In other words, an average of 5.3 out
of every 100 engines that enter service can be expected to fail during%,
this particular interval. Similarly, an average of 5.0 engines can be expected to fail during the interval from 1,200 to 1,400 hours. This measure
is called the probability density of failure.
Exhibit 2.10 shows the probability densities for each 200-hour
age interval, plotted from the probabilities of survival at each age. A
decreasing percentage of the engines will fail in each successive age
interval because a decreasing percentage of engines survives to enter
that interval.
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EXHIBIT 2-10 Probability density of failure foi the Pratt & Whitney
JT80-7 engine of the B~oeing 737. Diensity values are plotted at the
of- each
interval.• and represent
r midpoint
.
. •- " 200-hour
- , - - ..
--•
• ".the••. probability
.
• -• that
' -.
a failure will nccur during thi interval. (Uinited Airlines)

a1
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

I

The most useful measure of the age-reliability relationship is the prob-

~.

ability that an item entering a given age interval will fail during that
interval. This measure is usually called the conditional probability of

*

*
*

faiuretheprobability of failure, given the condition that the item
enters that ,•
age
•...... interval.
••.
Sometimes
•DI• :/i• "it .-is ./also1:'
• K to as the hazard
referred
rate or the local failure rate.* The conditional probability is related
.- '.,.. ..". .. .. "':of survival and the probability density. For
to both the.,-Lprobability
~example, an engine beginning at zero time has a probability of .692 Uf
reaching the age of 1,000 hours; once it has reached this age, the probability density of failure in the~ next 200-hour interval is .053. Each
engine that survives to 1,000 hours therefore has a conditional probability of failure between 1,000 and 1,200 hours of .053/.692, or .077. The
complete conditional-probability curve for this engine is shown in
Exhibit 2.11.
If the conditional probability of failure increases with age, we say
that the item shows wearout characteristicsand immediately wonder if
an age limit would be effective in reducing the overall failure rate. (Note
*In some literature these terms are defined in a narrower sense to mean the value obtained
by computing the limit of the ratio as the age interval goes to zero.
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EXHIBIT 2-11

AN46

Conditional probability of failure for the Pratt &

plotted at the midpoint of each 200-hour interval and represent the
average probability that an engine that survives to enter the interval
will fail during this interval. (United Airlines)

that the term i'carout in this context describes the adverse effect of age
on reliability; it does not necessarily imply any evident physical change
in individual units.) With an age limit of 1,000 hours the average realized life of the engine in question is 838 hours. The probability that an
engine will survive to this age is .692, so the failure rate with this limit
would be the probability of failure (.308) divided by the average life,
or a rate of 0.37 failures per 1,000 hours.
Exhibit 2.12 shows this failure rate plotted as a function of various
age limits. If the age limit is raised from 1,000 hours to 2,000 hours, the
overall failure rate is 0.42, an increase of only 13.5 percent due to the
second thousand hours of operation. However, the conditional probability of failure in the 200-hour interval just before each of these age
limits goes up from .075 to .114, an increase of 52 percent. The rate of
i.tcrease in the failure rate falls off with age because it depends on the
conditional probability for each interval weighted by the probability of
survival to that interval - and there is a continual reduction in the survival probability.

r

What this means is that the effectiveness of an age limit in control-I
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ling failure rates depends not only on large increases in conditional
probability at higher ages, but also on a high probability of survival to

I

Opwmaft

p Hlmit Miae lost shop vWit (t1Dhthours)
EXHI0.12

Relationship between the failure rate and various age

limits for the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine of the Boeing 737.
(United Airlines)

those ages. It follows that the desirability of an age limit on any item
cannot be investigated until there are sufficient operating data to construct survival and conditional-probability curves.

2 "8

AGE-RELIABILITY CHARACTERISTICS

At one time it was believed that all equipment would show wvearout
characteristics, and d-uring the years when equipment overhaul times
were being rapidly extended, United Airlines developed numerous

conditional-probability curves for aircraft components to ensure that

the bathtub curve
e-reliability relationships
o ucomplex items
the "life" of a comptex item

the higher overhaul times were not reducing overall reliability. It was
found that the conditional-probability curves fell into the six basic
patterns shown in Exhibit 2.13. Pattern A is often referred to in reliability
literature as the bathtub curve. This type of curve has three identifiable
regions:
An infant-mortality region, the period immediately after manufacture or overhaul in which there is a relatively high probability of

N
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bathtub curve: infant mortality, followed

eThe

might
11%
benefihtfrom
fmA
benefit
B•
Slimit
on aeregion.
limt-o
operating age

first by a constant or gradually increasing failure
probability and then by fuissriet
a pronounced "wearout"
h
An age limit may be desirable, pro-

•vddalrenme

vided a large number of units survive to the
age at which wearout begins.

B

C

89% cannot
benefit from
a limit on
operating age

Constant or gradually increasing failure probability, followed by a pronounced wearout
region. Once again, an age limit may be desirable (this curve is characteristic of aircraft
reciproeating engines).
Gradually increasing failure probability, but
with no identifiable wearout age. It is usually
not desirable to impose an age limit in such
cases (this curve is characteristic of aircraft
turbine engines).

/D
Low failure probability when the item is new
or just out of the shop, followed by a quick
increase to a constant level.

E
Constant probability of failure at all ages
(exponential survival distribution).

F
Infant mortality, followed by a constant or very
"slowlyincreasing failure probability 'particularly applicable to electronic equipment).
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region of constant and relatively low failure Frobability

wearout region, in which the probability of failure begins to increase rapidly with age
If the failure pattern of an item does in fact fit this curve, we are
justified in concluding that the overall failure rate will be reduced if
some action is taken just before this item enters the wearout zone. In
these cases allowing the item to age well inrn, the wearout region would
cause an appreciable increase in the failure rate. Note, however, that
,uch action Will not have much effect on the overall rate unless there is
a high probability that the item will survive to the age at which wearout
appears.
The Vresence of a well-defined wearout region is far from universal; indeed, of the six curves in Exhibit 2.13, only A and B show
wearout characteristics. It happens, however, that these two curves are
associated with a great many single-celled or simple items- in the case
of aircraft, such items as tires, reciprocating-engine cylinders, brake
pads. turbine-engine compressor blades, and all parts of the airplane
structure.
The relative frequency of each type of conditionail-probability curve
proved especially interesting. Some 89 percent of the items analyzed
had no wearout zone; therefore their performance could not be improved by the imposition of an age limit. In fact, after a certain age the
conditional probability of failure continued on at a constant rate (curves
D, E, and F). Another 5 percent had no well-defined wearout zone
(curve C) but did become steadily more likely to fail as age increased.
For a very few of these items an age limit might prove useful, provided
that it was cost-effective.
Only 6 peceuent of the items studied showed pronounced wearout
characteristics (curves A and B). Although an age limit would be applicable to these items, as we have seen, its effectiveness depends on a
high probability -that the item will survive to that age. However, the
conditional-probability curves make it possible to identify those items
that might benefit from such a limit, and the question of effectiveness
can then be investigated. Although it is often assumed that the bathtub
curve is representative of most items, note that just 4 percent of the
items fell into this pattern (curve A). Moreover, most complex items had
conditional-probability curves represented by curves C to F--that is,
they showed no concentration of failures directly related to operating
age.
The basic difference between the failure patterns of complex and
simple items has important implications for maintenance. Usually the
conditional-probability curve for a complex itenm will show some infant
mortality; often the probability of failure right after installation is fairly
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high. Usually, also, the condit-onal-probability curve shows no marked
point of increase with increasing age; the failure probability may increase gradually or remain constant, but there is no age that can be
identified as the beginning of a wearout zone. For this reason, unless
there is a dominant failure mode, an age limit does little or nothing to
improve the overall reliability of a complex item. In fact, in many cases
scheduled overhaul actually increases the overall failure rate by introducing a high infant-mortality rate in an otherwise stable system.
dietrelationship between reliability and increasing age. This is particTdrytrue.
of parts subject to metal fatigue or mechanical wear and
iesdesigned as consumnables. In this case an age limit based on some
maximum operating age or number of stress cycles may be highly effciein improving the overall reliability of a complex item. Such
limits in fact play a major role in controlling critical- failure modes, since
they can be imposed on the part or component in which a given type of
failure originates.
It is apparent from our discussion thus far that most statements
about the "life" of equipment tell us little about its age-reliability characteristics. For example, the statement that an aircraft engine has a life
of 2,000 operating hours might mean any of the following:

ii

Ii-

No engines fail before reaching 2,000 hours.

r* No critical engine failures occur before 2,000 hours.
IN Half the engines fail before 2,000 hours.
0-

The average age of failed engines is 2,000 hours.

No The conditional probability of failure iLconst,ý nt below 2,000 hours.
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l Some part in the engine has a life limit of 2,O000hours.wihu
The definition of reliability is the probability that an item will survive
agiven operating prounder specifiedoprtncndinswthu
failure. In discussions of reliability, therefore, it is insufficient to state
anoperating period alone as the "life" of an item. This statement has
nomeaning unless a probability of survival is associated with it.
It should also be apparent by now why the failure rate plays a
relatively unimportant role in maintenance programs: it is too simple a
measure. Although the frequency of failures is useful in making cost
decisions and in establishing appropriate intervals for maintenance
tasks, it tells us nothing about what tasks are appropriate or the consequences that dictate their objective. The effectiveness of a particular
maintenance solution can be evaluated only in terms of the safety or
economic consequences it is intended to prevent. By the same token, a

maintenance task must be applicable to the item in question in order
to have any effect at all. Hence we must now consider the possible forms
of preventive maintenance and see how an understanding of the failure
process and the age-reliability characteristics of an item permit us to
generate maintenance tasks on the basis of explicit criteria.
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CHAPTER THREE

the four basic maintenance tasks

Rcm PROGRMS consist of specific tasks selected on the basis of the

actual reliability characteristics of the equipment they are designed to
protect. All these tasks can be described in terms of four basic forms of
preventive maintenance, each of which is applicable under a unique
set of circumstances:
No Scheduled inspection of an item at regular intervals to find any
potential failures
b. Scheduled rework of an item at or before some specified age limit
No Scheduled discard of an item (or one of its parts) at or before some
specified life limit
W Scheduled inspection of a hidden-function item to find any func-
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Tefrtthree types of tasks are directed at preventing single failures
and the fourth at preventing multiple failures. Inspection tasks can
usal eperformed without removing the item from its installed position, whereas rework and discard tasks generally require that the item
be removed from the equipment and sent to a major maintenance base.
The development of a scheduled-maintenance program consists of
determining which of these four tasks, if any, are both applicable and
effective for a given item. Applicability depends on the failure characteristics of the item. Thus an inspection for potential failures can be
applicable only if the item has characteristics that make it possible to
define a potential-failure condition. Similarly, an age-limit task will be
applicable only if the failures at which the task is directed are related to
age. Effectiveness is a measure of the results of the ta,.k; the task objec-

-ia

tive, however, depends on the failure consequences involved. A proposed task might appear useful if it promises to reduce the overall
faiurraebut it could not be considered effective if the purpose in
applying it was to avoid functional failures altogether.
Frinspection tasks the distinction between applicability and
effectiveness is usually obvious: the item either does or does not have
characteristics that make such a task applicable. For age-limit tasks,
however, the distinction is sometimes blurred by the intuitive belief
that the task is always applicable and therefore must also be effective.
In reality imposing an age limit on an item does not in itself guarantee
that its failure rate will be reduced. The issue in this case is not whether
the task can be done, but whether doing it will in fact improve reliability.

K
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SCHEDULED ON-CONDITION TASKS

to detect potential failures are commonly termed

on-conditio)s lasks, sitice they call for the removal or repair of individual
uisoanitem "on the condition" that they do not meet the required
stnad uhtssare
directed at specific failure modes and are based
on he
eaibiityofdefining some identifiable physical evidence of a
reduced resistance to the type of failure in question. Each unit is inspected at regular intervals and remains in service until its fa4 lure

resistance falls below a defined level
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-that is, until a potential failure is

discovered. Since on-condition tasks discriminate between units that
require corrective maintenance to forestall a functional faillure and those
units that will probably survive to the next inspection, they permit all
units of the item to realize most of their useful lives.

r
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This type of task is applicable to tires, brakes, many parts of an aircraft powerplant, and much of its struchire. Many routine servicing
tasks, such as checking oil quantity and tire pressure, are on-condition
tasks. The applicability of an on-condition task depends to some extent
on both maintenance technology and the design of the equipment. For
example, borescope and radioisotope techniques have been developed
for inspecting turbine engines, but these techniques are of value chiefly
because the engines have been designed to facilitate theii use.
If on-condition tasks were universally applicable, all failure possibilities could be dealt with in this way. Unfortunately there are many
types of failures in which the failure mode is not clearly understood or
is unpredictable or gives insufficient warning for preventive measures
to be effective. There are three criteria that must be met for an oncondition task to be applicable:
IN It must be possible to detect reduced failure resistance for a specific
failure mode.
10

It must be possible to define a potential-failure condition that can
be detected by an explicit task.
O-There must be a reasonably consistent age interval between the

As an example, suppose a visible crack is used as a measure of
metal fatigue, as shown in Exhibit 3.1. Such an item is most failure
resistant when it is new (point A). The resistance drops steadily with
increasing age and is already somewhat reduced by the time a crack
appears (point B). Thereafter it is possible to monitor the growth of the
crack and define a potential-failure point C far enough in advance to
permit removal of the item before a functional failure occurs (point D).
Once a crack has appeared, the failure resistance drops more rapidly;
hence the rate of crack growth in this item must be known in order to
establich an inspection interval AT that will effectively control this
failure mode.
The data for the entire population of this item would define a range
of failure ages rather than one specific age. Hence both the defined
potential failure and the frequency of inspections depend on the objective of the task. If a functional failure would have safety consequences,
then the objective is to prevent all such failures. In this case an oncondition task may be applicable, but it would be considered effective
only if it minimized the likelihood of a critical failure. If the failure does
not involve safety, then effectiveness is measured in economic terms that is, the task is effective only if it is cost-effective. In the case of operational consequences this means that the cost of finding and correcting
potential failures must be less than the combined cost of the operational

j
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consequences plus the cost of repairing the failed units. It follows from
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EXHIBIT 3.1 Determining the interval for on-condition inspection
of an item subject to metal fatigue. Once the rate of decline in failure
resistance has been determined, an inspection interval ATis established
that proyides ample opportunity to detect a potential failure before a
functional failure can occur.

this that when an on-condition task is effective in reducing the failure
rate, and hence the frequency of operational consequences, it is usually
also cost-effective, since the cost of inspection is relatively low.
Exhibit 3.2 shows some typical on-condition tasks for an aircraft.
The first example concerns a specific failure mode of an aircraft engine
that has a set of 24 tie bolts between the fourth and fifth stages of its
turbine to hold an air seal in position (and a similar set of tie bolts
between the fifth and sixth stages). Failure of this set of tie bolts would
result in a loose air seal and cause major damage to the engine. Lowered
resistance to failure is evidenced by the failure of one or more individual
bolts. (Note that although this would be a functional failure of the tie
bolts, it is a potential failure from the standpoint of the engine.)
The second example concerns the nozzle guide vanes of the same
engine. These vanes are subject to burning by the hot exhaust gases of
the engine, and also to erosion by hard carbon particles from the combustor. The required borescope inspection is a visual inspection to
determine how much damage has occurred on the airfoil and inner platform of the vare. The definition of potential-failure conditions in this
case is quite complex; in practice the interval between inspections is
reduced as the condition deteriorates, until a point is reach,:d at which
the engine must be removed from service.

e

ee
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EXHIBIT 3 "2

I

.

LOW.PRESSURE TURBINE SECTION

Check for failed airseal tie bolh.
Note: Airseal tie bolts between fourth- and fifth-stage and sixthstage rotors (last three stages) are failing. These broken bolts are
trapped in the airseal between the rotors and cause a rattling sound
as they roll when the turbine Is slowly rotated.
A

Have fan rotated 180 degrees very slowly. Repeat 180-degree
rotation as often as necessary.

Listen at tailcone for rattling sound caused by broken bolts
rolling around (do not confuse with clanking sound of blades).
Attempt to determine number of broken bolts by counting rattlet.
C Failed-bolt limits.
Three or fewer broken bolts- engine may remain in service.
Four or more broken bolts: engine must be borescoped within
75 hours.
B

D Supply the following information:
Engine position
(1) Plane number
Engine time since last shop visit
(2) Number of broken bolts estimated from
"listening" check
E
2

Send DIS*P5106 message giving above information.

FIRST-STAGE NOZZLE GUIDE VANES

Borescope inspection (Boeing 747 JT9D powerplant).
A

Perform initial borescope inspection of first-stage nozzle
guide vanes at 600 hours. Perform repeat inspections at
600, 200, 75, or 30 hours, depending on conditions four, 1.

B

Distress limits as given in MM/OV 72-00-99:
(1MTrailing-edge cracks: maximum of 5 cracks per vane extending
to window (slot) leading edge. If distress exceeds this limit,
remove engine; otherwise, repeat inspection in 600 hours.
(2) Trailing-edge erosion: If burning-surface bum-through does
not exceed 1/2 by 1(2 inch, repeat inspection in 600 hours; if
burn-through does not exceed 3/4 by 3/4 inch, repeat inspection in 200 hours; if bum-through does not exceed 1 by 1 inch,
repeat inspection in 75 hours. If surface burn-through is up
to 5/8 inch from leading edge, repeat inspection in 30 hours.
Note: 30-hour limit is a maximum fly-back limit, to be used
one time only.
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II

3nRLBE7ECTOR INSTALLATIONS
Intensified inspection of installations, leads, and connections.
A Check for minimum clearance of 1116 inch between sensing
elements and engine, as well as between various engine

I

components. Provide necessary clearance.
B

Check for any signs of wear.

C

Wear limits:
Acceptable: Flat spots not exceeding 0.035 inch in width;
a-my length acceptable.
Not acceptable: Flat sputs exceeding 0.035 inch in width or worn
spot exposing inner conductor or composition material between
inner conductor and outer sensing-element shell.
Note: Nominal diameter is 0.070 inch.

4BRAKE ASSEMBLY, MAIN LANDING GEAR

Check brake-lining wear at each assembly, using small scale.
A

Set parking brakes.

B

Measure wear-indicator pin extension at both indicator pins.

C

Wear limits:
If either pin is less than 0.25 inch in length, replace brake
assembly.
Note: Replacement may be deferred, with approval from
SFOLM, provided wear-indicator pin measures longer than
13/64 inch. If wear-indicator pin Itngth is 13/64 inch or less,
immediate replacement is required.

5

PNEUMATIC DRIVE UNITS, LEADING EDGE FLAP

Check oil level and service as required.
Note: Drive units are numbered from outboard to inboard, 1 to 4,
left and right wing.
A

Check oil level in proper sigh, glass. If oil level is visible in
sight glass, no service is required.

B

If oil is not visible, slowly add oil (OIL 2380) through fill port
until sight glass is filled. Use 53769 oil dispenser.

C

Allow excess oil to drain out before installing fill plug.
SECTION 3 A
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In the third example the potential failure may be either lack of
adequate clearance or visible wear on fire-detector sensing elements
and leads. The fourth and fifth examples involve less judgment in the
inspection process. Exact limits are given for the brake wear-indicator
pin in the first case and oil level in the pneumatic unit in the second
case. Both require a clearcut response on the part of the inspecting
mechanic.
Whenever an on-condlition task is applicable, it is the most desirable type of preventive maintenance. Not only does it avoid the premature removal of units that are still in satisfactory condition, but the
cost of correcting potential failures is often far less than the cost of correcting functional failures, especially those that cause extensive secondary damage. For this reason on-condition inspection tasks are steadily
replacing older practices for the maintenance of airline equipment.

3'2

SCHEDULED REWORK TASKS
applicability criteria
effectiveness criteria
effect of an ag~e limit oil
maintenancc workload

Many single-celled and simple items display wearout characteristicsthat is, the probability of their failure becomes significantly greater
after a certain operating age. When an item does have an identifiable
wearout age, its overall failure rate can sometimes be reduced by imposing a hard-time limit on all units to prevent operation at the ages
of higher failure frequency. If the item is such that its original failure
resistance can be restored by rework or remanufacture, the necessary
rework task may be scheduled at appropriate intervals.* For example,
the ai'rplane tire in Exhibit 2.4 could have been scheduled for rework
after a specified number of landings, since retreading restores the

I

original failure resistance. However, this would have resulted in the
retreading of all tires at the specified age limit, whether they needed it
or not, and would not have prevented functional failures in those tires
that failed earlier than anticipated.
Where no potential-failure condition can be defined, on-condition
inspection of individual units is not feasible. In such cases a rework
task may be applicable, either for a simple item or to control a specific
failure mode in a complex item. Although the age limit will be wasteful
for some units and ineffective for others, the net effect on the entire
population of that item will be favorable. This is not the case, however,
for complete rework of a complex item. As we saw in Chapter 2, failures
in complex items are the result of many different failure modes, each of
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*The term overhaul has the connotation that the unit is completely disassembled and remanufactured part by part to restore it as nearly as possible to a "like-new ,physical
condition. Rework refers to a set of maintenance operations considered sufficient to
restore the unit's original resistance to failure. Thus rework for specific items may range
from replacement of a single pairt to complete remanufacture.

which may occur at a different average age. Consequently the overall
failure rate of such items remains relatively constant; in some cases
reliability decreases gradually with age, but there is no particular age
that can be 'dentified as a wearout zone. Thus, unless there is a dominant failure mode which is eliminated in the course of rework, complete
rework of a complex item will have little or no effect on the overall

1

failure rate.

A rework task can be considered applicable to an item only if the
following criteria are met:
0-

There must be an identifiable age at which the item shows a raD'ýd

10

increase in the conditional probability of failure.
A large proportion of the units must survive to that ag'.~.

10

It must be possible to restore the original failure resistance of the
item by reworking it.

Because the information required to develop survival and conditionalprobability curves for an item is not available when equipment first
goes into service, scheduled rework tasks rarely appear in a prior-toscheule

I
F-on

*

r~orkin the initial program developed for the Douglas

DC-0).Oftnhowever, those items subject to very expensive failures
areputint anage-exploration program to find out as soon as possible
wheter
tey wuldbenefit from scheduled rework.
Evenwhenscheduled rework is applicable to an item, very often it

does not meet the conditions for effectiveness. A reduction in the number of expected failures, for example, would not be sufficient in the case
of safety consequences, and in the case of economic consequences the
task must be cost-effective. Moreover, since an age limit lowers the
average realized age of an item, it always increases the total number of
units sent to the shop for rework.
As an example, consider the effect scheduled rework would have
the turbine erngine discussed in Section 2.7. With no age limit, the
failure rate of these engines is 0,552 failures per 1,000 hours. Thus over
an operating period of 1 million hours an average of 552.2 failed units
(1,000,000/1,811) are sent to the shop for repair (see Exhibit 3.3). A
rework age limit of 2,000 hours will reduce the failure rate to 0,416; however, it will also reduce the average realized age from 1,811 hours to
1,393 hours. Since 42 percent of the units survive to 2,000 hours, over
the same operating period an average of 717.9 units would be sent to the
shop -the 416.3 units that failed plus the additional 301.6 scheduled
removals. In other words, there would be about 135 fewer failures, but
166 more engines that required rework. On this basis scheduled rework
at 2,000-hour intervals would not be cost-effective unless the rework
cost for scheduled removals were substantially lower than the cost of
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repairing failures (in this case the rework cost would have to be less
than 135.9/301.6, or 45.1 percent, of the repair cost).
Of course, the direct cost of rework is not the only economic factor
to be taken into account. If the failure is one that has operational consequences, the reduction in the number of failures may more than offset
the additional cost of rework. Determining the economic desirability of
a proposed rework age limit will be discussed in greater detail in the
next chapter. In general, however, the effect of at least four possible
rework intervals must be analyzed before an optimum limit can be
determined-if indeed one does exist. In most cases a rework task will
not prove cost-effective unless the Item has an unusually expensive
failure mode or the cost of a functional failure includes economic losses
other than the direct cost of repair.

3. i

SCHEDULED DISCARD TASKS
The scheduled rework of items at a specified age limit is one type of
hard-time task; the other is scheduled discard of items or certain of their
parts at some specified operating age. Such tasks are frequently termed
life-limit tasks. Life limits may be established to avoid critical failures,
in which case they are called safe-life limits, or they may be established
because they are cost-effective in preventing noncritical failures, in
which case they are called economic-life limits.
SAFE.LIFE LIMITS
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A safe-life limit is imposed on an item only when safety is involved and
there is no observable condition that can be defined as a potential failure. In this case the item is removed at or before the specified maximum

*

4W.1

I

IOU4

age and is either discarded or disassembled for discard of a time-expired

part. This practice is most useful for simple items or individual parts of

*

complex items, such as pyrotechnic devices in ejection seats, which have
a limited shelf life, and turbine-engine disks or nonredundlant structural
members, which are subject to metal fatigue.
The safe- life limit itself is usually established by the equipment
manufacturer on the basis of developmental testing. A component
whose failure would be critical is designed to begin with to have a very
long life. It is then tested in a simulated operating environment to determine what average life has actually been achieved, and a conservatively
safe fraction of this average life is used as the safe-life limit.
Safe-life items are nearly always single-celled parts, and their ages
at failure are grouped fairly closely about the average. However, the correlation between a test environment and the actual operating environment is never perfect. Moreover, because testing a long-lived part to
failure is both time-consuming and expensive, the volume of test data
is often too small to permit us to draw a survival curve with much confidence. For this reason safe-life limits are usually established by dividing
~the average failure age by a large arbitrary factor - sometimes a factor
as large as 3 or 4. The implication is that the conditional probability of
failure at this limit is essentially zero; that is, a safe-life limit is based on
a 100 percent probability of survival to that age. The difference between
a safe-life lim-it and the average age at failure is illustrated in Exhibit 3.4.
A safe-life discard task is applicable only under the following
circumstances:
io

*the

The item must be subject to a critical failure.

1P Test data must show that no failures are expected to occur below
specified life limit.
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EXHIBIT 3'4 Comparison of the average age at failure (average life)
determined from operiting data and a safe-life limit determined on the
basis of test data.

Since the function of a safe-life 'tmit is to avoid the occurrence of
a critical failure, the resulting discard task is effective only if it accomplishes this objective. Thus the only information for assessing effectiveness in this case will be the manufacturer's test data. Sometimes these
tests have not been comp~eted at the time the initial program is developed, but until a limit can be established, the available test data must
show that the anticipated in-service aging of the iten,ri will be safe. An
operating organization rarely has the facilities for further simulation
testing that might justify increasing a safe-life limit, nor is thlere usually
a reasonable basis for reducing it, unless failures occur.
ECONOMIC.LIFE LIMITS

In some instances extensive operating experience may indicate that
scheduled discard .•t an item is desirable on purely economic grounds.
An economic-life limit, however, is established in the same manner as
an age limit for scheduled rework; that is, it is based on the act-ual agereliability relationship of the item, rather than on some fraction of
the average age at failure. Whereas the objective of a safe-life limit i1
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to avoid accumulating any failure data, the only justification for an
economic-life limit is cost effectiveness. Thus the failure rate must be
known in order to predict how the total number of scheduled removals
at various age limits would affect the cost-benefit ratio.
In general, an economic-life task require3 the follewing three
conditions:
lo

The item must be subject to a failure that has major economic (but
not safety) consequences.
Io There must be an identifiable age at which the item shows a rapid
increase in the conditional probability of failur,.
lo.

A large proportion of the units must survive to that age.

Although an item that meets the first criterion may be put into an ageexploration program to find out if a life limit is applicable, there are
rarely sufficient grounds for including this type of discard task in an
initial scheduled-maintenance program.

3"4

SCHEDULED FAILURE.FINDING TASKS

Whenever an item is subject to a functional failure that would not be
evident to the operating crew, a scheduled task is necessary to pr.ect

applica.biliiv criteria
deteiinting average

the availability of that function. Although h'idden-function failure.,

.,.iiJ.t,

by definition, have no immediate consequences, failures that are undetected increase the exposure to a possible multiple failure. Hence,
if no other type of maintenance task is applicable and effective, hiddenfunction items are assigned failure-finding tasks, scheduled inspections
for hidden failures. Although such tasks are intended to locate functional failures rather than potential failures, they can be viewed as a
type of on-condition maintenance, since the failure of a hidden-function
item can also be 'viewed as a potential multiple failure. The chief difference is in the level of item considered; a functional failure of one item
may be only a potential failure for the equipment as a whole.
Most items supported by failure-finding inspections remain in
service until a functional failure is discovered. Some items, however,
have several functions, of which only one or a few are hidden. Such
items will be removed from service to correct evident failures, and if
the removal rate is sufficient to ensure adequate availability of the
hidden function, the shop specifications may include a failure-finding
inspection at that time. Other itenl may not require scheduled failurefinding tasks because the operating crew is required to check them
periodically. Many hidden functions, especially in systems, are made
evident by the addition of instrumentation, so that a separate inspection for hidden fafl-ores is unnecessary.
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A scheduled failure-finding task is applicable to an item under the
following two conditions. Note that the second criterion is in fact a
default condition:
I

The item must be subject to a functional failure that ir s ot evident
to the operating crew during the performance of nor Al duties.

I.

The item must be one for which no other type of task is applicable
and effective.

The objective of a failure-finding task is to ensure adequate availability
oi a hidden function. The level of availability that is needed, however,
depends on the nature of the function and the consequences of a possiblc multiple failure. Some hidden functions, such as the fire-warning
system in an aircraft powerpiant, are sufficiently important that they
are tested before every flight.
"vpron,'iate intervals for failure-finding tasks cannot be determint., a'
-,tly as those for other types of tasks. In the case of emergency equipment hidden-function items ,, hich are replaced at specified
intervals, such as pyrotechnic devices, are tested prior to rework or
discard to see if they would have functioned had they been needed.
The test results at any given interval provide a basis for increasing or
decreasing the interval. In other cases the expected availability of a hidden function can be approximated by assuming that the age-reliability
relationship is exponential,' assigning a conservatively high failure
rate, and then determining the probability of survival across a given
inspection interval.
As an example, suppose some hidden function has an anticipated
failure rate of 0.5 per 1,000 hours. The mean time between failures is
then. 2,000 hours. If the proposed inspection interval is 500 hours, a
unit that is serviceable at one inspection will have aged 500 hours by
the next inspection. The probability that it will survive this 500-hour
interval (one-fourth of the mean time between failures) is .78 on an
exponential curve (Exhibit 3.5). The average availability would thuis be
1.00 + 0.78 = 0.89
2 2

or a probability of .89 that the item will function if it is needed. If this
degree of reliability is inadequate, the inspection interval must be
reduced. Failure-finding tasks are always effective if the inspection
interval is short enough.
To be considered effective a failure-finding task must ensure the
required level of availability. However, thiF task must also be cost6If the
62
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conditional probability of failure is nonincreasi.ig, this is a conservative assump-

tion.
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EXHIBIT 35 Establishing the interval fora failure-finding inspectiii.
The age-reliability relatimishili of an item is assumed, in the absence
of inforiation, to be exponential over operating age. i'hu, at an

inspection interval equal to one-fourth of the mean timne between
failures, the probability that the item will survive that interval is .78.
This is true of the interval between any two inspections, regardless
of the age of the item. On the basis of this inspection interval, the
average availability of the unit would be 8q percent. An interval that
represented a smaller fraction of the expected mean time between
failures would yield a higher average availability.

effective with respect to the three other types of maintenance tasks- that
is, it must be the least expensive means of ensuring the necessary ievel
of availability. When a possible multiple failure is not related to safety,
an availability goal of 95 percent is often used. Alternatively, the economic consequences of the multiple failure can be balanced against the
costs of inspection to determine the most cost-effective interval and
availability level.
Exhibit 3.6 shows some typical failure-finding I .sks for a commercial aircraft. In each case the scheduled task is designed to identify a
functional failure. In the second example the failure might or might not
be evident to the operating crew, depending on whether a complaint
was received from a passenger.
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SMOKE GOGGUES

Replace missing or damaged goggles (not repairable) as required by
the following conditions:
A

Plastic-foam face seal not adhering to goggle rim

8

Lens not retpined within goggle groove

C

Dirt or scratches on lens

D Any other detrimental c:ondltion

* 12

IREADING LIGHTS PASSENGER-SERWiCE SYSTEM
Test lights in zones A to E.
A

At positions 1, 2, 3, and 4 on right attevndant's panel, position
switches as follows:
PES--OFF, PSS-OFF, CH -OFF, ATTND CALL-TEST (to
illuminate blue)

B tior zone being checked, rotate reading-light switch to ON
position:
(1) All reading lights in that zone should illuminate.
C

(2) Master call light should not blink.
Rotate reading-light switch to OFF position:
(1) All reading lights in that zone should not be illuminated.
(2) Master call light should not blink.

D Rotate reading-light switch to SEAT position:
All reading lights in that zone should return to individual seat
CTL selector.

3

EXTEUiOt LIGHTS
Turn on beacon, navigation, and wing-illumination lights, and
at night turn on logo lights.

A

B Walk around exterior of aircraft and check lights.
C
o4
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Turn off lights.

r
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3-5

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC TASKS

The four types of scheduled-maintenance tasks employed in an RCM
program differ both in terminology and in concept from traditional approaches to scheduled maintenance. In the airline industry, for example,
onit is customary to refer to three "primary maintenanc_ processes":
condition, hard time, and condition Inonito,'ing. All scheduled tasks are
considered to be either on-condition or hard-time. On-condition tasks
are defined by FAA regulations as:

terminohIogN ditterence.

thie hasis ot task preterente
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• . . restricted to components on which a determination of continued airworthiness may be made by visual inspection, measurement, tests, or other means without a teardown inspection or
overhaul. These "On-Condition" checks are to be performed within
the time limitations prescribed for the inspection or check.
Although the term hard time is not specifically defined, it is implied
by a number of FAA requirements. Airline maintenance specifications
must include "time limitations, or standards for determining time limitations, for overhauls, inspections and checks of airframes, engines,
propellers, appliances, and emergency equipment," and the basic principle for establishing these time limitations is:
. . . that the inspections, checks, maintenance or overhaul be performed at times well within the expected or proven service life of
each component of the aircraft.
EXHIBIT 3"7

comparison of R[(w% ta,,k te rmin
repa
ula'orv usage.

RCM lerminology

hI
ng

and c'ntlW
.

current regulatory usage

Inspection tasks:
On-condition tasks (to detect
potential failures)
Failure-finding tasks (to detect
hidden function failures)

On-condition p,.rocess
Condition-monitoring process
(inspection of hidden-function
items)

Removal tasks:
Scheduled rework
Scheduled discard

Hard-time process
Scheduled overhaul
Life limit

Servicing tasks

Servicing

No scheduled m-ilntenance

Condition-monitoring process
(no scheduled tasks)
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The process termed condition monitoring is one that is characterized
by the absence of preventive -maintenance tasks. An item is said to be
maintained by condition monitoring if it is permitted to remain in service without preventive maintenance until a functional failure occurs.
However, since condition monitoring is oriented to after-the-fact detection of failures, this designation may refer in some instances to failurefinding tasks assigned to hidden-function items and in other instances
to items assigned to no scheduled maintenance.
Despite the overlap in terminology, there are certain fundamentai
differences in concept between the tasks performed under traditional
maintenance policies and the explicit task definitions required by an
RCM program. The hard-time approach was based on the assumption
that complex itemns do have an "expected or proven service life" - that
is, that their overall reliability invariably decreases with age. On this
premise overhaul specifications usually required that all units which
had survived to the specified time limit be disassembled down to their
smallest constituent parts and inspected in detail for signs of deterioration. Technical experts examined each part and formed opinions about
whether a given componen't could have continued to operate satisfactorily to a projected new overhaul interval; in other words, they made
judgments about the age at which the item was likely to faii.
These teardown inspections might at first appear to qualify as oncondition inspections. However, such inspections were rarely focused
on the specific conditions required by an on-condition task. Unfortunately it is usually beyond human capability to look at a used part
and determine what its likelihood of failure will be at some later age.
As a result, the initial overhaul intervals for aew equipmen3t were short
and were extended only by very small increments. At one point, in fact,
the FAA limited extensions of the interval for engine overhauls to a

I

maximum of 100 hours and required a
period of at least three months
between successive extensions.
Note that the traditional type of scheduled overhaul also fails to
satisfy the criteria for a rework task. Shop specifications calling for the

part-by-part. remanufacture of complex items to restore them to "likenew" condition were intended to avoid operation in the age period at
which failures were expected to be more likely. As we have seen, however, this expectation does not hold for most complex items. Consecluently we cannot ex~ect periodic overhaul at any operating age to
make a noticeable difference in their reliability. Furthermore, even
when a complex item does meet the applicability criteria for a rework
task, it is difficult to satisfy the conditions for effectiveness. For this
reason complete rework of items such as turbine engines is now relatively rare, and many organizations have abandoned rework of other

rotating machinery, which was once considered a prime candidate for
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scheduled overhaul.
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THE BASIS OF TASK PREFERENCE

The applicability of any maintenance task depends on the failure characteristics of the item. However, the characteristics of the tasks themselves suggest a strong order of preference on the basis of their overall
effectiveness as preventive measures. The first choice is always an oncondition inspection, particularly if it can be performed without removing the item from the equipment. This type of preventive maintenance
has a number of advantages. Because on-condition tasks identify individual units at the potential-failure stage, they are particularly effective
in preventing specific modes of failure. Hence they reduce the likelihood both of critical failures and of the operational consequences that
would otherwise result from that failure mode. For the same reason,
they also reduce the average cost of repair by avoiding the expensive
secondary damage that might be caused by a functional failure.
The fact that on-condition tasks identify individual units at the
point of potential failure means that each unit realizes almost all of its
useful life. Since the number of removals for potential failures is only
slightly larger than the number that would result from functional failures, both the repair costs and the number of spare units necessary to
support the repair proce'ýs are kept to a minimum. The scheduling of
on-condition inspections at a time when the equipment is out of seivice
concentrates the discovery of potential failures at the maintenance stations that perform the inspections. This fact, together with the lower
probability of functional failures, further reduces the inventory of spare
units that would otherwise have to be kept available at each line station.
no applicrabJe and effective on-condition task can be found, the
rf
next choice is a scheduled rework task. Scheduled rework of single parts
or components leads to a marked reduction in the overall failure rate of
items t~hat have a dominant failure mode (the failures resulting from
this mode would be concentrated about an average age). This type of
task may be cost-effective if the failures have major economic consequences. As with on-condition inspections, the scheduled removals
can be concentratecd at a few maintenance stations, thus reducing the
exposure of all line stations to the need to remove units after they have
failed. A rework age limit usually includes no restriction on the remanufacture and reuse of time-expired units; hence material costs are lower
than they would be if the entire unit had to be discarded.
Any scheduled rework task, however, has certain disadvantages.
Because the age limit applies to all units of an item, many serviceable
units will be removed that would otherwise have survived to higher
ages. Moreover, as we savy in Section 3.2, the total number of removals
will consist of failed units plus scheduled removals. Hence the total
workload for this task is substantially greater than it would be with oncondition inspection, and a correspondingly larger number of spare
units is needed to support the shop process.
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Scheduled discard is economically the least desirable of the three
directly preventive tasks, although it does have a few desirable features.
A safe-life limit on simple components can prevent critical failures
caused by certain failure modes. Similarly, an economic-life limit can
reduce the frequency of functional failures that have major economic
consequences. However, a discard task is in itself quite costly. The average life realized by an item subject to a safe-life limit is only a fraction
of its potentially useful life, and the average life of an item subject to
an economic-life limit is much less than the useful life of many indi-
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Of v.arious characteristics ot the four basic
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characteristic
Applicability criteria

on-condition task

scheduled rework task

Reduced resistance to failure must

Conditional probability of failure

be detectable; rate of reduction in

must increase at an identifiable

failuie resistance must be
predictable.

age; a large proportion of the units
must survive to that age.

Effectiveness criteria

For critical failures the task must
reduce the risk of failure to an
acceptable level; in all other cases
the task must be cost-effective,

For critical failures the task must
reduce the risk of failure to an
acceptable level (a rework task
alone is unlikely to meet this
requirement); in Pll other cases
the task must bz cost-effective.

Usual availability of
required information

Applicability prior to service;
effectiveness after age exploration,

Applicability after age exploration;
effectiveness after age exploration.

Effect on occurrence of
functional failures

Failures due to specific failure
mode eliminated or greatly reduced
in frequency.

Frequency of failures somewhat
less than with no scheduled
maintenance.

Distribution of
removals

Removals for potential failures
concestrated at few stations where
inspections are performed; removals
for functional failures at any station.

Scheduled removals concentrated
at a very few stations; removals for
functional failures at &ny station.

Effect on shop volume

Slightly greater than with no
scheduled maintenance,

Much greater than with oncondition or no scheduled
maintenance.

il

vidual units. In addition, a discard task involves the cost o1 ,Pplacement; new items or parts must be purchased to replace the time-expired
units, since a life limit usually does not permit remanufacture and reuse.
Hidden-function failures have no immediate consequences; hence
our interest is in the least expensive means of ensuring the neLessary
level of availability for the Iiem. When none of the other three tasks
is applicable, the default action for hidden-function items is a failurefinding task. Otherwise, the choice of task is determined by cost
effectiveness.

scheduled discard task

failure-finding task

For safe-lift items conditional

The occurrence of a functional

probability of failure must be zero
below life limit; for economic-life
items conditional probability of
failure must increase at rn identifiable age and a lare proportion
of units must survive to that age.

failure must not be evident to the
operating crew.

A safe-life limit must reduce the
risk of failure to an acceptable
level; an economic-life limit must
be cost-effective,

The task must result in the level
of availability necessary to
reduce the risk of a multiple
failure to an acceptable level.

Safe-life applicability and effectiveness prior to service; economic-life
applicability and effectiveness
after age exploration.

Applicability prior to service;
effectiveness after age exploration.

Failures due to specific failure
mode eliminated (safe-life limit)
or reduced in frequency (economic-

No efiect on item inspected, but
frequency of multiple failures
greatly reduced.

Scheduled removals concentrated
at a very few stations; removals
for functional failures (economiclife limit) at any station.

Removals concentrated at stations
where Inspections are performed;
no removals at other stations.

Not applicable.

Minimal.

life limit).
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ITEMS THAT CANNOT BENEFIT FROM SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

In the process of evaluating proposed maintenance tasks for an item
there will be a number of instances in which no applicable task can be
found -that is, items for which there is no evidence that a particular
task will improve reliability, There will be far more instances, however,
in which an applicable task does not satisfy the conditions for effectiveness. This may be because the failure has such minor con.sequences that
the task is not cost-effective or because it has such major consequences
that the task does not reduce the risk of failure to the required level. If
safety consequtences are involved, the objective of any task is to mini-

1.

mize the probability of a
failure, and in this case all applicable tasks are
assigned as preventive maintenance. Since most essential functions in
well-designed equipment are protected by redundancy, the safety hazard is usually the possible secondary damage. However, the number of
failure modes in which this is a factor is relatively small.
When an item cannot benefit from scheduled maintenance, in some
cases product improvement may be necessary before the equipment
goes into service. More often the chore of determining what preventive
maintenance might accomplish for each item helps to clarify specific
modifications that would improve reliability in subsequent designs.
Where safety consequences are not involved, any applicable task
must be cost-effective, and this condition is usually difficult to satisfy
unless the failure has operational consequences. Once again, the design
often employs redundancy to limit the number of items subject to such
failures. As a result, there are tens of thousands of items on complex
equipment for which scheduled maintenance provides no advantage.
Since such items cannot benefit from preventive maintenance, they are
left in opc-ration until a functional failure occurs. This strategy permits
each unit to reaFlize its maximum useful life.
Items that cannot benefit from scheduled main~tenance are characterized by two properties:
No Such items have no hidden functions; hence a failure is evident to
the operating crew and will therefore be reported and corrected.
I he failure is one that has no direct adverse effect on operating
safety.
A further characteristic of such items is that many of them are complex.
One reason for this is that when there is no evidence that a proposed
task will actually improve the reliability of a complex item, there is
always the possibility that it will introduce new problems, either by
upsetting a stable state or, in some cases, by introducing workmanship
problems. Thus where a complex system cannot be protected by oacondition inspections, fromn a purely practical standpoint the default
action would be no scheduled maintenance. This is usually the case,
70 THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

for example, wvith 6lectrical and electronic systems.
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THE DIMENSIONS OF A SCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE PROGRAM

THE ROLE OF THE BASIC TASKS

the role of the basic tasks

The maintenance activities required to support any type of complex
quipment include routine servicing, periodic inspections, and the performnance of any corrective maintenance necessary when a condition is

',ervicing and lubrication tasks~

found to be unsatisfactory. Scheduled tasks are selected, however, on
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the basis of the ways in which a particular item can fail. In considering
all the known or anticipated failure modes of each item we find that
many major components cannot benefit from any type of preventive
maintenance, some will require a single task, a! d others wvill require
several different tasks. The maintenance tasks assigned to a complex
item such as an aircraft turbine engine, for example, are quite numerous. Following are just a few of the inspection tasks performed while
the engine is installed:

I

Do Oil-screen inspection to detect metal particles
Borescope inspection of the combustor to detect signs of metal
fatigue
im- "Sniff test" of the fuel manifold to detect fuel odors
to

o.

"Broomstick check" to detect loose turbine blades

op. Inspection of the fan blades and front compressor blades f, possible damage
lo

Inspection for tattlinig noise to detect broken tie bolts

10, Radioisotope inspection of nozzle guide vanes for deformation
o.

Spectrographic oil analysis to detect metallic indications of wear

Recognition of the criteria for applicability of scheduled rework
has led to a great reduction in the number of items removed and sent
to the shop for routine overhaul. Items are still removed from equip-

ment and sent to the maintenance base, however, either because they
have failed or because they contain parts that require scheduled rework
or discard. In this case it is necessary to decide the extent of the work to
be done before these items are returned to service. Within the frame of
reference dictated by the applicability of rework tasks, there are only
four circumstances under which rework would be specified:
0-

Single parts may require rework as the result of an inspection for
potential failures that can be performed only when an item is disassembled in the shop. This applies to certain types of turbine
blades.

.4`
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Do Single parts may require rework because their failure characteristics show that they will benefit from an age limit. This is the case
with some fuel manifolds.
I0

Single parts may have to be discarded because they have reached
a specified life limit. This applies to the safe-life limits imposed on
most compressor and turbine disks.

D

Single parts may have to be reworked or discarded because shop
inspection discloses a functional failure that was not observable
when the item was installed on the equipment.

The amount of work specified as part of shop maintenance depends, of course, on the nature of the item. With some the direct cause
of a failure is corrected, and if the component can then meet its performance standards, it is returned to service. This practice is sometimes
referred to as conditional overhaul. Other items, such as turbine engines,
may have a great deal of additional work done en them while they are
out of service. The work performed, however, is very much less than

that done under hard-time overhaul policies. As a result, the RCM
approach to rework tasks has substantially decreased engine maintenance costs, not only by reducing the volume of units flowing through
the maintenance base, but also by reducing the amount of work required when they are there.
The propulsion system is not the only complex item on an aircraft;
however, it is a system closely associated with operating safety, and the
largest part of the maintenance costs for any aircraft stem from schedtiled or unscheduled work on engines. Because of this, on-condition
inspections play a major role in powerplant maintenance programs, and
scheduled removals, when they are necessary, are set at the maximum
interval that will allow satisfactory operation.
SERVICING AND LUBRIMATION
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Complex equipment requires numerous scheduled servicing and lubrication tasks to maintain satisfactory operation. There is usually no
question about which tasks are required and whether they are applicable and effective. However, it is interesting to review this aspect of
maintenance in light of our discussion thus fayr.
Lubrication, for example, really constitutes scheduled discard of a
single-celled item (the old 1lbrication film). This task is applicable because the film does deteriorate with opcrating age and show wearout
characteristics. Usually the condition of the film cannot be determined;
hence conservatively short intervals are assigned for its replacemer.t with
new lubricant. Such tasks are also cost-effective. An item is lubricated
whLtlter it needs lubrication or not because the cost is minuscule in

4
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comparison to the costs that would result from inadequate lubrication.
In fact, the cost of this task is too low to justify studies to determine the
most economic-,'i task interval. As a result, lubrication is rarely isolated
for in-depth analysis in developing a maintenance program.
Whereas lubrication constitutes a discard task, the servicing tasks checking tire pressure or fluid levels in oil and hydraulic systems -are

on-condition tasks. In this case potential failures are represented by
pressure or fluid levels below the replenishment level, and 'his condition is corrected in each unit as necessary.
ZONAL INSPECTIONS AND WALKAROUNU CHECKS

In contrast to servicing and lubrication tasks, zonal inspections and
walkarund checks of aircraft structures do not fall within the realm of
RCM task definition. Walkaround checks are intended to spot accidental damage anid fluid leaks and hence might be viewed as combination
on-condition and failure-finding inspections, In fact, they do include a
few' specific on condition tasks, such as a check of brake wear indicators. llovever, damage can occur at any' time and is unrelated to any
definable level of failure resistance, A, a rsult, there is no basis tot
defining anl explieit poterntial-failure stage or a predictable interv'al
between a potential failure and a functiornal fa~lur. Similarly., a chaeck]

'!

for leaks is not based on the failure characteristics ot a particular item.
but'rather is intended to spot any unforeseen e\ceptions in failure
behavior.
Zonal inspections are even less ,-pecitic. They are not directed at
any particular failure mode. but are merely a survey of the general conditions within a given z'one, or area. of the equipment. Zonal inspections include a check of all the system assemblies and connecting lincs
in each zone for security kloose parts). obvious signs of damage or leaks.
and normal wear and tear as a result of other maintenanice activities, Inl
the powerplant this inspection includes looking into thle engine tailpipe
and inlet, opening the cowling and e\amining all the engine-mounted
itich inspections play anl importantt role in struc-tural maintenance, since the\y also include a general inspection of tihe
internal stru1ctur'al areas that can be seent with all installations in place.
I'hus they complement. but are nlot a substitute tor. the programl of detailed onl-colndition inspect'ions dev\eloped lor structurally significant
accessories, an11d so oni.

IteIlls.

Although zonal-installation inspections do not meet the applicability ci teria for aiV of the tour basic tasks. their cost is such a small
part ot the total cost ot scheduled maintenance that the.' are ec%'on0oml1icallk justitied it the\- result in the discovery ot even a tew potentlat
tailuri's. For this reason an1V RCNi program is supplemented by a sepa
rate pt'oga1
ot sched'utled ,onall tspecttons
k
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EXHIBIIT 3-9

lit~ieatkdown oi theii tota. it
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-liiten ic ecork

t8.8 maniihotir. per ti ighii lanair tim t he Uinited Ai-Iri ici. fl eet of Boeinig
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corrective work

WWcI=o of

schec~uled

fight*-crew

mechanic

work performned

work

reports

reports

per flight hour]

0.2
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0U
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0.7
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ON THEi AMIMINIL
At stations
Below A-check levl

Aý A-check level
At main maintenance base
Phase check (combination of 9
arndC checks)
D check (heavy structural
inspection)

-12.1

0.2

-'

0.2

2.1

o.r
OS'24

total manOR1urs

-0.81.

1.5

Off THE AIMILANE

'

At main maintenance base
Repair of failed engines
Repair of other failed items
1.7

2.V'
3.9
&.2

6.9
6.9

9.2
3.9
1.

8L3

8.8

18.

-1

I Workload was not significant.
2 Workload at checks was prorated, with one-hMalfaigned to scheduled
Inspections and servicing and one-half assigned to cortective work.
3 A-check figures were adjusted to include only uchedulied-ualatusane work
and the corrective work it generated. Correctfive work resulting from flight-crew
reports is aggritgated "it other below-A-check work.
4 The D check figure is not typaLsi During the reporting period there were two
sample D checks for age-exploratio purposes. A longer reporting period would
lead to a smialletr D check nuamber.
5 The corrective engine work was prorated, with one-uafter assigned to pilot
reports and the remnainder assigned to mechwanc findings.
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THE

TOTAL MAINTENANC

WORKLOAD

The total maintenance workload required lo support complex equipment consists of all the work performed as scheduled maintenance, plus
the corrective-maintenance work required to repair failed units. Exhibit
3.9 illustrates the ratio of these two aspects of maintenance for an aircraft supported by a scheduled-maintenance program that is essentially
the same as an RCM program. The scheduled tasks comprised somewhat less than 10 percent of the total manhours spent on maintenance,
yet these tasks ensured realization of all the reliability of which the
equipment was capable. Additional scheduled work would have increased costs, but it would not have improved reliability.
Approximately 75 percent of the corrective work wus done at the
major maintenance base as a result of the line-maintenance practice of
replacing failed units with serviceable ones. About half the corrective
work was done on engines. The only way the corrective workload can
be reduced is by design changes that improve the inherent reliability 6f
the items that are failing. Such changes are usually directed at dominant
failure modes in items whose failure has safety or major economic consequences. In this case the engine failures do have serious economic
consequences, and this engine is still undergoing intensive development.

The absolute size of the scheduled workload for this aircraft will
not change very much from its 1975 value, but the corrective workload
will decrease substantially as product improvement overcomes thkse
problems which require high manhour expenditures. Consequently the
relative proportions of the workload components may change in the
next several years. At some time in the future both components may
increase again as a result of conditions that do not occur until much
later age.,.

3 "7

PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT AS
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Over the years aircraft manufacturers have incorporated a number ot'
design features that have increased the inherent capability of the equipment for reliable operation. In most cases these practices are intended
not to prevent failure, but to reduce its consequences to the cost of cor-i
rective maintenance. Thus most svy,,ems items are designed with a high
degree of redundancy to ensure that if one unit fails, the necessary
function will still be available. On the same principle, structures are
designed with multiple load paths so that they are damage-tolerant.
Protective devices m iy also conist of entiToly separate componen'ts as
in the case of emergency equipment-fire extinguishers, automatically
released oxygen equipment in passenger aircraft, and ejection seats in

i,,herent reliability

characteristics

methodls of coping %ith the

failure proce.s
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Another common practice is failure substitution. This may be the
substitution of a minor functional failure to preempt a major one, as in
the use of automatic shutoff devices. Or it may be a feature included to
permit easy identification of a potential failure; for example, the outer
skin of an a: craft may be designed to crack before the structural member beneath it fails, so that there is evidence of an imminent failure that
can be detected by visnal inspection. Inspection features such as borescope ports in engines also facilitate the detection of potential failures
that would otherwise be difficult to check for.
All these features are important from the standpoint of preventive
maintenance, since they determine both the feasibility of certain tasks
and the failure consequences by which task effectiveness is measured.

j

On a short-term basis, however, any scheduled-maintenance prog-am
must be built around the reliability characteristics of the equipment as
imidabasic conflict bewe
eti
eingoals and reliability
goas. hisproblem is nowhere more apparent than in modem aircraft,
weeterequirement for lightness and compactness is in direct oppostotothe strength and bulk that is necessary for failure resistance.
Afrhrdifficulty is posed by the rush to new technology, since this
meas tatthe designer is often working with new components and
evnnwmaterials whose reliability has not been proved by experience.
Teeare several pitfalls here. Designing for lightness, for example,
correspondingly reduces the initial margin between resistance and
stress. Even with familiar materials, the actual strength of a material
may be less than its nominal strength, or the rate at which its failure
resistance declines may be greater than expected. With unfamiliar materials and processes the likelihood is increased in both these areas. The
design goal of compactness may lea'd to the same results and to other
problems as well. In a more compact area an item that functioned well
in a different environment may be exposed to higher temperatures or
to vibration from neighboring components. Such items are also likely
to be more difficult to reach for inspection or replacement.
Where reliability problems are inherent in the design itself, there
are three ways of coping with the failure process:
10

Increasing the initial resistance to failure

0-

Reducing the rate at which failure resistance decreases

10

Reducing the stress to which the item is exposed

All three of these effects are shown in Exhibit 3.10.
Reliability improvement in each of these areas can take any number
of forms. In some instances the solution may be a modification in operating procedures. For example, the use of more reverse thrust and lessJ
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braking to slow an airplane after it has landed will reduce the stress on

4,4

-

f
R&

reshftnce, reduce decay rate

Stress_.

Failure

Reduce stre"
Operating

e

EXHIBIT 3"10 Methods of coping with the failure process. An item
may be redesigned to increase its initial failure resistance, to reduce
the rate at which failure resistance decays, or both. At the same

time, various strategies may be employed to reduce the stress to which
the item is exposed. Any or all of these procedures will improve
reliability by moving the point of functional failure tarther into the
future, and thus increasing the mean time between failures.

the brakes (although it increases the cumulative stress on the reverser).
Since this procedurc will also increase the life of the tires, it has several
implications for maintenance. In general, however, when unsatisfactory reliability characteristics result in exposure to critical failures or
excessive operational or maintenance costs, the only effective form of
prevention is redesign-either to alleviate the prob!em or to mitigate
its consequences.
When a critical-failure mode is involved, and no form of scheduled
maintenance can be found that will effectively control it, product improvement is mandatory. Otherwise the desirability of redesign depends on an assessment of the costs involved on both sides. Since this
information is ordinarily not available until after the equipment has
been in service for som2 time, items that may ultimately be redesigned
on the basis of actual operating costs are often assigned to no scheduled
maintenance in a prior-to-service program.

j
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CHAPTER FOUR

developing the Initial program

scheduled-maintenance program must be developed for new
equipment long before it enters service. While it might be possible to
obtain a small mountain of test data on every part, assembly, and subsystem, the information about their actual reliability comes only from
operating experience. Thus the problem in basing a maintenance program on reliability characteristics might appear to be a lack of the very
information that is needed. In reality the problem is not the lack of
information; rather, it is knowing what information is necessary in
order to make decisions.
The RCM solution to this problem is a structured decision process
based, not on an attempt to estimate the reliability of each part, but on
the consequences of functional failures for the equipment itself. The
decision process thus proceeds from the top down, first to identify those
items whose failure is significant at the equipment level and then to
determine what scheduled maintenance can do for each of these items.
AN INMTAL

V
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At each step of the analysis the decision is governed by the nature of
the failure consequences. This focus establishes the priority of mainternance activity and also permits us to define the effectiveness of proposed maintenance tasks in terms of the results they must accomplish.
Once this determination has been made, we are in a position to examine
each of the four possible forms of preventive maintenance to see which
tasks, if any, are both applicable and effective for the item undei
consideration.
The process of evaluating failure consequences and maintenance

IMi

tasks is facilitated by a decision-diagram technique which employs an
ordered set of priorities- in the case of both failure consequences and
task selection-with the questions at each level worded to define the
information required for that decision. In many cases the answer will
be obvious from 2ngineering expertise, the manufacturer's test data,
and previous experience with similar items. However, in developing
a prior-to-service maintenance program a strategy is required for
decision making when the appropriate information is not available.
Thus the decision logic also provides for default answers to meet this
situation. For an item subject to critical failures, the default p,, h leads
ultimately to redesign. Where the consequences of failure are economic,
the default decision may be to do nothing (no scheduled maintenance)
until operating experience provides the information to justify some
other choice.
The result of RCM analysis is a scheduled- main tena nce program

that includes all scheduled tasks necessary to ensure safety and operating economy, but only those tasks that will do so. Where thcre is no
basis for determining whether a particular task will prove applicable
and effective, the default strategy lrovides the most conservative answer, and as the maintenance program evolves, these initial decisions
are sN stematically modified on the basis of actual operating data. This
process continues throughout the service life of the equipment, so that
the decision structure provides for an optimal program in terms of the
information available at any time. In this chapter we will examine the
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decision process as it relates to commercial aircraft. However, the decision logic itself is general and applies to any complex equipment that
requires a maintenance support program designed to realize ma;ximum
operating reliability at the lowest cost.

4 -1

THE NATURE OF SIGNIFICANT ITEMS

identifying significant items
structurally significant items

functionally significant items

A transport plane consists of a vast number of parts and components.
all of which have specific functions. All these items can be expected to
fail at one time or another, but some of the failures have more serious
consequences than others. Certain kinds of failures are a threat to safety,
and others have a direct effect on operating capability. However, there
are tens of thousands of items whose failure has no immediate impactr
on the equipment as a whole. The failures are simply corrected soon
after they occur, and the only consequence is the cost of repair. These
items have no significance from the standpoint of preventive maintenance in the sense that their consequences are tolerable. It is less
expensive to leave them in service until they fail than it would be to
prevent the failures. Thus the initial decision for these tens of thousands of items is no scheduled maintenance.
The information on which to base this decision ordinarily comes
from the manufacturer, who has had to face the problem of failures

I

during the design and development of the equipment. In order to

qualify the aircraft for airworthiness, the manufacturer will have conducted a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) for all the major
assemblies, subsystems, and systems to demonstrate how the equipment will perform when various items fail. In addition, the purchasing
airlines will have knowledge of operating experience with similar items
in the~ past, as well as knowledge of the failure consequences in the
particular operating context in which the equipment is to be used.
The failures that are of concern are those whi6, have serious consequences. Thus an RCM program directs tasks at a relatively small
number of items-those systems, subsystems, and assemblies whose
functional failure would be significant at the equipment level, either
immediately or downstream in the event of a hidden failure.
IDENTIFYING SIGNIFSCANT ITEMS

The first step in the development of a scheduled-maintenance program
is a quick, approximate, but conservative identification of a set of
bignificant items:
A significant item is one whose failure could affect operating safety or
have major economic consequences.
80
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The definition of "major economic consequences" will vary from one
operating organization Lo another, but in most cases it includes any
functional failure that has a direct effect on operational capability or
involves a failure mode with unusually high repair costs.
So far we have used the term item in a very general sense to refer to
some component of th equipment. An item can, in fact, be of any size;
the entire aircraft might be viewed as an item, as might any one of its
parts. However, the larger and more complex the item, the more unwieldy the set of failure possibilities that must be taken into account.
To reduce the problem of analysis to manageable size, it is customary to
partition the equipment into three major divisions-systems, powerplant, and structure - each of which involves different areas of engineering expertise. Each division is then partitioned in descending order of
comnplexity, with successively fewer failure pcssibilities at each level.
The chore now is to sort through the functions and failure possibilities of the various components and eliminate all the obviously nonsignificant items. To ensure that borderline cases and items for which
information is lacking will always receive further study, any items
eliminated at this stage must be demonstrated to be nonsignificant.
Items may be classified as nonsignificant because their functions are
unrelated to operating capability or because they are replicated, so that
a functional failure would not affect operating capability. Many items
can be eliminated because their failures can be repaired quickly and
therefore involve no operational consequences. Other items may be
ruled out later because they are not candidates for on-condition or safelife tasks and hence cannot benefit from scheduled maintenance (there
is usually no information on the applicability of rework tasks at this
time). At this stage, however, all the items that might benefit from
scheduled maintenance must be listed for further study.
During the process of classifying items as significant or nonsignificant certain items will be identified that have hidden functions. All
these items will require scheduled maintenance regardless of their
significance. Although the loss of a hidden function has no direct effect
on safety or operating capability, an undetected failure exposes the
equipment to the .isk of a multiple failure which might have serious
consequences. Hence hidden-function items are subjected to the same
intensive analysis as significant items.
Note that all items will in fact be included by this procedure, since
the partitioning process itself has the following properties:
0-

Any item containing a significant item is itself significant.

o,

Any nonsignificant item is contained in a higher-level significant
item.

lo

Any lower-level item contained in a nonsignificant item is itself
nonsignificant.
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EXHIBIT 4.1 P.artitioning an aircraft for preliminary identi'ication of
significant items. The equipment is fir' partitioned to show all items
in descending order of cowolexity. Fhose items wl-ose failure cleariy
has no significa'nt conr-quences at the equipment level are then pruned
frorn the~tree, leavng the set ol ieims on which maintenance studies
mu . be ":.tducted. Eisch significant itt i, will include as failure
mode., all the fai'ui'e possibilities it contains.

T.ie objective, however, is to find the mos, convenient level of each
system or assembly to classify as significnt. The level must be low
enougn to Mnsure that no important failure possibilities are overlooked,
but high enough for the loss of function to have an impact on the equipment'itself, since the consequences of a .•unctional failure are significant
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only at the equipment level -that is, fUr the aircraft as a whole.
Once the optinium level of item has been selected for study in each
Zase, we can prune the "tre,." back to a set of several hundred potentially significant items with the assurance that any failure possibilities
they include at t'.wer levels will be taken into account as failure modes.
As an example, consider the engine described in Section 3.1, in which
failu-e of one or rnore individual tie bolts in a set of 24 was defined as
a potential failure. Although this might be viewed as a functional failure of the tie bolt, the failure of a single bolt does not affect engine
performance enough to be evident to the operating crew; consequently
the tVe bolt is not a significant item. It does, however, have a hidden
function, and if enough tie bolts failed, the resulting multiple failure
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would indeed become evident. The inspection task selected to avoid
such a mnultiple failure would still be the one, described in Exhibit 3.2 a check for broken tie bolts. However, viewed from the engine level this
is an on-condition task, whereas at the parts level it would be considered
a failure-finding task.
In other words, the level of item selected as significant is important
only as a frame of reference. Whether we look up at a multiple failure or
down at a failure mode, an analysis of all the failure possibilities will
ultimately lead to exactly the same preventive task. The chief advantage
of the partitioning process is that it allows us to focus intensive study
on just a few hundred items instead of many thousands. In an aircraft
these items will include' some of the parts and assemblies, some subsystems, each of the systems, and each of the major divisions themselves.
The parts selected as significant are usually those in which a critical
failure mode originates. The structure division represents a special
case, since the significant items are specific regions that require scheduled maintenance, rather than whole structural assemblies.

1
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STRUCTURALLY SIGNIFICANT ITEMS
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The significant items in each of the major divisions of an aircraft have
certain common characteristics which relate to their maintenance req,firements, For example, the aircraft structure is a relatively static
assemblage of single-celled elements, and except for items such as
control surfaces, landing gear, or doors, the only struct, ral movement is
deflection under applied loads. However, the structure is subjected to
a great many such loads in the course of its operating life. As we saw in
Chapter 2, single-celled parts of a mechanism frequently exhibit wearout characteristics. This is true of metallic structural elements, which
are subject to metal fatigue -that is, to a reduction in failure resistance
with increasing age.
Anuther physical process that can lead to the age-related fa"ure of
structural elements is corrosion, although the effects of corrosion are
much less predictable than those of fatigue. Even minor pitting seriously reduces both static strength and fatigue life, since the loss of loadcarrying material correspondingly increases the stress on the rest of, tht.
eler ient. Accidental damage has a similar effect in preventing structural
components ýrom realizing their inherent fatigue resistance. Thus,
aithough the aircre . structure is designed for a very long fatigue life, it
is subject not only to age-related failure in general, but to physical processes that compound the decline in failure resistance with age.
The failure of a major structural assembly which causes the loss of
some basic structural function -such as enabling aerodynamic liating
forces to balance the weight of the airplane or providing flight-control
surfaLc, for maneuvering capability -clearly has sgfety consequences.
Moreover, any failures short of a critical failure-failures that do not
result in a loss of function to the aircraft-will usually not be evident to
the operating crew. The primary consideration in identifying significant
structural members, therefore, is the effect that failure of a member has
on the residual strength of the remaining assembly, although consideration is also given to susceptibility to corrosion and accidental damage.
The generic term structurally significant item (SSI) is used to denote
each specific structural region that requires scheduled maintenance to
guard against the fracture of a significant member. This region may be
defined ar a site that includes a number of structural elements, it may
be defined as the significant member itself, or it may be a particular region on the member that is the best indicator of its condition. Often such
items are the points at which different structural elements are joined;
for example, the wing-to-fuselage joint is always listed as a structurally
significant item. Most aircraft structure is maintained by on-condition
inspe, ns of the regions identified as structurally significant items.
These inspections are designed to identify and repair corrosion, fatigue,
and other damage at the earliest possible stage, since the replacement of
a failed structural element is both difficult and expensive.
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FUNCTIONALLY SIGNIFICANT ITEMS

Unlike structural items, most systems are equipped with instrumentation to monitor the performance both of the system as a whole and of
individual assemblies within it. As a result, the occurrence of any functional failure in a system is usually evi,lent to the operating crew. Moreover, most systems are designed to be highly redundant, so that the
failtire of one unit often has no effect on operational capability. Unless
a second unit fails, the aircraft is dispatched as usual, and corrective
maintenance is simply deferred to a convenient time and location. Thus,
although the system as a whole is a functionally significant item (FSI), the
units that comprise it would be classified as nonsignificant, since their
individual failures have no consequences at the equipment level.
Systems items differ in two other ways from'i structural items. Most
systems components are themselves multicelled, or complex; hence
their overall reliability shows little or no deterioration with agc. Certain
metal parts in mechanical systems are subject to fatigue and corrosion,
but these arc- rarely responsible for a dominant failure mode. To meet
space and weight requirements, systems components are usually designed with i narrow margin between initial failure resistance and
stress. Since they are therefore subject to more frequent failure, the
system is usually also designed to facilitate the replac:emrent of failed
units. A further distinction between systems and strActural items is
that certain systems items, such as electrical and electror ic components,
are characteristically unable to benefit from scheduled maintenance.
Although the powerplant is itself a system, it warrants a category
of its own because of its complexity, its high cost, and th. critical nature
of some of its failure modes. The shutdown of one engine in a multiengine aircraft has operational, but not safety, consequences. However,
the failure of turbine or compressor disks-or any other failures that
generate projectiles, cause fires, or leave the engine so that it cannot be
shut down -can clearly affect safety. 'Ihese failure modes are always
given careful attention in a maintenance program.
The powerplant can be viewed as a functionally significant item in
itself, but the failure characteristics of each of its modules, or major
subassemblies, are often quite different from those of the engine as a
whole. For example, the collective probabilities of all powerplant tailures have little relation to operating age, whereas single important
parts may be subject to directly age-related failures. Thus scheduledmaintenance t.asks in the powerplant program may include safe-life
limits for some items and scheduled rework for others. In as many
instances as possible, however, on-condition inspections are employed,
both to avoid the consequences of fuiictional failui es and to reduce the
costs associated with scheduled removals. The powerplant is unique
from a maintenance standpoint in that it is designed to permit extensive inspection capability on the aircraft, it can be replaced in a fairly
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short time (although unscheduled replacements have operational consequences), and it is subject to extensive shop inspections as well.
In the case of new engines there may be some failure modes that
cannot be effectively controlled except by redesign. The occurrence of
an unanticipated type of failure in any engine prompts an immediate
response on the part of maintenance. The failure consequences are
quickly assessed and the engine is examined to determine the cause of
the failure. Next, some method is usually devised for inspecting the rest
of the engines in service (or the suspect groutp of engines) for early signs
of the same kind of failure. These inspections forestall further failures
while the part is being redesigned. The alternative, if the failure is critical and no preventive task can be found, is grounding the fleet until the
problem oan be solved.
Because items within the powerplant are exposed to many different
forms of deterioration, hicluding all those that affect the structure and
the various systems, they have no common failure characteristic. Unlike
systems items, however, all engine failures have operational consequences and some failure modes have safety consequences. For this
reason significant items in the powerplant are idei-itified primarily on
the basis of their failure effects. The very complexity of the powerplant
results in one further characteristic. Engines are subject to ýo many
failure possibilities that operating data accumulate rapidly, especially
with use on multiengine commercial aircraft. This rapid feedback,.along
with the high cost of corrective maintenance oi, engines, favors the
initial selection of intensive on-condition inspections for powerplant
items, since the applicability of age-limit tasks can be investigated
before the point at which age-related failures would have any major
economic impact.

4 2

THE RCM DECISION PROCESS
evaluation of

failure

consequetices

evaluation of proposed tasks

The partitioning procedure gives us a conservative first approximation
of the items that might benefit from scheduled maintenance. Each of
these items must now be examined in detail to determine whether its
failure consequences actually qualify it as significant - and if so, whether
the item can in fact benefit from scheduled maintenance. Even when
the significance of an item is confirmed, there may be no form of preventive maintenance that is applicable and effective. Such items cannot
be elin" nated from consideration, however, without a full analysis.
EVALUATION OF FAILURE CONSEQUENCES

86

The consequences of a functional failure depend on both the nature of
the function and the nature of the failure. Hence it is necessary to begin
the analysis with an accurate list of all the junctions demanded of an
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item and a clear definition of the conditions that constitute a functional
failure in each case. It is also necessary to know the failure modes involved in order to determine the possible effects of each failure. Once
this information has been assembled for every item to be examined, we
are in a position to evaluate the actual consequences of failure.
As a result of the partitioning process certain items will have been
identified that have hidden functions-that is, their failure will not
necessarily be evident to the operating crew, The first matter to be
ascertained in all cases, however, is whether we will know when a
failure has occurred. The following question is necessary, therefore, to
ensure that all hidden functions are accounted for:
Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during the
performance of normal duties?

I

This question must be asked, not for each item, but for each function of
the item. The loss of an item's basic function may be evident, but in
many cases the item will have secondary or other characteristic functions
whose failure will not be evident to the operating crew.
Recall from our discussion in Chapter 2 that any functional failure
which has a direct effect on operational capability-including critical
failures -will always be evident to the operating crew. If the effects of a
failure are not observable, the loss of function has no immediate impact.
But by the same token, there is no assurance that the failure will be
reported and corrected. Thus if the answer to this first question is no
for any function, scheduled maintenanc,, is required for that item. The
purpose of the task is not necessarily to prevent failures of the hidden
function, but to prevent exposure of the equipment to a multiple failure
involving that item.
In the case of a failure that is evident to the operating crew, the
consequences might be immediate; we therefore need to know how
serious they are likely to be:
Does the failure kause i loss of function or secondary damage thatK

could have a direct adverse effect on operating safetW?

This question must be asked for each functional failure and for each
failure tnode. Modern design practices ensure that transport aircraft are
exposed to very few critical losses of functioci. However, certain failure
modes, especially in engines, do cause secondary damage that poses a
safety hazard. Therefore a yes answer to either aspect of this question
means that preventive maintenance is mandatory and can be considered
effective onl,., if it prevents all occurrences of this type of failure.
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Is the occurrence of a failure
evidert to the operating crew durinS
performance of normal duties'
yes

no

y

Does the failure cause a loss of
function or secondary damage that
could have a dizect adverse effect
on operating safety?
yes

no

Does the failure have a direct
adverse effect on operational
capability?
no

S•, .yes

Safety
consequences

Operational consequences
(economic)

Nonoperational consequences
(economic)

Impact immediate -::
EXHIBIT 4-2

Hidden-failure
consequences

Impact delayed

Decision diagram 'o identify significant items and

hidden functions on the basis of failure consequences. Failures
that affect safety or operating capability have an immediate impact,
since the aircraft cannot be dispatched until they have been corrected.
The impact of nonoperational failures and hidden failures is delayed
in the sense that correction can be deferred to a convenient time and
location.

If the answer to the safety question is no, our next concern is with
economic conseouences:
Does the failure have a direct adverse effect on operational capability?
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The consequences in this case include an immediate interruption of
operations, reduced capability if the airplane continues in service, or

RJý
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the delay or cancellation of subsequent flights to make unscheduled repairs-all of which involve an economic loss beyond the cost of the
repairs. In this case, although scheduled maintenance is not required
for safety reasons, it may be desirable on economic grounds. Thus if
the answer to this question is yes, any applicable preventive tasks must
be investigated for cost effectiveness.
If the failure has no direct effect on operational capability, the economic consequences include only the cost of repair. However, certain
~functiotial failures may be far more expensive to repair than to prevent,
especially in the case of a failure mode that causes extensive damage to
surrounding items. Although scheduled maintenance is more likely to
prove cost-effective when operational capability is a factor, there are
certain failure modes for which it is often desirable to investigate the
economic benefits of a preventive task.
The relationship of these three questions and the decision outcomes
in each case are illustrated in Exhibit 4.2. This simple decision-diagram
approach provides us with the following basic information about each
failure possibility:
SWe know whether the failure will be evident, and therefore reported for correction.
We know whether its consequences include a possible safety hazard for the equipment or its occupants.

01

No We know whether its consequences have a direct effect on operational capability.
SWe know the objective of preventive maintenance in each case, and
hence the criterion for evaluating task effe-ctiveness.
With this information we are now in a position to evaluate the maintenance possibilities for each item.

F

EVALUATING THE PROPO.3ED MAINTENANCE TASKS

The next phase of RCM analysis involves a systematic study of each
failure mode to determine whether one of the four basic maintenance
tasks will satisfy both the criteria for applicability and the specific conditions for effectiveness. Since there is a clear order of preference for
approach, as shown in Exhibit 4.3.
The first task to be considered for each anticipated failure mode of
the item being studied is an on-condition inspection:
Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable and
effective?
SECTION 4.2 89
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If the answer is yes, an on-condition inspection task is put into the prograrm for that failure mode. If we obtain yes answers for all the failure
modes of an item, the analysis of that item is complete.
The applicability of an on-condition task can be determined by

engineering specialists who are familiar with the design characteristics
of the item, the materials used in it, and the inspection technology
available. Thus this information will be on hand before the equipment
goes into service. At the time an initial maintenance program is developed, however, there may not be enough information to determine
whether the task will be effective. In this case we assume that it will be
effective and establish the initial inspection intervals according to the
EXHIBIT 4"3 l)ecision diagram to evaluate proposed scheduledmaintenance tasks. If none of the three directly preventive tasks meets
the criteria for applicability and effectiveness, an item whose failures
are ev'dent cannot be considered to benefit from scheduled maintenance.
If the item has a nidden function, the default action is a scheduled
failure-finding task.

Is an on-condition task to detect
potential failures both applicable
and effective?
no

yes

Is a rework task to reduce the
failure rate both applicable and

On-condition

effective?
no

yes

Is a discard task to avoid failures
or reduce the failure rate both

Rework
task

applicable and effective?
Ye

Discard
taFk

i

no

No scheduled
maintenance

seriousness of the failure consequences. Any applicable inspection task
can be made effective in terms of failure prevention if the intervals are
short enough, and if operating experience later shows that it is not costeffective, the task will be deleted from the program at the next review.
If an on-condition task is not applicable for certain failure modes,
the next choice is a scheduled rework task:
Is a rework task to reduce the failure rate both applicable and effective?

I

In this case the question of applicability as well as effectiveness requires
an analysis of operating data. Thus, unless the ace-reliability charac--

teristics of the item are known from prior expe. ience with a similar

item exposed to a similar operating environment, the assumption in an
initial program is that an item will not benefit from scheduled rework.
In the absence of information, the answer to this question is no, and
we wait for the necessary information to become available after the
equipment goes into service.
A no answer to the rework question brings us to the question of a
scheduled discard task:

Is a discard task to avoid failures or reduce the fdilure rate both applicable

F

and effective?
In an initial maintenance program the only items scheduled for discard
will be those for which the manufacturer has specified safe-life limits.
The tasks associated with those items are put into the program, but in
nearly all other cases the answer at this stage will be no.

4.-3

USE OF THE RCM DECISION DIAGRAM

The small decision diagram in Exhibit 4.3 provides the essential mecha- the full RCM decision diagram
nism for deciding which, if any, of the preventive-maintenance tasks use of the four consequence
are both applicable and effective for a particular item. To use this dia-brnhstedfuttaeg
gram, however, it is necessary to know the failure consequences thatthroef
determine effectiveness in each case an-1 also dictate the default action
to be taken at each decision level.
THE COMBINED DECISION DIAGRAM

Exhibit 4.4, which brings together the decision questions in Exhibits 4.2
and 4.3, can be used to develop an RCM program either for new equipnment or for equipment v. iich is already in service. As we will see in
Chapter 5, it can also be used to modify the initial program as new

1
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EXHIBIT 4-4 The RCM decision diasgram. These questions must be
asked for each type of functional failure listed for the item. The first
three questious determine the consequences of that failure, and hence
the objective of preventive tasks. (F. S. Nowlan and H.
F. Heap)
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HIDDEN-FAILURE CONSEQUENCZS
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information becomes available. The chapters in Part Two discuss theI
application of RCM analysis to each of the three major divisions of the
aircraft - systems, powerplant, and structures. For the time being, howrever, let us see how the failure consequences influence the process of
task selection.
Consider an item which is subject to a critical failure. The answer
to question 1. is yes, since any failure that has a direct adverse effect on
operating safety will be evident to the operating crew. (Chis answer
refers, of course, only to a loss of the pA ticular function under consideration.) The answer to question 2 is also yes, since the failure has been
stated as critical. All subsequent questions about this failure possibility
therefore fall in the safety branch of the diagram. This has two important
implications for scheduled maintenance:
10

Scheduled maintenance is required if an applicable preventive task
car, be found.

Do A task can be considered effective only if it reduces the risk of
critical failure to an acceptable level.
In the case of transport aircraft the risk must be at a level of extreme
improbability to be acceptable, but in the general case an acceptable
level does exist. For example, single-engine aircraft are utilized for
various civilian and military applications.
Each failure mnode that might result in this failure is now examined
to determine which of the proposed preventive tasks will accomplish
the necessary objective. If an on-condition task is applicable for some
failure mode, it can usually be made effective by assigning conservatively short inspection intervals (a yes answer to question 4). If there
are failure modes for which on-condition inspection is not applicable,
the question of scheduled rework is considered. However, in an initial
program the failure data necessary to determine the applicability ofI
such a task are rarely available, and no operating organization can
arfc~rd the number of critical failuires required to provide this information. Thus : ithe case of a critical-failure mode the answer to question 5
is no.
This brings us to the question of scheduled discard of the item or
part in which the critical failure originates - that is, to a safe-life limit.
In determining initial program requirements engineering advice may
indicate that such a task is applicable. Its effectiveness cannot be evaluated, however, uniess a safe-life limit has been established by developmental testing under simulated operating conditions. If a safe-life limit
has been established, scheduled discard at this limit is required; if v'

life limit has not been established for this item, the answer to questionI
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6 is no.
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When some failure mode cannot be adequately controlled by any
one of the preceding tasks, we have one further recourse:
7

Is a combination of preventive tasks both applicable and effective?

There are occasional circumstances in which a combination of two or
more preventive tasks will re'!uce the risk of critical failure to an acceptable level. In a eingle-engine aircraft, for example, any and all applicable
tasks might be employed to reduce the likelihood of engine failure
to the lowest level possible. In most instances, however, this is a stopgap measure, pending redesign of the vulnerable part. If no combination of tasks can be found that will effectively avoid critical failures in
the interim, it may be necessary to restrict operation of the equipment

or even to remove it from service.
To return to the top of the dec".ion diagram, suppose the failure of
an item has no safety consequences (a no answer to question 2), but it
does have operationai consequences (a yes answer to question 3). In
this event we are concerned only with the economic consequences of a
functional failure:
•

Scheduled maintenance is desirable if its cost is less than the combined costs of operational consequences and repai, for those failures it prevents.

•

A task can be considered effective only if it is cost-effective.

In scheduled airlines operational consequences can usually be measured
in terms of the inability to deliver service to pa3sengers in a timely
fashion. In other operating contexts the cost of lost operational capability might be measured differently. However, a cost can always be
imputed to any operational failure in terms of the opportunity cost of
being unable to use the equipment as planned.
To determine whether a pioposed maintenance task is economically desirable, it is necessary to know the imputed cost assigned to the
expected operational consequences. In initial programs this will usually
be an arbitrary figure based on the benefits anticipated at the time the
equipment was purchased. In addition, it is necessary to have some
idea of the likelihood of failure, thE :ost of the proposed task, and the
cost of corrective maintenance if the item is allowed to fail. Generally, if
the expected failure rate is low and the operational consequences are
not excessive, the decision will be to use no scheduled maintenance. As
the total cost of failure increases, preventive maintenance becomes more
attractive. In most cases it is possible to make a decision without a
formal economic-tradeoff study. (Later in the chapter we will examine
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a proced4ure for determining whether an economic-tradeoff study is
likely to be worthwhile.)
Where no applicable and cost-effective maintenance task can be
found, we must eithe'r accept the operational consequences (no scheduled maintenance) or redesign the item to reduce the frequency of
failures. This decision ordinarily depends on the seriousness of the
operational consequences. If they represent a major economic loss, the
default decision is redesign.
If the failure of an item has no operational consequences, the question of task effectiveness is evaluated in direct economic terms:
P,

Scheduled maintenance is desirable if its cost is less than the cost of
-. pair for those failures it prevents.

IN A task can be considered effective only if it is cost-effective.
Task effectiveness in this -'ase is a simple tradeoff between the cost of
prevention and the cost of cure. If b;th costs are of the same order of
magnitude, the decision goes to no ss.!eduled maintenance. The reason
for this is that any preventive-maintenance task may disturl '-he steadystate conditions of the mechanism, and this risk should not be introduced without good cause. Thus a preventive task will be scheduled
only where the cost of correcting failed items far outweighs the cost of
preventing failures.
Note that many of the items designated for no scheduled maintenance through this decision process might well have been identified
at the outset as those which cannot benefit from scheduled maintenance.,
This branch of the decision diagram, however, permits us to evaluate
borderline items which might have benefited from a scheduled task if
an applicable one could be found.
In the case of hidden-function items task effectiveness involves
two criteria:
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0

Scheduled maintenance is requir!.-a to avoid exposure to a possible
multiple failure.

11

A task can be considered effective only if it ensures adequate availability of the hidden function.

Some hidden functions are sufficiently important that their availability
is protected by periodic checks by the operating crew -that is, they are
made evident by defining the normal duties of the crew to cover them.
In all other cases, however, scheduled inspections are necessary. Since
hidden failures can have no direct effect on safety or operational capability, we can allow such items to fail, but we cannot afford the possible
consequences of undetected failures. Thus, in the absence o' any directly
preventive task that is applicable and effective, a specific failure-finding
task must always be assigned.

41

THE ROLE OF THE DEFAULT STRATEGY

The information to be channeled into RCM decisions requires analysis
under two different sets of conditions. One is the development of an
initial maintenance program on the basis of limited information. The
other is modification of these initial requirements as information
becomes available from operating experience. As information accumulates, it becomes increasingly easier to make robust decisions. In developing a prior-to-service program, however, there are many areas in
which there is insufficient information for a clearcut yes-or-no answer
or the study group is unable to reach a consensus. To provide for decision making under these circumstances it is necessary to have a backup
default strategy which dictates the course of action in such cases.
The default strategy summarized in Exhibit 4.5 shows for each of
the decision questions which answer must be chosen in case of uncertainty. In each case the default answ.r is based on protection of the
equipment aga'nst serious consequence-s. For example, in the process
of identifying significant items, if it can be demonstrated that the failure
of an item has no effect on safr • or operating capabilitq, the item can
be classified as nonsignificant
I does not warrant further study to
see if it can benefit from schedul,. maintenance. If there is any doubt,
however, it must be classified as significant and cannot be dismissed
without further analysis. Similarly, if it is not certain that a loss of function will be evident to the operating crew, it is treated as hidden unless
a failure mode involves critical secondary damage.
This default approach can conceivably lead to more preventive
maintenance than is necessary. Some tasks will be included as protectiort againbt hazards that do not exist, and others may be scheduled far
too frequently. The means of eliminating such excessive costs is provided by the age-exploration studies which begin as soon as the equipment goes into se-vice. Through this process the infcnnatian needed to
refine the initial program (and make major revisions where necessary)
is gathered systematically for evaluation. We will examine the techniques of age exploration and the nature of the information it provides
in the next chapter.
Since an analysis of age-reliability characteristics requires failure
data that will not become available until some time after the equipment
has been in service, the default strategy will result in a no answer to
nearly all questions concerning the applicability and effectiveness of
scheduled rework and discard tasks. Consequently, iny initial RCM
program will consist essentially of on-condition tasks, a few safe-life
discard tasks, and failure-finding tasks for hidden-function items, in
addition to the usual servicing and lubrication tasks. Scheduled rework
or economic-life discard tasks may be added at some later stage, after
their applicability and effectiveness can be evaluated, but they rarely
appear in an initial program.
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EXHIBIT 4"5
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default answer to be used

i
decis'cn question

in case of uncertainty

IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT ITEMS
Is the item dearly nonsignificant?

No: classify Item as significant.

EVALUATION OF FAILURE CON11EQUENChS
is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties?

No %exceptfor critical secondary
damage): classify function as
hidden.

Does the failure cause a loss of
function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect

Yes: classify consequences as
criticAl

on operating safety?
Does the failure have a direct
adverse effect on operational
capability?
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED TASKS
Is an on-conjition task to detect
potential failures applicable?

Q8

Yes: classify consequences as
operational.

Yes: include on-condition task in
program.

If an on-condition task is
applicable, is it effective?

Yes: assign inspt-ction intervals
short enough to ntake task
effective.

Is a rework task to reduce the

No (unless there are real and

failure rate applicable?

applicable data): assign item to
no wcheduled maintenance.

If a rework task is applicable, is
it effective?

No lunless there are real and
applicable da a). assign item to
no scheduled maintenance.

Is a discard task to avoid failures
or reduce the failure rate
applicable?

No (except for safe-life items):
assign item to no scheduled
maintenance.

If a discard task is applicable, is it
effective?

No (except for safe-life items):
assign item to no scbeduled
maintenance.
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stage at which question can be answemed
ongoing program
(operating data)

initlial proglArn
%."ithdefault)

detault coisequences
possible adverse consequence,
of default dJoision

cliiniinated with z ., isequent
oper.niting if•form.•tion

X

Unnecestsary analysis

No

X

X

Unnecessary inspections that are
not cst-effective

.es

X

X

Unnecessary redesign or scheJuled
raintenance that is not -,)steffective

No tir redesign;
yes for s-heduled
main, enance

X

X

Szheduled maintenance that ij Pot
cost-effective

Yes

X

X

Scheduled maintenance that is not
cost-eftective

Yes

Scheduled maintenance thai is not

Yes

X

Deiay in exploiting opportunity
to ieduce costs

Yes

X

ULrccessary redesigr. (safety) ci
delay in exploiting opportunity
to reduce costs

No for redesign;
yes for scheduled
maintenance

X
(economic life)

Dehty in exploiting oppo,'Ivnity
to reduce costs

X

X
(safe life oiily)
X

Delay in exploiting opportunity
(econo 'ic life)

(safe life only)

.

Yes

a
f

'

.

Yes

to redace costs
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DETERMINING COST EFFECTIVENESS

criteria for cost effectiveness
finding a cost-effective interval
the impact of inherent
reliability characteristics

Since a moderate amount of information gathering is necessary for cal-

culations of cost effectiveness, it is helpful to know whether the effort is
likely to be fruitful. The decision-diagram approach ib also useful in this
area. Exhibit 4.6 illustrates one method for deciding whether
a detailed
assessment of an applicable task might be worthwhile.
Up to this point we have not been concerned about failure rate,
since it is not a primary measure of consequences. In the case of critical

failures it has no br'aring; in fact, the sole objective is to avoid any failures on which to brAse a rate. Where the consequences are economic,
however, the total cost depends on the frequency with which these
consequences are likely to occur. The first question in evaluating the
cost effectiveness of prevention, therefore, concerns the frequer.cy of
functional failures.

Is the functional-failore rale high?
Since it is seldom worthwnilc to deal with rare types of noncritical .ailures, this question rules out items that fail so seldom that the cost of
schedaled maintenance would probably be greater than the benefits
to be derived from il. The term high, o.i course, iE open to interpretation.
In airline practice a failure rate greater than 1 per 1,000 hours of flight
timE is usually considered high, whereas a rate of less than 3.1 per 1,000
hours is usually not considered important. This question is often easier
to answer if the failure rate is described in terms of the number of failures per month
If the failure rate is judged to be high, "'e next concern is the cost
involved. Operational consequences are usually the major cost associated with a high failure rote:
Does the failure involv, operational consequences?

'.00
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Any failure that prevents continued dispatch of the equipment involves
operational consequences. However, the extent of the economic loss
depends largely on the intended use of the equipment. In a military context, for example, a much higher cost might be imputed to dispatch of
an airplane with restrictions on its operating perrormance than would
be the case in a commercial-airline context. If the failure does havy
operational consequences, the total cost of failure includes the combined
cost of these consequences and the cost of repair.

Even when operational consequences are not involved, it may be
advantageous to forestall a particularly expensive failure mode:
Does any failure mode cause unusually high repair or operating costs?
'This question must be investigated sepdrately, since such failtre modes
will usually be responsible for only a small fraction of the otal tiumber
of failures,
LXHIBIT 4"6 Decision diagram tor evaluating the probable cost
effectiveness of a proposed task when sLheduled maintenance is not
required to protect operating safety ot the availability of hlrden
functions, The purpose of the decision technique is to reduce the
number of form it econoinic-tradeoff studies that mus, be
performed.

Is the functional-failure rate high?
yes
no

Does the failure involve operational

[

consequences?

yes

no

Do real and applicable data show the

desirability of the proposed task?

•Does

any failure mode cauce unusually

+

high repair or operating costs?

Task is cost-

Does an e,,onomic-tradeoff study justify

Task 1%not

effective

the task?

cost-effective
yt•

Task is tosteffective

I

no

i+tl1

Task is not
cost-effective

4IIP

II

A yes answer to either of the preceding two questions means that
we need further information:
Do real and applicable data show the desirability of the proposed task?
It is possible to arrive at a yes answer to this question if there is substantial evidence that this task was cost-effective iii the past for this or
a similar item. If so, the task can be scheduled without a formal study.
EXHIBIT 4.7

A pro forma for analyzing the support costs associated

with scheduled removals for rework. At least four proposed rework
intervals must be examined to determine whether a cost-effective
Interval does exist.

item
annual volume of operation
proposed interval

I

Number of failures per year'
Average :ase cost of repairing a failed unit'8
Annual base cost of repairing failed units
Number of failures that have operational consequencess
Average cost of operational consequences after failure
Annual cost of operational consequences
Number of scleduled removals per year
Average base cost for a time-expired unit'
Annual base cost for time-expired units
Number of spare units required to support workload
Cost of unit

X
Ix
X
j
$X
X
S
$X
X
OX

Annual cost of spare units required
Total annual support costs

$X

4

$X

1 It may be desirable to study a specific expensive failure mode separately.
2 Includes cost of removing and installing unit at line station and of
transporting it to and from the maintenance base
3 The number of failures that have operational consequences may be different

from the total number of failures, since not every failure will have such
4 If the change in volume of work at the maintenance bas reslts in dump*m
in facility requirements, the annual cost of such changes should be Included
in the support cost.
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Otherwise the question of economic tradeoff must be evaluated for
each of the applicable maintenance tasks:
Does an economic-tradeoff study justify the task?

An economic-tradeoff study involves several steps:
lo

An estimate of the incremental effect of the task on the failure rate
of the item for several different task intervals

lo

A translation of the reduced failure rate into cost reductions

I

0-An estimate of the cost of performing the proposed task for each
of the intervals considered

I
I

10

Determination of the interval, if one exists, at which the costbenefit ratio is the most favorable

*

Exhibit 4.7 shows a pro forma for evaluating the cost effectiveness of a

scheduled rework task. As we saw in Chapter 3, the cost factors for oncondition tasks and scheduled rework tasks are quite different. Scheduled removals increase both the total shop volume and the number of
spare units required to replace the units that are undergoing rework.
Consequently, unless the frequency of a very expensive failure is materially reduced by an age limit, the total cost of this task will usually
outweigh its economic benefits.
In contrast, the total number of potential failures removed as a
result of on-condition inspections is not appreciably greater than it
would be if each unit were allowed to fail. Moreover, the cost of repair-*J
ing potential failures is usually less than the cost of repair after a functional failure. As a result, on-condition inspection tasks, when they are
applicable, are relatively easy to justify.
The important role of cost effectiveness in RCM decision making
helps to clarify the nature of inherent reliability characteristics. The
inherent reliability of an item is not the length of time it will survive
with no failures; rather, it is the level of reliability the item will exhibit
when it is protected by preventive maintenance and adequate servicing
and lubrication. The degree of reliability that can be achieved, however,
depends on certain characteristics that are a direct result of the design
details of the equipment and the manufacturing processes that produced it. These characteristics determine both the need for preventive
maintenance and the effectiveness with which it can be provided. Thus
from a maintenance standpoint inherent reliability characteristics are
decision factors suich as those listed in Exhibit 4.8. Note that the answer
to each of the questions in Exhibit 4.4 requires a I owledge of at least
one of these characteristics.
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inherent relibillity characteristic

Failur e

eunssDtmlb

Visbiityoffunctional faiur to

Impact on decision maldng

ulgmlfclacae o1 1In
fee scheduled mamlmalam
estbdl"se definlm o1 task
efiectivmesI detemineus default

Determines uesd ft falusa-

Dialasapplicability of
Ability to measuue reduced
Ce to Mureom-coudldon tasks
on-condltlon tasks
decrease wlth operating age
'Agerdlbillty
elatonatipDetermines applicability of
rework and discard tasks
Helps establishb #Ask effectiveCost of corrective maintenance
news except for critical waires
Cost of preventive maintenance

Helps establish task effectivenows, exempt: for citical Maiume

Need for saife-life limits to
prevent critical failures

Determines applicability and
interval of safte-life discard
tasks
Deemnsapplicabilit and

Need for servicing and
lubrication

EXHIBIT 458 Examples of inherent reliability characteristics and their
impact on de~cision making. Each decision queition in Exhibit 4.4
requires a knowledge of at least one of these characteristics. In the
absence (fthis knowledge, a default answer must be employed in
developing anl initial scheduled-maintenanc.- program.

The test of cost effectiveness means that an RCM program will not
include some tasks that might reduce the likelihood of noncritical failures. However, when a failure has economic consequences the inclusion
of a task that is not cost-effective would merely transfer these consequences from one cost categoiy to another; it would not reduce them.
Thus the cost factors on both sides must be considered inherent reli104
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ability characteristics, since they dictate the level of reliability that is

feasible for an existing design. Within this framework, RCM analysis
ensures all the operat'ng reliability of which the equipment is capable.
Moreover, it results in a selection of only those tasks which will accomplish this objective; hence it also provides the required maintenance
protection at minimum cost.
Certain of the inherent reliability characteristics of new equipment
are unknown at the time a prior-to-service maintenance program is
developed. Consequently the initial program is somewhat more expensive than later refinements of it will be (although it is still a minimumcost program in terms of the information available at the time). This
situation is inevitable because of the default decisions necessary to
protect the equipment in the absence of full information. It is not too
serious a matter, however, because of the relatively slow rate at which
fleets of new equipment grow. For example, the Boeing 727 fleet shown
in Exhibit 4.9 took six years to reach its maximum size of 150 aircraft.
Although the full fleet finally flew more than 400,000 total hours a year,
the 20 planes in service by the end of the fist year had flown a total of
only 34,300 hours. Thus the maintenance costs stemming from these
initial default decisions have little overall economic impact and will be
materially reduced with the information available by the time the fleet
reaches full size.

XeIeITs4.9 Examples of fleet growth in a commercial airline. Each
purchasing airline has a maximum rate at which it can accept new
airplanes, determined by training and staffing r quirements. The rate
at which new equipment can enter service is highkqt for large airlines.
(United Airlines)
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AGE EXPLORATION
determination of
ppotentia-failure age

One of the most important aspucts of an initial RCM program is age
exploration to determine the applicability of certain tasks and the most

opportunity sampling

effective intervals for others. In the case of aircraft this process starts

with the manufacturer's certification test flights, during which some of
the most frequent types of failures will be identified. If some of these
failures have major consequences, product improvement will be initiated before any equipment is delivered to the purchaser. The information obtained during the certification period, however, identifieF nly
those items that have failed-presumably those with a high probability
of failure. The entire certification program for a new commercial transport plane requires a total of only 1,500 to 2,000 flight hours accumulated on the five or six planes assigned to the program. The flying time
for any one test plane is usually no more than 400 or 500 hours.
contrast, once a plane is put into service, it may fly 300 or more l-.c.rs a
month. At this point we can begin to acquire information on the additional reliability cl-aracteristics of the equipment.
As we saw in Section 3.1, the applicability o• an on-condition task
depends on the ability to measure reduced failure resistance. Its effectiveness, however, depends on the interval between inspections. The
same holds true for failure-finding tasks assigned to hidden-function
items. For this reason all such tasks are assigned conservatively short
intervals in an initial program, and all items whose failure could have
safety or major economic consequences are carefully monitored by fre-

quent samp!e inspections to determine the exact effect of operating age
on their condition. The simple metal part illustrated in Exhibit 3.1, for
example, would initially be monitored at the intervals shown in Exhibit 4.10 to determine the exact point to be defined as a potential failure, the age at which inspections should start, and the most effective
interval between inspections.
Because on-condition inspections play a large role in the maintenance programs for turbine engines, some interesting practices have.
evolved to reduce the cost of obtaining this information. When an
initial program is being developed, expe-ience with earlier types of
engines will suggest many parts that might benefit from on-condition
tasks, as well as some that might benefit from scheduled rework. Consequently the sample inspections required for age exploration make up
a large part of the initial maintenance program for any powerplant.
Some of these inspections can be performed while the engine is
installed., but others can be performed only at a major maintenance baste
106 THEORY AND RMNCIPLES
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after a certain amount of disassembly of the engine. The "on-the-wing"
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Sample-inspection intervals

EXHIBIT 410 Initial sampling intervals assigned in an ageexploration program to determine the rate at which failure resistance
declines. Reduced resistance is not detectable until .a visible crack
appears; thereafter the rate of crack propagation is monitored io
determine the exact point to be defined as a potential failure, the
point at which it is necessary to begin on-condition inspections, and
the most effective inspectiorn interval to ensure that all failing units
will be identified at the potentia!-failure stage.

inspections are handled by an initial requirement for early inspection
of the item on all engines. However, if inspection of the first few engines
to reach this limit discloses no unsatisfactory conditions, the limit for
the remaining engines is extended. Thus very few engines are actually
inspected at any fixed time limit until the point at which it becomes
desirable to stop extending the limit.
For those parts that require engine disassembly for inspection,
the practice is to define an age limit at which inspection information is considered to be of value. The initial operating age of a part
might be limited, for example, to 1,500 hours without inspection, and
the threshold age for valid sampling information might be set at 500
hours. This was done for the General Electr: - CF6-6 engine in the Douglas DC-10. In that case the FAA required.
,ection of two sets of parts
(equivalent to two engines) to justify an inci, 3e in the 1,500-hour limit.
The initial maintenance program stated that sampling information could
be obta'ned either from one part aged 500 to 1,000 hours and a second
part aged 1,000 to 1,500 hours, or else from two parts that were both

!*
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aged 1,000 to 1,500 hours. The two sets of part-inspection reports could
be based on the inspection of parts in any number of engines.
The reason for this flexibil~iy in scheduling is to take advantage of
opportunity samples, samples taken from engines that have failed and
have been sent back to the main base for repair. Any undamaged parts
from these engines can be used to meet the sampling requirements.
This procedure makes it unnecessary to schedule engine removals for
disassembly solely for the purpose of inspecting parts. Such forced
removals are necessary only when the required volume of sampling
cannot be obtained from opportunity samples. Because new types of
engines usually have high failure rates that create abundant opportunity samples, it is possible to make a careful evaluation of the condition of each part before any engines on the aircraft actually age to the
initial maxim~um limit.
On-condition inspections also play the primary role in the mainteniance programs for structures. However, unlike powerplants, structurej
does not provide opportunity samples. The structure is designed as an
integral unit, and corrective maintenance on any structural item removes
the entire airplane from service. Moreover, because the failure of any
major structural aesembly is critical, all parts of the structure are
designed to survive to very high ages. In the case of structure, therefome,
the inspection programn itself is the only vehicle for age exploration, and
the inspection samples consist of individual airplanes, rather than
samples of parts from different airplanes. The initial inspection interval
for each structurally significant item is set at only a fraction of the age
at which evidence of deterioration is expected to appear, not only to
find and correct any conditions that may reduce the anticipated design
life, but also to ;dentify the age at which reduced failure resistance first
becomes evident.
Whereas powerplant items are continually intf rchanged and replaced as part of the normal repair cycle, structural members are repaired,
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parts of a given structure is the same as the total age of the airplane. This
makes it possible to concentrate age-exploration activities on thehies
total-time airplanes. The first few airplanes to reach the initial limit
established for major structural inspections are designated as inspection
samples. All inspection findings for these airplanes are carefully documented, so that any changes in their condition with age can be identified
before younger airplanes reach this age. If there are no signs of deterioration, the starting intervals in the initial program will usually be
increased for the remaining airplanes in the fleet.
Age epoainof stesitems is conducted on still another basis.
Systems items are generally characterized by low reliability; hence they
provide abundant opportunity samples. However, because systems failures are rarely critical and so many systems items cannot benefit from

I

-

scheduled maintenance, extensive inspection of opportunity samples is

usually not justified by the value of the information obtained. In this
case the frequency of failures is likely to have greater economic impact
than the consequences of individual failures. T~hus for systems items
age exploration is based primarily on the monitoring and analysis of
failure data to determine the cost effectiveness of proposed tasks.
In the following chapter we will examine the many other aspects of
the age-exploration process.

4 *6
FOnce

PACKAGING THE MAINTENANCE TASKS

each maintenance task in the prior-tc-scrvice program has been
assigned an appropriate initial interval, either for the purpose of age
exploration or on the basis of conservative judgment, the RCM tasks

maintenance packages
distribution of maintenance
wokload

o

are combined with other scheduled tasks - the iervicing and lubrication tasks specified by the manufacturer and the scheduled zonalinstallation inspections. All the tasks with similar intervals are then
grouped into a number of maintenance packages, each with its own interval. The principle is the same as that spelled out in new-car warranties,
which specify a certain group of servicing and inspection tasks to be
performed every 1,000 miles, another to be performed every 5,000 miles,
and so on. For commercial aircraft these intervals range from betweenflight checks at every station to major inspections at eight- to ten-year
intervals at a maintenance base.
This grouping results in slightly more frequent performance of
some tasks than is strictly necessary, but the additional cost is justified
by the increase in maintenance efficiency. Those tasks that are most
expensive, both in actual cost and in terms of down time for out-ofservice equipment, tend to shape the overall package. Thus if one task
must be performed every 1,000 miles and another can be done easily
at the same time, they will both be scheduled for that interval. If the

1

s3econd task is required, say, every 2,500 miles, it will be scheduled

every other time the first task is done, and so on.

Airlines frequently give each of the major scheduled-maintenance
2 ackages an alphabetic designation; hence they are commonly known
as letter checks. An A check *night be performed every 125 hours of
flight time, a B check every 900 hours, and so on. Exhibit 4.11 shows the
sc tience of letter checks as they would occur for an airplane over an
operating period of 3,600 hours. The content of a given letter check will
*necessarily be the same every time it is performed, since some tasks
V,id come up only at every second or third occurrence of that check.
However, the fact that the more extensive packages occur at longer
intervals means that as the level of work increases, fewer stations need
to be equipped to handle it.
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EXHIBe
T 4are A sample schedule of maintenance packages. Each
work package includes all the scheduled tasks to be performed at that

interval. The A check includes all tasks scheduled at 125-hour
intervals; the B check consists of all tasks scheduled at 900-hour
intervals, as well as the A check that would otherwise be performed at
that interval; and the C check, scheduled for 3,600-hour intervals,
includes all the tasks scheduled for that interval, along with both the
A and B checks that would ordinarily take place at that time. The A
checks are performed at any of several line-maintenance stations.
I'Vnes are routed to a few large maintenance stations for B checks,
and C checks are performed at the maintenance base.

for every :top at a line maintenance station, and a #2 service check
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might be scheduled for every stopover of more than five hours (unless
a higher-level package is being performed), and so on.
In addition to the letter checks, which package the expensive or
time-consuming tasks, there are a number of smaller service packages.
For example, a #1 service check might include those tasks scheduled
The entire scheduled-maintenance program, packaged for actual
implementation, must be completed and approved before any new air-

.

craft can enter service. Up to this point RCM analysis has provided us
with a set of tasks based on those reliability characteristics that can be
determined from a knowledge of the equipment and the operating context. Once the equipment enters service a whole new set of information
will come to light, and from this point on the maintenance program will
evolve on the basis of data from actual operating experience. This
process will continue throughout the service life of the equipment, so
that at every stage maintenance decisions are based, not on an estimate
of what the reliability is likely to be, but on the specific reliability characteristics that can be determined at that time.I

t
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CHAPTER FIVE

evolution of the rcm program

preceding chapters we have examined the framework of RCM
analysis and the decision process that leads to the selection of tasks for
an initial maintenance program. After the equipment enters service
information becomes available about its actual interaction with the
operating environment. This information almost certainly contains
some surprises-unanticipated types of failures, unexpecLed failure
consequences, unusually high failure rates, or even an absence of anticipated failures. Because the volume of operation is small at first, information is gained at that time about the failures that are likely to occui
soonest and with the greatest frequency. As operating time accumulates, the less frequent types of failures are discovered, as well as those
that tend to occur at higher operating ages. All this information is used
for continuing evolution of the ongoing maintenance program.
Any romplex equipment is a failure generator, and failure events
will occur " roughout its whole operating life. The response to these
events dep,,Lds on the failure consequences. If an unanticipated failure
has serious implications for safety, the first occurrence sets in motion
an immediate cycle of maintenance and design changes. In other cases
waiting until severai failures have occurred allows a better assessment
of their frequency to determine the economic benefits of preventive
tasks, or possibly redesign. Very often waiting until enough failures
have occurred to permit an evaluation of age-reliability relationships
provides the information necessary to modity the initial maintenance
decisions.
Evolution of the scheduled-maintenance program does not consist
solely of reactions to unanticipated failures. The intormation that becomes available-including the absence Df failures-is also used for
systematic evaluation of all tasks in the initial program. On the basis of
actual data, the initial conservative intervals for on-condition inspecIN THE
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tions can be adjusted and the applicability of scheduled rework and
economic-life tasks can be investigated. Actual operations will frequently confirm the a priori assessments of failure consequences, but
occasionally the consequences will be found to be more serious or less
serious than anticipated, cr a failure thought to be evident to the operatfng crew is not, and vice versa. The prucess by which all this information is obtained is called age exploration, both because the amount of
information is a direct function of the age of the equipment in service
and because some of this information relates to the ages of the items
themselves.

"

I
I

THE USES OF OPERATING DATA

It is important to recognize, both in planning a prior-to-service program and at the age-exploration stage, that a fleet of equipment 4oes
not materialize overnight. In commcrcial aviation new planes are
delivered to an airline at a rate of one to four a month, and as we saw
in Exhibit 4.9, the number of aircraft in service and the associated
volume of operations builds up slowly. This allowý, us to concentrate
first on the most frequent failures (since those that occur early will
continue to occur early after either delivery or repair) or on those
failures with the most serious consequences. As the volume of operations increases, he less frequent failures come to light and can be
dealt with later. In a military environment, where operating experience
does not accumulate as rapidly, this latter information may be obtained
by deliberate heavy use of the first few pieces of equipment-the fleetleader concept-although the small size of the sample data presents a
serius drawback.
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The reliability information obtained from actual operating experience is quite varied. Although the failure rate plays a role early in operation in pinpointing design problems and evaluating task effectiveness,
an age-exploration program is organized to provide the following kinds
of information:
1f- The types oi failures the equipment is actually
exposed to, as well
as their frequencie,!,
0, The consequences of each failure, ranging from direct safety hazards through serious operational consequences, high repair costs,
long out-of-service times for repair, to a deferred need to correct
inexpensive furnctional failures
O

0

Confirmation that functional failures classified as evident to the
operating crew are in fact evident during normal performance of
duties
Identification of the circumstances of failure to determine whether
the failure occurred during normal operation or was due to some
external factor, such as bird strike

EXHIBIT 5'1 Summary of the uses of new information in the
contirnuing evolution of the scheduled-maintenance program. After
the equipment enters service age exploratien and the evaluation of
actual operating data continue throughout :ts entire service life.

refinements of Initial maintenance program

inspection tasks

Confirm that reduction in failure
resistance Is visible,
Determine rate of reduction in failure
resistance.
Confirm or modify defined potentialfailure condition.
Adjust inspection interval and age
for
first inspection, if applicable,

results of age exploration
proposed
items assigned to
age-limit tasks
no scheduled maintenance

Determine age-reliability relationship to confirm that conditional
probability of failure increases
with age.
If failures ame age-r,,latad,
determine whether a cost-effective

Monitor and evaluate
operational dato to we
wheob.r some applicable and effective task
abedvlp.

ge limit exists.
If a cost-effective
found,
add task tointerval
program.
can be

A-

o

Confirmation that on-condition inspections are really measuring
the reduction in resistance to c particular failure mode

I

The actual rates of reduction in failure resistance, to determine
optimum inspection intervals

I

0- The mechanism involved in certain failure modes, to identify new
forms of on-condition inspection and parts that require design
improvement

p.

Identification of tasks assigned as default actions in the initial
program which do not prove applicable and effective

o.

Identification of maintenance package,,; that are generating few

i

Identification of items that are not generating trouble reports

lo

The ages at which failures occur, so that the applicability of scheduled rework and discard tasks can be determined by actuarial
analysis

trouble reports

Exhibit 5.1 summarizes the uses of all this information in refining and

major revisions
una1iticipated failure

it)

initial maintenance program
results oi technological change
aew or
changes in

modes or consequences

redesigned item

inspectioa technology

Develop on-condition tasks to prevent
critical failures and to prevent or
reduce frequency of expensive failures
at low ages.

Conduct RCM analysis of item
when it first enters service,

Evaluate applicability
and effectiveness of
siew on-condition
tniques,

design changes necessary for
Develop
permanent correction of problems.

Refine maintenance requirements
throuph ag- exploation.

I

'

Develop failure-finding tasks for
hidden functions not identified in
initial program.
Develop on-condition or other tasks to
control critical or expensive failures at
high ages, where product improvement
may not be economically justified.

rc

Ii
!

revising the initial maintenance program. The refinements are useful,
but their overall economic impact is usually quite small. The major
revisions are associated with unanticipated failures, design modifications, and the exploitation of new inspection technology; in this area
far greater economies are realized.

)
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REACTING TO SERIOUS FAILURES

the preventive- ma intenance/
redesign cycle
teipredictio

ofilrrelablte

imrvmn

I

structured pattern of events associated with unanticipated failures
which results in a characteristic cycle of reliability improvement.
Suppose the unforeseen failure is a critical engine failure. As an
immediate step, engineering investigations are undertaken to determine whether some on-condition inspection or other preventive task
will be effective. This preventive measure may result in a substantial
increase in maintenance costs. With a new engine a large number of
engine removals, dictated either by the discovery of potential failures
or by scheduled removal of all units, will also ntake it difficult to provide replacement engines. The next step is action to redesign the parts
in which the failure mode originates. When the new parts are available,
all the engines in service must then be modified to incorporate the
change. Not all design changes are successful, and it may take several
attempts over a period of two or three years to correct the problem.
Once the problem has been eliminated, the scheduled-maintenance tasks
instituted to control this type of failure are no longer necessary and can
be discontinued.
Exhibit 5.2 illustrates this cycle. A year after this engine enteied
service two critical failures occurred during a three-month period. Both
failures were found to be caused by notch. wear in the third-stage turbine blades. Since this failure mode was also found to be detectable at
the potentialI-failure stage, a line-maintenance on-condition inspection
was specified to check for loose turbine blades. Frequent inspection
intervals resulted in a large n tmber of ýngine removals for this condition, but removal of these potential failures prevented any further
functional failures. The turbine blade was redesigned, and halfway
through the following year modification of the existing engines was
started to incorporate the new "low-swirl" blades. The on-condition

r
F

r

After new equipment enters service it may experience unanticipated
types of failures and failure consequences. The mospt serious of these
are usually in the powerplant and the basic structure. Although such
failures can occur at any point in the life of the equipment, they are
most likely to occur early in operation. The first failure may have such
serious implications for operating safety or economics that all operating
organizations and the manufacturer react immediately. Thus there is a
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inspections were continued, but as more and more modified engines

30
Installation of low---uctina

Potential

failues.

2i-iondition
mInstallation
10

Innspection
started•

1961

1962

of
low. swirl
blads completed

1963

1964

EXHIBIT 5"2 The pattern of events associated with an unanticipated
critical failure mode in the Pratt & Whitney IT4 engine. The data
represent all engine removals for this failure mode, the first two as
functional failures and the rest as potential failures found by an
on-condition task developed after the first failure events. These
premature removals prevented all further functional failures, and as
modified engines entered service, the number of potential failures
also decreased. When no further potential failures were found,
the on-condition task was deleted from the program.
(United Airlines)

entered service, the number of premature removals (potential failures)
dropped. Finally, about three years after the first two failures, the oncondition inspections were discontinued.
In new equipment the scheduled-maintenance tasks generated in
response to early critical failures are nearly always on-condition inspections. Age-limit tasks are not likely to be feasible, since there are no
data for actuarial analysis, and in the case of early failures, taking some
fraction of the age at failure as a safe-life limit could easily be ineffective. Moreover, a short safe-life limit might effectively preclude
continued operation of the equipment, since it would be difficult to
provide the labor and spare parts needed for such intensive maintenance. The definition of an applicable on-condition task, however, may
require great ingenuity. The failure mode must be determined, and a
specific part that shows physical evidence of reduced failure resistance
must be identified. Then some means of inspecting the part while it is
still installed must be devised.
Under these circumstances both the potential-failure point and the
inspection interval will be established on a very conservative basis. As
soon as the on-condition task is implemented, all the equipment in

I

I
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service is inspected. This first inspection of the fleet often leads to a
large number of removals for the- fiewly defined' potential failure. The
. ate of remov;l after this first inspectio.n will be much lower, of course.
It may be low enough to justify.increasing the initial conservative inspection interval, but the inspections themselves will be continued
untilThe
experience
that the isprobleii.
longer
exists.
cycle for has
earlydemonstrated
structural difficulties
similar. no
Once
again,
it is
necessary to determine the failure mode and devise an on-condition

t

inspection for potentiai failures. In this case the inspections may be
scheduled as often as once every flight cycle or at intervals as long as
2,000 or 3,000 flight cycles. Again, even though the incidence of potential failures turns out to be relatively low after the first fleet inspection,
the task itself i- continued until the design can be modified.
Serious unanticipated failures do not necessarily occur early in the
life of new equipment. At later ages, however, such failures may not
lead to design changes. The first response is still the same- the development of new scheduled-maintenance tasks. At this stage the imposition
of safe-life limits may be both technically and economically feasible.
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On-condition tasks may also be applicable, but the inspections can be
scheduled to begin at a relatively high age and may have longer intervals. Unless the failure mode is strongly related to age, in which case a
life-fimit task may be more - .propriate, the number of potential failures found by on-condition inspections will be far lower thar in relatively new equipment. Depending on the age of the equipment, the
cost of redesign may not be warranted, since economic justification
depends on the remaining technologically useful life of the equipment.
Lne further way of coping with failure is to restrict operating procedures to put less stress on a vulnerable component until it can be
redesigned. Sometimes the opposite strategy is also useful. When no
specific potential-failure condition can be identified, it may be possible
to preempt a serious failure by inducing it under other circumstances.
In one such case failures of a compressor disk on a tail-moanted turbine
engine were occurring at very low ages, and no on-condition inspections were feasible. It was possible to keep the plane in service, however, by requiring the pilot to brake at the end of the runway and apply
takeoff thrust with the aircraft stationary. The peak stress on the disk
occurred when takeoff thrust was first applied and decreased as the disk
warmed up. Thus if the disk did not fail during warmup, it was unlikely
to do so during flight. This strategy resulted in several expensive failures, but they were not critical on the ground, whereas the secondary
effects of disk failure would have been critical in flight.
A new piece of complex equipment often experiences a high failure
rate. Often, too, the majority of these failures result from a smai number
of failure modes. In the case of aircraft engines the conditional proba-

Li.
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,

i
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-
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bilities of such dominant failure modes will frequently increase rapidly
with operzeting age. Exhibit 5.3 shows the results of successive analyses
of an engine that entered service in 1964. At that time its initial reliabilify was poo-, the conditional probability of failure was high, and
this probability increased rapidly with age. However, the increase V-s
linear and showed no identifiable wearout zone. Within a few monuis
the reliability of this engine was substantially improved by design
modifications directed at the dominant failure modes. The initia. nigh
failure rate brought the unmodified engines into the shop very frequently, which facilitated fairly rapid incorporation of the modified
parts. Consequently the conditional probability of failure continued
to drop, and ultimately the reliability of this engine showed no relationf-:tip to operating age.
Once the early dominant failure modes in an engine are disposed
of, it becomes increasingly difficult to make further improvements.
Because of its complexity, the engine will always be subject to many
different failure modes, and some may even bce dominant. However,
the failure probability associated with any given mode is too low to
justify further development of the engine. The difference between an
item's initial and mature failure rate is its improvable failure rate-the
EXHIBIT 5.3 Results of successive age-reliability analyses of the
Pratt & Whitney JTSD engine of the Boeing 727. As engineering
improvements gradually overcame dominant failure modes, the
conditional-probability curve continued to flatten until it eventually

sho~ied no relationship of engine reliability to operating age.
(United Airlines)
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EXHIBIT 5.4 Comparison of actual failure rates of the Pratt &
Whitney J1IM engine with a forecast made in December 1965. During
initial ope1.tion the failure rate based on small samples will show
large variations in different calendar periods. However, since reliability
improvement is characteristically exponential, it is possible to predict
the expected reduction in failure rate over a longer calendar period.
The temporary variation from the forecast level in this case was the
result of a new dominant failure mode which took several years to
resolve by redesign. (United Airlines)
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portion that will be eliminated by product improvement. If a particular
engine has a failure rate of 2 per 1,000 hours when it first enters service
and we anticipate that its failure rate will ultimately drop to 0.3, then
the improvable failure rate is 1.7.
In many cases the improvable failure rate declines exponentially
over calendar time-that is, the percentage of reduction remains constant, although the amount of reduction becomes smaller as the failure
rate is reduced. This percentage has been as much as 40 percent a year
for engines in a commercial-airline environment. Such a high degree of
improvement is possible only when a large number of engines are in
service to generate the failure data required both to direct product
improvement and to lower its unit cost. The fact that improvement is
characteristically exponential enables us to plot reliability growth in
new equipment with a fair degree of success. Exhibit 5.4 shows a comparison of actual failure experience with a forecast that was made in

a"•

"'1

j

1965. The forecast was reasonably good until 1968, when a new failure
mode became dominant. This problem took nearly three years to resolve, after which the failure rate dropped back to the forecast level.

5 -3

REFINING THE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

The maintenance tasks added in response to unanticipated failures are
only one aspect of the age-exploration process. At the time the initial
program is developed certain reliability characteristics are unknown.
For example, the ability to measure reduced failure resistance can be
determined, but there is no information on the actual rate of reduction
as various items age in service. Similarly, the information necessary to
evaluate cost effectiveness and age-reliability relationships becomes
available only after the equipment has been in service for some time.
Once the maintenance program goes into effect, the results of the scheduled tasks provide the basis for adjusting the initial conservative task
intervals, and as further operating data become available the default
decisions made in the absence of information are gradually eliminated
from the program.

adjusting task intervals

uses of actuarial analysis

ADJUSTING TASK INTERVALS

As part of the initial progrem many items are scheduled for frequent
sample inspections to monitor their condition and performance, and
other tasks are assigned conservatively short initial intervals. All these
tasks are then packaged for implementation. If the first few units to
reach this check limit show no unsatisfactory conditions, it is safe to
assume that the task interval for the remaining units can be extended.
Any equipment that has aged to the present check limit is designated a
time-extension sample.
In many cases, as we saw in Chapter 4, the required number of
samples is provided by opportunity samples, units that are available
for inspection because they have failed for some reason related to only
one failure mode. In the case of engines, for example, the availability of
samples of a particular part depends on the number of shop visits occasioned by failures in the section of the engine containing that part.
Since a new type of engine is far more likely to experience failures of
components in the hot section than in the cold section, the engine data
in Exhibit 5.5 show far more opportunity samples for the exit guidevane assembly than for the compressor assembly. In both cases, however, opportunity sampling provided a means of inspecting these parts
as they aged in service. Since there was no great difference between the
age of the highest-time installed part and the age of the highest-time
sample inspected, it was possible to extend the check limits for both
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EXHIBIT 5 -5 Effectiveness of opportunity sampling of the Pratt &
Whitney JThv engine. Opportunity samples of the exit guide-vane
craidb increasingth int."a
assembly (black) were more abundant than samples of the highcompressor assembly (red), but at every age the highest-time installed
unit was only slightly older than the highest-time inspected sample.
any unsatisfactory condition detected
thus
in the sample would be
found before the remaining installed units had reached this age.
(United Airlines)

untile the asksample
items
deterioration.

of th letr-hc pakg

10

11

sinso

,i hc

units began to show signs of

Task intervals for systems and structuieml items are ovdinarily in-Th
creased by increasing the interval of the letter-check package in which
they have been included. However, if the inspection reports indicate

,

that the interval for some particular task in this package should not be
r
task originally
extended, the task must be moved to another package.

assigned to the C-check package, for.instance, might be reassigned to

the package designated for every second B check. Conversely, there will
be tasks whose original intervals now appear far too conservative. In

this case the task interval might be increased, say, from C2 to C4 at the

same time

ts thate C-check interval itself is being revised upward. The

same result can be achieved, of course, by leaving the intervals of all
packages fixed and moving all tasks from one package to another.
The management of maintenance packages requires careful planning. First, a schedule is needed for conducting the analysis necessary
to support each interval extension. This schedule must allow time for
the first few units that have entered service to age to the existing check
limit, and also time for the analysis necessary to assess the desirability
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of extending the limit. The results of all inspections and corrective work
performed on these sample units must be carefully analyzed so that the
tasks for which intervals should not be extended can be moved to more

compatible packages. Tasks producing marginal results may stay with

the original package, but they should be noted for future attention. A
hard-time directory is usually maintained to identify tasks for which a
maximum interval appears likely. These tasks require closer study than
the others, and maintenance planning is facilitated by advance knowledge that they may be moved to a different package in the near future.
USES OF ACTUARIAL ANALYSIS IN AGE EXPLORATON

Whereas serious unanticipated failures prompt an immediate response,
action on infrequent failures or those with no major consequences is
usually delayed until enough informnation has been gathered to make a
full assessment of possible maintenance remedies. This is particularly
true with regard to rework tasks, since these tasks are applicable only
if the conditional-probability curve shows that an item has an identifiable wearout zone. Such curves are the result of an actuarial analysis in
which the number of failures during various age intervals are measured
in terms of the total exposure of the item (total operating time for all
units) and the probability of survival to that age interval.
An actuarial analysis does not require hundreds of failure events.
A survival curve can be constructed from the data on 20 functional failures, and if necessary, from a sample of 10. However, since it takes
several thousand operating hours to accumulate this many occurrences
of a given type of failure, there is sometimes concern about a surge of
failures as a result of wearout after a certain age. If all the units in service
were the same age this might be the case, but because of the slow
buildup of a fleet of airplanes, the ages of the units in service are widely
distributed. If the item is very reliable at lower ages, and the first failure
does not Occur until some time after the fleet has reached full strength,
the age distribution of the in-service units at that time will be the same4
as '; t of the planes in the fleet. This means that there may be a differen,_? of live years or more between the ages of the oldest unit and the
n
If "e item is not that reliable, there will be even fewer
hkgl:,,:tifite tlriv since many of the units on the older airplanes will be
v'acements for units that have already failed.
It is this distribution in the ages of in-service units of an item that
makes it feasible to use actuarial analysis as a tool for age exploration.
If it is found that there is a sharp increase in the likelihood of failure at
higher ages, there is ample time to take preventive steps, since v'ery few
units are actually approaching the "cliff" when it is discovered. It follows that attention is concentrated on the failure behavior of the oldest4
units, so that 4n the event that there is a wearout zone, a rework task
'~'one.
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can be added to the maintenance program long before the other units
reach this age.
Exhibit 5.6 shows the .... lt. • -- -"..trial analysis conducted to
"-------•W-m
*
of a turbine engine would be an
applicable task. The upper curve shows the total conditional probability
for all units removed and sent to the shop for corrective work, and the
lower curve shows the conditional probability of functional failures as
reported by the operating crew. The distance between these two curves
at any age represents the conditional probability of potential failures
detected by on-condition inspections. It is functional failures that have
safety or operational consequences, and the conditional probability of
such failures in this case is constant. Sznce functional failures are independent of the time since engine installation (last shop visit), operating
age is not a factor in the failure rate, and a rework task is therefore not
applicable.
The conditional-probability curve that includes potential failures
does show on increase with increasing age. However, we do not want to
reduce the incidence of potential failures except by redesign, since these
inspections for potential failures are clearly effective in reducing the
number of functional failures. As At is, each engine can remain in operation until a potential failure is detected, and under these conditions
-ework

EXHIBIT 5"6 Conditional-probability curves for the General Electric
CF6-6 engine of the Douglas DC-10. The upper curve shows the total
number of premature removals for botl. functional and potential
failures, and the lower curve shows the number of these units. removed
as functional failures. Although the rate of potential failures increases
with operating age, as a result of effective on-condition inspections
the tunctional-failure rate is kept in check and sh(ows no increase with
age. (United Airlines)
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EXHIITrI 5-7 Partitioning of a conditional-probability c.,rve to show
the number of unverified tailures and the number of vmrified failures
resulting from each of three failure modes. Note that the only high
Infant mortality occurs from failure mode A; this results in an
upturn of the curves above it in a layered representation.

there is no increase in the functional-failuire rate with age. Thus the
on-condition task itself prevents I wearout zone for functional failures
and at the same time permits each engine to realize almost all of its
useful life.
The relationship of verified and unverified failures can be examined in the same way to determine the effectiveness of troubleshooting
methods. This information is of value to those concerned with stocking
and allocating replacement units and spare parts, but it is also important in identifying the actual characteristics of verified failures, so that
the failure mode can be pinpointed more exactly and a more accurate
potential-failure condition can be defined.
Exhibit 5.7 shows the various age-reliability relationships that can
be developed for an item subject to several different failure modes. The
upper curve shows the conditional probability for all reported failures,
and the curve below it shows the conditional probability of verified
failures. The distance between these two curves represents the prob-
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ability of unsche-duled removals of units that are actually serviceable,
Thus the first curve represents the apparent reliability of the item and
the second curve represents its actual reliability.
To determine how we Might improve the reliability of this item we
must examine the contribution of each failure mode to the total of verified failures. For example, failure modes A and B show no increase with
increasing age; hence any attempt to reduce the adverse age relationship must be directed at failure mode C. There is also a fairly high conditional probability of failure immediately after a shop visit as a result
of high infant mortality from failure mode A. The high incidence of
early failures from this failure mode could be due to a problem in. hop
procedures. If so, the difficulty might be overcome by'changirlg shop
specifications either to improve quality control or to break in i repaired
unit before it is returned to service. In the case of aircraft engines, for
example, shop procedures 'in commercial airlines include a test-cell run
at the end of the shop process, during which some engines are rejected
and sent back for further work. These test-cell rejects do not appear in
the failure count, since this count begins only after the engine is installed on the aircraft.
An actuarial analysis E~uch as that in Exhibit 5.7 can direct improvements toward a great many different areas by indicating which factors
are actually involved in the failure behavior of the item. An analysis of
th2 Boeing 727 generator, for example, showed that the conditional
probability of generator failure did not increase with age until bearing
failures started at an age of 2,000 hours. This failure mode .v.sually results
in destruction of the generator. Since a new generator costs about $2,500,
as opposed to $50 for a bearing replacement, a generator rework task
during which the bearing was discarded was both applicable and costeffective at 4,000-hour intervals.

5 4

REVISIONS IN MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS
new diagnostic techniques
design changes

The maintenance tasks instituted in response to serious unanticipated
failures are usually interim measures, intended to control the problem
until it can be resolved by redesign. Two kinds of technological change,
however, may lead to revision of the requirements for scheduled maintenance: the development of new diagnostic techniques and modification of the present equipment.
NEW DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES
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Most on-condition inspections are diagnostic techniques, since they
measure resistance to failure to identify specific problems. The Earliest
and simplest technique used for aircraft was visual examination, perhaps aided by a magnifying glass. This visual inspection was extended

.4.

by development of the borescope. Numerous other techniques have
been developed for detecting cracks in metallic items, such as eddycurrent, magnaflux, and zyglo inspections. Radiography is also widely
employed, not only for detecting cracks, but also to check clearances and
changes in configuration without the need to disassemble the item.
A useful diagnostic technique must be able to detect some specific
condition that can confidently be defined as a potential failure. It should
be sufficiently accurate to identify all units that have reached this condition without including a large number of units for which failure is
remote. In other words, such techniques mus ?irovide a high power of
discrimination. The demand for such discrimination depends in part
on the consequences of failure. A technique with low resolving power
might be of value for single-engine aircraft if it prevented even a small
number of engine failures, despite the fact that if caused numerous
unjustified removals. For a multiengine aircraft the same technique
would be unnecessary as a safety precaution and undesirable in economic terms.
Certain diagnostic techniques appear to have great potential but
will require further development before they can be universally adopted.
For example, spectrographic analysis is sometimes used to detect wear in
metal parts by measuring the concentration of metallic elements in
lubricating oil. In many casý-s, however, it has been difficult to define a
failure condition related to the metal, .ncentrations. Parts have failed
without the expected warning, and warnings have not necessarily been
associated with imminent failure. Even a change in the brand of oil may
necessitate new criteria for interpreting the analysis. Nevertheless, if
the failure is one with major consequences, even a low incidence of
successful interpretations (and prevented failures) mzy offset the cost
of the inspections that produced no useful information.
Another recent technique is the use of computerized airborne integrated data systems (AIDS), which measure and record the performance
characteristics of many items for later study. Some of these characteristics, especially in powerplants, are also monitored by the normal flight
instrumentation, but the data are not automatically recorded and integrated with other data. This procedure opens up the possibility of
correlating performance trends with the likelihood of failures, or "establishing a signature" for the failure mode. By revealing a previously overlooked indication of reduced resistance to failure, AIDS may make it
possible to prevent certain functional failures by on-condition main'enance. The new data systems have in fact assisted in troubleshooting,
and they have indicated engine conditions that increase the stress on
certain internal parts. However, their success in performing a true (and
continuous) on-condition sureillance has so far been limited. Once
again, this system may be worth .-hile for some organizations if analysis
convinces them that the value of its contribution outweighs its costs.
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As we have seen, scheduled rework tasks have limited applicabiI!ty, and discard tasks apply only under rather special circumstances.
Major improvements in maintenance effectiveness depend, therefore,
on expanded use of diagnostic techniques. The search for additional
techniques continues, and the economic desirability of such new developments must be reewaluated from time to time.
DESIGN CHANGES

The product-improvement process is also a factor in changing maintenance requirements, since design modifications may change the reliability characteristic, of items either intentionally or otherwise. Hidden
functions may be added or removed, critical-failure modes may be
added or removed, dominant failure modes and/or age-reliability characteristics may be altered, and redesign may change the applicability of
on-condition tasks.
Whenever an item is substantially modified, its maintenance requirements must be reviewed. It may also be necessary to repeat the
age-exploration process for such items, both to find out whether the
modifications have achieved their intended puipose and to determine
how these modifications affect existing maintenance requirements for
the item. Finally, entirely new items are added to most equipment during its service life. Initial requirements must be developed for each of
these items, to be modified as necessary when operating data on them
become available.

5 5

THE PRODUCT-IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

determining the need for
product improvement
determining the desirability
of product improvement
information requirements
the role of product improvement
in equipment development
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In the course of evaluating the maintenance requirements of complex
equipment many items will be found that cannot benefit from sched-

uled maintenance, either because there is no applicable preventive task
or because the available forms uf prevention cannot provide the level of
reliability necessary. Because of the inherent conflict between performance requirements and reliability requirements, the reliability problems identified and corrected during early operations are realty a part
of the normal development cycle of high-performance equipment.
The degree of reliability that can be achieved by prcentive maintenance is limited by the equipment itself. Thus a product may be
deemed unsatisfactory for any of the following reasons:
N

Exposure to critical faijures

Ir

Exposure to failures that unduly reduce operational capability

10-

Unduly high maintenance costs

0-

A demonstrated need to make a hidden function visible

4r-

, '

df

Failures may re-,ult from the stress and wear associated with the not mal

S~oueration

of the it( in, or they may be caused by external factors such

as lightning strikes, bird ingestion, corrosive environments, and so on.
Product improvement to increase resistance to these external factors
may be just as necessary as modifications to withstand the effects of
the normal operating environment.
DETERMINING THE NEED FOR PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

Product improvement directed toward better reliability may take a
number of forms. An item may be modified to prevent critical failures,
to eliminate a particularly expensive failure mode, or to reduce its overall failure rate. The equipment, or an item on it, may be modified to
facilitate replacement of a failed unit, to make a hidden function visible,
to incorporate features that make on-condition inspections feasible, or
to add redundant features which alter the consequences of failure.
Product improvement is expensive. It involves the cost of redesign
and the manufacture of new parts or whole new items. The operating
organization also incurs the direct cost of modifying the existing equipment and perhaps the indirect cost of taking it out of service while such
modifications are being incorporated. Further risks tece always introduced when the design of high-performance equipment is changed,
and there is no assurance that the first att, npt at improventenm will
eliminate or even alleviate the problem at which improvement is
directed. For this reason it is important to distinguish between situations in which product improvement is necessary and those in which
it is desirable.
The decision diagram in Exhibit 5.8 is hell il in evaluating the
necessity or desirability of initiiting design chan•es. In this case the
answers to the decision questions are all based on operating experience. As always, ti ,oifirst consideration is safety:
Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary daimage that could
have a direct adverse effect on operating safety?

If the answer to this question is yes. the next concern is whether such
failures can be controlled at the maintenance level:
Are present preventive measures effectively avoiding such failure"?

If the answer is no, then the safety b.izard has not been resolved. In this
case the only recourse is to remove the equipment from service until
the problem can be solved by redesign. Clearly, product improvement
sEcnION 55

is required.
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Does the failure cause a loss of
function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect
on operating

yes

safety?
T

no

Are present preventive measures
effectively avoiding such failures?
no

T

yeu

,,,

ye..

I.

Is product improvement cost-effective?

Improvement is
desirable

Is product Improvement cost-effective?

Improvement is
not justified

Improvement is
required

Improvement is
desirable

Improvement is
not justified

EXHIBIT 5"8 Decision diagiam to determine whether product
improvement is required or merely desirable if it is cost-effective.
Unless product improvement is required for safety reasons, its cost
effectiveness must be assessed (see Exhibit 5.9) to determine whether
the improvement is in fact economically desirable.

If the pre~ent preventive measures are effectively controlling critical failures, then product improvement is not necessary for safety reasons. However, the problem may seriously restrict operating capability
oi result in unduly expensive maintenance requirements. It is therefore
necessary to investigate the possibility of reducing these costs:
I

Is product improvement cost-effective?
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Here we are concerned solely with economics. As long as the safety
hazard has been removed, the only issue now is the cost of the preventive measure,; employed. By the same token, if the answer to the first
question was no- that is, the failure has no direct effect on safety- it
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may still have costly operational consequences. Thus a no answer to the
safety question brings us directly to the que2stion of cost effectiveness.
DETRMINING THE DESIRABILITY OF PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

There is no hard-and-fast rule for determining when product improvement will be cost-effective. The major variables can be identified, but
the monetary values assigned in each case depend not only on direct
maintenance costs, but on a variety of other shop and operating costs,
as well as on the plans for continuing use of the equipment. All these
factors must be weighed against the costs of product improvement.

An operating organization is always faced with a larger'number ofI
apparently cost-effective improvement projects than are physically or
economically feasible. The decision diagram in Exhibit 5.9 is helpful in
ranking such projects and determining whether a proposed improvement is likely to produce discerniblc results within a reasonable length
of time.
The first question in this case concerns the anticipated further use
of the equipment:
Is the remaining technologically useful life off the equipment high?
Any equipment, no matter how reliable, will eventually be outmoded
by new developments. Product improvement is not likely to result in
major savings when the equipment is near the end of its technologically useful life, whereas the elimination of excess costs over a span ofj
eight or ten years of continued service might represent a substantial
saving.
Some organizations require for budget approval that the costs of
product improvement be self-liquidating over a short period -say, two
years. This is equivalent to setting the operational horizon of the equipment at two years. Such a policy reduces the number of projects initiated on the basis of projected co" benefits and ensures that only those
projects with relatively high pay~ack are approved. Thus if the answer
to this first question is no, we can usually conclude that product improvement is not justified. If the economic consequences of failure are
very large, it may be more economical to retire the equipment early
than to attempt to modify it.
The case for product improvement is obviously strengthened if 'in
item that will remain in service for some time is also experiencing frequent failures:

*

Is the functional- fai lure rate high?
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Decision diagram to assess the probable cot
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effectiveness of | induct Improvement. If a particular
improvement appears to be economically desirable, it must
be supported by a formal economic-tradeoff study.

i
Is the remaining technologically
useful life of the equipment hight

I

iF

S

not justified

Is the functional-failure rate high?

no

yes

involve majori
consequences.?
Does the failure
A operational
yes

1

I~+

no

Is the cost of scheduled and/or
corrective maintenance high?

be eliminated by product improvement?
yes

no

Is there a high probability, with
existing technology, that an attempt
at product improvement will be
succebsfuI?
yea

Improvement is
not justified
Improvement is
not justified

no

Does an economic-tradeoff study show

Improvement is

an expected cost benefit?

nat justified

yes

*T

'n-provement is
desirable

no

Improvement is
not justified

Y.,4
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If the answer to this question is yes, we must consider the economic
consequences of failure:
Does the failure involve major operational consequences?
Even when the failures have no operatic~nal consequences, there is
another economic factor to be taken into ac':,ount:
Is the cost of scheduled and/or corrective maintenance high?
Note that this last question may be reached by more than one path.
With a no answer to the failure-rate question, scheduled maintenance
may be effectively preventing functional failures, but only at greit cost.
With a no answer to the question of operational consequences, func--tional failures may not be affecting operating capability, but the failure
mode may be one that results in exceedingly high repair costs. Thus a
yes answer to either of the two preceding questions brings us to the

I.

Are there specific costs which might be eliminated by product
improvement?
This question concerns both the imputed costs of reduced operational

capability and thc more tangible costs associated with maintenance
activities. Unless these costs are related to a specific design characteristic, however, it is unlikely that the problem will be eliminated by
product improvement. Hence a no answer to this question means the
economic consequences of this failure will probably have to be borne.
If the problem can be pinned down to a specific cost element, then
the economic potential of product improvement is high. But is this
effort likely to produce the desired results'?
Is there a high probability, with existing technology, that an attempt
at product improvement will be successful?
Although a particular improvement might be very desirable econornically, it may not be feasible. An improvement directed at one failure
mode may unmask another failure mode, requiring several attempts
before the problem is solved. If informed technical opinion indicates
that the probability of success is low, the proposed improvement is
unlikely to be economically worthwhile.

A
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If the improvement under consideration has survived the screening
process thus far, it warrants a formal economic-tradeoff study:
Does an economic-tradeoff study show an expected cost benefit?
The tradeoff study must compare the expected reduction in costs during
the remaining useful life of the equipment with the costs of obtaining
and incorporating the improved item. The expected benefit is then the
projected saving if the first attempt at improvement is successful, multiplied by the probability of success at the first try. Alternatively, it might
be considered that the improvement will always be successful, but only
a portion of the potential savings will be realized.
There are some situations in which it may be necessary to proceed
with art improvement even though it does not result in an actual cost
benefit. In this case it is possible to work back through the set of decision questions and determine the values that would have to be ascribed
for tCie project to break even. Also, improvements in the form of increased redundancy can often be justified when redesign of the offending item is not. This type of justification is not necessary of course,
when the in-service reliability characteristics of an item are specified
by contractual warranties or when there is a need for improvement for
reasons other than cost.
INFORMATION REIQWREMEM1
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No manufacturer has unlimited resources for product improvement. He
needs to know which modifications to his product are necessary and
which are sufficiently desirable for him to risk the cost of developing
them. This information must come from the operating organizations,
who are in the best position to determine the consequences and costs
of various types of failures measure their frequency, and define the
specific conditions that they consider unsatisfactory.
Opinions will differ from one organization to another about the
desirability of specific improvements, both because of differences in
failure experience and because of differing definitions of a failure. A
failure with safety consequences in one operating context may have
only operational consequences in another, and operational conseq.uences that are major for one organization may not be significant for
another. S3imilarly, the costs of scheduled and corrective -naintenance
will vary and will also have different economic impacts, depending on
the resources of each organization. Nevertheless, the manufacturer
must assess the aggregate experience of the various users and decide
which improvements will be of greatest value to the entire group.
With any new type of equipment, therefore, the operating organization must start with the following assumptions:

lo

Certain items on the equipment will need improvement.

IN Requests for improvement must be supported by reliability and
cost data.
lo

Specific information on the failure mode must be provided as a
basis for redesign.

Critical failures must be reported 1-y a safety-alert system so thatI
all operating organizations can take immediate action against identified
safety hazards. Failure with other operational consequences are reported
at short intervals so that the cost effectiveness of product improvement
-can be assessed as soon as possible. The airline industry imputes high
costs to delayed or cancelled flights, and these events are usually repor'~'
n a daily basis. In military applications it is important that
opý
-ata. e-specially peacetime exercise data, be examined carefui.,
its implications for operational readiness.
i'1ur items whose failure has no operational consequences, the onlyI
*u~tfiatonfor product improvement is a substantial reduction in
support costs. Many of these items will be ones for which there is no
applicable and effective form of preventive maintenance. In this case
statistical reliability reports at monthly or quarterly intervals are sufficient to permit an assessment of the desirability of product improvement. The economic benefits of redesign will usually not be as great
under these circumstances, In general, the information requirements
for product improvement are similar to those for management of the
on~going maintenance program. In one case the information is used to
determine necessary or desirable design modifications and in the other
it is used to determine necessary or desirable modifications in the
maintenance program.
.

*

THE ROLE OF PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT IN EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT

The role of the product-improvement process in the development of
new equipment is exemplified by the history of a ileet of Boeing 747's.
The first planes in this fleet went into operation in 1970 and the last four
planes were delivered in 1973. By April 1976 the airline had issued a
total of 1,781 change-order authorizations. Of this total, 85 of the design
changes were required by regulatory agencies, 801 were the result of
altered mission requirements by the airline, and 895 were required by
unsatisfactory reliability characteristics. The cumulative number of
these change orders over the first six years of operation is shown in
Exhibit 5.10. Most of the change orders to meet regulatory requirements
were issued in compliance with FAA airworthiness directives. Such
directives mandate specific design changes or maintenance requirements to prevent critical failures. The cumulative number of the 41
directives issued (some entailed more than one change) is shown by the
second curve in Exhibit 5.10.
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EXHIBIT 5"10 History of change-order authorizations for design
improvements in the Boeing 747 (top) and histotv of FAA
airworthiness directives issued over the same time period (bottom).
(United Airlines)
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The 895 design changes required to improve reliability characteristicG did not include those associated with critical failures. They consisted of the following types of product improvement:
Do Those desirable to prevent or reduce the frequency of conditions
causing delays, cancellations, or substitutions (495)
lo-

Those desirable to improve structural fatigue life and reduce the
need for frequent inspection and repairs (184)

io. Those desirable to prevent or reduce the frequency of conditions
considered to compromise ground or flight sizfety (214)
All these changes were based on information gathered from actual
operations after the equipment went into service. Such information is
an essential part of the development cycle in all complex equipment.

5'6
The decision process outlined

RCM PROGRAMS FOR
IN-SERVICE EQUIPMENT

~iL Chapter 4 was discussed in terms of

new equipment. However, this procedure also extends to the development of ar. RCM program for equipmen~t that is already in service and
is being supported by a scheduled -main~tenance program developed on
some other basis. In this case there will be much less need for default
answers, since considerable information from operating experience is
already available. For example, there will be at least some information
about the total failure rate of each item, the actual economic consequences of various kinds of failures, what failure modes lead to loss of
function, which cause major secondary damage, and which are dominant. Many hidden functions will have been identified, and there may
be information on the age-reliability characteristics of many items.
Preparation for the program will still require a review of the design
characteristics of the equipment to define a set of significant functions
and functional failures. The usual result will be that items currently
treated individually can be grouped as a system or subsystem to be
considered as one significant itein in the new program. A set of proposed maintenance tasks will have to be established which includes all
those existing tasks that satisfy the applicability criteria; additional
tasks may then be introduced if they also meet these requirements. The
tasks would then be analyzed for effectiveness in terms of failure consequences, as with a prior-to- service program.
The new RCM program should be developed with minimal reference to the existing program, and the two programs should not be compared until the proposal for the new one is complete. This is essential

use of available informationA
expected benefits
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to avoja the influence of past biases~ and to allow for free exercise of the
decision structure. When a comparison is finally made, the new RCM
program will generally have the following features:
I'-

Many systems and subsystems will be classified as significant items.

0-

There will be a sinaller number of equipment items for which
unique scheduled-maintenance tasks are specified.
10 Most systems items will no longer be subject to scheduled rework.
10 Turbine engines and other complex items will be subject to a few
specific rework or discard tasks, rather than intensive scheduled
overhaul.
0-

There will be age-exploration sampling of certain identified parts
of the powerplant, which is continued until the parts reach very
high ages.

0-

There will be increased use of on-condition tasks.

lo

There will be some new tasks that are justified by critical-failure
modes, operational consequences, or hidden functions.

10

The intervals of higher-level maintenance packages will be greatly
increased, whereas intervals of lo-wer-level packages, which consist
primarily of servicing tasks and deferrable corrective work, will
remain about the same.

0-

The overall scheduled-maintenance workload will be reduced.

N the existing program assigns a large number of items to scheduled rework, there may be some concern that eliminating these tasks
will result in a substantial increase in the failure rate. This question can
be resolved by conducting actuarial analyses of the failure data for these
items under the new program, to confirm that the change in maintenance policy has not adversely affected their overall reliability. If these
analyses show that rework tasks are both applicable and effective for
some items, they can be reinstated.

The new RCM program will not be as labor-intensive as the program it replaces, and this fact will have to be taken into account in
adjusting staff requirements at maintenance facilities. It mnay be necessary to estimate the volume of work that has been eliminated in each
maintenance package and make these adjustments when the new program is first implemented. Otherwise the anticipated reductions in
manhours and elapseri time for scheduled maintenance will often not
be realized.
138
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PART TWO

applications

CHAPTE SIX

applying mcm theory to aircraft

behind RCM programs wis described in detail in Part
One. In the following chapters we will examine specific applications of
these principles to actual equipment hardware. Although the examples
discussed are drawn from commercial transport aircraft, they provide
practical guidelines that easily extend to other operating contexts and
to the development of scheduled-maintenance programs for other types
of complex equipment. The principle distinction in the case of aircraft
has to do with design practices that are common to the aircraft industry.
In the case of commercial aircraft continuous evolution of the design
requirements promulgated by airworthiness authorities and the feedback of hardware information to equipment designers by operating
organizations have led to increasing capability of the equipment for
safe and reliable operation. Thus most modem aircraft enter service
with design features for certain items that allow easy identification of
potential failures. Similarly, various parts of the airplane are designed
for easy access when inspection is necessary' or for easy removal and
replacement of vulnerable items. A host of instruments and other indicators provide for monitoring of systems operation, and in nearly7 all
cases essential functions are protected by some form of redundancy or
by backup devices that reduce the consequences of failure to a less
serious levej.
Complex equipment that has not benefited from such design practices will have diffeý 'nt - and less favorable - reliability characteristics,
and therefore less capability for reliable operation. Since preventives
maintenance 7is limited by the inherent characteristics of the equipment, in many cases RCM analysis can do little more than recommend
the design changes that would make effective maintenance feasib!k.
THE REASONING
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The principles of reliability-centered maintenance still apply, and the
decision questions are the same. The answers to these questions, however, must reflect the design characteristics of the equipment itself and
hence will be different for equipment designed to other standards.
In this chapter we will briefly review certain aspects of RCM
analysis, examine the procedures for setting up a study team to develop
a prior-to-service program, and consider some of the factors involved
in monitoring the RCM program as it evolves after the equipment
enters service.

6 -1

A SUMMARY OF RCM PRINCIPLES

The complexity of modem equipment makes it impossible to predict

signiticant itemis
analysis of failure toesequences
evaluation ot proposed tasks

with any degree of accuracy when each part or each assembly is likely to

For this reason it is generally more productive to focus on those
fail.
reliability characteristics that can be determined from the available

|edfutsrtg

information than to attempt to estimate failure behavior that will not
be known until the equipment enters service, In developing an initial
program, knerefore, only a modest attempt is made to anticipate the
operatirng reliability of every item. Instead, the governing factor in
RCM analysis is the impact of a functional failure at the equipment
level, and tasks are directed at a fairly small number of significant items those whose failure might have safety or major economic consequences.
These items, along with all hidden-function items, are subjected to
intensive study, first to classify them according to their failure consequences and then to determine whether there is so1e form of maintenance protection against these consequences.

t
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The first step in this process is to organize the problem by partitioning the equipment into object categories according to areas of engineering expertise. Within each of these areas the equipment is further
partitioned in decreasing order of complexity to identify significant
items (those whose failure may have serious consequences for the

I.

equipment as a
whole), items with hidden functions (those whose
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failure will not be evident and might therefore go undetected), and nonsignificant itemns (those whose failure has no impact on operating capability). As this last group encompasses many thousands of items on an
aircraft, this procedure focuses the problem of analysis on thos-e items
whose functions must be protected to ensure safe and reliable operation.
The next step is a detailed analysis of the failure consequences in
each case. Each function of the item under consideration is examined
to determine whether its failure will be evident to the operating crew;
if not, a scheduled-maintenance task is required to find and correct
hidden failures. Each failure mode of the item is then examined to
determine whether it has safety or other serious consequences. If
safety is involved, scheduled maintenance is required to avoid thu risk
of a critical failure. If there is no direct threat to safety, but a second
failure in a chain of events would have safety consequences, then the
first failure must be corrected at once and therefore has operational
consequences. In this case the consequences are economic, but they
include the cost of lost operating capability as well as the cost of repair.
Thus scheduled maintenance may be desirable on economic grounds,
provided that its cost is less than the combined costs of failure. The
consequences of a*nonoperational failure are also economic, but they
involve only the direct cost of repair.
This classification by failure consequences also establishes the
framework for evaluating proposed maintenance tasks. In the case of
critical failures -those with direct safety consequences -a task is considered effective only if it reduces the likelihood of a functional failure
to an acceptable level of risk. Although hidden failures, by definition,
have no direct impact on safety or operating capability, the criterion in
this case is also risk; a task qualifies as effective only if it ensures adequate protection against the risk of a multiple failure, In the case of both
operational and nonoperational failures task effectiveness is measured
in economic terms. Thus a task may be applicable if it reduces the failure
rate (and hence the frequency of the economic consequences), but it
must also be cost-effective - that is, the total cost of scheduled m-aintenance must be less than the cost of the failures it prevents.
Whereas the criterion for task effectiveness depends on the failure
consequences the task is intended to prevent, the applicability of each
form of preventive maintenance depends on the failure characteristics
of the item itself. For an oni-conditiont task to be applicable there must be
a definable potential- failure condition ai'd a reasonably predictable age

interval between the point of potential failure and the point of functional failure. For a scheduled vework task to be applicable the reliability
of the item must in fact be related to operating age; the age-reliability
relationship must show an increase in the conditional probability of
failure at some identifiable age (wearout) and most units of the item
must survive to that age. The applicability of discard tasks ' depends
on the age-reliability relationship, except that for safe-life
..s the life
limit is set at some traction of the average age at failure. . ail-4re-finding
tasks are applicable to all hidden-function items not covered by other
EXHIBIT 6 1 Schematic representation of the RCM decision structure.
The numbers represent 'he decision questions stated in full in Exhibit
4.4, and the abbreviations represent the task assigned or other action
taken as an outcome of each decision question.
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The process of developing an RCM program consists of determining which of these scheduled tasks, if any, are both applicable and
effective for a given item. The fact that failure consequences govern the
entire decision process makes it possible to use a structured decisiondiagram anproach, both to establish maintenance requirements and to
evaluate proposed tasks. The binary form of a decision diagrav., Alows
a cl-ear focus of engineering judgment on each issue. It also provides the
basic structure for a default strategy- the course of action to be taken if
there is insufficient information to answer the question or if the study
group is unable to reach a consensus. Thus if there is any uncertainty
about whether a particular failure might have safety consequences, the
default answer will be yes; similarly, if there is no basis for determining
whether a proposed task will prove applicable, the answer, at least in an
initial maintenance program, will be yes for on-condition tasks and no
for rework tasks.
It is important to realize that the decision structure itself is specifically designed for the need to make decisions even with minimal information. For example, if the default strategy demands redesign and this
is not feasible in the given timetable, then one alternative is to seek out
more information in order to resolve the problem. However, this is the
exception rather than the rule. In most cases the default path leads to no
scheduled maintenance, and the correction, if aliy, comes naturally as
real and applicable data come into being as a result of actual use of the
equipment in service.
The decision logic also plays the important role of specifying its
own information requirements. The first three questions assure us that
all failures will be detected and that any failures that might affect safety
or operating capability will receive first priority. The remaining steps
provide for the selection of all applicable ard effetve tasks, but only
those tasks that meet the'e criteria are included. Again, real data from
operating experience will provide the basis tor adjusting default decisions made in the ,,bsence of information. Thus a prior-to-service
program consists primarily of on-condition and sample inspections,
failure-finding inspections for hidden-function items, and a few safelife discard tasks. As information is gathered to evaluate age-reliability
relationships and actual operating costs, rework and discard Lasks are
gradually added to the program where they are justified.
The net result of this carefu' bounding of the decision process if a
scheduled-maintenance program which is based at every stage on the
known reliability characteristics of the equipment in the operating context in which it is used. In short, reliability-centered maintenance is a
well-tested answer to the paradox of modern aircraft maintenance-the
problem of how to maintain the equipment in a safe and economical
fashion until we have accumulated enough information to know how
144
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to do it.

ORGANIZATION OF THE
PROGRAM-DEVELOPMENT TEAM

6 2

In the airline industry the FAA convenes a mainte6ance review board
(MRB) for each new type of airplane. This board is responsible for

preparing and issuing a document that defines the initial scheduled-

regulatory authorities
the role of the steering
committee

the rolc of the working groups

maintenance program for the new equipment. Although the initial pro-

gram of each airline using the equipment is based on this document,
the airlines very quickly begin to obtain approval for revisions on the
basis of their individual experiences and operating requirements. Consequently the programs that ultimately come into effect may be quite
different for users of the sane equipment.
It is usual practice for the MRB to develop this dc.cument as a joint
venture involving the air,.raft and engine manufacturers, the purchasing
airlines, and members if the FAA. The industry group-the manufacturers and the airlines -ordinarily develop a complete program and
submit it to the MRB as a preposal; the MRB then incorporates any necessary changes before final approval and release. On one hand, this
procedure cannot be started until the design characteristics of the
equipment are well established; on the other hand, the initial program
must be completed and approved before the new plane can enter service. Thus there are certain time constraints involved.
While the ,' ,al maintenance program is being developed, other
FAA personnel, manufacturing and airline engineers, and pilots of the
purchasing airlines compile a minimum-equipment list (MEL) and a configuration-deviatibn list (CDL). These two lists give explicit recognition
to the fact that the aircraft can be operated safely in a condition that is
less than its original state. In fact, these lists help to define operational
consequences, since they define the failures that must be corrected
before further operation. The minimum-equipment list specifies the
items that must be serviceable at the time a plane is dispatched and in
some cases includes mandatory operating limitations if certain items
are inoperative. The configuration -deviation list is concerned primarily
with the external envelope of the aircraft and identifies certain parts,
such as cover plates and small pieces of fairing, that are allowed to be
missing.
The first draft of the RCM program is generally developed by an
industry task force specially appointed for that purpose. Although there
are no hard-and-fast rules about organization, the approach on airline programs has been a steering committee supported by a number
of working groups. The steering committee consists of about ten manufacturer and airline representatives and is responsible for managing all
aspects of the program development; this committee also serves as the
interface with the manufactt *er and the various regulatory agencies.
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The first chore of the steering committee is to appoint working groups
of eight to ten members to conduct the detailed study of the aircraft
structure, powerplant, and systems. Seven such working groups were
employed, for example, to develop the maintenance program for the
Douglas DC-b0. The steering committee sets the ground rules for each
working group and selects a group chairman. Ordinarily a steeringcommittee member also sits in on each working-group meeting to
audit progress and resolve problems.*
One other responsibility of the steering committee is to arrangei
for training. All members of the task force are given a one-week course
to familiarize them with the features of the new equipment. Members

I
I

of the working groups, however, require additional training in RCM
analysis (usually by the steering committee) and much more detailed
training on the particular aspect of the equipment they are to analyze.
The training in RCM procedures assures that all participants have a
uniform understanding of the basic task criteria and the definitions of
such key terms as significant item, function, functional failure, failure
mode, failure consequences, and cost effectiveness. Working-group members; must also be familiar with the decision iogic used to sort and select
tasks and with the default strategy to be employed when there is no
information or the group is unable to reach a consensus.
The members of the task force should represent the best engineering and maintenance talent available. Ideally, the steering-committee
should be headed by someone who has had previous experience with
similar efforts and is completely familiar with RCM techniques (or
employs someone who is familiar with them). All members of that
committee should be generalists, rather than specialists. Their duties
require experience in management and analysis, whereas the workinggroup members need actual hardware experience. Thus the steering
committee is often composed of reliability, engineering, and qualityassurance managers, whereas the working groups consist of working
engineers.
The working groups are responsible for identifying and listing the
significant and hidden-function items and evaluating the proposed
scheduled tasks. Usually they will be able to start with preliminary
worksheets prepared by the manufacturers. These worksheets are
studied in detail, and in some cases the working group may examine
an aircraft that is being assembled to confirm certain points. Each group
recommends additions and/or deletions of significant items, essential
functions, failure modes, and anticipated failure consequences and
selects appropriate scheduled tasks and task intervals for the portion of
"*Therole of the auditor in a p rogram- development project is discussed in detail in Appen-
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dix A. This discussion also covers some of the common problems that arise during analysis
and provides a useful review for those who may be woi ing with RCM procedures for the
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first time.,i

J

the equipment on which it is working. The results are then summarized
in a way that allows the steering committee to evaluate the analysis and
incorporate the scheduled tasks in the program.

6*3

BEGINNING THE DECISION PROCESS

A new aircraft is never totally new. Rather, it is the product of an era,
although its design usually includes some recent technological developments to improve performance capabilities and reduce maintenance
costs. The program-development teamr thus begilts with a large body of

the partitioning Process
aSsbinth

rqre

information
recording the decision process

knowledge gained from experience with other aircraft. In addition toj
this general context of expertise, there are specific test data on the vital
portions of the aircraft. These are the manufacturer's tests, conducted
during design and development of the equipment to establish the integrity of the structure, the reliability and performance characteristics
of the powerplant, and other factors necessary to ensure that the various
systems and components will in fact perform as intended. Finally, the
new equipment will come to the RCM team with a list of manufacturer's
recommendations for scheduled lubrication and servicing, and often
more extensive maintenance suggestions as well.
In evaluating and selecting the scheduled-maintenance tasks for
this new equipment, the analysis team will therefore have a fairly good
idea from the outset of which functions, failures, and tasks are going to
demand consideration. The first step in the procedure is to partition
the aircraft into its major divisions so that these can be assigned to the
various working groups. Usually one working group is established to
study the structure, another to study the powerplant, and several more
to study the various systems.
The systems division includes the various sets of items other than
the engine which perform specific functions -the environmentalcontrol system, the communications system, the hydraulic system. It
also includes the items that connect the assemblies; for example, the
hydraulic system includes the lines that conrect the actuators to the
pump. The powerplant includes only the basic engine. It does not indlude the ignition system or engine-driven accessories, such as the fuel
control and the constant-speed drive, all of which are part of systems.
Nor does it include the engine cowling and supports, which are part of
the structure. Structure includes all of the airframe structure. as well asf
the movable flight-control surfaces, hinges, hinge bearings, and landing
gear. fHowever, the actuators, cables, gearboxes, and hydraulic components associated with these items are treated as part of the systems

i

division.

Each working group partitions the portion of the equipment for
which it is responsible in descending levels of complexity to identify

"P+A
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nonsignificant items on the one hand and significant and hiddenfunction items on the other. To help organize this process the items are
usually characterized in some kind of order. For example, the engine is
ordinarily partitioned according to the order in which it is assembledby module, stage, and part- whereas the structure is partitioned according to geographic zones. Exhibit 6.2 shows some typical items included
under each of the major divisions, as well as typical items covered
EXHIBIT 6-2 Typical hardware items in each of the three major
divisions of an aircraft. The level of item selected a. significant in
each case wili depend on the consequences of a functional failure for
the aircraft as a whole. These items will be subjected to intensive
RCM analysis to determine how they might benefit frnni scheduled
maintenance. The resulting program of RCM tasks is ,upplemented
by a separate program of zonal inspections, which consists of scheduled
general inspections of all the items and installations within the
specified zone.

systems

Flight-control system
Actuators
Gearboxes
Cables
.Linkages
Control valves
Electric-power system
Generators
Relays
Constant-speed drives

powerplant

Compressor Section

Wing and empennage

zonal installations

Wing zones

Stators
Spacers

Stringers
Spars

Hydraulic lines
Fuel lines

Tie rods
Blades
Air seal

Skins
Control surfaces
Slats and flaps

Wiring
Ducting

Compressor hubs
Disks
Combustion section
Scavenge pumps

Bub-control unit
Air-conditioning Jystem
Packs

Exit guide vanes
Diffuser case
Inner case

Valves
Sensors
Ignition system

Bearing assembly
Bearing carbon seal
Stator support

Igniter
Power supply

structure

Combustion chambers
Rear support
Outlet ducts
Nozzle guide vanes

Hinges
Landing gear
Shock struts
Pistons

Wheeiwell
Switches
Hydraulic lines
Wiring

Fuselage
Cirrumferentials
Longerons
Skins
Bulkheads

Fuselage zones
Oxygen cylinders
Assembly housings
Water lines
Wiring

by zonal- installation inspections. Although these general inspections
are not established on the basis of RCM analysis, the tasks themselves,
ulong with the necessary servicing and lubrication tasks, a~re included
in the final list of scheduled tasks for packaging in the maintenance
program.
This first sorting process to identify significant items is largely a
matter of experience and judgment,.Soine items will be classified as
significant because they have always been significant in the past; others
may be included because there is some uncertainty about their impact
on the system as a whole. In selecting the appropriate level of item for~
intensive study, two types of error are possible: partitioni.ag too far
down and unnecessarily increasing the workload, or else not partition-

ing down far enough and thus overlooking some failure mode that mayI
F

later prove significant. The first inclination is to minimize this latter
possibility in the interests of safety. However, with limited time and
resources it is equally important to pick some cutoff point that will not
dilute the effort needed for truly significant items. The optimum cutoff
point for each item thus lies in a fairly narrow range.
The partitioning process organizes the problem, but it is also necessary to organize the information required to solve it. In addition to
the manufacturer's designation of the item, a brief description is needed
that indir~ates the basic function of the item and its location in the
equipment. It is also necessary to make a complete and accurate list of
all the other intended or characteristic functions of the item in order to
define the functional failures to which it is subject. A functional failure
is any condition that prevents the item from meeting its specified performance requirements; hence the evidence by which this condition
can be recognized must be specified as well. A functional failure may
have several failure modes, and the most likely ones must be identified.
For example, the list of functional failures for the main oil pump on a
jet engine might include high pressure, low pressure, no pressure, coiltaminated oil, and leaks. However, the condition of no prcssure may

'1

be caused by drive-gear failure, shaft failure, or a broken oil line.

To evaluate the consequences of each type of failure it is necessaryA
to identify both the effects of a loss of function and the effects of any
secondary damage resulting from a particular failure mode. -ýor example,
the loss of function for a generator might be described as no output; if
the cause is bearing failure, however, the probable secondary damage
is complete destruction of the generator, which is very expensive. Another important factor in evaluating failure consequences is the design
of the equipment itself. All redundancies, protective devices, and monitoring equipment must be listed, since these have a direct bearing on
the seriousness of any single failure. If an essential funiction is available
from more than one source, then a failure tl at might otherwise have a

Lit
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direct effect on safety or operating capability may have no significant
consequences. Similarly, failure annunciators and other instrumentation mnean that failures that would otherwise be hidden are in fact evident to the operating crew.
All these data elements are assembled for each item before the
analysis begins. To keep track of the necessary information it is helpful
to summarize the data for each item on a descriptive worksheet like
that shown in Exhibit 6.3. The analysis itself consists of a systematic
examination of each failure possioility and an evaluation of proposed
maintenance tasks. Tasks are proposed by both the manufacturing
EXHIBIT 6 3 Item information worksheet. The data elements that
pertain to each item are assembled and recorded on a descriptive
worksheet before the analysis is begun. For convenience in
documenting the decision process, it is helpful to use reference
numbers and letters for the various functions, functional failure3, and
failure modes of each item.

SYSTIM ENFORMATION WOUSHUT

type of aircraft

item namber
Item number
vendor part/model no.

reliability data
premature-removal rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
sorc of data
functions
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functional failures

members of the program-development team and by the members of 'he
operating organization. The manufacturer has more specific knowledge
of the equipment, its intended design features, and the development
and testing procedures that were employed. The operating organization
has the more intimate knowledge of how the equipment will be used,
what sorts of maintenance tasks are feasible, and which ones have
proved most effective in the recent past.
To ensure that the entire decision process is documented, the answer to each question in the decision diagram must be recorded. One
convenient form is shown in Exhibit 6.4; the numbers across the top

page

no. per ainr.raft

prepared by

date

system

reviewed by

date

zone(s)

approved by

date

of

redundancies and protective features (include instrumentation)

built-in test equipment (describe)
Can aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list any limitations
which must be observed.

classification of item (check)
significant
hiddent function
nonsignificant

failure modes

fai'are effects

,

I

typ. of liwaft

S111=M 11ION
.
WOWUM

responses to decision-diagram questions
ref.
F

EXHIBIT 6"4

FF FM

consequences
1

2

3

task selection
4

5 6

7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Decision worksheet for systems and powerplant items.

For each tunction (F), functional failure (FF), and failure mode (FM),
the answer: to the questions in the decision di'gram are recorded
to show the reasoning leading Lo the selection of a particular task. In
the case Uf structural items the principal decision problem concerns
the seiectit i of task intervals; hence the worksheet form used for
structures ig somewhat different,
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represent the decision questions, and the trail of answers shows the
logic by which a particular decision was reached. Depending on the
nature of the item, its failure characteristics, and the failure consequences that govern the evaluation, the outcome may be one or more
scheduled tasks, redesign, or no scheduled maintenance. In each case,
however, the reason for the decision will be clearly identifiable, both for
auditing during analysis and for later review.
The study up to this point represents a substantial effort, The analysis for the Douglas DC-10, which was based on similar principles, led
to a set of reports approximately 10 inches high and represented about
10 man years of effort over an 18-month period. Nevertheless, given the
complexity of modern aircraft, this effort is still modest in comparison
to what might be envisioned if the several bounds on the process were
relaxed. These bounds are established by the decision questions themselves, by the default strategy that provides for decision making with
minimal information, and also by the auditing process that goes on
both during analysis and afterward.
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of

Item number
reviewed by

prepared by

proposed task

initial interval

6-4

THE INFORMATION FLOW IN
DECISION MAKING

The flow of information in RCM decision making is a circular process
that begins with the initial selection of items for intensive analysis and

continues throughout the life of the equipment. The very selection of

the uses of operating data
evolution of the maintenance
program

significant items requires not only substantial factual data, but consid-

erable experience and judgment as inputs to a prior-to-service analysis.
The outputs are a list of all the applicable and effective tasks to be included in the scheduled-maintenance program. These tasks are then
assigned intervals and packaged for implementation, and from this
point on the information from actual operating experience becomes the
input data.
In most cases the transition from prior-to-service study to actual
maintenance on in-service equipment takes place gradually. The first
few planes delivered and put into service are inspected at relatively frequent intervals. This "excessive" maintenance is not expensive, since
only a few planes are involved, and it serves both to work out the short-
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KMI IWIOI ANAUMS
Evaluation of failure consequences

Design characteristics
of equipment
Operator's performance
requirements
Manufacturer's test data

Safet

Hidden function
,

,

Operational
_, __

Nonoperational

-+

Evaluation of proposed tasks

New
technology

Redesign

Scheduled inspections
iOa-condition
Failure fintding
Scheduled removals
Rework
Discard

tasks

Otheschdule
|

tasks of
of selected
Packaging
Into program
and intervals
scheduled inspections/checks

EXHIIIT 6"5 The process of information flow and decision making
in the developmnent and evolution of an RCM program.
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comings in the maintenance program and to provide training opportunities for the personnel who will eventually handle the entire fleet.
During early operation the condition and performance of the aircraft are continually monitored through what the FAA terms an analysis
and surveillance program. The maintenance department is prepared for
unanticipated kinds of failures and is ready to react immediately to any
critical events. Other failure experiences are reported systematically,
and this information is used to review and revise the scheduled tasks
and to provide the cost data necessary to initiate product improvement.
The maintenance crew wi'l also be able to confirm the reliability of

-F;

r

IlCOIMASO

IRM OUNINTKG MULN
Age exploration

Progrm cheap* and
product improvement

Failure consequences
Failure rates
Dominant failure rates

SNo

Actuarial analysis

maintenance

Inspection findings

scheduled

Maintenance costs
Correction reports

I
Adjustment of
task intemrls

T

Observation of equipment
condition and performance

No scheduled
maintenance

I

Failure
events

Implementation
sc~heduled task* of

"

cedlde
Scheduled
maintenance

/

.
Operational

many items; that is, they will see a great deal of nonfailure, which is also
reflected in, the program as it evolves. For example, the inspection intervals for items that are performing satisfactorily will be extended, thus
reducing the workload per plane at about the same rate that new planes
are entering service.
By the time the fleet has reached full size-about five years after
the first planes enter service- the thrusi of maintenance analysis turns
to a more careful study of the items that may eventually show wearout
characteristics and would therefore benefit from periodic rework or
discard. As the potential-failure ages of longer-lived items are identified,
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some of these items may also be modified through redesign to increase
their longevity, and there will be corresponding changes in their maintenance requirements, necessitating a further round of analysis and age
exploration to determine their new reliability characteristics. Periodically the entire maintenance program is subjected to "purging," both to
elivainate tasks that have crept in to take care of problems that have since
bee.-%resolved and to omit borderline tasks that have not proved to be
worthwhile.
As. a result of continuous maintenance and product improvement,
the aircraft also evolves throughout its operating life. Most commercial
aircraft rernain iii operation for at least twenty years. At the end of this

time, although the overall structure of any giver plane will be essen-I
tially the structure it started with, the rest of the aircraft will have been
substantially replaced or modified, and most of the replaceable parts

I,

will have been changed many times. Thus the aircraft is not in fact

twenty years old; only the basic structure is. This constant cycle of preventive and corrective maintenance ensures that an aircraft does not
wear out with age. Instead, it remains in service until newer designs
render it technologically obsolete.
To realize the inherent reliability of any aircraft it is necessary to
keep track of its state, both individually and collectively, from the time
the equipment enters service until the time it is finally retired. The
information about failed items, potential failures, and the corresponding replacement of parts or components in each a1.craft must be

V
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recorded and assembled in a form that allows for analysis of the performance of the aircraft as a whole, as well as the performance of individual items. At the earliest stages these information requirements conremn only individual failures and failure modes. Soon after, it becomes
necessary tzc keep track of the accumulated operating time of the fleet
in order to establish f.ailure rates, and when they are sufficiently low,
reduce inspection frequencies. It is sometimes helpful during the
middle years of operation to make extensive studies of individual item
histories (including actuarial analyses).
Given the hu. ,dreds of thousands of parts on a modern aircraft,
these inforination requirements call tor careful judgment. The notion
that someone must be able to determine at any point how long the light
bulb over seat 3F has been in operation would lead to staggering information costs. just as it is crucial at the beginning to size the problem of
analysis, so it is crucial to size the reporting system so that the information necessary to manage the ongoing maintenance program is not
buried by an information overload. The various types of reporting
systems and the specifiL kinds of information they provide are discussed in Chapter 11,
Whatever the equipment, as the maintenance program evolves
each iteration of the decision process must be documented and audited

by independent observers if the results are to be relied upon. This documentationi is just as important for subsequent modifications of the initial program as it was in developing the initial program. The structure
of the decision logic provides such documentation, since the list of
yes/no answers to specific-questions leaves a cleair audit trail that can
be checked both during and after the decision process. This audit trail,
together with the information on which the initial decisions were made
and modified during subsequent operation of the equipment, provides
the starting point for the next round of design evolution. Given the
transitory nature of the workforce in both government and commercial
situations and the relatively long service life of complex equipment, this
maintenance-system "memnory" is a necessary factor in long-term technological improvement.
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AR SEVEN

rcm analysis of systems

SYSTEMS division includes all the systems required for operating the
air)lane except the poweplant itself. Most systems are composed of
numerous separate assemblies, or components, linked by electrical or
hydraulic lines or other connecting devices. Even in a new type of aircraft few of the systems components will be entirely new; most will
have been used in pievious designs. As a result, the reliability characteristics of many systems items are fairly well known and data are orten
available on tLe applicability and effectiveness of specific maintenance
tasks. Maintenance experience has also shown that certain classes of
items, such as electronic components, have the generic characteristic of
being unable to benefit from scheduled maintenance.
A great many systems items do not require scheduled maintenance.
While a number of systems do have hidden functions that must be protected by scheduled tasks, most aircraft systems have been designed to
preclude critical failures and many have been designed to ensure that
the aircraft will remain fully operational after the occurrence of a failure. An item whose failure is evident to the operating crew and has no
safety or operational consequences would be classified as noncignificant and assigned in an initial program to no scheduled maintenance.
The system itself would be designated as significant, since its overall
function is essential to the aircraft. In many cases, however, the units
that actually perform this function are nonsignificant items, since a
failure of any one of them has no consequences other than the cost
of repair.
In general, the outcome of RCM analysis depends more on the
design characte-istics of the system than on the nature of the item.
Nevertheless, certain results are typical for various classes of items.
Mechanical items svch as fuel pumps, gearboxes, and brake assemblies
THE
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will often receive on-condition tasks, and on rare occasions a rework
task, although frequently the assignment is to no sObeduled maintenance. Hydraulic items are generally assigned on-condition tasks in
which a gross-flow check of the entire system is followed by isolation
checks to pinpoint the source of inte.-nal leaks. Electrical and electronic
items, unless they have hidden functions that require failure-finding
tasks, will nearly always be assigned to no scheduled maintenance.

7"

CHARACTERISTICS OF SYSTEMS ITEMS

Each type of system has a unique function in an aircraft- flight control,

design characteristics

environmental control, fuel supply, high-frequency communication,

maintenance characteristics

and so on. Nevertheless, systems as a group have certain common characteristics that affect their maintenance requirements. Most systems
are equipped with instrumentation which allows the operating crew
to monitor the performance both of the system as a whole and of many
of its inuividual compotents. Thus as a general rile functional failures
are evident to the crew. Also, such failures seldom affect operating
safety. As a result of careful design, even unanticipated failure
modes
are unlikely to have safety consequences. The chief reason for this is
the high degree of redundancy employed in sysems design. All essential functions are available to the aircraft from more than one source, so
that the system is fail-safe.
It is usual, in fact, for system, to include enough redundancy to
permit completion of ,a day's flying after a failure has occurr,-d. Under
these circumstances the airplane can be dispatched with one unit inop-

erative, and unless a second unit fails there is no need to interrupt sched-
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EXHIBIT 7.1 The most common outcomes of RCM analysis in the
systems division. Few systems failures fall in the safety branch;
ieveral, however, may fall in the hidden-function branch. The
principal objective of analysis is to ensure that these exceptions are
accurately identified.

uled operations for zorrective maintenance. Thus, despite the frequency

Ndancy,
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of systems failures, the majority of these failures have no operational
consequences. Correction of the failure is simply deferred to a convenient time and location. In addition to the protection afforded by red unsome of the more exotic devices, such as the autoland system,
employ a newer technique called fail-operational.In this case not only
the aircraft, but the system itself remains fully operational after the
occurrence of a failure.

de

I
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Even though systems in commercial aircraft are designed to reduce
failure consequences to the nonoperational level, once the equipment
enters service the performance of all items, including those assigned
to no scheduled maintenance, is carefully monitored during the early
stages of operation. To meet the space and weight requirements of highperformance aircraft, systems components are generally designed with
a low initial maigin of failure resistance; hence their overall reliability
tends to be low. To offset this problem components are usually designed
for easy replacement in the field. Even so, the poor reliability of certain
items may result in unacceptable repair or support costs, and the need

to improve systems items by redesign is quite common' in new aircraft.

Another characteristic of systems is that the assemblies that comprise them are themselves multicelled and subject to numerous failure
modes - that is, they are complex items. Since the overall reliability of a
complex item generally shows little or no relationship to operating age,
scheduled rework is rarely applicable to systems components (see Section 3.2). Rework or discard tasks may be applicable, however, to
relatively simple parts such as connecting lines or to items subject to
mechanical wear or metal fatigue. Some assemblies may also include
safe-life parts, such as the actuator endcaps in certain flight-control systems, for which redundancy is not feasible.
In terms of RCM analysis, then, systems items are characterized by
evident failures which fall primarily in the economic branchcs of the
decision diagram, where scheduled maintenance is desirable only if it
is cost-effective (see Exhibit 7.1). For this reason, and because most
failures are unrelated to operating age, the most frequent outcome of
analysis is either an on-condition task or no scheduled maintenonce.
However, the exceptions to this general pattern may fall in any branch
and lead to almost any of the possible outcomes. The principal focus in
developing a prior- to-serv ice program for systems is on proper identification of these exceptions.

7*2

ASSEMBLING THE REQUIRED INFORMATION

The analysis of a system, subsystem, or assembly requires a knowledge
both of the system itself and of the relationship of the system to the aircraft as a whole. To evaluate the consequences of a functional failure
it is necessary to visualize the va~rious failure possibilities in terms of
the basic function of the entire system, rather than from tile standpoint
of its component units. For this reason particular attention mrust be vaid
to redundancies and other fail-safe features, since the amount of replication of a given function will determine the seriousness of the failure
consequences. A failure in a nonredundant system might represent a
critical loss of function for the aircraft, whereas the same failure in a
highly redundant system may not even affect operational capability.

initial information requirements

the information worksheet
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EXHIBIT 7,Z The data elements needed for analysis of systems items.

IDENTIFICATION OF ITEM

Type of aircraft

Quantity per aircraft

System designation

Location(s)

Item name
Manufacturer's part number
ITEM INFOUMATION

Item description (general function and major assemblies)
Redundancies and protective features (including instrumentation)
Built-in test equipment
AVAILAULE EUIAI•D

I DATA

Anticipated premature-removal rate
Anticipated verified fai!ure rate
Source of data (test data or operating experience)
OfPRATING RESTUICTIONS

Can aircraft be dispatched with item inoperative? (from MEL)
If so, do any limiting conditions apply?
RCM INFUT

Item functions
Functional failures (as defined for each function)

(

Most probable failure modes
Predictable failure effects (for each failure mode)
Evidence of functionaai failure
Effects of loss of function on operating capability
Effects of railure beyond loss of function (including ultimate
effects of possible secondary damcge)
of failure -_onsequences

S~Nature
,

Evidence of reduced failure resistance that can be used to define
potential-tailure conditions

;

Experience with other equipment on which the same or similar
item has been used
162
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Another design feature that affects the evaluation of failure consequences isthe instrumentation or built-in test equipment for the
system. This instrumentation is a major factor in determining whether
functional failures will be evident or hidden from the operating crew.
It is also necessary to know enough about the duties of the operating
crew to judge whether functional failure will be evident during routine
activities, either through use of the function or as a result of standard
crew checks of certain hidden-function items.
In the airline industry the minimum-equipment list and the
configuration-deviation list, issued by th-e VAA, specify whether or not
an aircraft can be dispatched with a given item inoperative. These lists
help to determine whether a failure has operational consequences.
They are not the sole determinant; a failure that can be corrected quickly
may cause no delay in flight schedules, and highly unreliable items
may involve occasional operational consequences as the result of a multiple failure. However, any regulations that define acceptable flight configuration are an important part of the initial information requirements.
Exhibit 7.2 lists the data elements that must be collected and organized for each item to be studied. In the case of new aircraft much of
this information is supplied by the manufacturer in the variou5 maintenance manuals and stores catalogs furnished with the equtipment. For
the wide-body Douglas DC-10, for example, the wcrking groups were
provided with worksheets, instruction manuals, and schematic diagrams showing nearly all the data available. Usually 200 to 300 of the
most important systems, subsystems, and assemblies will be classified
either as functionally significant itemns or as items with hidden functions. If there is any doubt about whether an item is significant or 11as
a hidden function, it is always classified on this basis initially and
included in the list of items to receive further study.
Once the data elements for each item have been assembled, they
are summarized on descriptive worksheets for convenient referencc
during znalysis. Note in Exhibit 7.3 that the item description indicates
the general function of the item, the level of item being considered, and
the major assemblies and components it includes. The failure of any one
of these components would represent a failure mode for the item itself.
In listing the functions of the item it is important to describe both its
basic function and each of its secondary fuinctions clearly and accurately,
since each of these functions must be analyzed separately. The funictional failures should be worded to define the condition that constitutes a failure. Generally this is the condition or state that exists after
a failure has occurred.
Failure effects refers to all the immediate results of the failure. For
example, one effect of a locked wheel in a brake assembly is a tire blowout, with possible secondary damage to the airplane structure; another
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EXHIBIT 7"3 An information worksheet for the air-conditioning pack
in the Douglas DC-10.

SYSTEM INFORMATION WOIKSHEET type of aircraft

DouSlas DC-1O-10

item number
item name

Air-conditioning pack

vendor part/model no.

Airesearch 92737=1-4

item description
Pack delivers temperature-controlled air to conditionedair distribution ducts of airplane. Major assemblies are
heat exchanger, air-cycle machine, anti-ice valve, water
separator, and bulkhead check valve.

reliability data
premature-removal rate (rer 1,000 unit hours)
failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
source of data
functions
1 To supply air ta conditionedair distribution ducts at the
temperature called for by pack
temperature controller

functional failures
A Conditioned air is not
supplied at called-for
temperature
J

2 To prevent loss of cabin
pressure by backflow if duct
fails in unpressurized nos%:wheel compartment

A No protection again,.
oackflow
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page
3

prepared by

1. S. Nowlan

date

3/6/78

system

Air conditioning

reviewed by

J. E. Kuhi

date

3/6/78

zone(s)

110

approved by

no. per aircraft

Ij
p

,

of

date

Jundancies and protective features (include instrumentatioit)
The three packs are completely independent. Each pack has a check valve
to prevent loss of cabin pressure in case of duct failure in anpressurized
ncse-wh.iel compartment. Flow to each pack is modulated by a flow-control
valve which provides automatic overtemperature protection backed by an
overtemperature tripoff. Full cockpit instrumentation for each pack includes
indicators for pack flow, turbine inlet temperature, pack-temperature valve
position, and pack discharge temperature.
built-in test equipment (describe)

i

None

Can aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list any limitations
which rmust be observed.
Yes. No operating restrictions with one
pack inoperative
failure modes

clmasification of item (check)
significant
X
X

hidden function
nonsignificant

failure effects

1 Air-cycle machine seized

Reduced pack flow, anomalous readings en pack-flow
indicator and other instruments

2 Blocked ram-air passages in heat
exchanger

High turbine-inlet temperature and partial closure of
flow-control valve by overtemperatvre protection, with
resulting reduction in pack air flow

3

Failure of anti-ice valve

If valve failr, in open position, incTease in pack discharge
temperature; if valve fails in closed position, reduced pack
air flow

4

Failure of water separator

Condensation (water drops, fog, or ice crystals) in cabin

1 Failure of '-ulkhead check valve

None (hidden function); if duct or connectors fail in pack
bay, loss of cabi~i pressure by backflow, and airplane must
descend to lower altitude

1

effect is noise and vibration, which will be apparent to the operating
crew. The description of failure effects shuuld always include any physical evidence by which the occurrence of a failure can be recognized.
Very often this evidence is an instrument indication or a warning light
that informs the pilot of a malfunction. In some cases the failure effects
also include specific operating restrictions, such as the need to descend
to a lower altitude. The failure effects must be described for each type
of functional failure, since they help to determine the consequences of
that failure for the equipment and its occupants.
All this information is examined, and the item is given a conservative initial classification of significant or nonsignificant on the basis
of its failure consequences. Items in either category may have hidden
functions; these must be identified whether the item is significant or
not. Thus some items may have two classifications. An item classified
as significant
during themaintenance,
initial partitioning
process may later be assigned
to no scheduled
either because
its failure consequences do not in fact qualify it as significant or because no maintenance
task can be found that will improve its reliability. At this stage, however, any borderline items would be included for analysis.

7 3

ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL SYSTEMS ITEMS

DC-10 air-conditioning pack

nonredundant fuel pump
DC-10 brake assembly
Boeing 747 high-frequency
communications subsystem
other typical systems items
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ANALYSIS OF AN AIR-CONDITIONING PACK

The air-conditioning pack described in Exhibit 7.3 is the cooling portion of the Douglas DC-10 air-conditioning system. This subsystem was
classified as significant during the first review of the DC-10 systems

b

because of its size, complexity, a, d cost. There are three independent
installations of this itpm, located in the unpressurized nose-wheel side
compartment of the airplane (see Exhibit 7.4). Hot high-pressure air,
which has been bled from the compressor section of the engine, enters
the pack through a flow-control valve and is cooled and dehumidified
by a heat exchanger and the turbine of an air-cycle refrigeration machine. The cooled air is then directed through a distribution duct to a
manifold in the pressurized area of the airplane, where it is mixed with
hot trim air and distributed to the various compartments. The perforrnance of each pack is controlled by a pack temperature controller.
Each pack is also monitored by cockpit instrumentation and can be controlled manually if there is trouble with the automatic control system.
The pack itself consists of the heat exchanger, the air-cycle mach'ne
(which has air bearings), an anti-ice valve, a water separator, and a
check valve at the pressure bulkhead to prevent backflow and cabin
depressurization if there is a duct failure in the unpressurized area.

Anti-ice valve

machn

From

engine

Bulkhead
check valve

A-

-

/

,

To conditioned-air
distribution system

Fvalve
v

•..•.

Water separator

S"•Heat

exchanger

Ram-air inlet
EXHIBIT 7.4 The air-conditioning pack in the Douglas DC-10.
The location of the three packs in the nose-wheel compartment is
indicated at the upper right. (Based on Airesearrh L.iaintenance
materials)

The duct is treated as part of the distribution system; similarly the
flow-control valve through which air enters the pack is part of the pneumatic system. The pack temperature controller is part of a complex
temperature-control system and is also not analyzed as part of the airconditioning pack.
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Two functions have been listed for the air-conditioning pack. Its
basic function is to supply air to the distribution duct at the temperature called for by the pack controller. This function is considered first:
1 Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal dutie•s?
Any one of the failure modes listed will result in changes in the pack's
performance, and these anomalies will be reflected by the cockpit instru*ments. Hence the functional failure in this case can be classified as
evident.
The loss of function in itself does not affect operating safety; however, each of the failure modes must be examined for possible secondary
damage:
2 Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect on oper.,ting safety?
Engineering study of the design of this item shows that none of the
failure modes causes any damage to surrounding items, so the answer
to this question is no.
The next question concerns operational consequences:
3 Does the failure have a direct adverse effect on operational
capability?

168 APPLCAnONS

Because the packs are fully replicated, the aircraft can be dispatched
with no operating restrictions when any one pack is inoperative. Therefore there is no immediate need for corrective maintenance. In fact, the
aircraft can be dispatched even if two unitb are inoperative, although
in this event operation would be restricted to aititudes of less than
25,000 feet.
On this basis we would reclassify the air-conditioning pack as a
functionally nonsignificant item. Failure of any one of the three packs
to perform its basic function will be ev ident, and therefore reported and
corrected. A single failure has no effect on safety or operational capability, and since replacement of the failed unit can be deferred, there
are no economic consequences other than the direct cost of corrective
maintenance. Under these circumstances sch,',uled maintenance is
unlikely to be cost-effective, and the costs cannot be assessed in any
event until after the equipment enters service. Thus in developing a
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prior-to-service program there is no need to make an intensive search
for scheduled tasks that might prevent this type of failute.
When we examine the second function of the air-conditioning
pack, however, we find an element that does require scheduled maintenaneo. The bulkhead check valve, which prevents backflow in case of
a duct failure, is of lightweight construction and flutters back and forth
during normal operation. Eventually mechanical wear will cause the
flapper to disengage from its hinge mount, and if the duct in 'he unpressurized nose-wheel compartment should rupture, the valve will not seal
the entrance to the pressurized cabin.
To analyze this second type of failure we start again with the tirst
question in the decision diagram:
I Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties?
The crew will have no way of knowing whether the check valve has
failed L:nless there is also a duct failure. Thus the valve has a hidden
function, and scheduled maintenanceŽ is required to avoid the risk of
a multiple failure--failure of the check v'alve, followed at some later
time bv failure of the duct. Although the first failure would have no
operational consequences, this multiple failure would necessitate descent to a lower altitude, and the airplane could not be dispatched after
I'ding until repairs were made.
With a no answer to que.stion 1 proposed tasks for the check valve
fall in the hidden-function branch of the decision diagram:
14 Is an on-condition taik to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective-

Engineering advice is that the duct can be disconnected and the valve
checked for signs of wear. Heonce an on-condition task is applicable. To
be effective the inspect'ons must be scheduled at short enough intervals
to ensure adequate availability of the hidden function. On the basis of
experience with other tleets, an initial interval of 10,000 hours is specified, and the analysis of this function is compleie.
In this case inspecting the valve for wear costs no more than
inspecting ior failed \,alv. s and is preferable because of the economic
consequences of a p,-ssible multiple failure. If a multiple failure had no
operational consequent-cs, sheduled inpections would still be necessary to protect the hidden finintion however, they would probably have
been scheduled at longer intervals as a failure-finding task.
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T type of aircraft D6oU5

C-Il0-

item name Ait-owdiilbl• pack
ruNpma
cmoeequenca

ret.
F FF••M

1

2

3

I

A

Y

N

N

1
1

A
A

2
$

Y
Y

N
N

N
N

1

A

4

Y

N

N

2

A

I

N

4 5

to decision-dipvamm questlwwr•
task selection
6

7 6

9 10 U 2 13U1P is4

y

EXHIBIT 75 A worksheet showing the results of RCM analysis of the
air-conditioning pack in the Douglas DC-10. The references in the
first column are to the functions, functional failures, and failure
modes listed in Exhibit 7.3.

Exhibit 7.5 shows the results of the preceding analysis, including
the response to each question in the decision diagram. Note that the
basis for each answer to the first three quebtioný, is directly traceable
to the information recorded on the descriptive worksheet in Exhibit 7.3.
ANALYMIS OF A NONREDUNDANT FUEL PUMP
The fuel.pump assembly described in Exhibit 7.6 was classified as a
significant item because the aircraft in which it is ins!.led is a singleengine attack plane. This means that a complete loss of function will
bring the airplane out of the sky. As indicatcd on the worksheet, the
fuel puinp is subject to four types of functional failures. The fi,st of these
is loss of fuel flow (and pressure), and the associated failure mode is
stripped splines on the main drive shaft.

A
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I Is the occurrence of - failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of no imal duties?
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Los, of fuel flow results in fuel starvation of the engine and an immediate and complete loss of thrust (flameout). The pilot .vill sense this
loss of tl.rust by a reduction in engine noise and deceleration of the
aircraft, 'out it will also be evidenced by many instruments-"tlie fuelpressure indicator, the fuel-flow indicator, the engine tachometer, the
airspeed
fore yes. indicator, and the altimeter. The aswer to question 1 is thee,ince the failure is evident, the next concern is with its, direct
consequences:

2 Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary damage th.it
could have a direct adverse effect on operating safetr?
In the event of a flameout, the pilot must either eject or make the best

power-off landing he can, regardless of the landing conditions. In this
case the loss of function itself has safety consequences, so it is unnece siry to consider whether either of the failure modes causes hazart•us
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EXHIBIT 7"6 An information worksheet for the fuel pump in the
Douglas A-4, a single-engine attack airplane.

SYSTEM INFORVATION WORKSHEET

type of aircraft

Douglas A-4

item number
item name

Fuel pump

vendor part/model no.

item description
Multisiage engine fuel pump driven through splined

shaft by engine-accessory gearbox. Delivers highpressure fuel to fuel control and provides fuel-

control governor with engine-speed information.
Includes a fuel filter and filter bypass.

reliability data
premature-removal rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
source of data

functions
1

functional failures

To pump fuel to engine
through fuel-conti'ol unit

A

No fuel flow (and pressure)

2

A

External fuel leaks

A

Unable to filter fuel

A

Loss of engine-speed signal

To contain fuel, without

external leakage
3

To filter fuel

4 To provide engine-speed
signal to fuel control
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of

page

no. per aircraft

prepared by

1

date

F. S. Nowlan

3/6/73

system Fuel supply

reviewed by T. M. Edwards

date 3/6/78

zone(s)

approved by

date

redundancies and protective features (include instrumentation)

Fuel flow and fuel pressure are instrumented. Warning light indicates
when fuel filter is bypassed, manual fuel-hr ý control can be used to
clear filter of ice particles. Fuel-control unit includes fuel bypass
with a constant-flow restrictor that automatically provides sufficient
fuel for 80 percent A6 engine speed if speed signal is h

built-in test equipment (describe)

None

Cin aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list any limitations
observed.
which must be

classification of item (check)
significant
X
hidden function

No

nonsignificant
failure modes

failure effects

1 Stripped splines on main drive
shaft

Instruments show no fuel flow and pressure; engine
flameout, requiring forced no-power landing

I Worn or damaged main-shaft
seasls

Small loss of fuel through overboard drains

1 Filter clogged by ice or
debris from wear

Warning light shows filter bypass, possible delivery of
contaminated fuel to fuel control and engine, if fuel heater
does not correct for ice particles (warning light goes out),
airplane must land at nearest airport

I Stripped splines on fuel-controlgovernor drive shaft

Fuel control automatically provides fuel for 80 percent N2
engine speed, no engine control except manual shutdown;
landing haza :'ous

I

I
IY

II
Impeller

S~Fuel-control-governor
Fuel inlet

drive shaft

Discharge (to
Sfuel control)

Fuel heater
Impeller drive gears

Filter bypass .alve

SDischarge

pressurerelief valve

Fuel-pump main
drive shaft

A

EXHIBIT 7-7 Schematic diagram of the fuel-pump .asembly in the
Douglas A-4. rhe fuel-pump main drive shaft is powered by
the airplane engine.

secondary damage. The yes answer to this question brings us to the
safety branch of the decision diagram, where all applicable scheduledmaintenance tasks are required but are considered effective only if they
reduce the risk of this failure to arn acceptable level.
We must now evaluate possible preventive tasks directed at the
failure mode, stripped drive-shaft splines:
4

Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable

and effective?

174

Periodic inspection of the drive shaft for spline wear will result in the
removal of units from service ai the potei,rial-failure stage; hence an
on-condition task is applicable. If this task reduced the risk of a functional failure to an acceptable level, it would also be considered effec-
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tive, and the answer to the question wcruld be yes. In an initial program,
however, the chief source of information concerning the effectiveness
of an on-condition task is prior experience with a similar item. In this
case such information is not available, and even though we know the
task will be applicable, we have no means of determining that it will provide the degree of protection required. Under these circumstances we
would be reluctant to consider this task as meeting the effectiveness
criterion, and the answer to the on-condition question must therefore

i

be no.

Since an effective on-condition task has not been identified, we
must investigate other types of tasks:

5 Is a rework task to reduce the failure rate both applicable andI
effective?j
The fuel pump is a complex item, so we would not expect scheduled
rework to make a difference in its overall reliability. Suich a task might
be applicable, however, for a specific failure mode involving a simple
part, such as stripped drive-shaft splines. In this case scheduled rework
would probably entail removing the pump from the aircraft and sending it to the maintenance base for machine work to restore the splines
to "like-new"s condilion. If analysis of the other failure possibilities
identified additional parts that could benefit from rework, there might
be quite extensive rework activity while the pump was at the base.
Scheduled rework might lead to an appreciable reduction in fuelpump failures if the failure modes for which rework tasks were applicable represented a large proportion of the failure possibilities for this
item. However, this is an unusual situation for a complex iten- Mioreover, the information necessary to assess the value of a rework task is
not available at the time an initial program is developed. At this stage,
therefore, we cannot conclude that scheduled -;ework would provide
any guarantee of operating safety and would have to answer this question no.
A no answer to the rework question means that we must move on
to the question of a discard task:

'

6$ !s a discard task to avoid failures or reduce the failurc rate both
arplicabie an~d effective?

During the development of an initial program the answer to this question must be no uniess the pump manufacturer has specified a safe-life
limit for the drive shaft.
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Since no single task has been identified thus far which will protect against luss of the basic fuel-pump function, there is one further
recourse:

7

Is a .ombination of preventive tasks both applicable and effective?

The answer must again be no, since the only task that might possibly
be of benefit is an on-condition inspection of the drive shaft. The outcome of the analysis, therefore, is that scheduled maintenance cannot
prevent pump failures, and to avoid critical failures the design must
EXHIBIT 7-8

A worksheet showing the results of RCM analysis of

the fuel pump in the Douglas A-4. The references ir, the first column

are to the functions, functional failures, and failure modes listed in
Exhibit 7.6.

SYSTlM DECISION WORK

EET type of aircraft

Douglas A-4

item name Fuel pump
responses to decision-diagram questions

ref.

consequences

task selection

F

FF

FM

1

2

3

4

1

A

l

Y

Y

-

N N N N

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

If airplane must enter service b,.fcre design is
modified, the following responses would be appropriate, although there is no assurance that scheduled
tasks will meet effectiveness criterion.
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be changed-in this case to provide redundant pumping capabilities
in the fuel-supply system.
What can be done if the aircraft must enter service before the design can be modifi,.-? An on-condition inspection of the drive shaft
for spline wear can ,e assigned because such a task is usually effective
for a single mechanical part. We do not know whether it will prove
effective in this case. A rework task would probably not be scheduled to
remachine the splines, instead the shaft would be replaced if the splines
were in bad condition. All such tasks, however, would entail scheduled
removals, because the fuel pump must be disassembled to gain access
to the shaft. The initial intervals wou!d be very conservative, and we

of
page
I•temn number

prepared by F. S. Nowlan

proposed task

reviewed by T. M. Edwards

initial interval

None. Redesign is necessary to
provide sufficient redundancy for
operating safety.

Inspect main fuel-pump drive
shaft for splhie wear

Not to exceed 1,000 hours

Inspect for external leaks
(failure finding)

During walkaound checks
and ovemight stops

Inspect filter for contamination

Not to exceed 60 hours

Outcome as for failure of
main drive shaft, I A 1
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would still have to recognize that uperating experience may show that
these measures are not reducing the hazard to an acceptable level.
In addition to loss of fuel flow as a result of mechanical failure, the
pump is also subject to external leaks. While a leak serious enough to
affect fuel pressure would be evident to the operating crew, the fact that
a leak has formed will not be evident from the cockpit instrumentation.
The answer to the first decision q iestion is therefore no, which takeb us
to the hidden-function branch or the diagram. Ac indicated by the
answers recorded in Exhibit 7.8, there ar.,' no applicable and effective
on-condition, rework, or discard task!. in this case. Therefore we arrive
at the dufault alternative and must schedule a failure-finding task-an
inspection during walkaround checks and overnight t .tops for amty ieaks
that exceed a specified lalue.
The third type of funct mal failure results from clogging of the fuel
filter. A warning light informs the pilot when this condition exists, so
the failure is classified as evident. It does not present any safety problems, but it does have operational consequences, since a single-engine
plane must land at the nearest airport and cannot be dispatched until
this condition has been corrected. An on-condition inspection of the
fuel filter for contamination is applicable. In this case the failure consequences are economic; hence the criterion of task effectiveness is
cost. The cost of performing this task is so low that it would be judged
as cost-effective in an initial program. As a result of experience with
other fuel pumps, an initial interval of 60 hours is set for this check.
The fourth type of failure is incdility to provide engine-speed information to the fuel-control assembly, caused by failure of the goveinor
drive shaft (see Exhibit 7.7). Since the analysis of this failure is similar
to that for failure of the main drive shaft, the details are not repeated in
Exhibit 7.8. If tasks were scheduled, they would be performed at the
same time as thosc, for the main drive shafi.
ANALYSIS OF A LANDING-GEAR BRAKE ASSEMBLY
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The brake assembly for the main landing gear of tie Douglas DC-10 is
classified as significant because the primary function of the braking
system is to provide stopping capability after landiig or during other
ground operation. Since a complete loss of this function would clearly
have safety consequences, it is necessary to consider how the brake
assembly contributes to the overall system function. The full braking
capacity is rarely used, and its effect is masked by concturrent use of
reverse thrust from the engine. As a result, the pilot is not likely to
notice the reduction in stopping capability caused by a failure in one
brake assembly of a multiwheeled landing gear. This item therefore has
hidden functions as well. Had there been a difference of opinion about
the crew's ability to detect this condition, the default strategy would
also have required that these functions be classified as hidden.

A"

Fluid quantiy
limiter valve

to brake
pressure line

i
I

Rotors
Stators
/(mounted

Lining pads
on rotors)

Alitomatic
brake adjuster
Wear-indicator pin
(two locations)

Piston

Pressure plate

Backing plate
of torque tube
EXHIBIT 7.9 I he brake assembly on each wheel of the main
landing gear of the Douglas DC-10. (Based on Goodyear
maintenance materials)

SW

EXHIBIT 1"10 An information worksheet for the main-landing-gear

brake assenlhi

Of the D)ou'l, .s I)C- I.

SYSlTIM INFOLMATION WORKSHEET

Douglas DC-10-10

type of aircraft

it.m number
item name

Brake assembly, main landing gear

vendor part/model no.

C oodyear 5007n9

item description

Multiple-plate disk brak!-(seven rotors and six statorO•;'
powered by eight hydrtilic-drive'n pistons. Pressurv
line to this assembly is included for purposeu of
analysis

reliability data
premature-removal tote (per 1,000 unit hours)

I per 1,000 landings

failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
source of data

Similar equipment

functions

functional failures

1 To provide stopping

A

No braking action

'I

Reduced braking action

capability on command during
ground operation
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2

To release brakes

A

Dragging brake

3

To contain hydraulic fluid

A

External hydraulic leaks
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prepared by
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date

3/6/78

T. M. Edwards

date

3/6/78

systein

Landing gear

reviewed by

zone(s)

733, 743

approved by

da e

redundancies and protective features (include instrumentation)
One brake assembly in each wheel (four) of each main-landing-gear
truck. Separate hydraulic systems power half the pistons in each brake;
loss of brake fluid due to failed pressure line to wheel prevented by
fluid qtiantity limiters in each hydraulic system. Engine thnrst reverser
provides another source of stopping capability. Wheelwell is designed
to pievent critical secondary damage by debris from tire failure.

built-in test equipment (describe)

Visual wear indicators

Can aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list any limitations
which must be observed.

Yes. If one brake assembly inoperative,
gross takeoff ar,, landing weights must be
reduced.

classification of item (check)

X
X

hidden function
nonsigrficant

I

failure modes
Brake wear to point of seizure

tailure effects
Wheel skid, causing tire blowout; audible noise and
vibration, possible extens~ve secondary damage to systems
within wvheelwell; requires correction before dispatch

1

Broken pressure line

No braking action from half the actuating pistons in onc
assembly, ci~using reduced braking capability and slightly
increased miurimnm stopping distance

1

Malfunction of aduster assembly

Increased wear of pad and disk; overheating of brake and
tire may cause tire fuse plugs to blow, with landing on flat
tire and secondary damage from the failure; requires correction before dispatch

I

Damaged or distorted piston seals

Slow loss of hydraulic fluid from one system

I

I

A review ot the design characteristics of the DC-10 shows that each
truck on the main landing gear has four wheels, and each wheel has a
multiple-disk brake assembly consisting of seven rotors and six stators
(see Exhibit 7.9). The brakes are powered by eight pistons, four of
which are driven by one hydraulic system and four by another. Without this extensive replication, especially of the wheels on each truck,
reduced stopping capability in one brake assembly might be a critical
failare. In this case the failure results only in slightly increased stopping
distances. One of the failure effects, however, is a possible tire blowout,
with secondary damage caused by rubber thrown from the damaged
tire. Brake assemblies can be replaced in the field, but the time required
will cause del~ vs. The aircraft can also be dispatched with one assembly
inoperative, but only at a great penalty in operating weight. Thus any
observed failure of a brake assembly has operational consequences.
Note that in this case the primary function of the brake assembly
is subject to two failure possibilities, no braking action and reduced
braking action. Each of these functional failures must be considered
separately. The first type of failure is no braking action, caused by
brake wecar:
1 Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties?
If the brake pads are allowed to wear beyond a certain point, they come
loose from the rotor and jamn between the rotors and stators, causing the
brake to seize. The wheel will therefore not rotate on landing, and the
tire will skid and blow out, throwing pieces around the wheelwell. The
resulting noise and vibration would be evident to the flight crew; thus
the answer to this question is yes.
With a yes answer to question 1 we must now consider the possible
consequences of this failure:
2 Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect on operating safety?
The los;s of braking function for one of the eight wheels is not in itself
critical, so the answer to the first part of this question is no. The answer
to -ie second part is also no, because this failure has been taken into
account in the design of the wheelwell, so that secondary damage from
occasional tire failures will not be critical.
Although a scheduled task is not required for safety reasons, the
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secondary damage does hi.ve serious operational consequences:

i

3 Does the failure have a direct adverse effect on operational
capability?
In addition to the time required to exchange the brake assembly, this
particular type of failure can result in extensive damage to hydraulic
lines, flight-control surfaces, and other fail-safe systems. Thus the secondary damage alone may prevent the airplane from being dispatched.
Such a failure therefore has serious economic consequences, and we
must consider the possible preventive tasks.
The first -'hoiceis an on-condition task directed at detecting brake
wear:

8 Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective?
This brake assembly is equipped with wear indicators that show when
the pad and disk stack have reached a wear level that calls for replacement. Since the wear indicators make it possible to define a potential.
failure condition, an on-condition task is applicable; it will also be
effective as long as the inspection interval is short enough to ensure
sufficient remaining pad to keep the brake from locking.
In an initial program inspection of the wear indicators might be
assigned for every overnight layover at a maintenance station, since this
would be a convenient time to change brake assemblies if a potential
failure is found. The brake assembly will ordinarily be removed if the
wear indicator shows that fewer than 20 more landings are possible.
The wear indicators will also be checked at every preflight walkaround,
but the wear criterion will be less stringent. The objective is for the
overnight mechanics to be the first to identify the need for a brake
change, to reduce the number of delays incurred by the discovery of
potential failures in the field.
The second type of functional failure, reduced braking action, is
caused by a broken pressure line- the line from the fluid quantity limiter to the brake assembly itself. (These lines are treated as part of the
brake assembly because the limiters and lines are independent for each
system to each wheel.) Analysis of this failure possibility takes us
again to the first question in the decision diagram:
1 Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
perform-ance of normal duties?
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A broken pressure line will result in a loss of function for only half the
actuating pistons in the affected assembly, as the limiter stops the flow
of hydraulic fluid when the line brt.<s. Thus the other four pistons in
the assembly will still provide normal braking action. There is sufficient
braking margin that the slight reduction in braking capability would not
come to the attention of the operating crew-that is. the failure would
not be evident.
A no answer to the first question means that a scheduled task is
required to ensure that the failure will be found and corrected, and
further analysis falls in the hidden-function branch of the decision diagram. In this case either one of the directly preventive tasks or a failurefinding task must be assigned to avoid the risk of a multiple failure. The
choice depends on technical feasibility and relative cost.
14 Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective?

EXHIBIT 7-11 A worksheet showing the results of RCM analysis of
the Douglas DC-l10 brake assembly. References in the first column are
to the functions, tunctional tailures, and failure modes listed in
Exhibit 7.10.

Douglas DC-10-10

SYSTEM DEWCION WORKSHEET type of aircraft

item name

Brake assembly, main landing gear
responses to decision-diagram questions

ref.

consequences

#ask selection

F FF FM

1

2

3

4

1

A

1

Y

N

Y

-----

I

B

1

N

N N N

2

A

1

N

Y

3

A

1

N

N N N
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On-condition inspections are not applicable for this failure mode because we cannot define a condition that will preclude functional1 failures.
This brings us to the question of a rework task:
15 Is a rework task to reduce the failure rate both applicable and
effective?
At the time the initial program is devcdoped there is no information to
indicate that a rework task is applicable and will be cost-effective; hence
the answer to this question is no.
16 Is a discard task to avoid failures or reduce the failure rate both
applicable and effective?

I

Once again, there is no information to support the applicability of an
economic-life limit, so the answer in an initial program'is no. A failure-
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finding task is therefore required-an inspection during preflight walkarounds and overnight layovers to check for broken lines.
In addition to its primary function of providing stopping capabilitv,
the brake assembly has two further functions. It must be capable of
releasing the brake, so that it does not drag, and it must contain the
hydraulic fluid. Brake drag is caused by a malfunctioning automatic
brake adjuster, and this subassembly is not visible unless the brake
assembly is removed and disassemb'ed. In most cases the only effect of
this failure is increased brake wear, which will show up on the brake
wear indicator. Thus the brake assembly will eventually be removed for
repair as a result of the on-condition task already scheduled, and the
automatic adjuster can then be checked and adjusted as necessary while
the assembly is in the shop. In a few cases the failure effects may include
overheating of the brake assembly, pulling of the brake on one side, a
blowout of the tire-pressure plug, and possibly a landing on a flat tirein short, the same ultimate effects as those caused by a locked brake. In
this event the failure would be evident to the operating crew; however,
the same additional task would apply in either case: a shop specitication
to inspect the automatic brake adjuster on all brake assemblies that
come in for repair.
The last type of failure, hydraulic leaks caused by damaged or distorted seals, results in a slow loss of fluid from the hydraulic system.
Like the broken pressure line, this failure possibility falls in the hiddenfunction branch. If some leakage were permitted, so that a slight leak
could be defined as a potential failure, an on-condition task would be
applicable. In this case, however, any leak is defined as a functional
failure. Rework and discard tasks are not applicable for this failure mode,
so the only choice, by default, is a failure-finding task, an inspection
during preflight walkarounds and overnight layovers for external leaks.
Tie results of this analysis are summarized in Exhibit 7.11. Note
that we have discussed four types of functional failures, all of which
could ultimately affect the stopping capability of the airplane. If we had
treated reduced stopping capability as a single functional failure, we
would have considered exactly the same failure modes and identified
exactly the same inspection tasks for inclusion in the program.
ANALYSIS OF A HIGH-FREQUENCY COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
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The information worksheet in Exhibit 7.12 describes the high-frequency
communications system used for voice communications on Boeing 747
aircraft operated on long overwater flights. This system consists of two
identical subsystems which are completely independent of each other,
right down to the antennas and the source of electrical power from the
airplane's power-supply system. Thus either subsystem provides the
full system function. Additional sources of voice communication are

- a"L

provided by a separate very-high-frequency system. Each of the subsystems consists of numerous assemblies and components, all of which
have' specific functions. However, failure of any one of these components results in only three types of failure in terms of communications:
inat'ilitv to transmit, inability to receive, or inability to select the desired channel (frequency).
1 Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties?
The failure effects described in Exhibit 7.12 show that any of these three
basic types of failure will immediafely be evident to the operating crew.
Hence the answer to the first decision question is yes.
2 Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect on operating safety?

Because of system redundancy, none of the failures will result in a loss
of the system function and will therefore not affect operating safety, so
the answer to this question is no.
This brings us to the question of operational consequences:
3 Does the failure have a direct adverse effect on operational
capability?
Most of the major assemblies in this item are plug-in/plug-out units
and can be changed very quickly after a failure has occurred. The time
required to replace a failed unit may result in no delay if the failure is
reported at a maintenance station, but it will cause a delay if the failure
report is received at a nonmaintenance -fation. Since both subsystems
must be operative before the plane can Lue dispatched, a failure is considered to have operational consequences. This means that the item
must be classified as significant.
At this point we would ordinarily ex×,mine each failure mode to
find preventive tasks that are both applicable and cost-effective. However, past experience with .':is type of system has shown that, although
each major assembly is subject to many failure modes, current technology provides no means of detecting reduced failure resistance. There
are therefore no applicable forms of on-condition inspection. We would
not expect scheduled rework to reduce the failure rate in a complex
item, and in fact it does not. By the same token, discard tasks are not

/I
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EXHIBIT 7"12 An information worksheet for the high-frequency
communications subsy, tem in the Boeing 747.

SYSTEM INFORMATION WORKSHEET

type of sircraft

Boeing 747

item number
item name

High-frequency communications subsystem

verdor part/model no.

All models

item description

Communications subsystem consisting of receiver,
transmitter, power modulator, frequency-selector
panel, antenna coupler, accessory unit, lightning
arrester, and boom antenna.

reliability data
premature-removal rate (per 1,000 unit h,, rs)
failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
source of data
functional failures

functions
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1

To transmit voice signals

A

No output

2

To receie voice signals

A

No reception

3

To select desired channel

A

Failure to tune to selected

channel

•

j

r

I!

Ipage

of

no. per aircraft
system

2

Communications

prepared by

F. S. Nowlan

date 3/6/78

i

E. S. Wagner

date

;ewed by

date

approved by

zone(s)

3/6/78

redundancies .,nd protective features (include irmtrumentation)
The system consists of two identical independent subsystems which
can be used simdltaneously for transmitting wr receiving or. any
frequency. Backup systems include a very-high-frequency system for
relay of messages and SELCAL (selective calling), which allows ground
stations to ring bell in cockpit to notify crew oi call.

built-in test equipment (describe)

Fault-annunciator panel on accessory unit

Can aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list any limitationls
which must be observed.

classification of item (check)

X

significant
hidden function

No

nonsignificant
failure modes

I

1

failure effects

Many

No voice amplification, no response to transmission; loss of
backup-frequency transmitting capabilitv

Many

No background noise from receiver, no messages heard;
loss of backup-frequency monitoring capability

Failure of frequency selector

No response to transmission on expected frequencies;
possible loss of backup-frequency monitoring capability

-
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I

7

I
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Boeing 747

SYSTEM DECISION WORKSHEET type of aircraft

item name

1igh-frequency communications subsystem
responses to decision-diagram questions
task selection

consequences

ref.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

F FF FM

1

2

3

1

A

I

Y

N

Y

2

A

I

Y

N

Y

----

N N N

3

A

1

Y

N

Y

-----

N N N

N N N

EXHIBIT 7"13 A worksheet showing the results of RCM analysis of
the Boeing 747 high-frequency communications subsystem. rhe
references are to the functions, functional failures, and failure modes
listed in Exhibit 7.12.

applicable. We must therefore conclude that this system cannot benefit
from scheduled maintenance. If operating experience shows that its
reliability is inadequate, especially as the result of a dominant failure
mode, design changes directed at the faulty component will be the only
way of overcoming the problem. The results of this analysis are shown
in Exhibit 7.13.
ANALYSIS OF OTHER TYPICAL SYSTEMS ITEMS

The failure of a hidden function cannot, by definition, have a direct
effect on operating safety. In some cases, however, the consequences of
a multiple failure involving the loss of this function can be critical. This
situation is characteristic of emergency equipment, where the demand
for a hidden function arises as the result of some other failure. Two
examples are the powerplant fire-warning system and ejection-seat
pyrotechnic devices. All such items must be protected by some scheduled task to ensure that the hidden function will be available if it is
needed.
The powerplant fire-warning system is active whenever an airplane
is in use, but its function is hidden unless it senses a fire. Although
some warning systems include fault indicators, certain failure modes
can result in a loss of function that is not shown by the indicators; consequently this system is always classified as a hidden-function item.
However, the required failure-finding task is not necessarily performed
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by the maintenance crew. In this case it is specified as part of the duties
of the operating crew. The crew tests the system before each flight by
means of a built-in self-test circuit.
The pyrotechnic device in an ejection seat is also a hidden-function
item that requires a high degree of availabiiity. Pyrotechnic materials
deteriorate with age whether they are installed or not, so a discard task
is applicable to this item. In an initial program the task interval is set
either conservatively low or at a life limit based an previous experience
with the same item in other aircraft. All units are tested when they are
removed from service to see whether they would have worked, and the
interval is adjusted as necessary on the basis of the test results. The
cool-gas generator for the inflatable evacuation chute of passenger aircraft is accorded the same treatment.
Although systems items in commercial transport airplanes rarely
fall in the safety branch of the decision diagram, not all systems components can be protected by redundancy. One example is the hydraulic
landing-gear actuator, which powers the mechanism that raises and
lowers the landing gear. If the actuator fails to retract the gear, the airplane must return to the point of takeoff. If it fails to exten~d the gear, the
gear can still be extended by a free-fall feature. In either case the loss of
function does not affect safety, but one of the failure modes does cause
secondary damage.
One failure mode for these actuators involves cracking or separa-
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tion of the endcap as a result of fatigue, perhaps accelerated by pitting
corrosion. This type of failure may cause secondary damage to the aircraft structure, but only in the unlikely event of certain multiple failures.
The structural damage in this case does not affect safety, but it does have
major operational consequences, since any structural repairs take the
entire aircraft out of service. Pitting corrosion, which will greatly shorten
the fatigue life of the endcap, is visible when the actuator is disassembled
in the shop. An on-condition inspection for corrosion is therefore applicable and would be scheduled as part of any shop visit of the landinggear actuator. However, the primary failure process is fatigue, and it is
not feasible to inspect the endcap often enough to detect fatigue cracks
at the potential-failure stage. Scheduled rework is not applicable for this
faiure mode. A discard task would take care of the fatigue problem, but
this particular cap was designed for a fatigue lifQ greater than the expected service life of the airplane; hence a life limit was considered
unnecessary.

7"4

ESTABLISHING TASK INTERVALS
initial intervals
the role of age exploration
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At the time an initial maintenance program is developed there Is usually
enough information to determine the applicability of on-condi tion and
failure-finding tasks. However, the information needt i to determine
optimum inspection intervals is ordinarily not availablk until after the
equipment enters service. In many cases previous experience with the
same or a similar item serves as a guide, but in the absence of actual
operating data it is necessary to set conservatively short intervals for all
tasks and increase them on the basis of age exploration. Thus on a new
aircraft the tires and brake wear indicators are ordinarily checked once a
day to determine the rate of reduction in failure resistance undej ictual
operating conditions. Once this has been established, precise limits can
be defined for potential failures and,. the inspection intervals can be
adjusted as necessary.
Scheduled rework tasks have proved to be ineffective for complex
items in systems, and in any case, the information required to determine
their applicability is rarely available until sufficient operating experience has accumulated for an actuarial analysis. Occasionally prior experience or concern about the economic impact of failures leads to the
specification of rework tasks in an initial program. Seven items were
specified for rework in the Douglas DC-10 program and eight in the
Boeing 747 program. The DC-10 generator control unit was scheduled
for rework at an initial interval of 3,000 hours, the DC-10 high-pressure
bleed-control valve at an interval of 8,000 hours, and the Boeing 747
generator at an interval of 5,000 hours.

*1
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The intervals for safe-life items are known at the outset, since these
are established by the manufacturer. Economic-life discard tasks for
simple items such as hydraulic lines may be anticipated in an initial
program, but they are rarely included at this stage. Like rework tasks,
there is no basis for establishing a cost-effective interval until the equipment begins to age in service. The role of age exploration, especially in
monitoring the performance of the makty systems assigned to no schedtile maintenance, is discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

rcm analysis of powerplants

Ii
division of an airplane includes only the basic engine.
Engines are complex, however, and are subject to numerous forms of
failure, most of which are expensive and some of which are critical. Moreover, nearly all powerplant failures have operational consequences,
since it is usually necessary to remove an engine and install a replacement after a failure has occurred. Thus the cost of failure includes both
operational consequences and the support cost of very expensive replacr 'ient units, in addition to the high cost of corrective maintenance.
For all these reasons there is a particularly strong incentive to find
applio'ble and effective preventive tasks.
Tne powerplant is accompanied by a number of engine-driven
accessories, such as the fuel pump and the fuel-control system. On
some types of engines the thrust reverser is also an accessory, rather
chan an integral pa. t of the engine. TIh'ese accessories, as well as their
connecting links to the enginc, are treated as part of the systems division. However, some of the failure possibilities to which they are exp sed will influence the fur''tioning of the engine itself; a fuel-pump
failure, for example, may caus, an engine flameout. It is therefore important for the study group working on the powerplant program to
review the analyses of the essential engine accessories.
Because of its complexity a turbine engine is subject to a great
many types of failures, most of which never reach the functionalfailure stage. While potential failures may result in age-related removals, particularly if there are dominant failure modes, the residual failure rate- those failures seen by the operating crew- remains relatively
constant at all ages because of the large number of failure modes involved. fhis fact has several implications for a scheduled-maintenance
program. First of all, because those functional failures that cannot be
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prevented by on-condition tasks occur at widely disparate ages, scheduled overhaul of the entire engine at-some particular age will do little
or nothing to improve its reliability. However, engine removals for
both potential and functional failures result in a continual flow of engines to the shop throughout their operating lives, thus providing the
opportunity for a more effective form of protection through on-condition
tasks scheduled as part of the repair process. New engines in particular
supply an abundance of such opportunity samples, and the assignment
of internal engine parts to inspections for intensive age expioration is
an important part of the initial powerplant program

8" I

CHARACTERISTICS OF POWERPLANT ITEMS

The operating gross weights of transport aircraft are not only restricted
by structural considerations; they are also restricted flight by flight to
ensure that a multiengine airplane will have a specified performance
capability, measured as available rate of climb, after a complete loss of
thrust from one engine (in some cases two engines). Hence the airplane
is capable of safe operation with one engine inoperative as long as the

Lhe basic engine functior
design characteristics
maiaitenance characteristics

remaining engines meet specified performance requirements. For this
reason the basic function of an aircraft engine is defined as the capability of providing a specified amount of thrust, without vibration and
at acceptable levels of other operating parameters. If an engine cannot
perform this function, . functional failure has occurred. This failure may
range from a complete loss of thrust (an engine shutdown) to insufficient thrust, caused, for example, by high exhaust-gas temperatures. In
aircraft other than civilian transport airplanes the basic function of the
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engine can still be stated in terms of specified thrust, but the consequences of a functional failure might be quite different. In a singleengine aircraft, for instance, a significant loss of thrust would have a
direct effect on operating safety, since there is only one source of power.
Cockpit instruments enable the operating crew to monitor most
aspects of engine performance, such as compressor rotation speed,
exhaust-gas temperature, fuel flow, oil pressure, oil-inlet temperature,
and the engine pressure ratio. The engine pressure ratio is correlated
with engine thrust, and power is set by advancing the throttle until a
desired pressure ratio is reached. Ordinarily power will be obtained at
an exhaust-gas temperature well below the maximum limit. However,
when there is deterioration that reduces combustion efficiency or the
efficiency of gas flow through the engine, more throttle movement, and
hence more fuel consumption, is needed to obtain the same power.
Consequently the exhaust-gas temperature is increased, and the engine
may become temperature-limited even though no parts within it have
failed. An engine failure of this kind always has operational consequences because, although a multiengine airplane can safely complete
its flight with one engine inoperative, it cannot be dispatched in this
condition.
In addition to failures resulting from inefficient engine performance, an Aircraft engine is subject to numerous other failure modes,
some of which cause secondary damage that presents a safety hazard.
For both these reasons the engine as a whole must be classified as a
significant item; a functional failure may have safety consequences and
always has major economic consequences. If the engine is partitioned
into smaller items, by module or by stage, many of its components will
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also be classified as significant items.
As an example, consider the Pratt & Whitney JT8D engine, which is
in use on such aircraft as the Boeing 737, the Douglas DC-9, and the
Boeing 727. This turbine engine has five general sections, as illustrated
in Exhibit 8.1. The compi'essor section consists of two axial-flow compressors, a front low-presmure compressor with six stages and a rear
high-pressure comprcc.,or with seven stages. Each compressor is built
up from individual disks ')r each stage. These disks rotate, and small
blades attached to their peripheries compress the air as it flows by
them. Air from the inlet section of the engine flows into the front compressor. The first two stages of this compressor are fan stages, and some
of the air that flows through them bypasses the other compressor stages;
the rest moves on to higher stages, with its pressure increased at each
successive stage, The compressed iiir then enters the nine-can (canannular) combustion chamber. Fuel is added to the air, the mixture
is burned, and the expanding gases flow through a four-stage turbine
and finally pick up speed as they are expanded out of the exhaust nozzle,
thereby creating thrust.
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EXHIBIT 8A 14chematic diagram of the Pratt & Whitney 11'8n turbine
engin'e, The thrust reverser is not shown. (iB..sed on Pratt & Whitney
training materials)

Each stage of the turbine is a disk with blades on its periphery, somewhat like the compresso. stages. The forward stage of the turbine drives
the high-pressure compressor and the other three stages drive the lowpressure compressor by .',eans of concentric rotor shafts. Power is taken
from the outer shaft by bevel gears and directed down a towershaft to
the main accessory case. Each accessory attached to this case is driven
by a spline-pinion connection to the main gear. Plenum rings and ports
built into the engine case bleed off air froin the sixth, eighth, and thirteenth stages of the compressor and direct it into ducting; this highpressure air supplies the pneumatic system for cabin pressurization, air
conditioning, anti-icing, thrust-reverser acthiation, and engine crossstarting capability.
The thrust teverser is an accessory on the JT8D engine and would
ordinarily be analyzed as a sy3tems item. However, in some installations it is attached in such a way that it is removed along with the basic
engine, and on other types of engines it is often part of the basic engine.
For convenience, therefore, we will consider it as a powerplant item in
this case. The thrust reverser is mounted behind the exhaust nozzle.
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It is of the mechanical-blockage type and moves two clamshell-shaped
deflectors into the exhaust stream on the pilot's command. The deflected
exhav st is then redirected forward by a panel of cascade vanes mounted
on each side of the engine. The reverser is actuated pneumatically by a
system of controls, valves, actuators, linkages, and plumbing.
When the engine is partitioned into modules (systems), sections
(subsystems), and stages (assemblies), some modules will be found to
contain very few parts that are not significant. In a compressor, for
example, the disks, hubs, and shafts are all significant items. Failures
of most of the rotating parts and parts exposed to the gas path will be

F
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evident to the operating crew from the cockpit instruments; they will

therefore have operational consequences. Failures of nonrotating, nongas-path parts, many of which form plenums (containing gases under
pressure) or reservoirs (containing operating fluids such as oil) may inot
be evident and will requ ire scheduled inspections for this reason. :n
short, there are very few parts of an engine that do not require some
form of scheduled maintenance.
Because of the great number of failure modes to which an aircraft
engine is exposed, RCM analysis of powerplant items may fall in any
of the four branches of the decision diagram. Many engine parts are
subject to failures with critical secondary damage and will therefore be
assigned safe-life discard tasks. In an initial powerplant program, however, the most frequent outcome in any consequence category is an oncondition task, with intensive inspection of certain items as part of the
age-exploration plan. One reason for this is that corrective maintenance
on engines is responsible for more than half the support cost for any
airplane, and even when fractured parts do not cause hazardous damage, they may cause damage that is very expensive to repair. Another
reason, of course, is to avoid the safety and operational consequences
of a functional failure.
On-condition inspections of powerplant items are performed at
two levels, depending on the accessibility of the 'tem. Many items can
be inspected visually or by borescope and radiography techniques
while the engine is on the aircraft. Most internal engine parts cannot
be inspected without a certain amount of disassembly. These parts are
therefore assigned on-condition inspections in the shop when the engine is being disassembled for repair. When the combustion-chamber
retaining lug is removed, for example, a plug gage is fitted into the lug.
If the fit meets specifications the combustion chamber can be reinstalled as is; otherwise it is routed to repair.
Whereas on-condition inspections on installed engines are performed at fixed intervals, the shop inspections of internal engine items
are scheduled on the basis of opportunity samples, sometimes with a
maximum age interval as a precaution. Opportunity samples take ad-
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vantage of the fact that with large fleets of multiengine airplanes there

will be a sufficient flow of engines through the shop to provide continuing exposure of all the major parts. During the first few years of
operation, when the fleet is small, the failure rate is usually also at its
highest, which automatically brings a larger number of engines to the
shop. These frequent shop visits not only provide information on the
items that have failed, but also permit easy inspection of all the parts
that must be removed to gain access to the failed item. Thus, in addition
to the on-condition tasks that are known to be applicable, in an initial
program many internal engine parts are assigned such inspections for
the purpose of age exploration. Although some of these inspections may
prove to have no real on-condition capability, they will be the only
source of information on items that are not experiencing failures.

8-2

ASSEMBLING THE REQUIRED INFORMATION

The analysis of significant items in an aircraft powerplant requires a
broad knowledge of current maintenance practices, as well as a detailed
understanding of the specific engine under consideration. The memb--- of the powerplant working group will know from previous experieim~e the areas of the engine that tend to be the most troublesome in new
designs. They will also be familiar with the various forms of on-condition
inspection and the uses of opportunity sampling in conducting age
exploration. In addition to this background information, the engine
manufacturer provides specific information about any new engine by
reviewing the design characteristics of the production model with the
entire working group. During this process similarities to and differences
from in-service types of engines become apparent. The review also pin-

initial information requirements
the information worksheet

'

points areas in which new, or relatively new, technology has been

incorporated in the design, either to reduce the weight of the engine or
to increase its performance capabilities.
New aircraft engines are designed and developed over a period of
years preceding certification of the aircraft in which they are installed.
Extensive testing is conducted at each stage of development to ensure
that a reliable product is being developed. Many different prototype
engines are usually used during the certific:t'ion test flights of the airplane itself, and experience with these engines gives the manufacturer
an opportunity to identify and resolve any problems that come to light.
In addition, once the engine design is stabilized, several engines are
tested in endurance runs, either as part of the engine certification program or as an adjunct to it. Unfortunately this early experience may not
be of great use during the development of an initial maintenance program, because the engine will usually have been modified to correct
any known problems before the production engines are delivered. The
development of an effective powerplant maintenance program thus

k
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EXHIBIT
iteins.

82

1hle data elements needed for a. alysis of |powerp|lant
IDENTIFICATION OF ITEM
Type of aircraft

Quantity per engine

Type of engine

Location (section/module)

Item name
Manufacturer's part and model number
ITEM INFORMATION
Item description (general function and major parts)
Redundancies and protective features (including instrumentation)
Built-in test equipment
AVAILABLE RELIABI LITY DATA
Anticipated premature-removal rate
Anticipated verified failure rate
Source of data (test data or operating experience)
RCM INPUT
Item functions
Functional failures (as defined %r each function)
Most probable failure nmodes
Predictable failure effects (for each failure mode)
Evidence of functional failure
Effects of loss of function on operating capability
Effects of failure beyc •.V loss of function (including
ultimate effects of possible secondary damage)
Nature of failure consequences
Evidence of reduced failure resistance that can be used to
define potential-failure conditions
Experience with other engines containing the same or
similar item
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depends heavily on the knowledge and experience of the working
group.
Exhibit 8.2 lists the data elements that must be assembled before
analysis begins. Much of this information comes from detailed review
of the production model, supplemented by the manufacturer's instruction manuals and test data. The data elements for each item to be analyzed are recorded on an information worksheet like that used for
systems items. In the case of powerplant items the manufacturer's
identification is usually functionally descriptive in itself. However, the
item description should include all major components and should reflect
the level of item being considered (see Exhibit 8.3). Where the item is
a module or stage, the description shculd list all the major assemblies it
contains.
As with systems items, it is important to list all redundancies and
protective features. Bypasses and pressure-relief systems, as well as the
extent of the cockpit instrumentation, are all factors in evaluating the

consequences of a
functional failure. If the engine case is designed to
contain fractured parts, this information should be included, since it
means that the secondary damage resulting from certain failures will
not have safety consequences (although it may have major econcmic
consequences). Ordinarily an aircraft cannot be dispatched with any
major engine item inoperative (this information comes from the minimum-equipment list and pertains primarily to systems items). However, a yes answer for an individual part may mean that this item can
be classified as nonsignificant, since a functional failure will have no
operational consequences.
In listing the functions of anitem itis important to describe both
its basic function and all secondary or characteristic functions. Each
function described should relate in some way to one of the overall
engine functions. For example, the basic function of the nozzle guide
vanes is to redirect the exhaust gases onto the first-stage turbine blades;
a second function is to create the proper nozzle area for efficient engine
operation. The functional failures are the inability to perform these
functions; note that in some cases there is more than one failure possibility for a given function. The failure modes are the specific ways each
type of functional failure can occur. In addition to the failure modes
listed for the nozzle guide vanes, rotating parts such as blades and
disks are subject to fatigue. Combustion chambers may crack or burn
through, or their locating pins may wear. Unless the failure modes are
clearly identified, there is no way to determine what preventive tasks
might be applicable.
The failure effects identify the immediate result,; of 'he failure. These
effects include any secondary damage caused by the failure, as well as
the imnpact of the loss of function both on the engine and on the aircraft.

~
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EXHIBIT 8"3 An information woiksheet for the first-stage nozzle
guide vane'; of the Pratt & Whitney JT3D powerplant.

POWERPLANT INFORMi•ATION WORKilSHEET" type of aircraft
type of engine

Douglas DC-3
Pratt & Whitney JT3D

item number

t

item name

First-stage nozzle guide-vane assembly

vendor part/model no. 536751/JT3D
item description
The 63 nozzle guide vanes form a set of airfoils
located in the gas path immediately downsf-ream of
the combustion-chamber outlet duct. They accelerate
and direct hot gases onto the first-stage turbine blades
at the proper angle for aerodynamic efficiency.

reliibility data
premature-removal rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
source of data
functions

1 To redirect gases at the
proper velocity and angle
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functional failures

A Vanes form improper angle
and nozzle area
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page

no. per engine 63

prepared by

T. M. Edwards

date 6/26/78

section

reviewed by

T. N. Mix

date

Turbine

date

approved by

module

6/26/78

redundancies and protective features (include instrumentation)

Vanes are made of small-grain alloy to resist heat deformation and
receive protective coating to resist heat damage and erosion. Vanes
are bolted in place to prevent fractured parts from slipping into
airstream.
Note:

Multiple guide vanes provide no functional redundancy.

built-in test equipment (describe)

None

Can aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list an, limitations
which must be observed.

classification of item (check)
X signficant
hidden function

No

nonsignificant
failure modes

failure effects

1 Bowing of nozzle guide vanes
from heat deformation

Progressive loss in engine efficiency, increased fuel
consumption and exhaust-ga temperature, and possible
high-power stall resulting in engin• shutdown; if vanes
bow back into turbine-blade path, contact with rotating
blades resulting in fracture and critical secondary
damage from blade failure

2 Erosion of nozzle guide vanes
from direct exposure to exhaust-gas
particles

Pro',ressive loss in engine efficiency, leading to possible
engiae shutdown as for 1 A 1 (no contact with turbine
blades)

The description should also specify any physical evidence by which the
occurrence of the failure can be recognized by the operating crew. In
the case of most engine failures this is an instrument indication, often
scri bed for each failure possibility, since they help to determine the
consequences of that failure, and hence the priority of maintenance
requirements.
Asan example, one of the failure modes listed in Exhibit 8.3 for the
T3)engine is bowing of the turbine nozzle guide vanes as a result of
prolonged exposure to high temperatures. The effects in this case are
progressive. Slight bowing will change the entry direction of the gases,
reducing the efficiency of turbine-blade action and causing the exhaustgas temperature to rise for a given thrust setting. If the temperature is

I

already high because of other deterioration in the engine, the permis-

sible temperature will be exceeded, and the pilot will report a functional
failure. However, the exhaust-gas temperature measures the overall
efficiency of the engine, and if the limit temperature is not reached,
bowing may continue to a point at which the stationary vanes come
into contact with the rotating turbine blades. Either the blades or the
vanes will fracture, and if the engine case cannot contain the fractured
parts, the ultimate effect of bowed guide vanes in this engine design is
critical secondary damage. The failure must therefore be classified as
having safety consequences.
All the relevant information is examined for each engine item, and
the item is then classified as significant or nonsignificant on the basis
of its failure consequences. Items in either category may have one or
more hidden functions; thus an item may be identified in this initial
partitioning process as nonsignificant, but also as having a hidden
function. Since all hidden functions must be protected by scheduled
maintenance to ensure that failures will be found and corrected, both
significant items and hidden-function items must be subjected to full
RCM analysis.

I

The objective of the partitioning process outlined in Chapter 4 is
to select the most convenient level of item for analysis. Most powerplant

analyses can be conducted conveniently at the module or section level.L
In this case the failure of any significant item included in the module or'
section under consideration would constitute a failure mode. For example, if the item selected for study were the turbine section, one of the
failure modes would be failure of the first-stage turbine nozzle guiL:Xvanes. However, th.. powerplant itself can also be viewed as an item.
While this is only one of several possible approaches, it has certain adconsidered into an organized pattern on the basis of their consequences.
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In the examples that follow, therefore, we will consider the entire engine
as a significant item.

t.0

8-3

FAILURES OF THE BASIC ENGINE FUNCTION

The Pratt & Whitney JT8D3 engine used on the three-engine Boeing 727
is described by the information worksheet in Exhibit 8.4. Although this
engine might be analyzed at the module or section level, at the engine
level its functions can be defined as follows:

fractures with critical
secondary damage
fractures with no critical
secondary damage
failures caused by deterioration

1 To provide specified amounts of thrust without exceeding the ac-I
ceptable levels of the engine operating parameters
10 To drive engine-mounted accessories, such as the fuel pump, oil
pump, fuel-control unit, hydraulic pump, and constant-speed drive
generator
10 To provide high-pressure air to the pneumatic. system for use by
subsystems
10

To provide reverse thrust to assist in braking the airplane (assumed
as a function of this engine design)

At this point let us consider the first type of engine failure, a failure to
provide specified thrust (including complete loss of thrust, or an engine
shutdown):
1 Is the occurrence of a failure evident. to the operating crew during
normal performance of duties?
Any reduction in engine thrust will be evident, because the engine
pressure ratio and other instrument readings are closely monitored by
the operating crew. When the airplane is in flight, changes in engine
output may also be signaled by throttle vibration or audible thumps.
Hence the answer to this question is yes.
The next step in RCM analysis would ordinarily be to examine each
of the failure modes that might lead to this functional failure. In identifying the probable failure mod --s, however, it will be found that some
involve the fracture of a part that can cause critical secondary damage,

.

whereas others involve a fracture without such damage, and still others
involve general deterioration with no fractured parts. For convenience,
then, we catn group all significant assemblies and parts into these three
sses and analyze each class of failure modes separately.
-

'ACTURES WIrH CRITICAL SECONDARY DAMAGE

-umpressor disks, turbine disks, and turbine blades are typical of the
powerplant items whose fracture can cause critical secondary damage.
It is apparent from the failure effects described in Exhibit 8.4 that all
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EXHIBIT B"4 An information worksheet for analysis of the Pratt &
Whitney JT8D-7 powerplant of the Boeing 727.

POWERIPLANT INFOIVMAION WOM

UIT type of aircraft

type of engine

Boeing 727

Pratt & Whitney JTSD-7

item number

item name

Propulsion powerplant

vendor part/model no.

JTSD-7

item description
Axil-flow front-turbofan engine with a thirteenstage split compressor (two spools), a nine-can
(can-annular) combustion chamber, and a split fourstage turbine.

reliability data
premature-removal rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
failure rate (per 1,000 unit hours)
source of data
functions

functional failures

1 To provide specified amounts
of thrust without exceeding the
acceptable values of engine
operating parameters
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A Engine does not provide
specified thrust (including
case of no thrust)

page

of

no. per aircraft 3

prepared by T. M. Edwards

d,-e 2/14/78

section

reviewed hy F. S. Nowlan

ca.'e 2/14/78

module

approved by

date

redundancies and protective features linclude instrumentation)
The airplane has three engines; operating weight is controlled for
all flights so that airworthiness requirements can be met with one engine
inoperative. Full instrumentation of all engine operating parameters;
each engine protected by fire-warning and fire-extinguishing system.
built-in test equipment (describe) None
Can aircraft be dispatched with item
inoperative? If so, list any limitations
which must be observed.
No

clas~ificr'fn of itcm :rv-vck)

x

s..nificant

hidden function
nonsignif.a~it

failure modes

fa.lure effects

1 Failure of parts whose fracture
can cause critical secondary damage:
a Failure 0f !ompressor or
turbine disks
b Failurm of turb~ne blades

Immediate lobs of thrust or flameut, coofirmed by
instrument readings; possible critl,ýal seconda.y dai.nge if
engine case does not contain fractured parts; pikot will abort
takeoff if prior to takeoff-refusal speed, owherwke will land
at nearest suitable airport; engine chan3e vq•zied

2 Failure of parts whose fracture
does not cause critical secondary
damage:

Immediate loss of ýhrust or flameout, craiirmed by
instrument readings; operaional effects as for 1 A 3; engine
change required

Towershaft bearing or gear
failure
3 Failure resulting from general
deterioration without the fracture
of parts:
Deterioration of combustion
chambers, nozzle guide vanes,
compressor blades, etc.

Progressive loss of engine efficiency as sho~m by instrument readings; it desired thrust cannot be obtained
without exceeding maxiinum exhaust-gas temperature.
pilot will abort takeoff if prior to 'ikeoff-iefusal speed;
if airborne may continue flight at reduced pow,-r or shut
down engine and land at nearest suitable airpoe; engine
change may be required

,w' •I

such failures will immediately be evident to the operating crew. As for
any failure of the basic engine function, therefore, the answer to the first
decision-diagram question is yes.
The next step in the decision process is to determine the precise
nature of the failure consequences:
2 Does the failure cause a loss of function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect on operating safety?
Although the loss of thrust has no safety consequences, all items
whose failure involves secondary damage fall in the safety branch of
the decision diagram (see Exhibit 8.5).
Disks, for eximple, are subject to low-cycle fatigue failures, and when
they fracture, any fragments that cannot be contained by the engine
case can damage the nacelle, wing, or fuselage. Even if these projectiles
do not damage the aircraft structure, thete is the hazard of hot gases
escaping through the torn engine case. Ejected turbine blades present
the siame hazards. Turbine-blade failures have sometimes occurred with
no observable effect on thrust and no other evidence of failure (in this
case failure-finding inspections are necessary). However, they have also
been known to be ejected and cause critical secondary damage. There
is no way of knowing whether this problem has been overcome in the
present design, so in the interests of conservatism the blades have been
i:.cludect in this class of itemG.
The next step is Lo evaluate proposed scheduled-maintenance tasks.
A yes answer to the safety question means that no task can be considered effective unless it reduces risk of a functional failure to an acceptable level. From this point on, however, we must examine each failure
mode separately, because the applicability of a particular task will
depend on the faihlre cha'racteristics of the part. Our next question
therefore concerns a possible maintenance task for the disk:
4 Is an on-L .)dition task to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective?
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A low-cycle fatigue failure begins as a slip along crystallographic planes
in the metal, which progresses under repeated load applications until a
small crack eventually becomes visible. After this point, however, the
crack p-opagates very rapidly to the point of fracture. Most of the disks
are also inaccessible in the installed engine; thus even if it were possible
to define the crack as a potential -failure condition, the engine would
have to be removed and disassembled more frequently than is feasible,
An on-condition task is therefore not applicable to the disk.
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Redesign

EXHIBIT 8"5 The branch of the decision diagram used for analysis of
engine failures involving critical secondary damage,

A no answer to the on-condition question means we must look for
other tasks:

' 1

5 Is a rework task to avoid failures or 'educe the failure rate both
applicable and effective?

The conditional probability of disk failure does increase at an identifiable operating age. However, a rework task must restore the item's
original ýesistance to failure. For a part subject to metal fatigue no rework
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method has been found that will eliminate the material's "memory" of
repeated loads, so the answer to the rework question is no.

.

I

6 Is a discard task to avoid failures or reduce the failure rate both

applicable and effective?
Because on-condition inspections are not applicable, the manufacturer
has established a safe-life limit for the disk in each stage of the cornpressor and the turbine. One engine manufacturer uses a computer
model, based on material strength tests and stress calculations, that
simulates the in-service aging of the disk. This m-odel has been validated
by the results of developmental spin testing of many different disks
used in variou3 engine designs. The safe-life limit determined by this
technique is the operating age at which one disk per 1,000 will develop
a crack of 1/32 inch. The disks are designed to have safe lives ranging
from 10,000 to 20,000 hours, and these are the intervals that will be used
for the discard tasks.
The answer to the discard question is yes, and the analysis of this
failure mode is complete. Each type of disk is assigned a discard task
scheduled for the safe-life limit established for that disk. In this case
an on-condition task might also be assigned-an inspection for any
damage that might prevent attainment of the safe-life age, to be performed whenever the disks are accessible during the normal course of
repair work on the engine.
The failure process in turbine blades is somewhat different from
that in disks. The blades are in a hot-gas stream that exerts at rodynamic
forces on them. The forces pulsate as the blades pass by the stitionary

F
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failure. The propagation of fatigue cracks in blades, however, is much
slower than it is in chsks. In addition, the blades are subject to creep and
oxidation caused by the high temperature of the gases and to erosion
from solid particles in the gas. In this case on-condition inspection is
more promising:
4 Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective?
Potential failures can be defined for such conditions as oxidation, erasion, bladle-root wear, and fatigue cracks; therefore an on-conditiont task
is applicable. It will also be effective, since the blades can be inspected
at short enou~gh intervals to ensure that potential failures will preempt
functional failures. Thus the answer is yes, and analysis of this failure
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mode is complete.
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Oi-condition tasks for the blades would probably be specified at
two levels-on the aircraft and in the shop. For example, a botescope
inspection of all turbine blades on installed engines might be assigned
at an initial interval of 150 operating hours, with a "broomstick" check
of the fourth-stage turbine blades for looseness scheduled at intervals
of 300 to 400 hours. In addition, as part of the opportunity-sampling
program, an inspectior. of the blades for creep, heat dleterioration, cracks,
and wear at the roots would probably be schec ifled f.)r every shop visit
of the engine, with a threshold age of 500 hours.
Note that on some engines the first-stage liurbine nozzle guide
vanes would also fall into the class of items whose failure can cause
critical secondary damage, The nozzh. guide vanes on the Jf3D engine,
described in Exhibit 8.3, would therefore be analyzed through the safety
branch of the decision diigram. This erngine has a hollow shaft through
which an isotope pill can be inserted to expose radiographic film placed
on the engine case at the outer ends of th( vanes. The exposed film
shows the amount of bowing that has occurred, and also the remaining
clearance between the vanes and the adjacent turbine blades. Thus an
on-condition task is applicable, and it would be scheduled at intervals
short enough to prevent all critical failures.
In the engine wnder consideration here the same task would apply.
However, the JT8D engine has been designed so that bowing of the
nozzie guide vanes will cause thu ,xhaust-gas temperature to reach the
limit before the vanes reach a state in which they can intersect the turbine plane. Thus the ultimate effect of this failure mode in the JT8D
engine is a tunctional failure caused by engine inefficiency, rather than
a failure with critical secondary damage.

FRACTURES WITH NO CRITICAL SECONDARY DAMAGE

The second class of powerplant items is subjcct to fractures that io not
cause critical secondary damage (although the secondary Janiale is
often expensive). Typical items in this class are the towershaft bearing
and the towershaft gears. Failure of either of these items will .esult ',ni
inability to drive the engine-mounted accessories, including the fuel
pump, and the engine will flame out. We know, therefore, that the failure will be evident to the operating crew. SinCL a loss of thrust is not
critical and this class of failure modes has no critica! secondary effects,
we also know that there are no safety consequences.
A no answer to the safety question brings us to the question of operational consequences:
3

Does the fzilure kave a direct advers, effect on operational

capability?
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EXHIBIT 866 The branch of the decision diagram used for analysis of
engine failures that do not involve critical secondary damage.
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The answer to this question is yes, because any failure of the basic
engine function has operational consequences. Since these consequences are economic, scheduled maintenance is desirable if it is costeffective. Hence we must examine all applicable tasks on this basis (see
Exhibit 8.6).
Bearing and gear failures are caused by fatigue, perhaps accelerated
by inadequate or contaminated lubrication. The failure process begins
with spailing and fine cracks on the bearings and wear and fine cracks
in the gears. Eventually fiagments of metal are chipped from theworking

4
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surfaces, and when the integrity of the hard surface has been lost, complete disintegration proceeds rapidly.
8 Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective?
In some cases fragments of shed metal can be detected by inspection
of magnetic plugs and oil screens, and the existence of these metal particles can be defined as a potential failure. While such inspections ace
applicable, they miss a large number of potential failures. They are costeffective, however, because the discovery of even one potential failure
more than offsets the cost of years of such inspections. Thus the answer
is yes for these tasks, and they would be included in the program.
The real control of gear and bearing failures comes from on-condition inspections performed when the engine is in the shop. Visual
inspection of the balls, rollers, races, and gear teeth for cracking, wear,
or deformation, using 10- to 30-power magnification, has been found
to identify most potential failures. The bearings and gears are put in
the opportunity-sampling program to establish the optimum interval
for shop inspections, and the analysis of these items is complete.
FAILURES CAUSED BY DETERIORATION

secondary
damage-with
parts can cause
Whereas
or
withoutfractured
safety consequences
-a extensive
large number
of engine
failures are
the result of deterioration that does not involve the fracture of any part.
When some part of the engine is not functioning efficiently, more and
more throttle is required to attain the desired thrust. This increases the
fuel flow, and thus the exhaust-gas temperature, which may further
accelerate deterioration of the parts involved. Eventually one of the
engine operating parameters, usually the exhaust-gas temperature, will
be exceeded before the desired thrust is reached, and a functional failure of the engine has occurred. Items involved in this class of failure
modes are the airseais, compressor blades, combustion chambers, and
in this engine the turbine nozzle guide vanes.
engine power is evident to the operating crew
and The
has ieduction
no safety in
consequences.
Suchl failures will still
operational consequences, however, because the engine may have
be replaced
after the airplane lands. Hence analysis of the items in this category also
falls in the operational-consequences branch of the decision diagram,
where scheduled maintenance is desirable if it is cost-effective.
Compressor blades are exposed to ero',ion and airseals to wear,
causing losses in aerodynamic efficiency. Since the burner cans and the
turbine nozzle guide vanes are in the gas path, they are also subject to

I:
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EXHIBIT 87 A worksheet showing the results of analysis for the
primary engine function of the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 powerplant.
The references in the first column are to the failure modes listed for
the primary engine function in F -hibit 8.4.

POWIRFIANT DECISION WORItSHEET type of aircraft
type of engine

Boeing 727
Pratt & Whitney JTSD-7

item name Propulsion powerplant
responses to decision-diagram questions
ref.
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A
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item number
prepared by

T. M. Edwards

reviewed by

F. S. Nowlan

proposed task

initial interval

Remove and discard all compressor and turbine disks at life limit

Manufacturer's safe-life limit for
each type of disk

Borescope inspection cf all
turbine blades

50 flight cycles or 150 hours,
whichever is first

Broomstick check of fourth-stage
turbine blades for looseness

300 to 400 hours

Inspect all turbine blades for
wear, creep, and cracking

During engine shop visit; use
opportunity sampling to establish
best frequency, initial threshold
500 hours

Check magnetic plugs and screens
for metallic particles

300 to 400 hours

Inspect all towershaft and drivetrain elements for wear, deformation, and cracking

During engine shop visit; use
opportunity sampling to establish
best frequency, initial threshold
500 hours

Borescope inspection of combustion chambers, nozzle guide vanes,
liners, supports, and seals visible
through hot-section access ports

50 flight cycles or 150 hours,
whichever is first

Borescope inspection of seventh- to
thirteenth-stage compre.,sor blades,
stators, spacers, and seals visible
through compressor access ports

150 flight cycles or 450 hours,
whichever is first

Inspect all rotating parts, gas-path
parts, hot-section parts, and main
bearings for wear, deformatitn,
and cracking

During disassembly for engine
repair; use opportunity sampling
to establish best frequency,
initial threshold 500 hours
SECTION 8.3
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heat deformation. All these deterioration processes occur slowly and at
a relatively constant rate, a situation which favors on-condition inspec8san on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable

adeffective?

The answer is yes for most of these items, such as compressor blades,
combustion chambers, and nozzle guide vanes. Their condition can be
ascertained by borescope or radioisotope inspections while the engine
is still installed, and the rate of deterioration is slow enough to identify
at the potential-failure stage.
Since the hot section usually suffers the most rapid deterioration
in a new engine, borescope inspections might be scheduled for the
combustion-chamber outlets, nozzle guide vanes, and surrounding
liners, supports, and seals at an initial interval of 50 flight cycles or 150
operating hours, whichever comes first.* Next to the hot section, theA
high-pressure compressor has the highest rate of deterioradon. Thus

r

borescope inspections of the seventh- to thirteenth-stage compressor
blades might be scheduled for an initial interval of 150 to 200 flight
cycles or 450 to 600 operating hours.
In addition to these scheduled inspections on installed engines,
most of the rotating parts, gas-path parts, hot-section parts, and bearings would be assigned to shop inspection of opportunity samples,
with an initial age threshold of perhaps 500 hours. During these inspections the dimensions and condition of each part are compared with the
"acceptable for service" limits established by the manufacturer. Parts
that have deteriorated beyond these limits are repaired or replaced and
parts within the limits are returned to service.
Note that taking the engine out of service because the exhaust-gas
temperature exceeds a defined limit is in itself a form of on-condition
action, since this limit is established to prevent expensive damage to
the combustors, turbine blades, vanes, and liners. One might wonder,
therefore, why additional on-condition tasks are directed at these items.
The reason is that increased exhaust-gas temperature measures the total
efficiency of all gas-path parts. Thus the temperature might be within
the limit if most parts were in good condition, even if one part -say,
the nozzle guide vanes - had deteriorated beyond the point of economical repair. In the interests of economy, then, it is better to inspect the
nozzle guide vanes and judge them by their individual condition than
to wait for the temperature to reach the limit. This concept becomes
increasingly important for in-service engines, which are composed of
parts of diverse ages as a result of the normal repair cycle.
216
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*These low initial intervals represent the practices followed in the mid-1960s.

1

It is also important to bear in mind that this analysis is based on a

redundant engine installation. The engine is one of three in a multiengine airplane. If this engine were installed in a single-engine aircraft, analysis of the same items would lead to completely different
results, because in this case a loss of function might in itself constitute
a critical failure. The analysis of all failure modes involving a major loss
of thrust would therefore fall in the safety branch, where any applicable
tasks would be scheduled regardless of cost effectiveness. The criteria
for task applicability would remain the same, however; thus scheduled
rework would still be applicable only for those engine parts whose
conditional-probability curves show both an identifiable wearout age
and a high probability of reaching that age without failure. Since an
item subject to numerous failure modes rarely satisfies these conditions
(see Section 2.8), scheduled rework of the entire engine would be unlikely to make a significant difference in its operating safety.
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FAILURES OF SECONDARY
ENGINE FUNCTIONS

In addition to the basic engine function of providing specified thrust, failure to drive accessories
three secondary functions have been listed for the Pratt & Whitney failure to supply pneumatic
JT8D) engine under consideration. These functions and their associated sse
failure to provide reverse thrust
functional failures and failure modes are listed on the continuation
worksheet shown in Exhibit 8.8. One of these functions, to drive the
engine-mounted accessories, has two failure possibilities: inability to
drive any of the accessories and the inability to drive a particular accessory. The failure modes that cause a total inability to drive any of the
accessories are associated with bearing and gear failures in the towershaft drive train, discussed in the preceding section. The inability to

~drive individual accessorics could be defined as a separate functional

failure for each accessory. From the standpoint of the engine, however, we can consider this case as a single functional failu,ýe with several
failure modes.
The first question, as before, is whether failure of the engine to
drive some one of the accessories will be evident:
1 Is the occurrence of a failure evident to the operating crew during

perfrmace o nomalduties?
The performance of each engine accessory is monitored by means of
cockpit instrumentation, and a malfunction of any accessory would beJ
evident from the instrument readings (see Exhibit 8.8). Thus the answer
to this question is yes for all failure modes.
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EXHIDIT 8"8 Continuation information
worksheet for the secondary
functions of the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7
powerplant.

CONMIruATyON WOMHURT

type of aircraft

Doting 727

type of engine

Pratt & Whitney JTSD-7

Item numaber

item name Propulsion powerplant
vendor part/model no.

.T8D-7

functions

2 To drive the engine-mounted
accessories

functional failures

A Inability to driwv any engine
accessory

B Inability to drive one of the

engine accessories

3 To provide high-pressure air
to the pneumatic system

A

4 To provide reverse thrust for
braking assistance

A Inability to provide reverse
thrust

Does not provide sufficient
bleed air (pneumatic pressure)

B Thrust reverser jammed
during reverse-thrust sequence

*
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page

no. per aircraft

of

prepared by

T. M. Edwards

date

2/14/78

section

reviewed by

F. S. Nowlan

date

2/14/78

module

approved by

I

3

2

failure modes
Failure of main-gearbox drive

2

date

failure effects
Instruments show no output from any accessory; engine
flameout; pilot will abort takeoff if prior to takeoff-refusal
speed, otherwise will land at nearest suitable airport; engine
change required

1 Failure of constant-speed-drive
generator splines

Instruments show no output from one generator; crew will
disconnect generator from constant-speed drive as a
precaution; aircraft :an be dispatched with one generator
inoperative

2 Failure of hydraulic-pump drive
splines

Instruments show no pressure from one pump; crew will
disconnect pump for completion of flight; gearbox or engine
change required at destination

3 Failure of fuel-pump drive
splines or bearings

Instruments show no output from fuel pump; engine flameout, with operational effects as for 2 A !; gearbox or engine
change required

4 Failure of oil-pump drive
bearings

Instruments show loss of oil pressure, requiring engine
shutdown; operations, effects as for 2 A 1; engine change
required

1 Burst saddle duct

Loss of some pneumatic pressure, instruments show increased
fuel flow, exhaust-gas temperature, and engine speed; heat
damage to insulation and hoses, with probable fire warning
resulting in ergine shutdown; operational effects as for 2 A 1;
engine change required

Burst pneumatic-actuator supply
•,ct
I Binding due to wear of
mechanical components

Instruments show thrust revelser inoperative, loss of
braking assistance from one engine; may require correction
before further dispatch
Instruments show thrust reverser active; correction required
before futher dispatch

7

hel-

This brings us to the question of possible safe#- consequences:
2

n ..--

'

a loss of function or secondary damage

that could have a di. t.ct adverse effect on operating safety?
Failure of certain of tl.e accessory drives, such as those for the fuel pump
and the oil pump, can lead to complete loss of thrust from the engine,
but an e'1gine shutdown does not in itself affect safety. Recent engines,
iniuding this one, hcve also been designed so that accessory-drivr, parts
do not penetrate the case. There is ti--refore no exposure to critical
secondary damage from these failures, and the answer to this question
is no.

i

3 Does the failure have a direct adverse effect on operational
ca. Ibility?
The airplane usually cannot be dispatched when one of the enginedriven accessories is inoperative (this information would appear on
the information worksheets for the pertinent systems items). If the problem is caused by a failure of the internal accessory drive, however,
it is necessary to repair or replace the engine before further dispatch.
Thus any failure of the accessory drive train has operational conseq ,ences, and scheduled maintenance is desirable if it is cost-effective.
To -.'aluate proposed tasks we must consider the failure process:
8 Is an on---'ndition task to detect potential failures both applicable
and effective?
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Spline wear in each of the accessory drive trains is a major source of
trouble, and we know that on-condition inspections to measure spline
wear are applicable. Hence the answer to this question is yes. The
accessory drive shafts, gear, and bearings are assigned to the shop
oppor, unity-sampling program to determine the most effective inspectien interval; in addition, the splines in the accessory gear box are scheduled for inspeclion on the aircraft whenever an accessory is changed.
The third function of the enigine is to provide high-pressure air
for the pneumatic system, a I one failure mode is a burst bleed-air
duct. In a powerplan' analysis we wuuld be concerned with the ducting that is part of the quick-engine-change assembly; this includes
the sixth-, eighth-, and thirteen th-stage saddle ducts. Downstream ducting is analyzed either as part of the pneumatic system or as part of the

A
11

I

I
*.q'

i

I
I

system it serves. A burst saddle duct in any of these stages will be evident to the operating crew. Cockpit instrumentation shows the pressure
in the duct to the cabin air-conditioning system, but hot air from the
duct will also trigger a fire warning, and the free escape of bleed air will

affect engine performance.
Because of the fire-warning system, ti~is type of faiiure is not
critical. Although hot thirteen th- stage bleed air may burn wiring insulation and char hoses, the most serious effect is the need to shut down
an engine after a fire warning. Such a failure does have operational
consequences, however, since the airplane cannot be dispatched until
the burst duct is repaired. Thus once again we are concerned only with
the cost effectiveness of proposed maintenance tasks.
ledExamination of the failure process shows that stresses in the duct
ledto the development of fine cracks, which can be detected by oncondition inspections. Experience with earlier equipment has shown
that such inspections will not identify all potential failures. However,

this task can be performed on installed engines and can be scheduled
for short intervals. An on-condition task is therefore both applicable
and cost-effective, and our analysis of this type of failure is complete.

The fourth function of the engine is to provide reverse thrust toI

F

assist in braking the airplane, and this function is also subject to two
failure possibilities: either the reverser will not operate at all or it jams
during the reversing sequence. The only predictable mode for the first
type of failure is bursting of the pneumatic supply duct to the actuator,
whereas the second type of failure can be caused by wear in many
different parts of the mechanical linkages. The cockpit instruments
include a light that indicates when the reverser has left its stowed position and is in transit to the reverse-thrust position. Inability of the
reverser to operate is therefore evident.
No credit is given to availability of reverse thrust in determining
the runway lengths required for landing and takeoff, and it is permissible to dispatch an airplane with one reverser inoperative. Thus the
failure of a reverser is not considered to have safety consequences.
The reverser does have great value in certain situations, however, such
as the need to avoid other aircraft on the runway or when braking
action is reduced by water or snow. For certain destination conditions
the operating crew may request that all reversers be operative at take-L
off. A reverser failure is therefore classified as having operational consequences, although these consequences will not be involved under
all circumstances. Inspection of the pneumatic supply ducts would be
scheduled for the same work package as inspection of the engine pneumatic ducts, as shown in Exhibit 8.9.
The second type of failure, jamming of the reverser in the reverse,thrust position, is also evident, since there is a cockpit warning light
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EXHIBIT 8S9 A worksheet shv -ing tV" results of analysis for the
secondary engine functions of the Prai & Whitney JTMD-7
powerplant. The reference, in the first colum are to the functions,
functional failures, and failure modes listed in Exhibit 8.8,
WOUKSU•IT

POEWIUtLANT DMhII

Item name

727

type of aircraft

Boehn

type of engine

Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7

Propulsion powerplant
responses to decidon-diagram questions

ref.

consequences
45

F

FF FM

1

2

3

2

A

I

Y

N

Y

.

B

I

Y

N

Y

2

Y

N

Y
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q10111h1345l16

"Y

Y

----

Y
Y.

2

B

3

Y

N

Y

3

B

4

Y

N

Y

-----

Y

3

A

1

Y

N

Y

----

Y

4

A

I

Y

N

Y

4

B

1

Y

N

Y

-
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page 2

of 2

Item number

prepared by T. M. Edwards

reviewed by F. S. Nowlan

proposed task

inijial interval

Same tasks as 1 A 2 for towershaft
drive-train elements
Inspect
wear all drive shafts for spline

Whenever accessory unit is
changed or is accessible during
engine shop visit

Inspect all accessory drive-train
elements for wear and cracking

During engine shop visit; use
opportunity sampling to establish
best frequency, initial Lhm.shold
500 hours

Inspect all engine pneumatic
ducts for heat distress, cracking,
and leaka

100 to 200 hours

Inspect thrust-reverser pneumatic
ducts for heat distress, cracking,
and leaks

100 to 200 hours

Inspect thrust-reverser linkages,
tracks, and actuator mechanism
for wear or binding

100 to 200 hours
A
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that indicates when the reverser is in this position. In this case the
failure clearly has operational consequences. V'-ar and binding in the
thrust-reverser mechanism are signs of reduced resistence to failure.
On-condition inspection is therefore applicable. and the various linkages, actuators, and tracks would be sched'tled for inspection at the
same time as the supply ducts.

8 5

THE ROLE OF AGE EXPLORATION

sample-inspection requirements
the opportunity-sampling
program
age exploration and product
improvement
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The preceding analysis covers only a few of the tasks that would be
these
It isisapparent
powerplant
an initial
included inhowever,
treated asfrom
a signifithat
when the program.
engine itself
examples,
cant item, the parts that cause it to fail will generally be assigned only
two types of tasks. Some parts whose failure could cause critical secondary damage will be asoigned safe-life discard twsks, but most parts are
assigned on-condition tasks, often as part of an ovportunit}v-sampling
age-exploration program.
The reason no failure-finding tasks were assigned has to do with
the level of the analysis. The fracture of a single compressor blide or
guide vane does not cause a perceptible reduction in engine thrust
and since it also may not result in any secondary damage, the failure of
individual blades and vanes may not be evident to the operating crew.
Viewed from the parts level, each of these failures would be classified as
a hidden functional failure. Similarly, at the assembly level erosion Uf
these parts beyond the acceptable limits would be defined as a hidden
failure, since this condition would not necessarily be apparent from the
overall exhaust-gas temperature. At the engine levei, however, these
conditions become potential failures for the engine itself, and in both
cases on-conuition tasks have been specified. The periodic insrFctions
assigned to the compressor blades and the nozzle guide vanes would
reveal any fractured elements as well as other forms of deterioration.
Note that the initial program also contains no rework tasks for
individual items. This is partly because there is no information at this
stage to support their applicability and partly because on condition
tasks are applicable to so many engine parts. After the equipment enters
service the abundance of opportunity samples results in a very rapid
accumulation of operating data on engines. Thus the applicability and
cost-effectiveness of rework for specific items can be established by the
time the first few airplanes in the fleet reach a proposed rework age.
Even when age exploration does show that certain items would benefit
from scheduled rework, however, the intervals at which such tasks are
cost-effective may vary widely for different items. Since there are no
rework tasks that can be consolidated into a single work package to be

L!
4.!

Id
,'

I.

performed at some specified operating age, complete rework (scheduled
overl :'\ of the entire engine iq uni .ely to be justified at any point
if, itL operating life, let alone in an initial program.

.

An age- exploration program is required for all new aircraft engines.

:

In most cases th'ý requirement calls for the inspection of sets of parts
equivalent to two or three complete engines before any installed engine
exceeds a snecified operating age, say, 1,500 hours. The use of opportunity samples from eng; tes that have aged to a specified lower limitperhaps 500 or 1,U00 hours-is permitted to satisfy this requirement. If
t here are not enough premature removals to provide the required samFles, it may be necc,ýsary to remove and disassemble engines that have
reached the 1,500-hour lirtit for the sole purpose of inspecting their
parts. After the condition of the parts is evaluated, the upper limit for
complete sets of parts way be extended, say, to 3,000 hours.

-

The requirement for wtnole-engine samplinp
usually dropped
after two such inspections, but there will be conti. _,ing age exploration
for certain selected items. The sampling in this case may also be based
on two threshold limits for each item. The inspection information is
useful in assessing the effects of age only if the item has aged to the
lower limit. With this type of program any units of the item that have
aged to the upper threshold must be inspected even if additional disassembly of the engine is necessary to reach them. Such units are termed
forced samples, in contrast to the opportunity samples of parts available
for inspection during the normal course of disassembly. Both threshold
limits are ordinarily extended after two or three samples of an item have
been inspected and found to be in satisfactory condition.

I

age-exploration plan based entirely on opportunity sampling. This concept involves a lower threshold limit and a sample size of one unit. The
first opportunity sample whose age exceeds an initial lower limit is
inspected, and if the inspection findings are satisfactory, twe age of this
sample unit becomes the new threshold limit. As a result, documented
sample information increases steadily in small age increments, with the
age of the olde: ý inspection sample roughly parallel at all times to the
age of the oldest installed engine (see Exhibit 5.9 in Chapter 5). It is
perferable in this type of program that the inspection samples not be
reworked before they are reinstalled unless their condition is, judge,
unacceptable for continued service. In this way t! , time since' rework
is not zeroed out, and it is possible for sampling to proceed rapidly to
units of higher ages,
At some age the condition of the units inspected will show enough
deterioration to identify the appropriate intervals for first and repeat
inspections of all units of the item. In this case the condition defined as
a potential failure would be based on an inspection interval roughly

1

i

I
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Operating age since last shop visit (flight hours)

EXHIBIT a8-t

The results of successive age-reliability analyses of

the Pratt & Whitney JT8D3-7 engine after it entered service.
(United Airlines)

equal to the interval between successive shop visits of the engine (the
mean time between removals). As an alternative, the sampling threshold
may be held at a fixed age limit to accumulate more information on the
condition of parts at that particular age. If this additional information
shows that a large proportion of the units are reaching the potentialfailure point at a fairly well-defined age, a rework task might be asplacement cost, a discard task might be specified for a slightly higher
age.
conducted. as part of the age-exploration activities after the Pratt &
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Whitney JT8D engine entered service. Each curve represents all premaueremovals, both those resulting from on-condition inspections
and those iesulting from crew-reported malfunctions. While the first
few curves show a very high conditional probability of failure, complete
engine overhauls at an age low enough to affect the premature-removal
rate would have grounded the fleet (engine overhauls take about 45
days). If the data had been partitioned to show the respective contributions of potential anid functional failures to the total premature removals,
it would also be apparent that the potential failures were much more
age-related than the functional failures. In other words, on-condition
inspections were effectively removing faulty units from service at a
much earlie.- stage than would have been feasible with any rework age
limit.

I

In this case actuarial analysis of the premature- removal data identified the dominant failure modes, which were in the hot section of the
engine, and redesign of the parts most susceptible to rapid heat deteri-

oration resulted in the ultimate reliability shown by the
final curves.

Apart from the fact that complete engine overhauls would have represented a needless expenditure on the other sections of the engine, which
were in excellent condition, they would have impeded improvement of
the engine itself. If all parts of the engine had been zero-timed at fixed
intervals, there would have been no means of determining the actual
potential-failure ages of individual items and improving the inherent
reliability of the engine accordingly. In the powerplant division age
exploration in fact plays a dual role. On one hand, it provides a means
of determining the actual maintenance requirements of each engine
itemn, and on the other, it provides the information necessary to improve
the overall safety and operating reliability of the engine. This latter role
is an integral part of the development process for any new engine.

LI

CHAPTER NINE

rcm analysis of structures
division consists of all the load-carrying elements of the
airplane. These include not only the basic airframe - the fuselage, winss,
and tail assembly -but a variety of other assemblies and components
that are subjected to loads:
THE STRUCTURE

10,

The landing gear (except brakes, tires, and retraction mechanisms)

b0 Movable flight-control surfaces and high-lift devices (except their
associated actuators and gearboxes)
Do Integral fuel tanks
10 Powerplant pylons, supports, and cowlings
10 The aircraft skin
o-

Doors, hatches, windshields, and cabin windows

l

Internal partitions, decks, and braces

0.

Connecting elements such as brackets and clips

Airplane structures are subject to many types of loads during operation gust loads, maneuvering loads, landing loads. The magnitude and frequency of these loads depend on the nature of the operating environment, although in general low loads will occur frequently and peak loads
will be encountered very infrequently. The structure must therefore be
designed in terms of all its load spectra and must be so strong that it is
extremely unlikely to encounter any load it cannot withstand during
its intended type of operation. The role of scheduled maintenance is
to find and correct any deterioration that would impair this loadcarrying capability.
Unlike systems and powerplant items few failures short of a critical
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failure will be evident to the operating crew. The ultimate effects of

J

I

most functional failures, however, have a direct impact on safety; hence

RCM analysis of all structurally significant items falls in the safety

branch of the decision diagram. In this case there are only two task outcomes: on-condition inspections for all items, with the addition of a
discard task for safe-lite elements. The focus in developing a structure
program, therefore, is not on a search for applicable and effective tasks.
Rather, it is on determining an appropriate inspection interval for each
item. All parts of the structure are exposed to the age-related processes
of fatigue and corrosion, but these processes interact and are not entirely
predictable. Thu s even for an airplane that embodies well-known mateAals, design practices, and production processes, the int.'!rvals assigned
in an initial program are only a small fraction of the age at which any

I'

evidence of deterioration is anticipated. In fact, the inspection plan
itself merely delineates the start of structural age-exploration activities.

9A

4

CHARACTERISTICS OF
STRUCTURAL ITEMS

The structure of an airplane consists of numerous ':dividual assemblies,
As an integral unit, however, it performs a variety of functions, a few of
which can be 1efiri~d as follows:

design strength
the fatigue process
factors that affect fatigue life
structurally significant items

No To enable aerodynamic lifting forces to balance the weight of the
arlneesr oblneardnmcda
1-To provide mounts for the powerplants that produce the thrust

airplane

.
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11ýTo provide the means (landing gear) for making a transition from
air to ground operation
1-To provide volumes for carrying fuel
N-To provide space and mounting points for the various systems
required for operating capability
N-To provide space with a suitable environment (often pressurized)
for the operating crew and the payload to be carried
Loads are imposed on the structure during the performance of these
functions, and if any major assembly cannot withstand them, the
structure experiences a functional failure. Thus the basic function of
individual assemblies or structural members is to withstand the loads
imposed on them without collapsing or fracturing.
Many of the functions !isted above are of such a nature that a functional failure would have an immediate effect on operating safety;
hence the design practices followed for the structure ensure that failures

I

are extremely unlikely. Whereas other parts of the aircraft are designed

to facilitatke reports of functional failures by the operating crew, the
crew will rarely be in a position to report structural failures (although
there are occasional crew reports of failed landing gear and high-lift
devices).
It is also very difficult and expensive to replace parts of the structure. Systems and powerplant items are continually changed throughout the operating life of the aircraft; hence on any in-service airplane
these items are likely to be of widely varying ages. In contrast, structural
elements are repaired, often by the Luse of doublers, and they are also
modified, but they are rarely replaced. Consequently, except for those
parts added as repairs or modifications, nearly all parts of the structure

I

on any given airplane will be of the same age. Since all structural ele-

ments are subject to a primary failure process that is directly related to
total age, the structure as a whole is designed to a goal of failure ages
far longer than the expected operating life of the airplane.
LUESIGN STRENGTH
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Airplane structures are designed to withstand many different kinds of
loads, such as those causcd by air turbulenoe, flight maneuvers, landirigs, and takeoffs. For commercial transport airplanes manufactured
in the United States, each of these load requirements is defined by FAA
airworthiness regulations. For aircraft operating in other contexts, load
requirements are specified either by the appropriate airworthiness
authority in the case of civil aviation or by the purchasing organization
in the case of military aviation. Individual design-load requirements
are stringent enough to ensure that a more severe load situation would
be extremely improbable in the operating environment for which the

airplane is designed. For example, one of the load requirements for
structures in the commercial-transport category is defined as follows:*
25.341 Gust Loads
a The airplane is assumed to be subjected to symmetrical vertical
gusts in level flight. The resulting limit load factors must correspond to the conditions determined as follows:
I Positive (up) and negative (down) rough air gusts of 66 fps
at V, [the design speed for maximum gust intensity] must
be considered at altitudes between sea level and 20,000 feet.
The gust velocity may be reduced linearly from 66 fps at
20,000 feet to 38 fps at 50,000 feet.
2 Positive and negative gusts of 50 fps at V(, [the design cruising speed] must be considered at altitudes between sea level
nd 20,000 feet. The gust velocity may be reduced linearly
iroln 30 fps at 20,000 feet to 25 fps at 50,000 feet.
3 Positive and negative gusts of 25 fps at VI, [the design dive
speed] must be considered at altitudes between sea level
and 20,000 feet. The gust velocity may be reduced linearly
from 25 fps at 20,000 feet to 12.5 fps at 50,000 feet.
During the development and certification of any new aircraft the
manufacturer conducts numerous tests to confirm that each structural
assembly can withstand the specified design loads without damage or
permanent deformation. Design loads with this objective are called limit
loads. There are also requirements that the structure be able to withstand at least 150 percent of the limit load without collapsing (experiencing a functional failure). When design loads are factored upward
in this way they are called ultimate loads. The present airworthiness
requirements for design strength have been effective in protecting
against functional failures as long as the specified load-carrying capabilities of the structure are preserved.
After the airplane enters service the operating organization is
responsible both for preserving the design strength of the structure and
also for ensuring that the operating gross weight of the airplane does
not exceed the maximum weight at which the structure can satisfy the
various load requirements.
THE FATIGUE PROCESS

All the loads to which an aircraft structure is subjected are repeated
many times throughout the course of its operating life. Although any
single load application may be only a fraction of the load-carrying
capability of the element, the stress imposed by each one reduces the
*F'deral Aviation Reiulatio,'s, Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category Airplanes,
sec. 25.341, effective February 1, 1965.
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Applied load (cyde)
EXHIBIT 9.1 Model of the effect of fatigue on the strength of a
single structural element exposed to cyclic loads.

remaining margin of failure resistance. Eventually, as a result of these
cumulative reductions, a small crack will appear in the metal. Until the
crack reaches the stage at which it is visible, there is little change in
the strength of the affected element. Thereafter, as internal stresses
cause the crack to propagate, the strength of the element is reduced at an
ever-increasing rate.
The fatigue process thus has two aspects. Because the effects of
repeated loads are cumulative, as the operating age increases, the age
interval before a crack will appear decreases-that is, there is a reduction in the remaining time before crack initiation, the appearance of a
visible crack. The operating age at which a fatigue crack first appears in
a structural item is termed the fatigue life of the item.* The second aspect
is the reduction in the strength, or load-resisting capability, of the item
associated with crack propagation. Both fatigue life and the rate of crack
propagation vary not only with the material from which the item is
made, but also with its size and shape and the manufacturing process
by v hich it was produced. For this reason fatigue tests must be conducted on actual structural elements and assemblies to determine their
individual fatigue characteristics.
The fatigue process in a single structural element is illustrated in
Exhibit 9.1. When the structure is new the element can withstand an
ultimate load, or 150 percent of its design limit load. As the element ages
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*The term fatigue life is also used to denote the age at which a fract,.re occur, as a result
of fatigue. In this discussion fatigue life always means the time to crack initiation.
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in service its failure resistance (time to crack initiation) decreases with
repeated load applications until a fatigue crack appears. Up to this point
its load-resisting capability is relatively unchanged. Now, however,
the crack will propagate, and the strength of the element will decrease
accordingly. At some point the crack will reach a length at which the
element can no longer withstand the limit load; it then becomes a critical
crack. If this element is subjected to the limit load it will fracture immediately, but even when the continued loads are much lower than the
limit load, the rate of crack growth will become so rapid that a fracture
cannot be prevented by scheduled maintenance.
If the item that fractures is a monolithic element and is not part of
a redundant assembly, this functional failure is usually critical. If the
item is one element of a multiple-load-path assembly, the fracture
reduces the load-carrying capability of the assembly but does not result
in a complete loss of function. The resulting redistribution of the load
to the remaining elements does, however, accelerate the fatigue process
in those elements. This situation is illustrated in Fxhibit 9.2. The cracking or fracture of the first element reduces the residual strength of the
assembly. After this the !oad-carrying capability will remain relatively
constant until a crack initiates in a second element, which results in a
transitinn to a still lower residual strength. The amount of reduction in
each case will depend on the contribution of each element to the total
strength of the assembly.
The difference between these two situations has led to two basic
structural-design practices to prevent critical failures. The older, and
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perhaps better-known, practice is safe-life design, which applies to
structural elements with little or no redundancy. A newer practice is
damage-tolerant(fail-safe) design. This term refers not only to redundant
fail-safe structure, but also to monolithic portions of the structure characterized by easily detected cracks with slow propagation rates. A structural assembly is said to be damage-tolerant if after the complete fracture of any one element it can still withstand the damage-tolerant loads
specified by the appropriate airworthiness authority. A monolithic item
is considered damage-tolerant if the rate of crack propagation is slow

enough for at leabt two inspections to be feasible during the intervalI
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from crack initiation to a crack of critical length.
Suppose, for example, that the specified damage-tolerant load is
the design limit load treated as an ultimate load. This means that in its
intact condition a structural assembly must be capable of withstanding
the limit load without permanent deformiation, whereas after the failure
of one of its elements it must be able to withstand the same load without a functional failure. This specification is similar to the requirement
that the engines on a transport airplane provide sufficient residual thrust
for safe operation after a complete loss of thrust from one engine (or,
in certain situations, from two engines). The residual strength after a
single element fails is lower than desired for continuous operation.
However, it is still so high that the airplane is unlikely to encounter
dangerous loads during the time that will pass before the failed element
is discovered and repaired. The concept of damage-tolerant design
depends, of course, on an adequate inspection program.
It is rare for the failure of a single element to reduce residual strength
to the damage-tolerant level. In fact, depending on the degree of redundancy (number of load paths), the failure of some structural elements
has little effect on the assembly. Moreover, the design strength of most
elements is determined by the single highest load requirement, such
as that for landing loads, and their contribution to the strength of the
assembly may be less under other loading conditions. The appearance
of a fatigue crack in an element can therefore be defined as a potentialfailure condition, and since even the fracture of a single element is not
critical, on-condition inspections will be effective at intervals short
enough to ensure that not more than one element will fracture.
Most modem aircraft employ damage-tolerant design principles as
widely as possible, but there are some parts of the structure, such as the
landing gear, for which the criteria for damage tolerance cannot be met.
Consequently it is necessary to impose safe-life limits on these elements. Since fatigue is directly related to total operating age, the limit
is based on tests conducted to simulate operating loads in order to determine the fatigue life (time to crack initiation) for each element. Although
a safe-life discard task based on such fatigue tes fs is applicable, it cannot be considered effective in the case of structural elements because

they are exFosed to other deterioration processes that may preven~t the
safe-life limit from being achieved. Hence any safe-life structural items
must be supported by a combination of tasks - on-condition inspections
for corrosion and accidental damage and a safe-life discard task to ensure
that the item is removed from service before a fatigue failure can occur.
The replacement of safe-life items and the repair of fatigue damage
in othpr structural elements is both time-consuming and very expensive. Thus for econom.i reasons as well as safety reasons, the structure
of an aircraft is designed for high safe-life limits, and also for a long
fatigue life. The design goal for the Douglas DC-10, for example, was
a mean fatigue life (to crack inithtion) of 120,000 hours for the structure
as a whole, with the expectation that any individual airplane would be
free of any fatigue problems up to 60,000 hours.
FACTORS THAT AFFECT FATIGUE LIFE

The primary deterioration process in structure is fatigue. However, the
integrity of the structure is •. so threatened by manufacturing imperfections, accidental damage, overloads during operation, and corrosion.
All these factors can have a direct effect on structural strength and can
also accelerate the fatigue process itself. The age at which fatigue cracks
first appear in a given structural item may therefore vary widely from
one airplane to another, and structural inspections must begin long
before the age at which fatigue-test data indicate that a fatigue crack can
be expected.
One well-recognized manufacturing problem is assembly-induced
preload, a condition caused by design, fabrication, or assembly errors.
Exhibit 9.3 shows an example of a preload condition in an angle splice.
In this case a missing chamfer allows the edge of the angle to gouge
into the radius of the chord piece. When the horizontal joint is drilled
and bolted without proper shimming, a further effect is deformation
EXHIBIT 9.3 Example of a preload condition. Although the discovcry
of this condition on one airplane prompted an immediate inspection
of the entire fleet, only a few cases of preload were actually found.

Bulkhead chord

•

Proper chamfer

Angle

Missing chamfer

Deformation due to preload
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of the pieces. T1he result is either radial cracking at the joint or a splice
with such high imposed loads that it is highly susceptible to any small
additional loads. In either case the residual strength of the assembly
containing this chord and splice will deteriorate in a fraction of its intended design life. Fortunately the existence of a preload condition is
usually detected early in the age-exploration process, but its discovery
necessitates immediate inspection of the entire fleet to locate all defective units.
In addition to localized problems, all parts of the structure are
exposed to corrosion, the deterioration and ultimate destruction of aI
metal by its environment. There are many different forms of corrosion,
ranging from simple oxidation to electrolytic reactions. Like fatigue,
corrosion is age-related. It is not nearly so predictable, however, since
metals corrode at rates that depend on a complex of environmental
conditions and maintenance practices. Corrosion damage has a particularly adverse effect on structural strength. Unless it is detected at an
early stage, the localized loss of material will reduce the load-carrying
capability of the portion of the structure affected, and the resulting
increase in stress levels will accelerate the fatigue process in the remaining metal.
Most types of corrosion are observable as surface deterioration
which results in a measurable reduction in the cross section of the elemernt, Stress corrosion, however, is more difficult to detect. This form
of corrosion is caused by the combined effects of environment and
sustained or cyclic tensile stress, and it can lead to the spontaneous
collapse of the metal with no macroscopic signs of impending failure,
Stress corrosion develops as fine intercrystalline or transcrystalline
cracks in the metal itself. Since there may be no external evidence of

1<

deterioration, we must rely on such nondestructive techniques as eddycurrent inspection to detect this condition. In a moist environment

stress-corrosion cracking can occur under stresses much lower than
strength aluminum alloys that have been strengthened by heat-treating.
it can be caused by improper heat treatment, a poor choice of materials
for a particular set of conditions, or the lack of adequate protective
coatings. In some cases it may also be caused by the sustained stress
created by preload conditions.
Generally the areas that are exposed to dirt, moisture, and heat are
the most susceptible to corrosion, and properly applied and maintained
protective coatings are necessary to prevent deterioration. Particularly
short inspection intervals are required in such corrosion-prone areas
as fuselage bilges, the areas under lavatories and galleys, and cargo
pits to check for incipient corrosion and restore any deteriorated pr3236
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tective coatings.

STRUC•URALLY SIGNIFICANT ITEMS

Nearly all parts of an airplane structure are inspected at one time or
another, both to preserve the design strength of the structure and because deterioration detected in its early stages is relatively inexpensive
to repair Because of the cost and difficulty of replacing failed structural menoers, most such items might be viewed as significant on the
basis of economic consequences. However, the primary consideration
in determining structural significance is the effect that failure of an
element has on the residual strength of the remaining assembly and on
the functional capability of the overall structure. Thus safe-life elements
and damage-tolerant monolithic elements are classified as significant
because their failure would lead to a complete loss of function of a major
assembly either immediately or in the near future. Many elements of a
damage-tolerant assembly will also be classified as significant, depending on their contribution to the strength of the assembly and the significance of the assembly to the overall structure.
The generic term structurallysignificant item (SSI) is used to denote
each specific structural region that requires scheduled maintenance as
part of an RCM program to guard against the fracture of significant
elements. Such an item may be defined as a site which includes several
elements, it may be defined as the significant element itself, or it may
be defined in terms of specific regions on the element which are the
best indicators of its condition. In this sense a structurally significant
item is selected in much the same way as a functionally significant item,
which may be a system, .i subsystem, an assembly, or a significant part
in an assembly.
During the selection of structurally significant items consideration
is also given to the susceptibility of various partF of the structure to
corrosion and accidental damage. Thus the relative ranking of significant items takes into account not only the effect of the item's failure, but
also how soon a particular item is likely to cause problems. Consequently, although significant items are often defined in terms of specific
stress points, such is the joint between two structural members, an
entire area that is exposed to moisture, and hence to corrosion problems,
may al-,n be classified as significant. In this case specific stress points
within the area might be designated as separate items on the basis of
fatigue factors. Sometimes different surfaces of the same structural
element are designated as separate items, especially if different access
routes are required to perform the inspections.
In the development of a prior-to-service program thc. manufacturer
provides the initial designation of structurally significant items, since
at that time he is the only one in a position to identify safe-life and
damage-tolerant monolithic items, the effect of a failed element on the
strength of damage-tolerant assemblies, and the expected fatigue life
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and crack-propagation characteristics of each structural element. Although the numbering schemes differ from one manufacturer to another,
significant items are usually identified on the basis of a three-dimensional reference system that shows their exact physical location by
section or station or within a designated zone.
All structurally significant items are subjected to detailed inspections.
Many of these in pections are visual, but they must be performed at
close range and require special attention to small areas, such as a check
for corrosion in bolt holes. Others may entail the use of special equipment, such as x-ray or eddy-current devices. In addition to these detailed
inspections, many items also receive frequent general inspections, visual
checks for any obvious problems, which require no tools or disassembly
other than the opening of quick-access doors. These latter inspections
are performed as part of the preflight walkaround checks, the zonal program, and general external inspections, which include nonsignificant
portions of the structure as well. Thus, although the RCM structural
program includes only those items designated as structurally significant, every aspect of the structure is examined at one time or another to
ensure that any signs of fatigue, corrosion, or accidental damage will
be detected in their early stages.

A
9"2 THE STRUCTURAL INSPECTION PLAN
external and internal structure
structurally significant items

The structure of an airplane is exposed to random damage from contact
with loading or other ground equipment and from foreign objects such

structurai rating factors

as stones or ice on runways and bird strikes during flight. It is also

class number

subject to occasional severe loads during operation as a result of air
turbulence or hard landi igs. However, the chief causes of deterioration
(a reduction in failure resistance) are fatigue and corrosion, both of
which are age-related. Fatigye is related to the total operating age of the
structure, and corrosion is a function of the time since corrosion damage
was last repaired and antico rosion treatments were renewed. The objective of the structural inspection plan is to find and correct any -IPterioration of those items of greatest significance to the structural integrity
of the airplane, and to collect information on the aging characteristics of
less significant items by inspections of a sample of the fleet. The sampling
information may, of course, lead to inspection of certain items on every
airplane as evidence of these characteristics begins to appear.
Because deterioration in its early stages is relatively inexpensive
to repair, it is cost effective to inspect many structural items far more
frequently than would be required solely to prntect the airworthiness
of the arplane. General inspections of the external structure, for exampie, are scheduled very frequently because they can be performed

relative inspection intervals
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quickly and easily. External structural items are those portions of the

j
k

stnrcture that can be seen without removing any covering items or
opening any access doors. These general inspections will detect not
only accidental damage, but also any external signs of inte-nal deterioration, such as discoloration, popped rivets, buckled r
and fuel
leaks. This external evidence is often a specific design fea'. _. in damagetolerant structure, and the ease of external inspections makes it practical
and safe to l'ngthen the inspection intervals for the internal items
themselves.
Any part of the structure that is not visible externally is te'med an
internal structural item. Internal items are more difficult to inspect. Some
require only the opening of quick-access doors, but others require the
removal of floorboards, linings, and insulation or the disassembly of
other parts of the structure or of the aircraft systems. Internal significant
items, lhke external one ., receive detailed inspections. However, whereas
external inspections a.'e performed on every airplane, some internal
inspections are performed on only a portion of the fleet. In the powerplant division age exploration of internal engine items is based on a
continual flow of engines through ',ie repair shop, but structure does
not provide such opportunity sampte3-portions removed and sent to
the shop while the airplane remains in service. Thus the inspection program itself is the only vehicle for age exploration. The intervals assigned
in an initial program therefore represent only a fraction of the ages at
which any signs of deterioration are expected and, in effect, merely define the start of age exploration for each item.
The current practice in developing an initial structure program is
based on a rating scheme that makes full use of the designer's i.formation and the manufacturer's test data for the various structural elements. The first consideration is whether the portion of the structure
in question is i structurally significant item. If so, it will be assigned
a detailed inspection task, but the frequency of inspection will depend
on further considerations. If the item is on the underside of the airplane,
which is particularly susceptible to accikental damage, it will be in"spectedmore often than one on the upper surface. The inspection intervals for damage-tolerant items will be longer in general than those for
safe-life elements. In this case, however, the interval for internal items
wi!l depend on whether a damage-tolerakit as-.embly has been designed
to provide external evidence of internal damage. The general relationship of these considerationq is diagrammed in Exhibit 9.4.
The starting point for the development of a structure program is a
list of structurally significant items. Not all !hese items will be of the
same significance. The failure of some redundant elements, for example,
will cause a much greater reduction in residual strength than the failure
of others. Moreover, the test data on fatigue life, as well as differences

N
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in susceptibility to corrosion and accidental damage, will usually indicate that inspection of all items need not start at the same operating age.
To determine an appropriate interval for each item, therefore, it is
necessary to assess the following design characteristics:
P

The effect of failure of the item on residual s',-ength

EXHIBIT 9-4 A plan foi inspection of the complete structure.

Is this portion of the structure
structurally significant item?

MllM
ST1RUCTUILI. SIGNIFIC,
Receives detailed Inspection under

NONSIGNIFICANT STRUCTURAL IT.M
Recelves general inspection as paut

kCM structural inspection program

of other inspection programs

Is the assembly damage-tolerant
for failure of this item?

7"

Damage-toleiant item

Sate-life item

Rate for the following factors:

Rate for the following factoks!

10 Effect of failure on rebidual
strength

10 Susceptibility to corrosion
10 Susceptibility to dccidental
damage

1

Fatigue life

N

Crack-propagation rate

SSusceptibility

to corrosion

11 Susceptibility to accidental
damage
Convert ratings to class number

Convert ratings to class number

Establish inspection interval as a function
of class number, design goals, and operating
environment

Establish interval for general inspection
under walkarjund, zonal, or other non-RCM
program (see Chapter 10)
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The anticipated crack-free life (fatigue life) of the item

•

The crack-propagation characteristics of the item

P

Susceptibility of the item to corrosion

•

Susceptibility of the item to accidental damage

These five factors are used to develop inspection ratings for each item,
and the ratings are then transformed into a class number that identifies
the appropriate relative interval.
To illustrate, suppose the item is an internal structural element in
a damage-tolerant assembly. The first step is to rate each of the five
factos independently or a scale of 1 to 4, as outlined in Exhibit 9.5.
Thic, scale keeps the nunber of choices small, but r-.so avoids a middle
value, which would tcnd to be overused. Note that the ratings for fatigue life and c:rack t.ropagation for an internal item may be increased
by 1 ii there is external evidence of the item's failure. This does not
apply to corrosion ratings, however, since the objective is to inspect
often enough to prevent corrosion damage from reaching the stage at
which it would be evident externally. Nor does it apply to accidental
damage. Thus this particular internal item might be rated as having
very little effect on the residual strength of the assembly (4), moderate
fatigue life (2 + I = 3), rapid crack growth (1 + 1 = 2), moderate susceptibility to corros: a (2), and very little exposure to accidental damage (4).
The procedure for safe-life items is similar, except that these items
are rated for only two factors: corrosion and exposure to accidental
damage. A funct ,nal failure (fracture of the item) would reduce the
EXHIBIT 9,5 Rating scales for the five factors that determine
structural inspection intervals. Each structurally significant item is
ranked on a scale of 1 to 4 for each of the factors that apply. The
lowest of these rankings represents the class number assigned to
that item.
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residual strength to zero, and crack propagation is not a consideration
because a safe-life item cannot be allcwed to reach the point of crack
initiation. If it were feasible to defiiie a crack as a potential failure and
depend solely on on-condition inspections to ensure removal of the
item before the crack reached critical length, the item would have been
classified as damage-tolerant instead of safe-life.
While the ratings are clearly a matter of judgment, they make the
best possible use of the information that is available at the time. For
example, in assessing tne reduction in residual strength caused by the
fracture of a single element, consideration must be given not only to
the role of the element in relation to the load-carrying capability of the
assembly, but also to the role of the assembly itself in relation to the
overall structure. From the standpoint of the assembly, one determining
factor is tl e number of elements at the same site that can fail before
damage-tolerant capability is lost. The reduction is rated as major if
the failure of a second element would leave the assembly incapable of
supporting the damage-tolerant load; it would be rated as moderate if
the failure of two elements could be tolerated, and if the loads originally
carried by the two elements were of the same order of magnitude. Alternatively, the ratings can be based on the percentage of loss in residual
strength caused by the fracture of structural elements. For example, if
can be tolerated, a rating of 2 would be used
the
failure
of tworeduce
elements
if these
failures
the
margin between the ultimate and damage-

tolerant strength by 75 percent; a reduction of 50 percent would be rated
as 3, and a reduction of 25 percent would warrant a rating of 4.
In assessing fatigue life and crack-propagation characteristics the
working group would consider whether or not the item had undergone

reduction in residual strongth

fatigue life of element

no. of elements that can fail

without reducing strength
below damage-tolerant level

rating

ratio to fatigue-life
design goal

rating
iI
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fatigue and crack-propagation tests (if not, all the ratings would be
lower), whether the loads applied to the test items are representative
of the expected operating loads, and the results of the test in relation to
the fatigue-life goal for the airplane. In making corrosion ratings they
would consider previous experience with the anticorrosion treatments
used in manufacture, the type of environment in which the equipment
will be operated, and any specific problems related to the location of
the item in the equipment. Operation in a hot, humid environment close
to salt water, for exampk.. would affect corrosior ratings for the entire

I'structure.

In commercial aircraft those structural items adjacent to the

cargo pits, galleys, hot-air ducts, and lavatories are particularly susceptible to corrosion. Susceptibility to corrosion is difficult to rate,
since corrosion is a function of the operating environment, and for some
types of equipment evidence of corrosion might be acceptable at much
lower ages than it is for transport aircraft. Similarly, the susceptibility
of an item to accidentai damage will range from high for external items
exposed to foreign objects on runways to low for internal areas subject
to little traffic from maintenance personnel.
One way of rating the fatigue life and crack- propagation characteristics of an item is in terms of the fatigue-life design goal for the
structure as a whole. The design goal for the Douglas DC-10, for example, was an average fatigue life of 120,000 hours to crack initiation (about
40 years of airline service, or two operating lifetimes). An individual
item with an expected fatigue life of less than 120,000 hours would be
rated 1 for fatigue life, an item with an expected fatigue life of 120,000
to 180,000 hours would be rated 2, and so on. The ratings for crack propaEXHIBIT 9 6 Factors used to develop ratings for damagetolerant structurally significant items. In each case the item is
rated for the effect of a single failure on the residual strength
of the assembly.' the fatigue life of each item represents the
time if) crack initiation in relation to the fatigue-life design
goal for the structure as a whole.
crack-propagation rate

susceptibility to corrosion

susceptibility to accidental damage

rating
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2
3
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1/2
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of location

Very low

rating

2
3
4

gation would be based similarly on a ratio of the crack-propagation
interval for the item to .'-e overall fatigue-life design goal. Thus an item
with an interval of less than '15,000 hours from the time of crack initiation to critical crack length (or in the case of a redundant element, to
fracture of the element) would receive a rating of 1 for this factor.
Corrosion ratings can be developed in the same way, by comparing
the age at which corrosion is first expected to become ev~dent with the
fatigue-life design goal. The ratings for susceptibility to accidental
damage caitnot be expressed in terms of a reference age, but they aie
based on the item's resistance to damage, as well as the type and frequency of damage to which it is exposed.
Once the item under consideration has been rated for each of the
factors that apply, the lowest rating for any individual factor is assignedI
as the class number for that item.* The damage-tolerant item desicri')ed
above has ratings of 4, 3, 2, 2, and 4; hence its class number is 2. A safelife item rated 4 for corrosion and 1 for susceptibility to accidental
damage would have a class number of 1. The class number '. the basis

I

for the relative length of the initial inspection interval. The lower the

rating, the lower the class number, and therefore the shorter the inspection interval.
For damage-tolerant items the design goal can also serve as a reference for converting class numbers to inspection intervals. The interval
must be one that provides for at least two inspections during the crackpropagation interval; if the first inspection does not disclose a potential failure, the second one will. In addition, there should be 20 to 30
inspections before the expected appearance of a fatigue crack on the
most significant items, although there may be as few as five for those
of least significance. Such inspections not only protect the structure
from the effects of incipient corrosion and accidental damage, but also
make it possible to confirm that the design fatigue life has in fact been
There is no hard-and-fast rule for establishing initial inspection
intervals, because the rating process itself must be based on cautious
informed professional judgment. The scale outlined in Exhibit 9.7 does,
however, reflect current practice for commercial swept-wing jet transport
aircraft. This scale applies only to structural items that meet damagetolerant design criteria. Safe-life items must also be inspected to find
and correct any deterioration that could prevent attainment of the safelife limit. The ratings for corrosion and susceptibility to accidental
damage will provide rankings for the relative intensity of such inspections, but there is no accepted basis for converting the resulting class
numbers to actual intervals. This is because of the wide variations both
in susceptibility to such damage 3nd in the value judgments applied
244
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'The lowest number mrust be used because theie is no basis for tradeoffs between any of
the individual rating factors.

*itital inspection interval
as a fraction of fatiguelife design goal

class number assigned to item
as a result of ratings

1
2
3
4

1/24
1/12

1/8
1/6

notes
1 An Internal Item whose class number has been raised because of eternal
detectability will have an auociated external SSI with the clda number of the
internal item without this Increase.
2 Class I and class 2itema may be considered for higher initial intervals on
later aircraft after a sufficient number of Inspections on the original fleet have
shown no signs of deterioration.
3 Class 3 atd clam 4 items may be considered as candidates for total-time
fleet4leader sampling after pertinent operating infnmation-becomes available;
EXHIBIT 9.7 A suggested scale for converting class numbers to
relative inspection intervals for significant items in damage-tolerant
structure. In this case the initial interval is expressed as a fraction of
the fatigue-life design goal for entire structure. A similar scdle cannot
be used for safe-life elements because the only two factors rated
(susceptibility to corrosion and accidental damage) vary with the item
and the intended use of the equipment.

to ratings in individual operating contexts. Consequently the initial
intervals for safe-life elements are generally set it conservative values
which reflect their relative class numbers and are extended, if possible,
on the basis of the findings from these inspections after the equipment
enters service.
At this point let us examine some of the implications of Exhibits
9.6 and 9.7 and see how the starting and repeat intervals for structural
items relate to the fatigue characteristics of the item. Consider a case
in which the class number of an item results from its crack-propagation
rating. The relationships would be as follows:

class number

ratio of crack-growth
interval to fatiguelife design goal

ratio of inspection
interval to fatiguelife design goal

1
2
3
4

1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2

1/24
1/12
1/8
1/6
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In each case the inspection interval ensures three inspections betwee.-' the time of crack initiation and time at which the crack will reach
critical length. The intervals are therefore quite satisfactory for use as
repeat intervals to detect potential failures before the item actually fractures. However, these intervals are also used in the initial program to
define the ages at which inspections must be performed to begin theI
age-exploration process. The same interval will be used for the first,
second, and subsequent inspections of the item until there is sufficient
information to support a change. Such information will usually show an
absence of deterioration at lower ages, and it will then be possible to
start inspections on later-delivery airplanes at a higher age -that is, to
eliminate the first few inspections in the sequence.
Now suppose that the item in question has a class number of 1,
and that the ratings for residual strength and crack propagation are both
1. The inspection interval of 1/24 of the fatigue-life design goal is sufficiently conservative to protect a very significant item in damagetolerant structure. If both ratings are 2, the inspection interval will be
increased to 1/12 of the design goal. However, if the item has been rated
1 for residual strength and 2 for crack propagation, the class number is 1
and the inspection interval remains at 1/24 of the fatigue-life design
goal-a somewhat illogical but subjectively attractive increase in conservatism, both for protection of the item and for the intensity of age
exploration.
Low ratings for fatigue Lfe and exposure to corrosion or accidental
damage can lead in the same way to increased conservatism. Although
the intervals in Exhibit 9.7 are generally conservative, items with fail'.rapid crack-propagation characteristics may be far off the scale and may
require special treatment. This is frequently the case with serious unanticipated failures which occur after the airplane enters service, but then
real information is available for use in establishing the appropriate
intervals for first and repeat inspections.
While the question of when each item should first be inspected is
always believed to be of intrinsic importance in developing an initial
inspection program, it is an interesting paradox that the methods actually used to determine initial intervals can be explained only in terms
of repeat intervals, with in-service age exploration to establish which
multiple of these intervals should be used as the starting interval on
later-delivery airplanes. There has been a gradual extension of initialJ
inspection intervals as a result of satisfactory experience with in-service
aircraft, and further experience may well support substantially longer
initial intervals for designs incorporating familiar technology.
It is important to remember that the intervals suggested in Exhibit
9.7 are based on vast experience with various types of airplanes that
have employed similar materials, design practices, and manufacturing
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processes. They can therefore be applied with confidence to new types

of airplanes that represent an extrapolation of this experience. However,
if the aircraft designer is less experienced in this field, or if new types
of materials or new manufacturing or bonding processes are employed,
or if the equipment is to be opereted in an unfamiiiar environment
(such as supersonic transport), the initial intervals must be far more
conservative and the age-exploration activity more intensive. It goes
without saying that the effectiveness of an inspection program depends
on the proper identification of structurally significant items. it is essential, therefore, that all operating orga, izations report serious structural
deterioration at any age to central coordinating agencies, usually the
manufacturer and the regulatory agencies, who will evaluate them and
define new significant items, adjust inspection intervals, call for special inspections, or even require that modifications be made to the
structure.

9"3 ASSEMBLING THE REQUIRED
INFORMATION
Most of 03•e information required to develop an initial structural program must be supplied by the manufacturer. In addition to the test
data used to establish fatigue life and the effect of a failure on residual
strength, the working group must know the flight profile assumed as
the basis for fatigue-life design goals and the structural design philosophy that was followed. To determine appropriate inspection intervals,
they must also know whether the design characteristics include external
evidence of internal failures, what the accessibility of each item will be,
the physical properties of each of the materials used, and the corrosionprevention procedures and types of paint systems used.
All this information is provided during the design reviews con.,
ducted by the manufacturer. As an example, the following design goals
were discussed with the entire working group during early presentations on the Douglas DC-10:
It

initial information
requirements
the information worksheet

The residual strength after the failure of any single structural item
must be great enough to withstand the applied limit load considered as an ultimate load (the criterion for damage-tolerant
structure).

10 A part containing discontinuities must have a fatigue life equal to
or greater than the same part without discontinuities.
10

Joints miust be stronger than their surrounding elements.

No The design goal for the airplane is a mean fatigue life of 120,000
flight hours, with a reasonable probability that any single airplane
will be crack-free to 60,000 hours (approximately 20 years).

.LA-44-
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bEvery effort must be made to ensure that areas most subject to
fatigue damage are easy to inspect by detailed inspections in small
localized areas.
10 The outer-skin cracks which are evidence of fractures in adjacent
internal eleme~nts must be detectable before they reach critical

length.I
Proper evaluation of this information, however, depends heavily
on the experience and professional judgment that the working-group
members bring to the decision process. From experience with other
recent designs, they will know the areas of the structure in which fatigue cracks are most likely to appear, the parts of the airplane subjected
to the harshest environmental conditions (trapped water, condensation,
spillage, damage from cargo), the durability and effectiveness of protective coatings in actual use, and the reaction of various structural
materials under loads and environmental conditions similar to those
to which the new aircraft will be subjected.
The data elements that must be assembled for each structural item
to be analyzed are similar to those required for systems and powerplant
items. Because the primary decis~on problem concerns the assignment
of appropriate inspection intervals, however, the information is recorded in a slightly different form (see Exhibit 9.8). In addition to the
item name and number, which are usually based on the manufacturer's
identification of parts for design refeience, a brief description is needed
to pinipoint the exact location of the item. The zone numbers are also
included, since they are useful when the tasks are assembled into work
packages. If an item appears on both sides of the aircraft, both zone
numbers should be included. Similarly, if it is a skin panel or some
other large area, all zone designators should be included.
It is important to specify the materials from which the item is manufactured, since prior experience with various materials will have great
bearing on the evaluation of their properties. The results of fatigue and
static-load tests of the complete airplane or its ma'jor assemblies are
usually not available at the time an initial program is developed, since
the tests on most items will still be in progress. However, there are often
test data on smaller assemblies, and in some cases relevant data may be
available for a similar portion of the structuie on in-service aircraft.
*Where tests on safe-life items are still in progress, the test data which
are available must show a zero conditional probability of failure at the
safe-life limit indicated.
In the case of ell structural analyses it is necessary to indicate
whether the item is a safe-life element or meets zhe criteria for damagetolerant design. 'The worksheet should also show whether the item is an

Z
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internal one or is visible externally. As with systems and powerplant

items, the design redundancies that make an item damage-tolerant and
the external detectability of internal problems help to determine the
specific area (or areas) of the structure defined as structurally significant, as well as the ratings which establish the intensity of inspection
required. The ratings themselves are recorded on the worksheet, along
with the class number assigned to the item as a result of the controlling
rating factor. Where individual ratings have been increased because of
external detectability or decreased because of the absence of test data,
these adjustment factors should be noted. The information on related
structurally significant items is especially useful in evaluatilig later
adjustments of the initial intervals as a result of age expkration.
Whereas the information worksheets for 'ystems and powerplant
items included a detailed list of functions, functional failures, failure
modes, and failure effects, this information is rarely needed on structures worksheets. (The reason for this will be explained in the next section.) Instead, the rest of the worksheet covers the nature of the proposed inspection tasks. Where both general and detailed inspections
are required for the same item, each task is listed separately, with its
appropriate interval. If the item is one that is likely to control the work
package in which it is included, the initial interval should be stated in
actual operating hours, spectrum hours, or flight cycles. Where a wide
range of intervals can be assigned, it may be necessary only to state the
letter-check package in which the task is to be included (see Section 4.6).
In assigning initial inspection intervals it is important to bear in
mind that the structural inspection program will provide the framework
for all the major scheduled-maintenance packages. Thus tasks must be
considered not only in terms of their frequency, but also in terms of the
length of time the aircraft will have to be out of service while they are
performed. Inspections directed at those portions of the structure that
are both easily accessible and the most susceptible to corrosion or accidental damage are called out in the more frequent lower-level packages,
from the walkaround check on up. While the intervals mnust be short
enough both to protect the equipment and to find damage at a stage
when it is still inexpensive to repair, when damage is found, the repair
itself may be scheduled for a later time.
The more extensive inspectinns-those that will take the airplane
out of service for more than twenty-four hours-are usually consolidated in a work package performed at much longer intervals. Many of
the internal inspections can be performed only at the major maintenance base, where the airplane can be disassembled as necessary to
check parts of the structure for evidence of fatigue as well as corrosion
damage. This comprehensive inspection, or "&irplane overhaul," is
usually referred to as a D check and includes all, or nearly all, the inspection tasks in the program. Depending on the complexity of the structure

J
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EXHIBIT 9"8 A workshcct for r'cording the relevant information,
ratings, and task outcomes for structurally significant items.

STRUCTURES WORKSHIrT

type of aircraft

item number

no. per aircraft

item name

major area

vendor part/model no.

zone(s)

description/location details

material (include manufacturer's trade name)

fatigue-test data
expected fatigue life

hours

crack propagation

hours

established safe life
design conversion ratio

operating lours/flight cycle

rat-ngs
residual
strength

fatigue
life

crack
growth

adjustment factors
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,e.•I

corrosion

accidental
damage

controlling
class no.

factor

prepared by

date

reviewed by

date

appruved by

date

design criterion (check)

inspection access (-.eck)

damage-tolerant element

internal

safe-life element

external

redundancy and external detectability

is element inspected via a related
SSI? If so, list SS! no.

classification of
item (check)
signiL.cant
nonsignificant

insi. mion

(int./ext.)

proposed task

initial interval

j

2
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and the size of the maintenance crew, it may take the airplane out of
service for a week to several months.
The first of these complete inspections is a very important part of
the age-exploration program, since it includes many inspections that
are being performed for the first time. The first airplane that ages to the
initial interval becomes the inspection sample; the findings for each
item are carefully evaluated, tasks and intervals for individual items
are adjusted as necessary, and the conservative initial interval for the
D-check package is extended. Consequently, although external inspections are performed on every airplane, most internal items will be
inspected at the initial interval only on the first one or first few airplanes to reach this age limit. They will, however, be inspected at successiveli, higher ages as the equipment ages in service, often on a fleetleader sampling basis.

9"4

REM ANW.YSIS Of STRUCTURAL ITEMS

analysis of danage-tolerant

elements
analysis of safe-lite elements

As we saw in Chapters 7 and 8, RCM analysis of systems and powerplant items may fall in any branch of the decision diagram. In contrast,
all structurally significant items fall in the safety brancl" and the eval-

uation of proposed tasks can have only one of two possible outcomes
(see Exhibit 9.9). This is true no matter which of the structural functions
we consider. As an example, one function of the aircraft structure is to
permit lifting forces to balance the weight of the airplane. Although
most of the lift is provided by the wing, its center of lift does not necessarily coincide with the airplane's center of gravity, and the horizontal
stabilizer must provide a balancing load that brings the vertical foices
into equilibrium. The portions of the structure associated with this
function, therefore, are the wing, the fuselage, and the horizontal tail.
The first question is whether a loss of the balancing function will
be evident:
I Is the occunence of a failure evident to the operating crew during
performance of nonial duties?
The answer is yes, of course, since a loss of this function as the result
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of a structural failure would be ad too evident, not only to the crew, but
to any other occupants of the airplane as well.
Next we would ordinarily examine the various failure modes that
could cause such a failure. In the case of structural items, however,
the failure modes all involve the fracture of a load-carrying member.
Thus the following question relates to any of the failure possibilities:

-.

COMB

Redesip

EXHIBII 9.9 The branch of the decision diagraia used for RCM
analysis of all function, of the aircraft structure. The only possible task
outcomes for structurally significant items are on-condition inspection

for elements of damage-tolerant structure and a combination of
on-condition and discard tasks for safe-life elements.

2 Does the failure cause ii loss of function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect on operating safety?
The fracture of a structural item may well cause critical seconury damage, but in this case the loss of function alone is sufficient to classify the

4~t
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failure as critical. The answer to this question is therefore yes regardless of the failure mode involved, and further analysis falls in the safety
branch of the decision diagram. This means that schet4uled maintenance is required and that a task will' a considered effective only if it
reduces the risk of a functional faik.. to an acceptable levelA; in other
words, it must result in substantial preservation of the load-carrying
capability of the 'Item.
The first type of task we would consider is an on-condition inspection:
..

4 Is an on-condition task to detect potential failures both applicable

and effective?
For items designed to damage- tolerance criteria the answer to this
question is yes. The exisitence of a crack in a structural element can be
defined as a potential failure, and in an assembly with redundant load
poths even the fracture of one element will not reduce residual strength
below the safety level. Hence an on-condition task is applicable, and
if it is performed at short enough intervals to ensure that a second clement does not fiacture (or in the case of a monolithic member, that the
crack does not propagate to critical length), the task is also effective.
RCM anay7sis of a damage-tolerant element is therefore complete once
this question has been answered, and all that remairs is to assign appropriate inspection intervals for each of the significant items.
For safe-life items the answer to question 4 is no. Although the
initiation of a fatigue crack can still be defined as a potential failure,
unless its propagation characteristics meet damage-tolerant load requirements, we cannot rely on on-condition inspections to prevent
fatigue failures. Such inspections are applicable to detect corrosion and
accidental damage, which can greatly shorten fatigue life, but since they
will not prevent all functional failures, we must look for other tasks:
5 Is a rework task to reduce the failure rate both applicable and

N

Although the fatigue process is directly related to operating age, there
is no form of remanufacture that will erase the cumulative effect of the

loads the material has experienced up to that point (restore the original
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resistance to failure). A rework task can therefore have no effect on the
time at which fatigue failures might occur. Since this task is not applicable, the answer to the rework question is no, and we must consider the
nex! possibility, a safe-life discard task.

-dk

6 Is a discard task to avoid failures or reduce the failure rate both
applicable and effective?
A safe-life limit is based on the fatigue life of the item, as established
during developmental testing. However, since corrosion and damage
ca~n affect that life, these factors may prevent a structural element from
reaching the safe-life age established on the basis of testing in a less
hostile environment. Consequently we cannot conclude that a safe-life
discard task alone will satisfy the criterion for effectiveness in preventing critical failures, and the answer to this question is no.
Ano answer to question 6 brings us to the final question in the
safety branch:
Bt7

I

Is a combination of preventive tasks both appl.cable and effective?

Bohon-condition and discard tasks are applicable, and a combination
of the two meets the effectiveness requirements. The on-condition
inspections ensure that the item will reach its safe-life limit, and the
dsadtask ensures that it will be removed from service before a fatigue
failure occurs.
The results of this analysis are shown on the decision worksheet,
in Exhibit 9.10. Note that an analysis of any one of the functions listed
in Section 9.1 would follow the samne path and lead to the same outcomes: on-condition inspections for damage-tolerant items and oncondition inspections plus discard at the safe-life limit for safe-life

4

items. If
the elements of a damage-tolerant assembly were analyzed
individually, the fracture of a single element would be viewed at the

assembly level as a hidden failure. The task itself, however, would beI
exactly the same-an inspection for cracks and corrosion scheduled at
intervals short enough to avoid the risk of a multiple failure of such
elements.

'

Once again, particular care must be given to the definition of func-

tions and functional failures. For example, one of the functions of the
structure is to provide movable flight-control surfaces for maneuvering
tho airplane. However, if the ailerons on each wing are duplicated, a
failure of one of the two ailerons will not result in a loss of that function.
Rather, from the standpoint of maneuvering capability, it will result in
a potential failure. In this sensc- the f .ilure of a single aileron is analogous
to the fracture of a single element in a damage-iolerant assembly, and
the maintenance task to prevent a loss of aileron function to the aircraft
is an on-condition inspection scheduled at intervals short enough to
prevent the failure of more than one aileron.
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EXHIBIT 9.10 The results of RCM analysis for structurally significant
items. All functions of the aircraft structure depend on the ability of
significant elements to withstand applied loads, and all failure modes
lead ultimately to a fatigue failure resulting in the loss of this loadcarrying capability. Thus the answers to the decision-dia,,ram
questions will be the same for any damage-tolerant item and for any
safe-life item, regardless of the particular item under consideration.

9 5

ESTABLISHING INITIAL INSPECTION INTERVALS
damage-tolerant

items

safe-life items
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The Douglas DC-10 is basically a damage-tolerant aircraft, the only
safe-life items being the nonredundant parts of the landing gear. During
the very early development of this design typical structural components
were fatigue-tested, either individually or in assemblies or sections,
to determine their contribution to the design goal of an average crackfree fatigue life of 120,000 hours, with 60,000 hours of crack-free operation for any individual airplane. Although a fatigue test on the entire
structure was conducted to the full 120,000 hours, and inspections were
to be concentrated on this article as the test progressed, the final results
were not available at the time the initial program for the DC-10 was
developed. The following examples have been updated to reflect both

I.
4-4

r

i
'1

palp

of

item mumber
pnpared by

reWiewed by

proposed task

O"mdltion inspection fer aks,
cmnsdon, and accidental damage

initial interval

As determined by dais numbm
of item

On-condition Inspection for cracks,

As determined by dasm number

corrosion, and accidental damage

of item

Discard at sea-life

As determined by safe-life limit

limit

for item

the results of the fatigue test and the additional parameters used in RCM
analysis.* However, the recommended intervals resulting from this
analysis are similar to (although not identical with) those in the original
prior-to-service program.
*The structural program for the DC-tO, developed just before this aircraft was certified,
was based on MSG-2 principles, which involved a similar comprehensive analysis. For
a detailed discussion of the considerations behind the original program see M. E. Stone
and 1i. F. Heap, Developing the DC-10 Structural Inspection Program, Seventh Annual
FAA International A iation Maintenance Symposium, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, December
7-9, 1971, and M. E. Stone, Airworthiness Philosophy Developed from Full-scale Testing,
Biannual Meeting of the international Committee on Aeronautical Fatigue, London, July

23-25, 1973.
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*1
DAMAGE-TOLERANT STRUCTURIAL ITEM$S

The wing-to-fuselage attach tee, together with the structural area around
it, is one of the damage-tolerant structurally significant items on the
Douglas DC-10. This portion of the structure, identified as SSI 105, is
located on the top surface of the wing and consists of the titanium-alloy
tee at wing station XW 118.2 and the aluminum-alloy fuselage and upper
wing skin within 12 inches of it. The tee, which is in three separate,
sections, extends from the front to the rear spar and forms part of the
EXHIBIT 9"11 Worksheet for analysis of the wing-to-fuselage attach
tee on the Douglas DC-lO.

STfUCURKM WOMSUI'rI type of aircraft Douglas DC-1O-1O

item number 105

no. per aircraft 2
1

item name Wing-to-fuselage attach "te "

major area Outer win& upper skin panel

vendor part/model no. 573.01.105/DC-10-10

zone(s) 26415, 161/2, 254/5, 274/5

description/location details
Attach tee is located under upper wing-root fairing and runs along
upper chord from front to rear spar at wing station XW 118.2; SSI
includes attach tee and skin 12 in. all sides of tee (both faces),
accessible through doors 527FB, 627F8, 527GB, and 627GB.
6At-4V
(Douglas specification 1650)

material (include manufacturer's trade name) Titanium alloy

fatigue-test data
expected fatigue life 240,00 hours

crack propagation 60,000 hours

established safe life
design conversion ratio 1.5 operating hours/flight cycle
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residual
strength

fatigue
life

ratings
crack
growth

corrosion

accidental
damage

class no.

4

4

4

4

4

4

controllin-3
factor

mating joint between the wing and the fuselage. It also forms part of
the pressure vessel; thus it is subjected to pressutization loads as well
as to flight loads. This structural item cannot be seen externally. The
outer portion is under the wing-to-fuselage fairing and the inner portion
is under the cabin flooring.
Exhibit 9.11 shows all the pertinent information for this significant
item, a record of the ratings, and the resulting inspection interval.
The rating for residual strength in this case is 4 because the tee plays

date 5/12/78

,.-pared by H. F. Heap
reviewed by F. S. Nowlan

date 5/12/78

approved by

date

design criterion (check)
X damage-tolerant element

inspection access (check)
X internal

safe-life element

external

redundancy and external detk..tability
Three pieces to prevent cracks from growing to entire

length of tee; no external detectability.
Is element inspected via a related
SSI? If so, list SSI no.

classification of
item (check)
X significant

No

nonsignificant

inspection
(int./ext.)

proposed task

Internal

Detailed visual inspection

Not to exceed 20,00)

for corrosion and cracking

hours (D check)

initial interval
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W ing- to- fuselage
attach tee
.105

~~:~

EXHIBIT 9-12 A portion of (he Douglas DC-10 outer wing, showing
the outer face of the w ing-to- fuselage attach tee (SSI 105). This vilew
is from the left-hand wing, looking inboard at the fuselage
touter fairing removed). iWouglas Aircraft)

a relatively minor role in transferring wing loads to the fuselage, and
even the failure of two of the three sections of the tee results in only a
small reduction in the load-carrying capability of the basic structure,
The attach tee is made of an alloy that has vxcellent fatigue and corrosion resistance, and this part of the structure is expected to survive to
more than twice the 120,000-hour design goal; hence the fatigue-life
rating is 4. The crack- propagation interval is more than half the design
goal, so this rating is also 4. The area is well-protected and well drained,
and these properties, in addition to the high corrosion resistance of the
material itself, warrant a corrosion rating of 4. This is an internal
structural item (either the intner flooring or the outer fairing must be

J

removed for inspection), and since it is exposed to little mechanic traffic, the accidental-damage rating is also 4. The result of these ratings
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we see that this class number represents an initial inspection interval
of 1/6 of the fatigue-life design goal, or 20,000 hours.
Another significant structural element on the Douglas DC-10 is the
wing rear spar, which is one of the main load-carrying members of the
airplane. A failure of the aluminum-alloy lower cap of that spar would
cause a large reduction in the residual strength of the wing, although it
would still be able to carry the damage-tolerant toad in the absence of
failures of any other significant elements at the same site. The spar also

-

forms the rear wall of the integral fuel tanks, and since the front tang
of the spar cap is therefore difficult to inspect, it was designed fora lower
stress level than the rear tang and will thu have a longer fatigue life.
This means that inspection of the rear tang will provide the first evidence
of fatigue in the spar cap, particularly if inspections are concentrated on
regions of structural discontinuities, such as splices (the spar is made in
four sections which are spliced together).
The area identified as SSI 079 in Exhibit 9.13 is the rear tang 4•f the
lower spar cap at a point where the spar is spliced and also changes
direction. This point lies behind the wing-engine pylon and is in front
of the aileron attach fitting. The spar cap and splice require internal
EXHIBIT 9"13 A portion of the Douglas DC-10 wing rear spar,
showing the lower spar cap and splice (SSI 079). This view is from
aft of the left-hand wing, looking forward at the outer-wing rear spar
and tiailing-edge beam. (Douglas Aircraft)
Station XoRs 385

Tnailing-edge beam

'

I

.7

lower cap and splice

Rear spar

V080 V082

Trailing-edge beam

.080 Upper cap and splice
.082

Spar webs and splices
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inspection and are accessible through two doors in the lower wing skin
behind the wing tank on each side of the aircraft. Internal problems are
expected to show such external signs as fuel leaks, cracked skin, or
popped rivets long before any extensive deterioration of the underlying
structure occurs.
The information for this item is summarized on the worksheet in
Exhibit 9.14. In this case a failure will have a large effect on residual
strength. The rating for residual strength is therefore 1. The splice has
EXHIBIT 9.14 Worksheet for analysis of the lower spar cap and splice
on the wing rear spar of the Douglas DC-10.
STRUCTURES WORKSHEET type of aircraft

DoUSJas DC-D-I10

item number 079

no. per aircraft 2

item name

major area Wing

Lower spar cap and bplce

vendor part/model no. 571.04.079/DC-lO-10

zone(s) 541, 641

deKription/location details
Cap and splice are located on aft lower face of wing rear spar at outer
rear spar stations Xa.372 to 480; SSI includes aft face of cap and splice,
accessible through doors 5411-B; 641HB, 541FB, and 641FB.

material (include manufacturer's trade name)

fatigue-test data
expected fatigu~e life 120,00

hours

Aluminum alloy 7075-T6S1

crack propatgation 15ý,000 hours

established safe life
design conversion ratio

1.5 operating hours/flight cycle

ratings

residual
strength

fatigue
life

crack
growth

corrosion

accidental
damage

class no.

controlling
factor

1

3*

2*

2

4

1

Residual
strength

adjustment factors *Inicreased by 1 for extemra detectability
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an anticipated fatigue life 11/2 times the 120,000-hour design goal, and
the crack-propagation interval is 1/8 of this time. Ordinarily this would
mean a fatigue-life rating of 2 and a crack-propagation rating of 1. However, because of the excellent external indicators of deterioration, both
ratings have been increased by 1. The corrosion rating is 2 because of
the location of ,his item; it is exposed to dirt and moisture condensation.
The rating for susceptibility to accidental damage is 4 becausei the item
is internal and is exposed to very little mechanic traffic.

prepared by

H. F. Heap

date

5112/78

reviewed by F. S. Nowlan

date 5/12/78

approved by

date

design criterion (check)

inspection access (check)

X damage-tolerant element
safe-life element

X

internal
external

redundancy and external detectability
Designed fur rear tang of spar cap to show first evidence of

fatigue; deterioration visible externally (fuel leaks, cracked
skin, popped rivets, discoloration,
Is element inispected via a related
SSI? If so, list SS1 no.

Yes. SSI 077 (forward face) SSl 079
(external area)

Inspection
(int./ext.)

Internal

classification of
item (check)

X significant
nonsignificant

proposed task

initial Interval

Detailed visual inspection
for corrosion and cracking

Not to exceed 5,000 hours
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The controlling factor is the residual-strength rating. The class
number is therefore 1, and this item is scheduled for inspection at 1/24
of the overall fatigue life, or an interval of 5,000 hours. This is a starting
interval for the initial program, and it may be extended for later-delivery
airplanes on the basis of the inspection findings after the first airplanes
have gone into service. In addition to this internal inspection, the external area expected to show evidence of internal problems will also be

EXHIBIT 9"15 Worksheet for analysis of the lower spar cap and

splice (forward face) on the wing re.'r spar of the Douglas DC-I0.

STICIWtM WOlWIIET type of aircrpft Douglas DC-10-1O

item number 077

no. per aircraft 2

item name Lower spar cap and splice

major area Wing

vendor part/model no. s71.04.0771DC-10-10

zone(s) 533, 633

description/location details
Cap and splice are locaied on forward face of wing rear spar at outer rear

spar stations XoR5372 to 480; SSI Includes forward face oi cap and splice,

accessible through doors 533AT and 633AT.

material (include manufacturer's trade name) Aluminum alloy 7075-TOS1

fatigue-test data
expected fatigue life 120,000 hours

crack propagation 15,00

hours

established safe life
design conversion ratio 1.5 operating hours/flight cycle

ratings
residual
strength

fatigue
life

crack
growth

corrosion

accidental
damage

class no,

-.

..

.

4

4

4

contro.iing
factor

adjustment factors Ratinp for residual strength, fatigue life, and ack
growth not applicable, covene., by SSI O0
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designated a signiticant itemn, and this external area will be inspected
at least as frequently.
The front tang of the spar co'p, identified as SSI 077. is not expected
ito be the first indicator of fatigue damnage. It must be in,;pected for
corrosion, however, because it is in the fuiel tank and is thus exposed
to a different environmnent fromn the rear tang, Since the forward fact- of
the spar is an interior surface of the iuel tank, it is aecessary to d~rain and
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EXHIBIT 9'16 A portion of the Douglas DC-10 wing rear spar,
showing the forward face of the lower spar cap and splice (SSI 077).
This view is from forward oi the left-hand wing, looking aft at the
rear spar of the outer wing box (upper panel removed for c!arity).
(Douglas Aircraft)
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purge the tank in order to inspect it. The worksheet in Exhibit 9.15
shows no ratings tfr residual strength, fatigue life, or crack propagation
because these factor:, are covered for the spar cap by SS1 079. Susceptibility to coriosion is rated as very low, 4, because the tank itself is completely sealed and is protected from microbial action by inhibitors.
The accidental-damage rating is also 4, because this face oi the spar is
exposed to oven less possibility for damage than the opposite face.
The class number in this case is the lower of the two rating factors,
er 4. Thus this item will be inspected initially at 1/6 of the fatigue-life
design goal, or an interval of 20,000 hours. With a class number of 4. it
wiit also be eligible Ic.' reduced inspection in the ongoing program if
the results of early sappling confirm that the area is not prone to deterioration. This is an example of a situation in which two structurally
significant items have been designated to identify specific regions of a
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single element that should be inspected to cater to different factors and
environments. There are many additional such designations along the
full length of the rear spat. The designer plays an important role in such
cases in making the primary indir'ators of deterioration occur in easily
inspectable areas.
SAFE.LIFE STRUCTURAL ITEMS

The shock-strut outer cylinder on the main landing gear of the Douglas
DC-10 is one of the few safe-life structural items on this aircraft, The
following analysis of this item shows the treatment of a safe-life item
in an airline context. However, there is no universal approach to setting
inspection intervals for safe-life items, and each case must be considered
separately. This particular item is of interest because there are two
different models, and the outer cylinder on each model has a different
safe-life limit. Exhibits 9.17 and 9.18 are worksheets for the two models.
Since this is a safe-life item, it must be removed from service before
a fatigue crack is expected to occur; hence it is not rated for residual
strength, fatigue life, or crack-propagation characteristics. Both models
are of the same material. However, the manufacturer's fat>,-ue tests
showed that model ARG 7002-501 had a safe-life limit of 23,200 landings,
or 34,800 flight hours, whereas tests on a redesigned model, ARG 7002505, resulted in a safe-life limit of 46,800 landings, or 70,200 flight hours.
The safe-life limits are effective only if nothing prevents the item from
reaching them, and in the case of structural items there are two factors
that introduce this possibility-corrosion and accidental damage. Both
fac•ors reduce the expected fatigue life from that for an undamaged part,
and both apply equally to the two models of the shock-strut outer
cylinder.

Experience has shown that landing-gear cylinders of this type art,
subject to two corrosion problems. First, the outer cylinder is susceptible to corrosion from moisture that enters the joints at which other
components are attached; second, high-strength steels such as 4330 MOD
are subject to stress corrosion in some of the same areas. Both models
are therefore gia en a corrosion iating of 1, which redults in a class number of 1.

The onset of corrosion is more predictable in a well-developed
design than ir, a new one, and, previous operation of a similar design
in a similar environment has shown that severe corrosion is likely to
develop by 15,000 to 20,000 hours (five to seven yeirs of operation). It
can be detected only by inspection of the internal joints after shop
disassembly; hence this inspection will be performed only in conjunction with scheduled inspections of the landing-gear assembl'. This
corrosion inspection is one of the controlling factors in establishing the
shop-insi..ection interval. It is customary to start such inspections at a
conservative interval and increase the interval at a rate determined by

S'1
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EXHIBIT 9"17 Worksheet for analysis of the outer cylinder of the
shock-strut assembly, model ARG 7002-501, on the Douglas DC-10.

sTMlicius WOlM U

item number

:tem name

type of aircraft

Douglas DC-10-10

101

no. per aircraft

Shock-strut outer cytinder

vendor part/model no.

major area

P.N. ARG 7002-501

zone(s)

2

Main landing gear

144, 145

description/location details

I!

Shock-strut assembly is located on main landing gear; SSI consists of outer
cylinder (both faces).

material (include manufacturer's trade name)

Steel alloy 4330 MOD
(Douglas TRICENT 300 M)
W

fatigue-test data
expected fatigue life
established safe life

hours

crack propagation

hours

23,200 landings, 34,800 operating hours

design conversion ratio

1.5 operating hours/flight cycle

ratings
residual
strength

fatigue
life

--

adjustment factors
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crack
growth
•

corrosion

accidental
damage

class no.

controlling
factor

1

4

1

Corrosion

•1

IX

prepared by H. F. Heap

date 5/12/78

reviewed by F. S. Nowlan

date 5112178

approved by

date

design criterion (check)
damage-t:lerant element

inspection access (check)
X internal
X

X safe-life element

1

external

redundancy and external detectability
No redundancies; only one cylinder each landing gear,
left and right wings. No external detectability of
internal corrosion.
Is element inspected via a related
SSI? If so, lijt SSI no.
No

classification of
item (check)
X significant
nonsignificant

inspection
(int./ext.)

proposed task

initial interval

Internal

Magnetic-particle inspection
for cracking and detailed
visual inspection for
corrosion

Saimple at 6,000 to 9,000
hours and at 12,000 to
15,000 hours to establish
best interval

Extc nal

General inspection of outer
surface

During preflight walkarounds and at A checks

Detailed visual inspection
for corrosion and cracking

Not to exceed 1,000 hours
(C check)

Remove and discard at life
limit

34,800 hours

.
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EXHIBIT 9- 18 Worksheel for analysis of the outer cylinder of the
shock-strut assembly, model ARG 7002-505, on the Douglas DC-10.

SI"CTUlEIS WORKSH~rT

item number

type of aircraft

Douglas DC-10-10

101

no. per aircraft

item name Shock-strut outer cylinder

major area

vendor part/model no.

zone(s)

P.N. ARG 7002-505

2

Main landing gear

144, 145

description/location details

Shock-strut assembly is located on main landing gear; SSI consists of
outer cylinder (both faces).

material (include manufactuter's trade name)

Steel alloy 4330 MOD

M

(Douglas TRICENT 300 M)

fatigue-test data
hoars

expected fatigue life

hours

crack propagation

established safe life 46,800 landings, 70,200 operating hours
design. conversion ratio

1.5 operating hours/flight cycle

ratings
residual
strength
-

fatigue
life
-

crack
growth
-

corrosion

accidental
damage

class no.

controlling
factor

1

4

1

Corrosion

adjustment factors
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fI

---

I

prepared by

H. F. Heap

date

5/12/78

reviewed by

F. S. Nowlan

date

5/12/78

aproved by

date

design criterion (check)

X

inspection access (check)

damage-tolerant element
safe-life element

X internal
X external

redundancy and external detectability
No redundancies; only one cylinder each landing gear,
left and right wings. No external detectability
of internal corrosion.
Is element inspected via a related
SSI? If so, list SSI no.
No

classification of
item (check)
X

significant
nonsignificant

inspection
(int./ext.)

proposed task

initial interval

Internal

Magnetic-particle inspection
for cracking and detailed
visual inspection for
corrosion

Sample at 6,000 to 9,000
hours and at 12,000 to
15,000 hours to establish
best interval

External

General inspection of outer
surface

During preflight walkarounds and at A checks

Detailed visual inspection
for corrosion and cracking

Not to exceed 1,000 b.urs
(C check)

Remove and discard at life
limit

70,200 hours
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Shock-strut
outer cylinder

1

,I,

EXHIBIT 9'19 The shock-strut assembly on the main landing gear of
tne Douglas DC-10. Fhe outer cylinder is a structurally significant
item; the iest of the assembly is treated as a systems item. (Based on
Douglas DC-10 maintenance materials)
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experience and the condition of the first units inspected. The initial
requirement is therefore established as inspection of one sample between 6,000 and 9,000 hours and one sample between 12,000 and 15,000
hours to establish the ongoing interval. During the shop visits for these
inspections any damage to the structural parts of the assembly are
repaired as necessary and the systems parts of the assembly are usually
reworked. Thus the combined process is often referred to as landinggear rework.
In addition to the cor-osion rating, both models of the shock-strut

r

-,-

.%

cylinder are rated for susceptibility to accidental damage The cylinder
is exposed to relatively infrequent damage from rocka and other debris
thrown up by the wheels. The material is also hard enough to resist
most such damage. Its susceptibility is therefore very low, and the
rating is 4 in both cases. Ho ever, becausc the damage is random and
cannot be predicted, a general check of the outer cylinder, along with
the other landing-gear parts, is included in the walkaround inspections
and the A check, with a detailed inspection of the outer cylinder schedduled at the C-check interval. The same inspection program applies to
both models, since they have the same susceptibility to corrosion and
accidental damage. The only difference is in the interval for the safelife discard task; this task is scheduled at the safe-life limit for each
model.
N~ote that the outer cylinder has been treated in this case as a single
structurally significant item. It could also have been designated as two

items, with the interval for the internal surface controlled by the corrosion rating and that for the external surface controlled by a single
rating for accidental damage. This treatment would, of course, have
resulted in the same set of tasks and intervals.

9 6

STRUCTURAL AGE EXPLORATION

In the systems and powerplant divisions the consequences of many
functional failures are economic and do not involve safety. Thus little
attempt is made to predict those reliability characteristics that cannot
be determined until after the equipment enters service. Instead, the
default strategy is employed, and additional tasks are incorporated in

tile role of the inspection plan
the fleet-leader concept

the scheduled-maintenance program only after there is sufficient operating information to assess their ec(.nomic desirability. In the analysis
of structural items, however, the determination of inspection intervals
for damage-tolerant structure is based o~i an assessment of the effect of
failures on rcsidual strength, the relationship of fatigue-test results for
indiviaual items to the design goal for the overall structure, crackpropagation characteristics, and the anticipated rate of corrosion. All
these assessments involve some degree of prediction. The results are1
therefore treated very conservatively, not only because they are extrapolations from test data, but also because manufacturing variations,
differences in operating environments, and different loading histories
may lead to wide variations in fatigue life from one airplane to another.
In all cases there will be differences between the manufacturer's
test environment and the environment in which a given fleet of airplanes is actually operated. If different airplanes in the fleet are to be
assigned quite different types of missions or will be operating in different types of environments, it may be advisable to develop a separate

i
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SDougllas

I
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1•o1

200

5,00017

100

200

300

lbo!,, number of airplanes overhauled
EXHIBIT 9"20 The number of heavy structural inspections
(overhauls) required to reach the same maximum interval under
different maintenance policies. The figures shown for the Douglas
DC-li indicate the total number of overhauls performed up to the time
of an interval extension. The very conservative initial interval for this
airplane was extended Akowly until a change in maintenance concepts
occurred. The initial interval for the Boeing 747 was established after
this change in concept, and only three heavy inspections were
required to reach a 20,000-hour interval. (United Airlines)

set of inspection intervals for each kind of operation and implement
these tailored programs from the outset. Any initial structure program,
however, merely specifies the start of age expluratiorn for each item to
determine its actual fatigue characteristics. The progc;'m includes all
the inspection tasks necessary to protect the structure, but it is the results
of these inspections after the equipment enters service that will determine the intervals to be used during continuing operation.
Until fairly recently structural inspection programs did not take
into account the explicit role of the inspections themselves in the ageexploration process. The heavy structural inspections, the work package
that includes all the inspection tasks in the program, were often the
major part of what was called an "airplane overhaul"-an unfortunate
term, since it implies that something can be done to restore the struc-
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ture to like-new condition. Although the repair of damage found during
such inspections will restore the original load-carrying capability, there
is no form of remanufacture that will zero-time the effects of fatigue.

I

The so-called overhaul, therefore, could have no effect on the operating

age at which fatigue cracks inight appear.

II.

Under older policies a fairly large proportion of the fleet was given
a full structural inspection at a low age (2,500 hours in the case of the
Douglas DC-8), the inspection findings were assessed, and the procedure was then repeated at a slightly longer interval. At all times, however, the emphasis was on the time since the last inspection, not on the

total operating age of the airplane. As a result, 117 such inspections

were performed on one fleet of Douglas DC-8's before the overhaul
interval was extended beyond 5,000 hours, and of the 32 overhauk;

performed at the 5,000-hour limit, 9 represented the fourth overhaul
and 16 the third overhaul for individual airplanes (see Exhibit 9.20).

from item to item; some items were inspected at every overhaul, some
at every second overhaul, and so on. This procedure was explicit recognition of the fact that some items were more significant than others and
that the exposure to deterioration varied from item to item. The concept of sampling is still employed in the age exploration of internal
structural items with a high class number. This and other aspects of
structural age exploration are discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
Since the airplanes in any given fleet will have entered service over
a period of years, the difference in operating age between the oldest and
the youngest airplane may be as much as 30,000 hours. As it became
clear that the oldest members of the fleet were more likely to provide
new information about fatigue damage, inspection emphasis shifted
to what is often termed the fleet-leader concept, concentration of heavy
structural inspections of the airplanes with the highest total time. This
approach not only provides the same amount of information in the
shortest calendar timie, but identifies the age at which fatigue damage
is likely to appear before the younger aircraft reach this age limit.
Thus it is possible to perform fleetwide inspections for damage while
it is still in its early stages and also to develop design modifications
that will extend the fatigue life of the structural areas involved. The
result of this change in concept was much mnore rapid extension of
overhaul intervals and fewer such overhauls performed on aircraft too
young to provide the necessary information.
As the structure ages in service the intervals for many individual
items will be adjusted to ensure that deterioration is found as early as
possible. and some items that are unacceptably short-lived may have
to be modified to increase their fatigue lives. In general, however, the
state of the art is now such that the designer can often establish quite
meaningful predictions of fatigue life, and as these predictions have
been borne out by experience, there has been a~ tendency to begin age
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CHAPTER TEN

completing the maintenance

prograumga

ThUS FAR we have been concimed with scheduled-maintenance tasks

generated by explicit consideration of failu-e consequences and the
inherent reliability characteristics of each item. These tasks comprise
the major portion of the total scheduled-maintenance p'ogram, but not
all of it. The set of tasks identified by RCM analysis is supplemented by
certain other scheduled tasks which are both so easy to perform and
so obviously cost-effective that they require no major analytic effort.
Five common categories of such additional tasks are zonal-installation
inspections, preflight walkaround inspections, general inspections of
external structure, routine servicing and lubrication, and regular testing
of functions that are used only intermittently by the operating crew.
Zonal inspections, preflight walkarounds, and general inspections
of external structure are not directed at any specific item and hence cannot in themselves be considered RCM tasks. However, they often serve

:
Ibe
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as a vehicle for specific on-condition or failure-finding tasks. Servicing
and lubrication tasks do in fact fit RCM decision logic, but their benefits are so obvious that the cost of analysis is not worthwhile. In contrast, the testing of infrequently used functions merely takes advantage
of the scheduled-maintenance program to supplement the failurereporting duties of the operating crew.
Once all the scheduled tasks have been assembled, we must turn
our attention to the problem the maintenance organization faces in
scheduling and controlling the accomplishment of the work. It is possible, of course, to schedule each of the hundreds of different tasks at
the optimum interval for each item. It may even be desirable to do so
if the fleet is very small and the opportunities for scheduled maintenance are very frequent. In most cases, however, it is necessary to group
the tasks into r 'irly small number of work packages so that they can
consolidated ..( a few maintenance stations and do not inteifere with
scheduled use of the equipment. Although this procedure results in

shorter intervals than necessary for a great many individual tasks, the
additional cost is more than offset by the overall increase in efticiency.
There is no single optimum way pf packaging tasks, since the overall
rost of the maintenance process depends on such factors as organizational structure, maintenance resources and facilities, and operating
requirements.
This chapter discusses the additional work, beyond RCM analysis,
that is required to complete an initial scheduled-maintenance program.

10 1

OTHER SCHEDULED-MAINTENANCE TASKS

?ONAL-INSIRLLATION INSPECTIONS

Zonal inspections are based on the three-dimensional reference system
required to identify the physical location of any item on an airplane.

zonal-installation inspections

The entire airplane is considered to be partitioned into discrete spaces,
or zones, usually bounded by physical features such as floors, bulkheads, and outer skins. The specific zones in each type of airplane are

general external insptdions
sers icing and lubrication taks
testint of rarely used functions

walkaroind ýnspction,

designated by the manufacturer, usually at the design stage, and are

then carried through to all reference material on maintenance for that
particular design. Exhibit 10.1 shows the zonal reference system used
for the McDonnell F4J and Exhibit 10.2 shows a portion of the Boeing
747 zonal system.
The various assemblies and connecting lines (wiring, hoses, ducting, attach fHttings) of the airciaft systems that are in each zone are referred to as zonal installations.In some cases, such as the cockpit area, the
whole zone is readily accessible. More often, however, a zone must be
entered by some access door in the outer surface so that mechanics can
inspect, repair, or replace the various installations. Consequently zonal
installations are subject not only to the nor.-al wear and tear of use, but

Io,
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Major zones
I
2
7
8
9
12
13
14
15
16
17

Radome and radar compartment
Forward fuselage
Upper right wing
Aft fuselage and empennage
Upper left wing
Left intake duct and cavity
Center fuselage
Forward cockpit
Aft cockpit
Left engine
Right engine

7

14

2

/13

9

12

33
6

5'.

,i
12

Major zones
412

Nose landiikg gear
Right intake duct and cavity
Right main landing gear
Lower right wing
8 Aft fuselage and empennage
10 Lo%%er left wing
11 Left main landing gear
12 Left intake duct and cavity
13 Center fuselage
3
4
5

10
11 °6

EXHIBIT 10- 1 The zone numbering s stem for twie McDonnell F4J.
(McDonnell Aircraft maintenance materials)

!I
220

Control cabin and staterooms, sta 220 tG sta 720
221
222
223
224
225

Control cabin, left hand
Control cabin, right hand
Compartment aft of control cabin, left hand
Compartment aft of control cabin, right hand
Staterooms, left hand

S223

226 Staterooms, right hand

22o.,.
222224e

221

Major zone 20%)
Upper half of fuselage

Miajor zone locations
Major zone 200
Upper halt of fuselage

t

ro

Left win

Major zone 100

Major zone 300

Lower half of foselage

I

Major zone 400
Power plants and struts

S~Major
for~
~~

~

zone bOO

twioinn4ganiggerdo
~~ih MarMajor
•

Major zone 700
EXHIBIT 102 The zone numbering system
for the Boeing 747.
(Boeing Aircraft maintenan,.- materials)

Landing gear and
landing gear door

zone 800
IDoors (passenger,
crwcrg)

i
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also to accidental damage from the traffic of mechanics and other personnel in the zones. In the interests of prudence, therefore, a separate
zonal inspection program is reeded to complement the program of
RCM taks.
Although zonal inspections are dirr"4ed primarily at the installations in each zone, they also include general inspections of those porti ns of the internal structure that can be seen with the installations in
place. These inspections are relatively nonspecific checks on the security of installed items-to detect loose or missing parts or parts that may
rub against each other-checks for any accidental damage, and a quick
sucvey for obvious lea'ks. In some cases the number and location of the
access doors govern the amount of a zone that is inspected. These
inspections do not qualify as on-condition tasks, since they are not
directed at a specific failure mode, except where leaks have been defined as a failure condition for a given item. However, they are very
inexpensive to perform and provide an oFportunity to spot early signs
of problems developing in the systems. "'hus they are cost-effective if
they result in even a small reduction in repair costs or identify a potential failure at a time that avoids operational consequences.
In current practice the intervals assigned to zonal inspections are
judgmental, although they are based on a general consideration, zone
by zonc, of susceptibility and failure consequences. In this case susceptibility refers to the overall vulnerability of the installations within a
zone to damage, loss of security, and leaks (which we can construe as
the probability of failure for the zone). and failure consequences refers
to the ultimate effect of not detecting and correcting the conditions that
could be discovered by a zonal inspection. These effects include 4he
consequences of a functional failure (even the absence of emergency
equipment in the event of an emergency), a more advanced potentialfailure stage, or a multiple failure that might have been avoided by the

Inspection.

The interval for some zones may be very short. The cockpit of an
airplane, for example, contains many items of emergency equipment,
and since it is subject to heavy traffic by meml :.rs of the operating
crew, the cabin crew, and the maintenance crew, these items are all
susceptible to damage. The consequences of not having this equipment
i.n position and serviceable if it is needed are also very serious. These
considei itions lead to intervals as short as 20 hours and never longer
than 200 hours (the usual A-check interval) for zonal inspections of
this area. These inspections are often complemented by additional
inspections that are part of the crew duties. At the other end of the scale,
zones that contain no system installations are inspected at D-check
intervals (20,000 hours or more). These inspections are for the sole purpose of looking at the nonsignificant portions of the internal structure
280 APPLICATIONS

II

within these zones.

IA

While the intervals for zonal inspections Are based on general
assessments, rather than a comprehensive analysis of specific data, it
is sometimes helpful to rate each zone for susceptibility and consequences and then assign class numbers, much like the rating scheme
used to establish intervals for structurally significant :ems (see Section~
9.2). The considerations in rating a zone for susceptibility to trouble
would include:
Oo The number and complexity of installed items in the zone
No The susceptibility of individual items to deterioration of one kind
or another (damage due to corrosion, heat, or vibration, for exam10 The traffic in the zone that might cause damage, including the
relative frequency of access for on-condition tasks and the replacement or repair of failed items
As with structural items, a scale of 1 to 4 is used to rate susceptibility and consequences separately for the zone in question:A
sli sCepi ibiliti/

High
Moderate
Low
None

consequt aces
Serious
Moderate
Minor
None

ratingI
1
2
3
4

In this case none means that there are no system installations in the
zone. Such zones are still given a rating, however, since the zonal
inspection program is the v'ehicle that ensures general inspections of
nonsignificant internal structural items. (Structurally significant items
arc covered by the basic structure program, as described in Chapter 9.)
The ratings for both factors are, of necessity, a matter of experience and
judgment. Although consequences are taken into account, the evaluation is avery broad on n sntbased on detailed examination of the
reliability characteristics of each item, as is the case in developing a set
of RCM tasks.
The lower of the two ratings is the class number for the zone and
determnines the relative frequency of zonal inspections: the lower the
class number. the shorter the inspection interval for that zone. The
intervals themselves depend on further subjective considerations of design characteristics, operating environment, and the flight hours logged
during a given operating period.
The zonal inspection program is usually developed by a separate
working group, and the results must be integrated with the scheduled
tasks developed by the systems and structure groups to eliminate gaps
and overlaps between the two programs.
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Wing root, engine, wing tip

3 Wing trailing edge and wheelwelts

4 Aft fuselage
5Empennage
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EXHIBIT IO3 Diagram for a walkaround check on the Douglas
DC-10, performed before or after each flight. (Douglas Aircraft
maintenance materials)

WALKAROUND INSPECTIONS

Walkaround inspections are general visual inspections performed at
the ground level to detect any obvious external damage. This may be
accidental damage caused by contact with other aircraft, ground equiprnent, buildings, or debris thrown up from the runway, or it may be
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loose fittings or leaks from the various fluid lines. These checks are
performed by the maintenance crew before each departure from a maintenance station and often incorporate simple on-condition tasks, such
as a check of the brake wear indicators and specific checks of the structu,,,: areas expected to show external evidence of internal structural
damage. There may also be independent preflight inspections by a
member of the operating crew. In some military operations walkaround
checks are performed both before and after each flight.
Walkaround inspections not only detect failures with minor consequences, but often provide the first indication of an impending engine or structural failure. A simple diagram like that in Exhibit 10.3 is
usually included in the maintenance manual to identify the portions of
the airplane where damage is most likely to be found.

I

GENERAL EXTERNAL INSPECTIONS

~

1

General inspections of the external structure are similar to the in spections performed during walkaroui-ds, except that they include those

portions of the structure that cannot be seen from the ground. Inspection of thz: vortical tail and the upper surfaces of the wings and fuselage
requires the use of scaffolding that is part of the hangar dock. Consequently these inspections are performed at intervals corresponding to
those 'ofwork packages that require hangar facilities.
SERVICING AND LUBRICATION TASKS

The scheduled- maintenance program also includes the periodic servicing and lubrication tasks assigned to various items on the airplane. Ser-I
vicing includes such tasks as checking fluid reservoirs and pressures
and replenishing or adjusting them as necessary, replacing filters,
adding nitrogen to tires and landing-gear struts, and so on. Eacl, of
these tasks could be generated by RCM analysis (see Section 3.6), and
sometimes they are. More often, however, the tasks are simply scheduled
as recommended by the aircraft, powerplant, or system manufacturer,
since their cost is so low in relation to the obvious benefits that deeper
analysis is not warranted.
All servicing and lubrication tasks tend to involve the replacement of consumnables, where it is expected that the need will be timerelated. Although such tasks are usually assigned conservatively short
intervals, the tasks themselves -ire so inexpensive that effort is rarely
spent on age exploration to find the most economical interval.
TESTING OF RARELY USED FUNCTIONS

I

Much of the schedu led- main tena nce program hinges on the fact that
the operating crew will detect and report all evident functional failures.
In some situations, however, an evident function may be utilized infrequently or not used at all during certain deployment of the aircraft. Such
functions are not hidden in the strict sense of the word, since a failure
would be evident during the normal performance of crew duties. Rather,

1

they are hidden only when they are not being used. Under these circumstances the scheduled-maintenance program is a convenient vehicle for periodic tests to ensure their continued /ailability.
This continued availability is especially important for multiplerole equipment subject to sudden changes in operational use. One
obvious example is an airplane all of whose scheduled flights fall in the
daylight hours. In this case it is necessary to include tests of the landing
lights, cockpit lights, and other i, -ms used for nighttime operation in
the maintenance program, since actual use of the-? functions by the
operating crew will not constitute an adequate fa ilure- reporting systorn.
The inverse of this situation-the extension of crew duties to cover
tests of certa in h idden- function items -usually applies in any operating
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context; hence it is taken into account during RCM analysis (tests by the
operatin crew make the failure evident). However, the need for inspection tasks to cover rarely used functions depends on the actual use of
the equipment, and such tasks must ordinarily be added to the program
on an individual basis by each operating organizaticn. Where the airplanes in a fleet are used under different sets of operating conditions,
these tasks may be required for some members of the fleet, but not for
others.
EVENT-ORIENTED INSPECTIONS

There are special inspections that are not scheduled in '.he ordinary
senst, :)ut must be performed after the occurrence of certain unusual
events. rypical examples are hard-landing an- rough-air inspections
of
the
engines.structure
These and overtemperature anrd c-erspeed inspections of
are all on-conditi, , inspý-:Atons of the specific sig-

nificant items which are most iikeiy to be damaged by the unusually
severe loading conditions.

10"2

PACKAGING THE MAINTENANCE WORKLOAD

letter-check contents
intervals
main .nance-package

All
the taskrequirements
intervals we have
discussed
so far
have been based
individual
on the
of each
item under
consideration.
The control
of these individual tasks is greatly simplified by grouping the tasks into
work packages that can be applied to the entire aircraft, to an installed
engine, or to a removable assembly. In many cases the study groups
developing each segment of the program will have anticipated the
packaging procedure; thus individual tasks may be specified for an interval that corresponds to the preflight walkaround or to the A-check or
D-check interval. In some cases a maximum interval is specified in
hours or flight cycles as well, and the grouping of tasks
ensure that
each task will be performed at some time within this must
limit.
Generally speaking, the tasks that have the shortest
intervals are
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servicing tasks and simple inspections such as the walkaround checks,
which do not require specialized training, equipment, or facilities.
Thus the smaller maintenance packages are generally called service
checks. A #1 service check may be a group of tasks that can be performed at every stop at a maintenance station, and a heavier #2 service
check, amounting to 2 or 3 manhours of scheduled work, may be performed during every long layover if the airplane has flown more than
20 hoars since the preceding #2 service. The major work packages,
calied letter checks, are performed at successively longer intervals (see
Exhibit 4.11 in Chapter 4). Each letter check incorporates all the work
covered by the preceding checks, plus the tasks assigned at that lettercheck interval. Thus each one requires an increasing amount of manpower, technical skills, and specialized equipment.

S.." •.

.

Although the intervals for letter-check packages are customarily
expressed in terms of operating hours, some organizations may prefer
to convert them to calendar time based on average daily use of the
e,'uipment. Packages would then be designed to include tasks to be
performed once a day, once a week, once a month, and so on. Similarly,
the operator of a small fleet-say, two airplanes-may not want to be
faced with a very heavy intermittent workload of two C checks a year,
each requiring an expenditure of perhaps 2,000 manhours. He may
prefer instead to distribute the C-check tasks among the more frequent
checks, with a different group of C-check tasks performed at every A
and B check. It is also possible to work out nightly packages with equalized work content by distributing the A and B packages as well. In this
case, although the workload will be relatively constant, the actual tasks
to be performed will vary greatly from night to night, making control
of their accomplishment more difficult.
Even when the letter-check packages are not broken up in thi. way,
their content will not necessarily be the same each time they are performed. For example, a task that has a long irterval but is not timeconsuming may be assigned to one of the more frequent letter checks
but scheduled only for every second or every fourth such check. Conversely, a group of tasks that are especially time-consuming may be
distributed among successive letter checks of the same designation. or
there may be items that are monitored independently and scheduled
for the time of the nearest check regardless of its designation. Consequently the actual tasks performed will often differ greatly for the same
letter check from one visit of the airplane to the next.
Usually the objective in packaging is to consolidate the work into
as few check intervals as possible without unduly compromising the
desired task intervals. Some maintenance organizations attempt to
make the interval for each higher check a multiple of the lower checks.
This has the advantage of simplicity, but the necessity of maintaining
the geometric relationship penalizes workload scheduling. One method
of relating each check to the next higher check is illustrated in Exhibit
10.4. In this case the intervals are arranged to overlap as follows:
•

The#2 service check includes a #1 service check and therefore
zero-times the #1 check.

•

The A check includes a #2 service check and zero-times it.

0

The B check includes the next A check due and zero-times all the
A-check tasks performed.

•

The C check includes the next B check due and zero-times all the
B-check tasks performed.

P

The D check includes the next C check due and zero-times all the
C-check tasks performed.
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EXHIBIT 10"4 One method of relating letter-check intervals.
Note that the time scale is different for each line, and each check is
scheduled to include the lower-level work package due at that
interval. The C check is a special case; the tasks scheduled for this
interval are split into four different phase-check packages, to be
performaed at successive B checks. Thus the equivalent of the first C
check has been completed by the B4 check, anid so on. The D check,
scheduled at 20,000 hours, zero-times all phase-check tasks
performed through the B23 check, but not those tasks scheduled
for the 324 check.

#1/#2 check

0

5

10

20

15

Flight hours
#2/A check
#2
#2
L #2L. JILLi
0

#2

I

so

#2

#2

4

I

ISO

100

too

Flight hours

A/B check
A,

As

A,

A4 As
500I

0

B/C check

50

B, B,

B, B,

B, B,

0

B, B,

F
4B

I•

-

5,00

,

I

1,500

2,000

C checks accomplished as phase checks

B1 Bie

10,000
Flight hours

B/C check/D check

0

As

1,000
Might hours

5,000

,

11.I

At

t

15,000

20,000

r

BBR
10,000
Flight hours

Ii

Big

15,000

B"

B,
20,000

I
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Alternatively, the C check might be divided into four smaller packages, with one of these packages assigned to each B check. The check
that combines B- and C-check tasks is often called a phasecheck. Whereas
a full C check would take the airplane out of service for 24 hours, it
may be possible to accom1 .. ish a phase check in an elapsed time of 10
or 12 hours. When the C-check tasks are distributed in this way, the
D-check includes the next phase check and zero times the tasks in that
phase check.

The first step in assembling the tasks for each letter-check package
is to establish the desired letter-check intervals. In an initial program
these intervals, like the task intervals themselves, are highly conservative. The next step is to adjust the intervals for individual tasks to correspond to the closest letter-check interval. Whenever possible, poor
fits should be accommodated by adjusting the task interval upward;
otherwise the task must be scheduled at the next lower check or
multiple of that check. As an example, the initial interval assigned to a
corrosion-control task for the internal fuselage lower skin of the Boeing
747 was 9,000 hours. The inspection is essential to protect the bilge areas
of the plane from corrosion, but this interval would have necessitated a
separate visit to the maintenance base for a single task. Since the interval represented a conservative value in the first place, some flexibility
was considered allowable, and it was decided that the interval could
safely be extended to 11.000 hours, which coincided with a group of
tasks scheduled for a midperiod visit at half the D-check ilterval.
Exhibit 10.5 shows a partial list of the scheduled tasks included in
each letter check for the Boeing 747. Note that this program employed
phase checks in place of a C-check work package. When phase checks
are used there is no real C check, in the sense of a group ot tasks all of
which are to be performed at the same time. It i,. helpful to refer to a
phantom C check, however, to develop the content of the phase-check
packages, and the tasks of the phantom C check have the desired interval if they are performed at every fourth phase check.
Exhibit 10.6 shows sample tasks from a somewhat different packaging scheme for the McDonnell F4J. This program was designed for a
military context, but it includes several of the pacl-aging features found
in its commercial counterpart. For example, the work package designated
as the maintenance check is actually spread out over six lower-level
phase checks, much like the series of phase checks performed at the
B-check interval on the Boeing 747.
Both the task intervals and the package intervals in an initial program are subject to age exploration. Usually the intervals for individual
tasks are increased by extending the package intervals, as discussed in
Section 4.6. When a maximum interval is identified for a specific task,
the task will either be assigned to a different letter-check package or,
if it is a task that controls the rest of the package, the check interval will
be frozen.

I
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EXHIBIT 10 5 Partial maintenanct-packagc co,'tents tor lile jntI

hase ilnainotenan0

c on tle Boeinig 747. (United %\irlines)

LINE W' NT1FNANCE

BASE MAINTIMJANCE

#1 SERVICE

1 CHECK Limit 900 flight hours

After each completed flight, average 4

flight hours

Review flight log
Perform walkaround check
#2 SERVIa Every 20 flight hour,

Perform next A check due
Check hydraulic-supply fire-shutoff valve
Check hydraulic accumulator

Perform #1 service

Lubricate flap-transmission universal joint

Check tires and brake wear indicators
Check constant-speed-drive oil quantity
Check engine oil quandl~y
Check
exterior flght-log
lights
Clear deferred
items

Lubricate midflap carriage roller
Inspect wing fixed trailing-edge upper panel

Inspect wing trailing-edge flap track
Inspect
engine
blades
Test
engine
andsecond-stage
fuel-control compressor
trim
Check and service engine main oil screen

A CHECK

At overnight
limit 125 flight hours
Perfrm layover,
# sericeB2

Perform #2 service
ck essential and sandby power
Check battery, auxiliary power unitp
C

Check cool-gas generator freon level
Check portable fire extinguisher
Check hydraulic-system differential-pressure
indicator

check (every second B check)

Check magnetic plug, engine main 3 and 4 bearings
Inspect fire-extinguisher pylon support
Inspect body station 2360 pressure
bulkhead, aft
side, for corrosion
Check and aervice magnetic plug, auxiliary
power unit
Test and service battery and charger, inertial

Perform general visual inspection of landing gear
Inspect landing-gear shock 9truts

navigation system

Check truck-beam bumper pads, main
landing gear
Inspect cockpit zone

Inspect crank, latch, and torque tube, main Lntry
dhor (limit 3,200 flight hours)

A5 check (every fifth A check)
Lubricate landing gear

C CHECK Performed as pho . checks over four successive
B checks, limit 3,600 flight hours
Perform next B check due

H3 check (every third K check)

Intensive inspection of outboard leading-ec;e flap
actuators, attach-fitting links, and bellcranks
Check operation of constant-speed-drive
underspeed switch and freqsuency drift

Remove ejection seat and perform general visual
inspection of cockpit
Repaint aircraft
Inspect control cables

MAINTENANCE CHECK

Remove landing gear
Replace flight-control bearing

At 500 flight hours; performed

over six phase checks, or 480 flight hours

'•

External visual inspection of critical zones
!nternal visual inspection of critical zones
Check hydraulic-system filters; replace as kiecessary
Se
ic drl
sstem
ervice hydraulic s
Inspect control cables for chaf:ng, integrity, and
rigging
Inspect control-system mechanism; clean and
lubricate as required
Replace air filters on electronic cooling-air system
Test operation of bell-mouth seal system
Test operation of IFR emergency-extend system
Check nose-landing-gear centering systemA
(strut extended)
Intensive inspection of nose-landing-gear extend
system
Lubricate nose-landing-gear bearing, doors, and

Check component hidden functions
SPECIAL CONDME•ONS
Engine removal, scheduled at 600 flight hours or
on-condition

Check boundary-layer-control bleed-air check valve
Intensive inspection of engine mounts
Perform visual check of engine firewall
Before carrier duty
Check canopy-actuator shear-pin gap
Check operation of canopy emergency jettison
After 75 arrested landings
Perform magneiic-particle inspection of axle/brakeflange fillets, main landing gear

uplocks

Intensive inspection of critical structural items
Lub'ricate flight controls
Inspect and test operation of boundary-layercontrol valves and systems
Check operation of seal trim system
Intensive inspection of stabilizer actuator, rod, and
actuator fitting
Test operation of canopy jettison system
At 300 days (ranges from 200 to 600 flight hours)

Remove ejection seat for limited functional test;
check and service (corrosion protection) as
required
DEPOT VISIT

Limit 960 flight hours or 42 months

Inspect and samph- structural items

I
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AGE EXPLORATON, the process of determining the reliability characteristics of the equipment under actual operating conditions, begins the
day a new airplane enters service. This process includes monitoring the
condition and performance of each item, analyzing failure data to identify problems and their consequences, evaluating inspection findings
to adjust task intervals, and determining age-reliability relationships
for various iteins. Since the decision process that led to the initial
scheduled-maintenance program was based on prior- to-service information, the program will reflect a number of default decisions. As operating experience begins to produce real data on each item, the same
decision logic can now be used to respond to unanticipated failures,
assess the desirability of additional tasks, and eliminate the cost of
unnecessary and overintensive maintenance resulting from the use of
default answers.
In the preceding chapters we considered certain aspects of age
exploration as they relate to task intervals and the intensive study of
individual item,, in the systems, powerplant, and structures div.isions.
In a broad sense, however, age exploration encompasses all reliability
information on the aircraft as it ages in service, Thus the heart of an
ongoing maintenance program is the collection and analysis of this
information, either by the engineering organization or by a separate

'

group.

I

Change oil, constant-speed drive unit

CS check (every fifth C check)

Replace aircraft battery and auxiliary-power

Clean electronic racks

battery and test thermoswitch

Check external-power receptacles
Inspect cockpit equipment and installations
Check oil quantity and service horizontal-stabilizercontrol drive unit
Inspect wing trailing-edge sections

Serdice alternate drive motor, wing trailing-edge
flap
C'check (4t nearest C 'heck)
Inspect internal fuselage lower skin for corrosi,n
and
oil (12,000
9,000apply
hoursLPS
± 2,000
hours) hours start, repeat ait

Perform separate operational check of each
flight-control hydraulic system

D CHECK

Treat wheelwell cables, main landing gear, for
corrosion protection (limit 4,000 flight hours)

Perform next phase check due

Inspecu floor, main cabin and upper deck
Inspect eniie pylons
Inspect rddt.; -stabilizerhinge-suprort fitting
Inspct
Inspect cabin interior

cbininteiorInspect

Limit 25,000 flight hours

Inspect and sample structural items

Repaint aircraft
Iepaint aircaft

ridder and elevator cables

Test aileron and aileron-trim system (also test all
C2 check (every second C check or every eighth B check)

other flight-control systems)

Inspect access door, electronic and air-conditioning
bay
Lubricate torque tube and sprocket, main entry
door
Test heat-override valve, aft cargo compartment

Test fire-extinguishing system
Inspect all ac power wiring
Check flight-compartment access doors

Test electronic-equipment airflow detector
Test autothrottle limit
Lubricate flight-control-surface hihg1eo-

corrosion
Replace and rework landing-gear parts, oxygen
regulators, and other specified itcms

Lubricate trailing-edge flap track
Inspect fillet-fairing suppurt structure for corrosion
Inspect lower rudder, upper closing rib
C4 check (every fourth C check)

Inspect tail-cone intercostals

Inspect cables, Cuselage pressurized -,teas
n fr

Inspect sabe-enge aftssurite

Inspect spare-engine aft support fitting for

EXHIBIT 10-6 V.10III-]in~iitenliiMCk - 1 ackj11W Ctt'llivil It'l- ,t,,lili~tellnce
pet tomiieI un the NlcI )uiut lI 1:41.(Unilted AirliiivO.

'I

I

TIIRNAPOUND Average every 2 flight hours
Clear pilut squawk sheet
Perform walkaround chcck for damage

At 14 days when aircraft is on operational status

Intensive insp~ection of torque-arm assembly,
nose landing gear
Check fluid quantity, hydraulic r.-servoirs, and
service as required
Check operation of boundary- layer-control
airflow at one-half and full flaps
Check presgure gage, emergency oxygen
supply

At .40 flight hours; when due, combine with lower check
Check operation of transducer probe heater
Check angle-of-attack sensor and signal quality to
ait-data computer
Check operation of accelerometer

DAILY Every day aircraft is on operational status
Service liquid-oxygen converter (pilot/radar
ope~rator oxygen suppily)
Check pressure- gages, "sneiamatic-system
emergency bottles

Intensive inspection of aloertonqu-acuaor acsskdoo
aundesidoo
Intensive inspection of cailrnopytusill
fortorrsioe nsetoofcnpsil(drid)
ofperonen
Intenrrsiveiseton
fuprlneo
Itnieiseto

Ceck irera'~it~o, nse lndin gePHASE
se landing gear and main
Check strutlanding gear, .J service as required
Check brake condition, main land)ng gear

CHECK At 80 flight hours; six checks per 500-hour
cycle
Lubricate doors, uplocks, ring, and torque collar,
main li.nding gear

aChck pmsul r gaerdalcssenLirct
accumui.
-TLubricate

ICheck
FGeneral

Check visual indicators, personnel eniergency
equipment

bounda ry- layer- control, bellows, and

outer-wing connectors
Genersi visual inspection of lower inboard and
outboa'cl wing surface
-.isual inspection of wingfold area
Check engine oil quan~tity
tPIatuAs

t 7day
i onopcatwnal
SPECAL
whn arcrat
as hnarrati noprtoa

Check chemical dryers
Clean water drakin holes, lower forward fuselage
Inspect drag chute for damage (if deployed in
last 7 days)
Service constant-speed drive and check for
leaks

Lubricate iilcron, spoiler, flap binges, speed-brake
hinges, landing gear, and gecir doors

At 'ISdays when aircraft is on operational status
Intensive inspection of wing rear srar

igodmcaim
election-seat components
Inspect spoiler and aileron control-cylinder rods,
bolts, adnuts

Inspect wing upper and lower skin
Isetarsigho
Isetarsigho
Check operation of refueling shutoff valves
At 160 flight lioui; lever~v second phase check)
Intensi.ve iat,&"'c' ion of trunnion fitting, nose
landing gearA
Intensive inspection of aileron lower-closure skin
Check operation of emnergency UHFf transmitter/
receiver
Lurctladngerotolhde
At 240 flight hooars lever' third phase check)
Check operation of landing-gear emergency
extension system

.

II I

TYPICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Although intensive age exploration of individual items plays a direct
role hi assessing their maintenance requirements, this is only one of
many sources of reli, ility information. In the case of airplanes it is
also not the information of most immediate concern. In order to respond
to unanticipated problems, an operating organization must have some
means of identifying those that require first priority. On this basis the
airline industry rank3 the various types of reliability data according to
the priority of failure consequences and is generally concerned with
information in the following order:
•

Failures that could hiave a direct effect on safety

•

Failures that have a direct effect on operational capability, either
by interrupting the flight or by restricting its continuation

h

The failure modes of units removed as a result of functional failures

•

The causes of potential failures found as a result of on-condition

types of information systems
the u.es of operating
iformation

inspections
I

The general condition of unfailed parts in units that have failed

•'

The general condition of parts in units removed specifically for
SECTION I1 I

sampling purposes
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This order of importance is consistent with the priorities underlying
the RCM distinctions between necessary and economically desirable
scheduled-maintenance tasks.
The data needed to manage the ongoing maintenance program
must usually be extracted from a number of information systems, some
of which were established for purposes quite different from that of
supplying data to maintenance analysis. As a result, it is sometimes a
laborious process to assemble all the information elements needed for
maintenance decisions. Most information systems can be classified
according to three basic characteristics:
o

Event-oriented systemns collect and record data whenever an undesirable event occurs. Such systems range from a plan for immediate
telephone communications between designated executives in the
event of any failure that involves safety considerations to a system
for recording unsatisfactory conditions found during scheduled
inspections.

I*- Monitoring systenis summarize data about some aspect of the operation during a specified calendar period. The data are extracted
from event-oriented systems and are summarized in reports such
as the monthly premature-removal report, the monthly delay-andcancellation report, and soon. These reports are prepared regardless
of the occurrenc,. of any reportable events; thus they give positive
information about the absence of problems as well as information
on any problems that have occurred.
N
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Analysis systems not only collect, summarize, and report data, but
also give the results of some special analysis of the information.
This might be an actuarial analysis, a determination of the 20 items
with the highest premature-removal rates, or some other specific
analysis.

One of the most important information systems is the airplane
flight log. The primary purpose of this log is to record the operating and
maintenance history of each airplane. Such information s the flight
number, the names of the crew members, fuel on board at takeoff, oil
on board at takeoff, takeoff time, landing time, and observed engine
performance parameters and vibration levels are always recorded. In
addition, any instances of unsatisfactory conditions observed during
the flight are entered on the log sheet to alert the maintenance organization to the need for corrective maintenance (see Exhibit 11.1). The
maintenance crew also uses the log to record the repairs made as a result
of these reports, to record the performance of scheduled tasks, and by
signing a maintenance release, to certify the airplane's airworthiness.
Copies of recent log sheets are kept in the airplane for review by the
operating crew, and the older sheets are sent to a permanent central file.

N.

EXHIBIT 10-1 Log sheet from an airplane flight log. The flight log
shows any unsatisfactory conditions reported by the operating crew,
as well as the corrective action taken by the maintenance crew.
(United Airlines)
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Another event-oriented system is the aircraft maintenance information system, which keeps track of all the scheduled-maintenance tasks
performed at each line station and the manhours; required for each one,4
as well as the time spent on corrective work as a result of crew-reported
failures or conditions discovered during performance of the scheduled
tasks. Some cf the larger airlines have computerized this system and
enter the log-book failure reports into it as additional data. This allows
a maintenance station to determine what deferred repairs are going to
be necessary for an arriving airplane. However, this real-time on-line
system is still in the early stages of development.
The daily operations report is both a monitoring and an eventoriented system. Among other things, it provides a brief narrative
description of any unusual flight incident, flight interruption, delayed
departure, or cancelled flight that has occurred during the preceding
24-hour period.
Data associated with premature removals are reported by means oi
identification and routing tags, another event-oriented system. A tag
attached to the unit that is removed records the removal information
and information on the replacement unit and then routes the removed
unit back to a maintenance base (see Exhibit 11.2). The tag stays with
the unit throughout the repair process and is then filed for future reference. When a major assembly, such as an engine or a landing gear,
reaches the shop for rework, additional tags are generated for any subassembly that is removed and routed to another shop.
Some of the event-oriented systems are complemented by monitoring systems. For example, data are Qxtracted periodically from the
identification and routing tags to show the premature-removal rates
of significant items. Similarly, data extracted from the daily operations
report for the monthly summary of delays and cancellations identify
the associated failures on a periodic basis.
There are additional information systems designed to ensure that
there will be a record of all adverse findings during every inspection
performed, as well as a record of any corrective work done as a result
of such findings. While this information is available on all items subjectI
to scheduled tasks, the data may be difficult to retrieve. For this reason
it is~ common practice to designate certain units as time-extension samples
when an increase in task intervals is being con'cidered and to pay particular attention to data gathering for these samples.
In many cases it is relatively easy to review the data and decide
whether a change in the scheduled- maintenance program would be
desirable. If it takes a long time to repair a certain type of failure, and
scheduled flights must therefore be cancelled, the economic justification for a preventive task is apparent- particularly if the failure is one

i
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that occurs frequently. And if no preventive tasks are applicable to
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an item, there is no point in adding them, regardless of the (operational
consequences of the failures (there may, of course, be a point in redesigning the item). Sometimes, however, when a functional failure might
or might not have operational consequences, depending on the circumstances, it may be necessary to retrieve info_'mation from a number of
different sources to gain a clear picture of the problem.

SCnON 11.1
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EXHIBIT 11.3 Premature-removal "top-twenty" report. This
information, extracted from the monthly premature-removal report,
lists data on the 20 items with the highest premature-removal rates.
Note that this report also shows the number of premature removals
that were verified as functional failures. (United Airlines)

TOP TWENTY PRiMATURE REMOVALS
type of aircraft

period

Boeing 727
no. of

prematuieremoval rate

no. of

percent of

prematura
remova.s

(per 1,00C
unit hourA)

verified
failures

verified
failures

prematureremoval
rank

maintenance
records no.

name

April-June 1978

56

3.28

18*

32

189

1.85

66*

35

71

1.68

5*

7

Dispenser, coffee maker

368

1.59

171*

46

43122

Accessory unit, WX radar

161

1.58

14*

9

43112

Transmitter/receiver, WX radar

151

1.48

73

48

41701

Indicator, standby attitude (SA)

13

1.28

4

31

8

23711

Recorder, cockpit voice

124

1.22

82

66

9

41134

Comp ater, air data

31

1.14

21

68

Receiver, VHF nav/glidescope

22

1A.8

10*

45

104

1.02

40

38

10

.98

1

21392

Control, cabin pressure

2

43132

Indicator, WX radar

3

42210

Receiver, VHF navigation

4

25342

5
6
7

10

42252

11

31212

12

33496

+ Light, anticollision

33495

- Included with 33496

Recorder, flight data

5*

50

13

21113

(_hannel-pihch control

26

.96

6

23

14

43511

Transraitter/receiver, radi., altimeter

95

.93

23

24

15
15

23311
23501

Amplifier, public address

66

.88

12*

18

Accessory unit, audio

15

.88

1*

7

22305

Controller, pedestal

64

.86

23*

36

41294

Battery box, SAI system

87

.85

46*

53

17
18

135

Altimeter, electric

17

.84

3*

18

19

21329

Controller, cabin pressure auto

61

.82

19*

31

20

41193

Computer, air data

59

.79

16*

27

*Shop data incomplete.

i

Suppose, for example, that the daily operations report, or perhaps
the monthly summary of delays and cancellations, indicates that failures

of a particular system item are causing a fairly large percentage of

I

delayed departures. Under these circumstances the maintenance organization would investigate to see whether these consequences c;%n be
alleviated. The first step is to review the delay-and-cancellation sum-I
maries for the past several months to obtain a broader-based statistic
on, the delays. It is then necessary to go back to the daily operations
report to find out the actual length of the delay and the assembly or
assemblies involved in most of the failures.
Once the dimensions of the delay problem have been establirhed,
the next step is to determine whether failures are evident to the operating crew, and if so, what is being reported in the flight log as evidence
of failure. It is always possible that the definitions of satisfactory performance are so demaneing that the cost is greater than the benefits.
The log sheets may also supply some information on the assemblies
that are failing, but the best source of this information is the aircraft
maintenance information system. This system will show whether corrective maintenance involves replacing failed units, and if so, the frequency of replacement and the line-station cost of the work. The frequency of repairs may be much higher than the frequency of operational
delays; for example, failures on airplanes inbound to overnight layovers
would have no operational consequences.
If the failures do involve the removal of units, the monthly premature-removal report will provide an overview of the frequency of

premature removals. This report also shows the proportion of pre-

i

mature removals that are verified failures (see Exhibit 11.3). If there
are numerous unverified failures, better troubleshooting methods are

needed. A check of the present methods requires reference to the identification and routing tag system, shop records, and engineering records.
A quick analysis of these records will also show whether one or more
dominant failure modes account for a large proportion of the failures.
In either case the shop cost records must be examined to determine the
material and labor costs incurred in repairing failed units.
With this information, together with a figure for the imputed cost
of delays, it is now possible to retumn to the RCM decision diagram to
examine possible cost-effective tasks. If none can be found, or even if
there are applicable and effective tasks, the desirability of design
changes to improve the inherent reliability of the item should also be
investigated. One supplementary bit of information will help substantiate the cost effectiveness of a design change -the reduction in spare
prem atu re- removal
replacement units that would result from a lcrate. This information requires a special analyý by the inventoryplanning organization.
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A complete analysis of this type has required reference to eight
different information systems (see Exhibit 11.4). In time the use of
integrated data bases will make it easier to assemble the relevant data.
Fortunately, however, not all maintenance decisions require this complete a study. Indeed, the need for a formal study can often be determined fairly simply by means of the decision diagram discussed in
Section 4.4.
EXHIBIT 11.4 An example of the information systems that might be
consulted to determine the desirability of introducing-a change in the
scheduled- maintenaace program.
information needed

source of data

Identification of system whose
failures may be causing operational
delays
Frequency of delays

Daily operations report or monthly
summary of delays and
cancellations
Monthly summary of delays
and cancellations
Daily operations report
Flight-log sheets

Length of delays
The jailure evidence that is
appalnt to operating crews
Identiffqation of assembly or part
causing ajarge proportion of
system faillires
DeterminatiOp of whether repair at
line station requires replacement
(premature removal) of unit
Frequency of unit replacement
Cost of corrective maintenance
(labor) at line station
Cost of corrective maintenance
(labor and materials) at
maintenance base
Identification of failure modes and
failure-mode dominance
Desirability of modifying
scheduled-maintenance program
Effect of failure rate on spare-unit
requirements
Desirability of design change
(product improvement)
300 APPLICATIONS

I,

Daily operations report and
aircraft maintenance information
system
Aircraft maintenance information
system
Aircraft maintenance information
system and monthly prematureremoval report
Aircraft maintenance information
system
Shop cost records
Shop records, identification and
routing tas, special analysis
RCM analysis
Inventory-planning system
Special analysis

11- 2

V

TYPICAL TYPES OF ROUTINE ANALYSIS

Many analyses are performed routinely as a part of age exploration,
The engine data recorded in the flight log, for example, are fed into a
computer after each flight and are analyzed on a daily basis. This cornputer analysis reduces the observed data to "standard-day" reference
conditions, compares the performance of each engine with that of other
engines on each airplane for a specific flight, and compares each engine
with its prior history. The observed data are weighted so that small
changes in recent information receive more attention than small changes
between recent and older performance, and statistical-significance
tests are used to identify engines whose performance parameters require further investigation.
This program of flight-log monitoring is useful in detecting minor
variations and trends that would not be apparent to the operating crew.
The process cannot pinpoint the exact cause of the variation, and the

flight-log monitoring
chronic maintenance problems
analysis of premature-removal
data
actailnlss
effect of an overhaul limit
on age exploration

~

readings can be affected by instrument changes, since each instrument
prompt investigations that may lead to engine removals (usually less
than 5 percent of the total premature- removal rate), and on this basis it
Light be considered a form of on-condition inspection.
Two other data elements that are monitored by trend analysis are
in-flight engine shutdowns and premature removals. Exhibit 11.5 shows
a cypical report generated by a shutdown event and a summary report
of all shutdowns for that type of engine during a given month. Exhibit
11.6 shows long-term trends in shutdown and premature- removal rates
for the same engine. Premature- removal rates are summarized monthly
for all significant items, usually with a supplementary report like that
in Exhibit 11.3, listing the items with the highest removal rates. These
summaries do not identify the failure coi,-equences, but they do show
W1tfems are the least reliable.
but

*~to

help identify chronic maintenance problems, failures that

I

are c~in
a system and are not corrected by replacing the items that
seem to be causing the problem. Removal data are fed into a computer
that retains a certain amount of recent history, usually covering a period
of about ; uonth. New data are compared with the stored history and
an alert i, given if an item has more than the expected number of removalls d~ -ring the period covered. This alert report identifies the airplanes
have had repeated removals and also notifies the maintenance organization that special troubleshooting effort is needed to
locate the source of the problem. Other systems for identifying airplanes with chronic problems use the flight log as a data base. All such
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plane no.

Moau

station

SLC date 2/6/76

naclwc;. landing

incident nto. 09140
delay
delay timte
flight in/date

cancellation

substitutioo

flight out/date

plans no. diapatched
primary resp station system

In-flight dtage OWNh
englae in-flight shutdown

79

Yas

problem and repair, parts replaced (include part no$.)

LOg report: Precautionary shutdown Mo.I eng acct fluct oil prows, Htee.
hi temp. Windutilled 25 mint, maintained 20 Psi.4
Actiot: sLCzM refliedanltank, ran20 min,no oil low No wdemaloil
leakage found. Found oil qty gage stuck at LL5 Swapped gage and Gil
qty checked OK Ante Miling oil tank. Acceasory cast strine, scaeng
oil screen main oil scren afl checked OK, Deferrd SFOMM.

EXHIBIT 11*5 Lpft, a typical in-flight shutdown report showing the
details for that event, and right, a monthly summary of the in-flight
shutdowns for that type of engine. (United Airlines)

r

EXHIBIT If -6 Shutdown and premature- removal rates plotted over an
18mnhperiod for the Pratt & Whitney JT3D3-5 engine on thej

Douglas DC-S. (United Airlines)

lbtal premature Temovals

0
1975

1976

Calendar time (months)
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IA.I

"t0peof aircraft

Dou8l• i8

type (if engine

Pratt & Whitney 1T"D-1i4/311

no.

2

3

plane,
eng

I WU

date, engine
station
AV e

117

I

SLC

8081U
2

2/11
ORD

6044U

2/18

3

JFK

20661

period Itbnum

aon for shutdown

line action

High oil temperature

*chane

findingp

Undmpined
critical

2203 Engine oil temperature
Pegge, found raw
boring seal failed

16920

Low oil pressure

Engine change

IM

other X

Gearbox full of oil
severe cavitation eroion
In
u
ump

Found oil leak at B nub

which oil leaked
Critical
other X
Lonuts5
oat
eAvap

inlet and outlet of oil-

screen

torqued B nuts, checked
OK, returned plane to
service

c

reports are intended to aid in troubleshooilng on airplanes with especially complex systems, but as the use of built-in test equipment (BITE)
becomes more common, they may become unnecessary.
From time to time it is desirable to explore the age-reliability relationship for a particular item to determine whether a scheduled rework
task is applicable. In this case the premature-removal data are supplemented by other data for the several different analyses that might be
made.' Exhibit 11.7 shows the history of a constant-speed-drive unit
on the Boeing 727 over one calendar quarter. Note that this report identifies the types of functional failures, as well as the failure modes. Exhibit
11.8 shows the results of an actuarial analysis of this history, and the
curves in Exhibit 11.9 show a summary analysis of data over a period of
several years. The constant-speed drive shows no evidence of a wearout
age, indicating that removal of this item for rework at some arbitrary
operating age will have little effect on its reliability.
*For a detailed discussion of the actuarial techniques employed in these analyses, see
Appendix C.
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EXHIBIT 11 7 A history of operating experience over one calendar
quarter with the constant-speed drive on the Boeing 727. The unit
TSO refers to operating age since last shop visit. (United Airlines)
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3,000

III

10,000

15,000

20,000

Operating age since last overhaul (flight hours)

EXHIBIT II S The results of actuarial analysis of the operating

history shown in Exhibit 11.7. Of the total premature removals, some
units were repaired and returned to service and others required
sufficienti,

exteasive work to zero-time their operating ages.

(United Ailines)

At the time the curves in Exhibits 11.8 and 11.9 were developed this
constant-speed drive was subject to an overhaul age limit, although it
was being rapidly extended as a result of actuarial analysis and the
findings from teardown inspections of time-expired units. Evidence
of deterioration will usually be found in serviceable units that are
removed at some specified age limit, but -t is generally beyond human
capability to estimate from this early evidence the rate at which the
deterioration will progress. Consequently teardown inspections of
time-expired units rarely provide the information in which we are most
interested. The condition of parts in failed units, however, provides
information on the general deterioration of these units, as well as on
the specific failure modes to which they are subject. Moreover, since
failed units are ava&'able for inspection at far more frequent intervals

T7
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EXHIBIT 11T9

The results of actuarial analysis of operating experience

over a five-year period for the constant-speed drive of the Boeing

be necessary (or fe.asible) for a rework age limit, this infor-..
than would
mation accumulates continuously without the need to remove unimt
from service at fixed intervals. Exhibit 11.10 shows how high-.ti'n~e
inspection samples become available for age exploration with and "without the
imposition
applicability for scheduofed rework
of limit..'
criterionage
reala rework
the of
Of course,
is the existence of a well-defined wearout.region in thet conditionalprobability curve. Thus unless enough failures have occurred to provide
the necessary data for a conditional-probability curve, there is no basis
on which a rework task can be scheduled -nor is here any basis for
determihing whether it would be cost-effective eten if it proved to be
applicable.
Whereas age exploration to support scheduled rework tasks relies
on statistical analysis, the analyses directed' at extension of the initial-
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intervals in an RCM progrtam are based onothe results of the tasks themselves. Most of the tasks in an initial program are on-condition inspec-

30

s

tions, and when they are grouped into the various letter-check packages, it is with the expectation that the inspEction findings on a small
number of airplanes (time-extension samples) will support major extensions of these work-package intervals, During the period in which
intervals are being extended, engineers and &.nalysts participate in the
inspections of the units designated as time-extension samples and
make their own notes to supplement the information that will become
available from other information systems.

I I a3

MO DIFYING THE MAINTENANCE
PROCRAM

The nature of the items in the systems, powerplant, and structures
divisions leads to different patterns in their maintenance requirements,
and hence in the decision paths used to arrive at an initial set of scheduled tasks. For the same reason, age-exploration activities in each of
the three major divizions tend to focus on different sources of reliability
information. In some cases the study of individual items involves no
specified age limits; in other cases it involves limits that are moved

age exploration of systems
age exploration of powerplants
age exploration of structures

EXHIBIT II10 The effect of an overhaul limit on agc e, plorai'on.
With a hard-time limit, units that fail shortly before they are due for
scheduled removal are overhauled prem.ahrelv. This preoedure zerotimes many units, thus reducing the numbee that survive to the end
of the interval and can be used as inspection samples to support
extension of the current limit. With no fixed removal limit, the
e.onomic reasons for premature overhaul no longer exist, and
inspection of the oldcst opportunity samples provided by failures
results in samples at increasing ages instead of a number of samples
all of the same age.

Inspection sample•

Inpcinsmls(oldest
(scheduled removals,
a,
New
curn
Vlimit)
agi mi

failed units)

*1,[

overhaul
CC

Calendar time

C2alenda. time

freely and rapidly on the basis of inspection findings. The essential
factor ik.w#1l cases is not the existence of an age limit, but knowing the
age of each unit of the item examined.
AGE EXPLORATON OF SYSTEMS ITEMS

The systems division consists of a large number of readily replaceable
complex items and their relatively simple fixed connecting lines. Usually
an initial systems program includes few scheduled-maintenance tasks
other than servicing and failure-finding inspections, and there are rarely
defined age-exploration requirements, as in the powerplant and structure programs. The cost of corrective maintenance is fairly low for most
systems items, and when operating data do indicate that additional pre-

I

ventive tasks are justified, it is generally because of an unexpectedly
high failure rate that involves operational consequenc' -,. In some cases
tain components with more reliable ones.
One aspect of operational consequences no' discussed thus far is
ating capability of the airplane. A case in point is the problem that
developed with toilets on the Boeing 747. The airplane is equipped with

eleven lavatories; hence the system is protected by redundancy. TheI
toilet units are of the recirculating type, in which the flushing water is
pumnped through filters, deodorized, and eventually pumped back to
the unit for reuse. One failure mode is a plugged line or flushing ring,
so that the toilet can no longer be flushed. When this occurs the lavatory
is closed, and the failure is recorded in the flight log for repair when
the airplane reaches its destination. However, with one or more lavatories closed, a long line forms at the operable units, and passengers
often find the wait uncomfortable. Moreover, one of the failure effects
that was overlooked was the fact that the deodorizing action is ineffective on an inoperable toilet.
When passenger reaction indicated an extensive problem, especially during the summer, when each trip has more .passengers and
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tional consequences. In this case an on-condition task was added to the
program. A partially plugged line or ring is evidenced by incomplete
flow from the ring. Thus it was possible to check the amount of the bowl
wetted during the flushing operation and treat units with incompletely
wetted bowls as potential failures (qee Exhibit 11.11). This task was
scheduled, of course, to coincide with inspections for other problems.
Since the reliability of systems items on the whole tends to be low,
the principal age-exploration tool in the systems division is actuarial
analysis of failure data. Ordinarily the conditional probability of failure
for a complex item is not expected to vary much with operating age.
However, a newly designed system will sometimes show a dominant

4
ý.

_V

*

plane no. Solect
d000

skill

crew

zone

phase

job no.

90

E

120

40

20

ref. C & S toilet fluih ring

COA no.

2
2
2

cost class no.

insp.

accom. by

W
W
W

09 Clear flush-ring fluid outlet in bowl of
residue an,! check flushing action.
Caution: Do not operate toilet flush pumps if wate
tank is empty.
A
With a long-handled brush and system flushing
fluid, remove all residue from the flushingring fluid outlets in bowl of toilets listed:
I LAV U1
2 LavB
3 LavC
B Check toilet flushing action of each toilet
listed below, as follows:
1 Push flush button and allow completion of one
fall cycle; wait 30 seconds (minimum) before
starting test cycle.
2 Push button for test cycle. The cycle should
start immediately and continue for 12 plus or
minus 3 seconds. There must be a vigorous
flushing action in the bowl and the inside of
the bowl shall be completely wetted. Make a
writeup to correct inadequate flush action.

I
I

I
F
1I

A Lav U1
B Lav B
C LavC

EXHIBIT II ' I I

The job instruction card for a task added to the

Boeing 747 maintenance program to prevent operational consequences.
(United Airlines)

failure mode that is both age-related and expensive enough to make an
age-limit task desirable. Exhibit 11.12 shows a conditional-probability
curve derived from operating experience with the engine-driven generator of the Boeing 727. Therc is little change in the failure rate until
about 2,000 hours, when the bearing starts to fail; thereafter the conditional probability of failure increases with age as this failure mode
becomes more dominant. The survival curve in Exhibit 11.12 shows the
probability that a generator will not suffer a bearing failure.
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The res~ults of ictuarial analysis of operating

experience with the engine-driven generator of the Boeing 727. The
tiata repei~eset a total of 1,310,269 unit hours fronm January 1, 1970 to
Pimnary 31, 1471. (United Airlines)

Rearing failure,, cause such extensive damare- to a1generator that
tlv' entire generator must be scrapped and replaced with a new one,
at a c:ost of about $2,500, The bearing itself costs only $50. In this case' a
cost analysis showed that it would be desirable to assign an economiclife discard task to the bearing at anl interval of 4,000 hours, Such a task
could also be viewed as a scheduled rework task for the generator, with
the rework specification including discard and replacement of the
bea rinrg.
'rhe generator and bus-tie relay on the Douglas DC-8 wvas assigned
a schedtiled rework task for a differewi reason. The relay is a complex
mechanical item-in the first type of aircraftto have three-phase 400-cyck.
310 APrtlCAulNs

ac power systems. Its basic functions are to conVey the power from each

4jI

generator to its own load bus and to convey ground power to the individual load buses. A failure of either of these functions will be reported
by the operating crew and will result in removal of the faulty relay for
repair, The relay also has a number of secondary functions, some of
which are hidden. However, the maintenance program for this aircraft
predated the use of RCM techniques, and at that time no recognition
was given to hidden functions.
When older units began coming mic ihe shop for repair, many of
the hidden functions were found to be in a failed state; in addition, many
of the parts were so worn that the units could no longer be repaired. On
this basis the relay was assigned a rework t.sl. -scheduled removal at a
maximum age limit of 14,000 hours for shop disassembly to the extent
necessary for repair. This task was intended primarily to protect the
important hidden function3, but the saving in repairable units in this
case more than offset the expense of scheduled removals.
Although unanticipated failures in the systems division rarely involve safety, some failures do have serious enough consequences to be
treated as if they were critical. One such case was a failure of the landinggear actuator endcap on the Douglas DC-10, discussed in Section 7.3.
The endcap was designed to have a fatigue life longer than the expected
service life of the airplane, and since corrosion was not expected to be
a problem with this item, the only task assigned in the initial program
was an on-condition inspection of the cap whenever the actuator was in
the shop for repair. A check for internal hydrauli: leaks had also been
discussed, but it was considered unnecessary for this type of actuator.
Unfortunately this actuator is not removed as part of the landing gear,
and it has a w~ry low failure rate. Consequently no opportunity inspec-

tions had been performed.
The endcap actually experienced two failures in the industry, each
with different airlines. These failures originated in the exposed internal
portion of the endcap, where an 0-ring is used to seal in the hydraulic
fluid. The original design and assembly techniques had allowed moisture to accumulate between the cap and body of the actuator on the air
side of the O-ring, causing pitting corrosion. When the endcap separates
from the actuator, all the hydraulic fluid is lost from the number 3
hydraulic system, and the landing ge,,, cannot be retracted. If this failure
occurred during flight, the gear in the failed position would rest on the
doors, and when the pilot extended the landing gear, all three gears
would simply free-fall to the down and locked position. However, if the
gear doors were also to fail, the failed gear would free-fall through the
opecing, and in the extreme case at high speed, the door could separate
and iall to the ground. This multiple failure would be considered critical.
While neither of the two endcap failures in themselves were classified as critical, the action taken was similar to that for an unanticipated

I.E
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critical failure. First, a safe-life limit was established for the endcap anid
a modified part with greater fatigue life was designed. This modified
cap is being installed at or before the existing caps reach the present

I

life limit. Second, all actuators are being removed and sent to the shop

for upgrading as fast as they can be handled. Each actuator is disassembled, the endcap is replaced with the new part, corrosion on other
parts of the actuator is removed, and improved corrosion-protection
materials are applied on reassembly. This procedure consists of applying
fluid-resistant primer to the threads of both the tendcap and the barrel,
renewing the cadmium plating and painting, assembling the actuator
with grease on all threads, and applying corrosion- inhibiting sealant
on the last thread at all threaded joints. When all the shorter-life parts
are removed from service and all the actuators have been assembled
with this new procedure, it is expected that the problem will be resolved.
Failure data are also the basis for adjusting task intervals for hidden
functions in systems items. Many of the failure-finding tasks are based
on opportunity samples, tests or inspections of hidden functions on
units sent to the shop for other repairs. The results of these inspections
are recorded and analyzed to find the inspection interval that will pro-

r

[

The units tested in the shop are considered to be a random sampling of
the units in the operating fleet. Thus the percentage of failures found
in the shop tests can be taken as the percentage of failures that would be
found throughout the fleet. Failure-finding inspections of items installed on the airplane are performed at scheduled intervals. In this case
the percentage of failures found will represent approximately twice
the percentage expected in the entire fleet, because the inspection
occurs at the end of the assigned interval, rather than at random times
since the preceding inspe,.tion.

I

AGE EXPLORAT1ON OF POWERPLANT ITEMS

Age exploration is an integral part of any initial powerplant program.
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A completely n,-w type of engine, often incorporating new technology,
is usually quite unreliable when it first enters service. During the first
few years of operation premature- removal rates are commonly as highj
as 2 per 1,000 engine hours. This high removal rate makes it possible
for the engine repair shop to obtain information not only on the parts
involved in the failure, but on the condition of other parts of the engine
as well.
Most new aircraft engines experience unanticipated failures, some
of which are serious. The first occurrence of any serious engine failure
immediately sets in motion the developmental cycle described in Section 5.2. The cause of the failure is identified, and an on-condition task
is devised to control functional failures until the problem can be resolved

I.L

I

10
Start of borescope inspection,
125-cycle intervals

4

Functional failurei
Potential failure

Inspection interval reduced to 30 cycles

/

Modification
o taW

-

Moiiaincompleted

4

Inspection

SU

i

irequirement
rremove

1972
Calendar quarters]

1971

1973$

EXHIBITIt -13 History of the C-sump problem in the General Electric
CF6-6 engine on the Douglas DC-10. The on-condition task instituted
to control this problem had to be reduced to 30-cycle intervals in order
to prevent all functional tailures. The precise cause of this failure
was never pinpointed; however, both the inspection task and the
redesigned part covered both possibilities. Once modification
of all in-service engines was complete no further potential
failures were found, and the inspection requirement was
eventually elminated.

at the design level. Modified parts are then incorporated in the operating fleet, and when continued inspections have shown that the modification is successful, the special task requirements are terminated.
The General Electric CF-6 engine on the Douglas DC-10 experienced
several such unanticipated failures during early operation. The lowpressure turbine sections separated from the engine, and these separated rear sections fell off the airplane. Investigation determined that
these failures were probably a result of oil fires in the engine case,
caused by seepage due to a pressure imbalance in the oil scavenging
system. However, there was also a possibility that there had been a
structural failure of the C sump, which supports two of the bearings.
Thus on-condition borescope inspections of the C sump were scheduled to search for either cracks in the C sump or oil on its external
surface. The initial interval for this inspection was 125 flight cycles,
but the interval was lowered to 30 cycles after another functional failure occurred (see Exhibit 11.13). Inspections were continued at this
short interval until the engines were modified.
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EXHIBIT 11 14 A portion of the opportunity-sampling program.
for age xploration of the Pratt & Whitney 1T81)-7 engine.
(United Airlines)

inspection limit

section and part name

inspection thr. ihold

COLD SECTION
No. 2 bearing assembly
21,000-24,000

Engine Manual, 72-09-5?
Intermediate case (Cad;llacý
Engine Manual, 72-34-1

19,500-21,000

---

Intermediate case (non-Cadillac)
Engine Manual, 72-34-1

-

17,000-19,000

-

16,000-18,000

13th-stage bleed MFD
Engine Manual, 72-72-0

Available

Heavy maintenance, 72-72-0
8th-stage bleed MFD

14,000-16,000

Engine Manual, 72-42-0
Available

Heavy maintenance, 72.72-0
No. 41/2 carbon seal,
#728981-600 assemblies only
Engine Manual, 72-09-13
Engine Manual, 72-09-10
Engine Manual, 72-09-20
Heavy maintenance, 72-53
No. 4'/2 carbon seal,
part no. assemblies
Engine Manual,
Engine Manual,
Engine Manual,

9,500-12,500
Available

other
72-09-13
72-09-13
72-09-20

9,500

Available

Heavy maintenance, 72-53
No. 6 carbon seal

'1

Engine Manual, 72-09-13
Engine Manual, 72-09-10
Engine Manual, 72-09-20
Heavy maintenance, 72-53

8,600
j-

Available

Accessory bearings, front
accessory drive
9,000-12,000

Engine Manual, 72-09-50
Accessory bearings, gearboxdrive toweishait

8,500-11,500

Engine Manual, 72-09-50
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Over the course of six or seven years, as failure information is
used to improve the engine, the total premature-removal rate (for both
potential and functional failures) usually drops to 0.3 or less per 1,000
engine hours. There are many noncritical parts in the engine which
are quite reliable, however, and which may not fail at all until much
higher operating ages. The question is whether a rework or discard
age limit will prevent these failures from occurring. Until some unsatisfactory condition appears, there is no information from which to determine an age-reliability relationship. In this case all we can do is
,inspect unfailed parts at successive ages until some signs of deterioration appear. While such inspections do not always have on-condition
capability, they are the only source of information on parts that are
performing satisfactorily.
As opportunity samples provide documented information on parts
at increasingly higher ages, the maintenance organization gradually
compiles a list of significant parts, their failure modes if they have
failed, and the age at which full inspection should be started for each
item. This list identifies the part, refers to the section of the maintenance manual in which the task itself is defined, and states the threshold age limits at which the task is to be performed. The schedule shown
in Exhibit 11.14 uses two threshold limits for each engine item. Any
part th it falls within these age limits is treated as an opportunivy sample if it becomes available for inspection while an engine is being
disassembled for repair. If any engine has a part that has aged beyond
the upper limit, that part must be inspected even if further disassembly
is required for this purpose alone. In either case, the inspection sample
is measured against appropriate standards, and its condition is documented on a special sampling form.
The sampling requirements usually specify that the threshold
limits for each item may be increased after two inspection samples have
been examined and found to be in satisfactory condition, although
engineers will often want to inspect far more than two samples before
authorizing -ytension of the limits. To ensure that most of the samples
will be opF_ rtu.uty samples, the two threshold limits are set ds much as
3,000 hour,.
t while th" inspection intervals are still being extended.
Conseq . ,i ýien a
tximum interval is identified, this "opportunit4 ' i .'." will already have removed a great many units before they
reached _,: upper limit, leaving very few age-limited units in the
fleet. This type of age-exploration program has been quite successful
in extending limits without the need for engine removals solely to
iaispect parts.
If the item is one that has experienced functional failures, and an
actuarial analysis has established that a rework or discard task will
improve its reliability, the task is added to the program and the item is
removed from the sampling schedule. In the event of a serious unan-

•
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ticipated failure of a high-time part, the age status of that item will Le
reviewed in the entire fleet, and the engines with high-fi"- parts will
be inspected on the wing if this is possiblP -''...,wise uaý.h engines
will be removed andi .--.
top for disassembly. ,
Abs a result of the continual process of repair and repl.cement of
failed parts and the incorporation of design modifications, the parts
oi any engine that has been in service for some time will be of widely
disparate ages. The overall age identified with an engine is the age of
its nameplate. The nameplate is useful in referring to individual engines, but any engine in an operating fleet may consist of parts older
or younger than its nameplate. For this reason it is necessary to keep
track not just of the age of each engine, but of the ages of all the parts
from which it is assembled.
AGE EXPLORATION OF STRUCTlJRAL ITEMS

Whereas systems and powerplant items are designed to be interchangeable, there is no simple way of replacing most structural elements.
Repairs and even detailed inspection of internal parts of the structure
involve taking the entire airplane out of service, sometimes for an
extended period. For thib reason structural items are designed to survive to much higher ages than systems or powerplant components.
Nevertheless, initial intervals in the structural inspection plan are only

EXHIBIT I 1"15 A record of structural-inspectica findings and
corrective maintenance as reported during a i.imbek 2 A check.
Omitted details include labor time, signoffs by the mechanic and
the inspector, and reference file numbers. (United Airlines)
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a fraction of this design life goal, both because of the consequences of
a structural failure and because of the factors that can affect the design

*

fatigue life in individual airplanes. These include variations in the
manufacturing process, overloads encountered by individual airplanes,
loading spectra that differ from the standards employed by the designer,
environmental conditions causing corrosion, and accidental damrýe
from foreign objects.
In the structure division the inspection program itself is the vehicle
for age exploration. Thus the initial intervals are intended not only to
find and correct any deterioration that may have occurred, but also to
identify the age at which deterioration first becomes evident for each4
structural item. Exhibit 11.15 shows the form in which the findings of
an A-check task are recorded, along with a record of any corrective
action taken. The inspection findings and work performed at line stations are usually monitored by engineers, who log all the relevant find-

*

ings on those airplanes desi'gnated as inspection samples in the formI

shown in Exhibit 11.16. With this information there is a good basis in
the ongoing program for revising the age at which inspections of structurally significant items should begin in later-delivery airplanes.I
In general the interval to the first inspection in the initial program
is the same as the interval for repeat inspections, and successive inspections are performed on each airplane as it ages to identify the age
at which deterioration first becomes evident. This procedure provides
adequate information if the interval is short in relation to the fatiguelife design goal. Inspection of an item at intervals of 5,000 hours, for
example, will result in documentation of its condition at total ages of
5,000 hours, 10,000 hours, 15,000 hours, and so on. However, if an item
is assigned an initial interval of 20,000 hours, subsequent inspections at
total ages of 40,000 and 60,000 hours would leave great gaps in the flow
of age-condition information. It is therefore necessary to schedule
inspections of several airplanes at intermediate ages to ensure that the
age at which any deterioration begins can be identified within a close

enough range for the informiation to be useful. The items that are
assigned such long intervals, of course, are those which not only have
very little effect on residual strength, but also have a very low susceptibility to corrosion and other damage.
Because it takes several years for a fleet of airplanes t o build up, it
is always hoped that the conservative sta rt- of-inspection intervals in
the initial program will apply only to the first few airplaneý to reach
these ages, and that inspection findings will support an increase in the
ages at which the fix'u;t inspections are performed on subsequent airplanes entering the fleet. This increase is usually accomplished by
"forgiving" the first few inspections in the sequence, rather than by
changing the interval. The information obtained from the inspections

LI
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ON.AIRCAFr IN9PI11ON FINDINGS
1 On 9/2/71 at 285 hours
Indications
waste
tank of material flowing out of center waste pump In aft

103 rivets popped or loose, RH side ot itt pylon fin; 96 rivets loose,

LH side of aft pylon fin
2

On 9/281/7 at 571 hours
No significant defects recorded

3

On 11/3/71

at 881 hours
defects recorded
significant
No

4 On 12/12/71 at 1,166 hours
No significant defects recorded
5 On 1/24/72 at 1,475 hours
A couple of writeups that could indicate a chronic condition.
Numerous loose rivets on left & right wing tips; also loose rivets
on no. 2 engine top aft fairing.
6 On 3/21/72 at 1,835 hours
Repair fuselage damage under captain's window, left side of
fuselage; scrape 4 ft long. Removed rivets, bumpe I out skin to
contour, installed 2024T3 tapered shims between skin & frame,
reinstalled rivets. To be inspected, sta 330 frame, in approx. 3,000 hr.
Lower LH leading-edge skin cracked. Installed patrhes, replaced
door.
Ieoding-edge doors found loose even though they had previously
been taped; one door had broken through tape, was hanging down
approx. 3/4 in.
Aft, center, & fwd cargo dcor hinges rusted. Cleaned and sprayed
with oil.

J

EXHIBIT II16 An example of the inspections findings recorded
ir a designated inspection sample oi the Douglas DC-10 airplane.

(U'nited Airlines)
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is supplemented by data from the manufacturer's continuing fatigue
tests, as well as by inspection information from other operating organizations. Once the first evidence of deterioration does appear, this new
information may indicate that adjustment of the repeat interval itself
would be desirable. When early deterioration appears in a structural
item, low start-of-inspection and repeat intervals must be defined and
maintained until design changes have been incorporated that avoid the
need for such early and frequent inspections.

L
4-,

..

Evidence of working rivets above LH overwing entry door at splices,
sta 125% & 1305 and longeron lý. No action taken.
7 On 3/8/72 at 2,186 hours
80 rivets loose & popped at vert. stabilizer fin above aft engine hot
section. Replaced rivets.
No. 6 axle sl.eve has migrated and rotated. Shop repaired.
Bracket cracked on no. 1 pylon cap area. Replaced bracket.
Right inboard spoiler upper skin cracked. Replaced spoiler.
Typical and chronic loose leading-edge plates, poppe.. rivets on
wing-tip structure....
8 On 6/16/72 at 2,533 hours
Possible corrosion source: drain in service center leaks to FFR. Blew
out all drain lines, unable to find trace of leak.
Chronic -right & left wing leading-edge plates cracked, latches
loose, etc.
Firewall cracked, no. 2 engine, PT7 bulkhead fitting loose and bolt
missing just aft of aft engine mount. Stop-drilled cracks, installed
doubler under bulkhead fitting.
9 On 8/7/72 at 2,968 hours

S~source).

Rib flanges cracked and rivets sheared at fwd end of tail fin above
aft end of no. 2 engine. 2d, 3d, 4th, & 5th from top on left side and
5th, 6th, & 7th on right side, interior. OK to continue to special
route for COA.
Lower leading-edge plate cracked, loose, etr. (typical).
Lower leading-edge skin area just fwd of center accessory compartment has water. Sucked out water (recorded as possible corrosion
LH no. 2 lead-edge slat retract cable frayed beyond limits (center
track at wing leading edge). ý'eplaced cable. Caused by contact....

In short, the initial structural inspection program defines the starting points for an age-exploration program that will continue throughout
the operating life of the airplane. At first all significant 'items are
inspected on all airplanes, and as iniormation is obtained, the starting
intervals assigned in the prior-to-service program are lengthened, if
possible, to reduce the inspection workload on the later-delivery airplanes. The major structural inspections, or D checks, usually entail
inspection of all signific;.nt items and most nonsignificant ones, and

LLII
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this may be the only work package that requires inspection of class 4
significant items.
The first D checks are performed on the highest total-time airplanes
of the fleet -the fleet leaders, which are the first airplanes to reach the
end of the starting interval. While the starting interval for this work
package is being extended, the number of major structural inspections
in any one fleet is relatively small. Once a maximum limit is reached,
however, the volume of major inspections increases markedly as individual airplanes age to this fixed limit. At this point it becomes necessary to examine possibilities for reducing maintenance costs which do
not' involve interval extension. It is common in the airline industry to
divide the ongoing inspection program into two parts-a 100 percent
program, which consists of those tasks to be performed on every airplane, and a sampling program, consisting of tasks .o be performed only
on a specified portion of the fleet.
The two parts of the ongoing inspection program take into account
the wide range in the importance of individual structurally significant
items which is exemplified by the rating process. Class 1 and class 2
items are identified by a joint consideration of the effect of their failure
on residual strength and their susceptibility to deterioration. If either of
these factors is large, that item must remain in the 100 percent program
to minimize the likelihood of a functional failure. The 100 percent program thus ensures the integrity of those structural elements which are
essential to the safety of the airplane.
The concept of damage-tolerant design depends on the existence of
this 100 percent inspection plan to reveal any failed stnrctural member
before the failure of a second member can cause an unacceptable reduction in residual strength. In practice the inspection intervals for such
elements are intended to detect cracks and corrosion at a sufficiently
early stage to prevent the first member f im !ailing. This early detection
of damage also lowers the cost of repairs; however, we do not differentiate between structara) integrity and economic considerations in tile
100 percent program.
In contrast, the failure of a class 3 or class 4 item, by definition, has
only a small effect on residual strength, and such items also have little
susceptibility to deterioration. Consequently we can permit econor- ic
considerations to play a large role in their scheduled-maintenance
requirements. Detection of deterioration in its early stages will reduce
the cost of repairs, but this saving must be balanced against the cost of
the inspections necessary to find the first evidence of deterioration in
every airplane. A sampling plan is therefore used to determine the age
characteristics of the fleet, with full knowledge that individual uninspected airplanes may require expensive repairs by the time the sample
inspections identify a problem area. Since the issue in this case is not
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structural integrity, but the relative cost of repairs, the risk of occasional

I
.

j
4

high repair costs is acceptable if the result is a marked reduction in
inspection costs. This exposure would not be acceptable, of course, for
class 1 and class 2 items, where a failure would have a marked effect on
residual strength.
A relatively small number of sample inspections may be adequate
for economic purposes. For example, suppose an item has a relatively
sheet average fatigue life of 60,000 hours. In a sample of 10 airplanes all
same total age, the probability of discovering this defect by 50,000
of
hot. is .63, and the same defect would be expected to appear at this
ige in 10 percent of the uninspected airplanes.* In practice, hcwever,
the sample inspections are performed on hig;hest-age airplanes, and
when the defect is discovered, its incidence in the lower-age airplanesin the rest of the fleet will be much less than 10 percent. In bygone
years, when a large number of airplanes were to be inspected at a fixed
major-inspection interval it was common practice to inspect items of
relatively low significance on a fraction of the fleet-say, every fifth
airplane-and this practice was referred to as fractional sampling.
Once the sampling inspections have identified the age at which an
item begins to show signs of deterioration, some action must be taken.
Tnis may be ani increase in the number of aircraft sampled, perhaps to
100 percent, or it may be treatment oi modification of the affected area'
to forestall deterioration in other airplanes. For example, doublers may
be installed on all airplanes, or protective coatings may be applied to
prevent corrosion. As the fleet ages, more and more of the sampling
inspections will revert to 100 percent inspections unless such basic
preventive measures are taken.
As the operating fleet of a specific type of airplane ages in service,
from time to time it is necessary to conduct a thorough review of the
structural maintenance program in 'ight of the information obtained
from operating experience and later manufacturer's tests. In 1976 Douglas -\ircraft conducted such a review for the DC-8, and special inspections for 27 items were added to the program for airplanes with ages
greate' than r0,000 hours. Similai reviews of its structural designs are
being conducted by Boeing The British Civil Aviation Authority now
requires a Structural Integrity Audit and Inspection Document:t
t
atructural Integrity Audit and Inspection Document,
5
5.1 The Constructor's Role For each aeroplane type to which this
is applicable the necessary work is that the constructor
Notice
should carry out a 'structural integrity audit' in which each
*M. E. Stone and H. F. Heap, Developing the DC-1O Structural lnspectioit Program, Seventh
Annual FAA International Maintenance Symposium, Oklahoma City, Okla..December 7-9,
1971.
tContinuing Structural Integrity of Transport A'roplames, Civil Aviation Authority, Airworthiness Notice 89, August 23, 10'78.
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5.1.1

area of the structure for which fail-safe characteristics are
critical is considered, and the acceptable extent, rate of
growth, and detectability of damage is assessed, together
with the probability of damage being present in associated
areas. Based on this Audit, an Inspection Document should
be drawn up and made available to operators.
The Inspection Document should include:
(a) A statement of (or reference to) all the inspectioui '-dnd
replacements, repairs ox modifications) con.ide" i by the
constructor to be necessary to en~ure tha, a sc e l'evel of

-tructural strength will be maintained.
(b) For each location, the thresholds (time/flights, to first
inspection) frequencies and type and method of inspections
required and the extent of damage which it is aimed to be
able to find.

5.1.2

(c) Reference to the types of operations for which it is considered valid. Note: Its validity may, of course, be varied by
reissue from time to time.
The Inspection Document %ould have to be prepared on the
basis of a Structural Integrity Audit (or other process providing similar results) generally acceptable to the Authority,
but would not require approval in detail. Guidance on the
method of carrying out a Structural Integrity Audit and as to
what should be included in the Inspection Document is
given in CAA Information Leaflet, Continuing Integrity of
Transport Aeroplanes.

While the manufacturer is formally responsible for conducting these
structural reviews, their value depends on adequate information from
operating organizations.
Quite apart from problems associated with higher ages, there is
always the possibility oi an unanticipated failure of a structural item at
more modest ages, just as there is for systems and powerplant items.
One such example was the cracking of the Boeing 747 floor beams as a
result of cyclic loading from cabin pressurization. This problem was
first discovered wh-ven increased floor flexibility and loose seats were
reported in an airplane that had accumulated approximately 8,400
pressurization cycles. The discovery led to a Boeing service bulletin,
followed within a week by a U.S. Department of Transportation airworthiness directive, detailing an on-condition inspection program for
the floor beams and specifying a modification of the structure to
eliminate the problem.* The airworthiness directive required that all
322
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*Boeing Service Bulletin 747-53-2176, February 10, 1978, and U.S. Department of Transportation Airworthiness Directive 78-04-04, February 16, 1978.
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airplanes with more than 6,000 landings be inspected within the next
100 landings and that the inspections be repeated within the next 1,200
landings if no cracks were found. If not more than one beam was found
to be cracked, and if the crack in the beam web was less than 3 inches
long, the crack would be stop-drilled and inspected for ev'idence of
further progression within the next 50 landings, subject to the provision
that the crack be permanently repaired within 1,21 landings. If a crack
more than 3 inches long was found, repair was required before further
flight.
Note that this directive embodies the concept of a long initial interval followed by short repeat intervals. In this case both of the intervals are firmly established by information derived from actual operating
experience. The continuing age exploration of damage-tolerant structure will lead to the same results. Once the age at which fatigue damage
becomes evident hAs been identified for each item, there will either
be short inspection intervals starting at this age or else a design modification that extends the fatigue liAre of the item and makes the inspection task unnecessary.
The decision to modify an airplane structure depends cn its re-

-

maining technologically useful life. When the airplane is likely to be

outdated soon by new designs, it is usually difficult to justify structural modifications on economic grounds, and it may be necessary to
perform frequent inspections of items that have been identified as
approaching their fatigue lives. In this case there is an increasing likelihood that the detection of a fatigue crack will also take the airplane
out of service for repair, and if the cost of repair cannot be justified, it
may be necessary to retire the airplane. Whenever an active modification policy is not followed, the frequency of repair and the number
age of the airplane.
It is frequently considered axiomatic that all structural inspections
must be intensified when an airplane reach,-, higher ages. However,
this has not necessarily been the experi'uce with transport aircraft
because of the policy of modifying items as c--on as they are identified
as nearing their fatigue lives. Consequently in decisions concerning
fleet retirement the cost of maintaining structural integrity has been
secondary to such factors as fuel consumption, speed, passenger acceptance, and payload/range capability.
When a safe-life structural item reaches its defined life limit there
is usually no alternative to replacing it with a new one. Thus an airplane
designed to safe-life structural criteria must have greater economic
viability than one desig'ned as damage-tolerant structure in order to
justify the more expensive procedures that are required for continued
operation.
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INTERVALS: AN INFORMATION PROBLEM

the role of a'ge exploration
the dynamics of
product improvement
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The difficulty of establishing "correct" intervals for maintenance tasks
is essentially an informati-n problem, and one that continues throughout the operating life of the equipment. With the techniques of RCM
analysis it is fairly simple to decide what tasks to include in a scheduledmaintenance program, but the decision logic does not cover the
intervals at which these tasks are to be performed. Since rework and
economic-life tasks are developed on the basis of age exploration, the
intervals for these tasks cannot be determined until operating information becomes available. Safe-life intervals, which are based on the
manufacturer's test data, are set prior to service with the expectation
that operating information will never become available. The most effective preventive tool in a maintenance program, however, is on-condition
inspections, and in this case there is just not enough information to
set fixed intervals, even after airplanes are in service and age exploration is under way.
At the time an initial program is developed the available information is usually limited to prior experience with similar items, familiarity with the manufacturer's design practices, and the results of the
developmental and fatigue tests for the new airplane. With this information it is possible to arrive at a rough estimate of the ages at which
signs of deterioration can be expected to appear. However, the initial
intervals are the set at cnly a fraction of these ages. Indeed, the fraction
may be a very small one, to force intensive age exploration, if the
manufacturer is relatively inexperienced, if the design contains new
materials or processes, or if the airplane is to be operated in an unfamiliar environment. While there is some economic penalty in the use
of such short intervals, the ov;erall impact is small because the intent
is to increase the intervals on the basis of actual operating data as the
new fleet grows in si _-e.
The basic concept underlying on-condition inspections is that the
interval to the first inspection should be long enough for some physical evidence of deterioration to be seen, and the interval for repeat
inspections should be short enough to ensure that any unit that has
reached the potential- failure stage will be removed from service before
a functional failure can occur. In iheory, then, it seems that the problem
should merely be one of using age exploration to determine the appropriate intervals for first inspection and repeat inspections of each item,
and that once this is done the intervals can be fixed. However, matters
ace not quite that simple.
In most cases, particularly if the remaining service life of the air-J
plane is high, once the potential- failure ages of significant items have

7'I

been identified, they will be judged undesirably low. Items will therefore be modified to increase their longevity, and there must be another
age-exploration cycle to determine the intervals appropriate to the
improved item. Consequently any set of initial and repeat intervals may
apply only from the time the original information becomes available
until the time the modified item goes into service. While the dynamics
of this process add to the age-exploration requirements, they also reduce the growth in the maintenance workload associated with short
repeat intel %rals for more items as the airplane grows older.

I "5

RESOLVING DIFFERENCES OF OPINION

It is inevitable that there will be differences of opinion concerning the
interpretation of operating information and the revisions that should

5enefits of a rework task
the need for a safe-life limit

be made to the scheduled-maintenance program. In most cases these
differences can be resolved by reference to the principles underlying
the development of an RCM program.
One common situation is that of an item initially assigned to no
scheduled maintenance which has experienced a high in-service failure
rate. Although the failure is one that has no safety consequences, the
engineer may assume that all mechanical items have a wearout age and
that the high failure rate is in itself evidence of wearou.. On this basis
he might propose that the item be assigned a scheduled rework task
to improve its reliability. The data required for an actuarial arnalysis
are available in this case, since the failure rate is high; hence we can
gain a fair picture of the item's age-reliability characteristics. If the conditional-probability curve does show an increase with age, then the
failure rate that would result from the imposition of any given age limit
can be computed as described in Chapter 3.
So far there is no difference of opinion. However, scheduled removals wili certainly increase the shop workload. The cost of the increased workload must therefore be compared with the saving that
would result from a reduccion in the failure rate. If these added costs
outweigh the benefits, the task may be applicable, but it is not costeffertive. Even when the proposed task appears to be c(,.t-effective,
there may be other difficulties. Very oftn the items that show high
failure rates in service -,ere not expected to do so. Thus the spare-unit
inventory is already inadequate as a result of these unexpected failures, and the same is true of the parts and tools needed for repairs.
Consequently a rework task, although economically desirable on other
grounds, may bw impractical, since adding scheduled removals to the
current workload would increase an already srious logistics problem.*

3
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*For a further discussion of this point see Section C.5 in Appendix C.
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There is usually no difficulty in reaching an agreement if it turns
out that it is not practical to implement a scheduled rework task. Suppose, however, that the conditional-probability curve shows that a rework task is not applicable to the item in question. In this case the
difference of opinion may be more difficult to resolve. The engineer
may want to know why the actuarial curves do not support his intuitive belief that a high failure rate is synonymous with wearout, and an
analyst working with statistical data is often not equipped to explain
why a particular item does not show wearout characteristics. The sitvation may be further complicated when teardown inspections show the
surviving units to be in poor physical condition. There have been many
instances in which highly qualified inspection teams have judged the
parts of time-expired samples to be in such poor condition that they
could not have survived to a proposed higher age limit. Nevertheless,
when these items were allowed to continue in service with no age
limit, subsequent analysis of their.opertating histories showed no actual
increase in their failure rates. Under these circumstances the discrepancy
is between two sets of physical facts, and while the difference of opinion
may not be resolved, an understanding of the principles discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3 will at least provide the basis for arriving at a decision.
Occasionally the problem is one that requires reference to the
decision logic itself. The following situation is more complex, end
fortunately far less common. The initial maintenance program for the
Douglas DC-8 called for lubrication of the flight-control elevator bearings at every D check. At this time half the bearings were to be removed
and inspected; those in good condition were then reinstalled and the
others were scrapped. This task specification had remained in the
program without change for many years. During that time there had
been major extensions of the D-check interval, and the interval for
newer planes entering the fleet had reached 17,000 hours. When these
later planes aged to the D-check interval, however, the inspections
showed that many of the bearings were badly corroded. The inner
race was difficult or impnossible to turn by hand, and when it could be
turned, some of the bearings felt rough. Obviously the interval between
lubrications had become too long, and it was reduced accordingly to
the C-check interval. But the problem was what to do about the high-
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time bearings in the rest of the operating fleet. One group insisted that
the situation was critical and that all high-time bearings would have to
be removei from service immediately; this was tantamount to imposing
a safe-life limit on the bearings. Another group felt that such drastic
action was not warranted.
For a clearer picture of the problem let us consider the bearing itself as a significant item. This item is a roller bearing housed in a fitting
attached to the stabilizer. A hinge bolt on the elevator passes through

0,I

I

the bearing to form a control-surface hinge. The function of the bearing
is to reduce friction and wear (and consequent free play) in the rotatingJ

joint. Only two types of failure are important: wear or mechanical dam-

Ioperating

age, resulting in looseness or free play in the bearing, and unacceptable

friction, leading to seizure of the inner and outer bearing

races. This latter failure mode is the one of concern.
The designer's description of the control system for this aircraft
states in part:*
Flight control surface hinges and pilot control system rotating joints
were designed to be tolerant of inevitAble deterioration and/or
possible failure of bearings. Possible seizure of a bearing's inner
and outer races is compensated for by assuring that the bearing's
function is transferred to the rotating joint's pin or shaft. Friction
in th
3uld increase considerably in this event, but would
not
~ relative motion between components. Control surface
mowmýr. ts about the hinge line are so great that bearing seizure cann-t impede stitface travel. Control surface hinges and other rotating
JLflts that would be adversely affected by bearing free play are
redundant such that deterioration or failure of the bearing in this,
mode will not create intolerable levels of looseness or structural
loading of the connection and will not, therefore, affect the airworthiness of the airplane.
'

If we apply the decision logic to these characteristics, we see immediately that a loss of function in this bearing will not be evident to
the operating crew. When flight tests were conducted on equipment
with high-time bearings, the handling characteristics of the airplane
were normal even though subsequent inspections showed that the
kbearings were seriously deteriorated. However, while a bearing failure
has no direct effect on safety, its function is hidden. Therefore a scheduled task for the bearing is required to avoid the risk of a multiple
failure. The first possibility in the hidden-function sequence is an oncondition task, and we find that there is already such a task in the
program. Combined with more frequent lubrication, the scheduled
inspection of the bearings for wear should ensure adequate availability
(although the interval for this task might require adjustment as well).
The conclusion in this case was that the situation was not critical
and there was no need to impose a safe-life limit on the bearing. However, those airplanes with high-time bearings that might already have
been affected by inadequate lubrication were scheduled for bearing
inspection prior to 20,000 hours as a failure-finding task.
*R. N. Frankel, Douglas Aircraft Company, letter to R. M. Casterline, United Airlines,
September 25, 1974.
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PURGING THE PROGRAM
conducting the review
typical findings

One of the most important activities in the management of an ongoing
maintenance program is periodic purging of the entire program, an
organized review of all scheduled tasks to identify those that are no
longer worth continuing. Often the conditions that originally supported
the inclusion of a specific task will have changed, and the task can now
be deleted from the program. Moreover, in a maintenance organization
concerned with complex equipment many different groups will be
responsible for adding tasks to the program, and the additions are
often made without enough attention to the totality of scheduled tasks.
For this reason it is necessary to conduct a formal review every three
to five years to purge the program of all tasks that have become superfluous. The results can be impressive. In such a review of the Boeing 747
program after the airplane had been in service for six years, so many
tasks were eliminated from the phase-check package (a combination
of B and C checks) that the manhours required to ac --implish the scheduiled work in this package were reduced by 21 percent.
The review should be conducted by a special team, with representatives from each of the organizational groups concerned with the
maintenance program. The people selected must be knowledgeable and
objective and fully prepared to challenge the continued requirement
for any scheduled task. Once the group has been assembled, it will
ordinarily be responsible for developing review standards and' procedures, collecting and summarizing data, and assembling review packages consisting of task job cards, a sample of typical inspection findings, and a list of the review procedures. The review packages are
then processed through the various departments involved, including
production (maintenance shops), production planning, reliability analysis, and engineering, after which they are returned to the review team
for resolution of any disagreements. The review team then obtains approval for the changes and repackages the tasks for implementation.

Certain findings are typical in such a review:
I,- Scheduled tasks that do not meet the criteria for applicability and
effectiveness; these can be deleted from the program.
10 Tasks that originally met these criteria but are no longer effective
because of subsequent modifications to the equipment; these can
be deleted from the program.
Do The absEnce of tasks that do meet the criteria; these can be added.
328
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Tasks that are duplicated; the duplication can be eliminated.

-J
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•

Task intervals that are either too long or too short; these intervals
can be adjusted.

•

Job cards that either do not clearly define the requirements of the
task and the procedures to be followed or do not reflect the intent
of the engineering department; these can be revised.

The final result of the review will be a more effective program, as well as
a less costly one.

I
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CHAPTER TWELVE

the role of scheduled maintenance

is a reprise. It brings together the concepts discussed in
preceding chapters to expand in several areas on the role of scheduled
maintenance. One of these areas is the relationship of safety, reliability,
and scheduled maintenance as it pertains to the modem air-transport
industry. In particular, we wili examine the current safety level of transport airplanes, the manner in which this basic safety level is affected by
various types of functional failures, and the proposed requirement that
the likelihood of certain failures not exceed one in a billion flights. We
will also consider the design-maintenance partnership and the type of
relationship necessary both to realize the inherent safety and reliability
of the equipment and to identify the specific design modifications that
will improve it.
In the preceding chapters we have discussed the development and
evolution of RCM programs for new equipment. Because operating data
are already available for in-service fleets, it is a simple matter to extend
RCM analysis to the many types of airplanes that are currently being
supported by maintenance programs developed along other lines. However, the same principles extend to any complex equipment that requires
a maintenance support program. Although older designs may have more
limited capability for on-condition inspections to protect functional
reliability, RCM analysis will pinpoint their specific maintenance requirements, and thus permit the elimination of costly tasks which are
not applicable and effective.
THIS CHAPTER
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S21 SAFETY, RELIABILITY, AND
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
As we have seen throughout this volume, the failure process is a phenomenon that cannot be avoided by any form of preventive maintenance,
However, by focusing on this process in each item whose function is
essential to the aircraft, RCM programs ensure that the maximum capabilities of preventive maintenance are used to prevent those functional
failures which impair safety or operating capability. The n&&ure and
extent of the impairment - the consequences of a particular failure - as
well as the feasibility of protecting against it, depend on the design of
the equipment itself. It is possible to design equipment in such a way
that individual failures do not affect operating safety, or else with specific provisions for controlling such failures by scheduled maintenance.
These design characteristics determine the inherent safety level of the
equipment.
There is no i-eally satisfactory analytic determination of the inherent safety level associated with current airworthiness requirements for
transport airplanes. There hive been instances in which modem sweptwing jet aircraft have not had the structural or performance capability to
survive the conditions they encountered even when their structures

the effect of systems failures

the effect of
powerplant failures

the effect of
structural failures

were intact and all engines were functioning normally. The number of

these accidents is too small to provide meaningful statistics, but in
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rough terms we might say the safety level of modem transport aircraft
whose capabilities have not been reduced by any functional failures is
somewhere on the order of 10-7, or 1 accident per 10 million flights.
Let us therefore examine the way in which safety levels are reduced by
functional failures and the role of scheduled maintenance in preventing
SYSTEMS FAILURES
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A complete loss of certain system functions would have critical consequences for the aircraft; for example, a loss of all electrical power in
weather that requires instrument procedures would clearly jeopardize
the equipment and its occupants. Other system functions, such as
pressurization and air conditioning, are more forgiving; pilots can compensate for the loss by changing the conduct of the flight and, if
necessary, by making an unscheduled landing. In this case the loss of
function affects operational capability, but it is not critical. There are
many other functions whose loss has only minor operational consequences or none at all. However, the designer of an aircraft system can
always ensure that the complete loss of a particular function will be
extremely unlikely simply by replicating the items that provide that
function.
The availability of a system function is usually a go/no-go situation;
either the function is available to the airplane or it is not. When the
source of a function is duplicated the probability of its becoming unavailable during a given' flight is very small, If a failure of one source
does occur, the function is still available. Thus, although there may be
many flights during which one source of the function fails, the risk level
associated with any flight is the probability of a joint event- a failure of
one source, followed during the same flight by an independent failure
of the remaining source. After the first failure, however, the overall
exposure per flight hour during the remainder of the flight becomes
considerably higher, (see Section 2.4). Consequently the actual risk level
may vary not only during the course of the flight, depending on the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of a first failure, but also from one flight
to another, depending on the duration of the flight. The risk level also
varies, of course, with the inherent reliability of the item and the degree
to which the function in question is essential to the aircraft.
This situation is illustrated in Exhibit 12.1. In a system with two
independent sources, point A represents normal performance when all
the items associated with both sources are serviceable. Functional
performance at the airplane level will still be normal after a failure of
one of these sources, but the risk per flight hour of a complete loss of
function is now much higher during the remainder of the flight. Except
for servicing and lubrication, scheduled maintenance usually can do

i
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Functional performance (Percen~t)
EXHIB Ffnin1 The effect on operating safety of functional failures in
the systems division.

very little to reduce the failure frequencies of individual complex items
in the systems division. Failure-finding tasks will ensure the repair of
items that have already failed, but if the failure rate proves unacceptably
high, the only way to improve the reliability of such items is by design
changes. The information derived from operating experience will indicate very clearly the areas in which such action is needed.
POWERPLANT FAILURES

A complete loss of all propulsive power in an aircraft is always critical.
Once again, however, the likelihood of such a loss is made extremely
remote by replication of the basic engine function on multiengine transport airplanes. In some cases this protection is also supported by rertain
operating restrictions. For example, the length of overwater flights for
twin-engine airplanes in commercial service is restricted to ensure that
the airplane will not have to fly more than one hour if an engine becomes inoperative. Similarly, transport aircraft operating on transoceanic flights are restricted in weight to ensure that with two engines
inoperative the remaining engines will still provide the specified rate
of climb.
Although the design goal is assurance of adequate power to overcome any conditions that the airplane may encounter, there is still the
remote possibility of extreme turbulence or wind shear that it cannot survive even with all engines operative. When one or more engines are inoperative, even though the remaining engines provide the required
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minimum thrust, the airplane's performance capabilities are reduced.
Thus there is an increased risk during the remainder of the flight thuc
it will encounter conditions that cannot be handled. This risk may vary
during the course of a flight, since it is higher after an engine shutdown
than it is when all engines can develop full power. The safety level may1
also vary fromt flight to flight, since airplanes fly at different weights
below the maximum permissible ones, and airport conditions, en route
terrain, and atmosphericý conditions all vary from one flight to another.
The general effect of an in-flight engine shutdown on the le-el of
operating risk is illustrated in Exhibit 12.2. The performance capability
of the airplane, and hence the risk level, can be measured in terms of
available rate of climb. The risk is lowest when all the engines can generate full power and increases as the airplane has less reserve power to
draw upon. Unlike most systems functions, however, the situation is
not limited to the two cases defined by points A and B. Since an engine
failure is defined as the inability to develop a specified amount of
thrust, there are many functional failures in which power is reduced,
but not entirely lost. Thus the risk level may fall at various points between A and B.
In multiengine aircraft the, primary control in maintaining a safe
level of available performance is fligh t-by- flight control of the operating weight of the airplane. Whenever the actual operating weight
is less than the maximum performance-limited weight, the available
rate of climb is increased accordingly. The effect of this weight reduction
EXHIBIT 12 - The effect on operating safety of functional failures in
the powerplant division.
BOeegn
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on the risk level is shown in Exhibit 12.2. Scheduled maintenance does
play a secorndary role, however, since it reduces the frequency of engine
failures, and hence the frequency with which the risk level approaches
point B. In the case of single-engine aircraft, of course, scheduled mainis the primary control, since there is only one source of F
r
regardless of the operating weight.
Scheduled maintenance can accomplish much more for engines than
it can for some of the systems items. Because modern aircraft engines
are designed to facilitate the use of advanced inspection technology,
many parts of the engine can be inspected without removing them from

Itenance

I

the airplane. Thus on-condition tasks can be employed to protect individual enginus against many types of functional failures, and safe-life
tasks usually prevent the few types of failures that can cause critical
secondary damage. While the inherent level of risk depends on the
degree of engine replication an,' the design features of individual enSines, the overall effect of scl eduled maintenance for a multiengine
airplane is, in fact, equivalent te the effect that could be achieved by a
reduction in operating weight.
STRUCTURAL FAILURES

The consequences of a structural failure depend on the design chaa~Lteristics of the structure, but the functional failure of any major assembly
is usually critical. With the exception of the landing gear, it is rarely
possible to replicate major structural assemblies; hence scheduled
maintenance is the only technique available to control the likelihood of
functional failures. Although it usually includes some safe-life tasks, the
maintenance program consists for the most part of on-condition inspections directed at specific structural sites. It is possible to rely on oncondition tasks, not only because they are applicable in all cases, but also
because most modern aircraft structures are designed to be damagetolerant.- that is, they are designed to ensure that the residual strength
of a structural assembly meets specified standards after the fracture of
an individual element. Although the objective of the inspections is to
prevent the fracture of single elements, the practice of damage-tolerant
design ensures that a structural assembly will still be capable of withstanding the defined damage-tolerant load in the event that a fracture
bility that an aircraft structure will encounte~r loading conditions it
cannot withstand even though there has been no reduction of its
original strength. Again, the risk level can also vary during a single
flight and from one flight to anothier. If a structural element fractures
in the course of a flight, the residual strength will be slightly lower
during the remainder of the flight. Similarly, since the fractured element
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EXHIBIT 12'3 The effect on operati-ag safety of functional failures in
the structure division.
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may not be discovered and repaired until the next iispection, the risk
level can vary from flight to flight, depending on whether a fracture has
occurred and the effect on residual strength of the particular element
that fractures. In addition, the operating weights of individual airplanes
may be much less than the required structural limits, and there is a wide
variation-sometimes from one moment to the next-in atmospheric
conditions.
Exhibit 12.3 illustrates the general effect that functional failures
(fractures) of individual structural elements have on the risk level associated with damage-toierant assemblies. The assemnbly itself will suffer
a critical loss of function if it cannot withstand any load to which the
airplane is exposed. The risk of such an e, ent is lowest when the structure is intact, at point A. Tne operating weight of the airplane is restricted
to ensure that the structure can withstand certain defined
loading conditions in its undamaged state; it must also be able to withstand the
defined damage-tolerant load at the same weight. After a failure occurm,
the risk level increases to point B and remains at this level until the
damage is found and corrected. As in the powerplant division, however,
the acfual operating risk can assume any value between A and B, and the
risk under any specific set of conditions is reduced when the operating
weight is less than the maximum permissible structural weight.
The primary control of the safety level for structures, then, is provided by damage-tolerant design practices and the control of operating
weights. The role of scheduled maintenance in this case is to prevent
the fracture of individual elements by detecting fatigue cracks in these

•,

•

,

•

elements soon after they occur. When the program is effective, the
operating risk rarely rises above the level represented by point A. Once
again, the overall effect of scheduled maintenance is equivalent to the
effect that would be achieved by a reduction in operating weight.

12 "2

AIR-TRANSPORT SAFETY LEVELS

TIlE PROBLEM OF RISK EVALUATION

As we have seen, there is a remote but undetermined risk level associated with an airplane before its resis.ance to failure is reduced by any of
the forms of imnpairment to whiclh it is exposed. This inherer.t level is
increased by functional failures, but the amount of increase depends on
such design features as the replication of essential functions and the
use of multiple load paths in damage-tolerant structures. Scheduled
maintenance merely reduces the frequency with which functional
failures occur, and hence the frequency with which the basic risk levels
are exceeded. Unfortunately, however, we have no precise means of
assessing either the inherent level of risk or the increased risks that do
result from failures.
At first glance the assessment of risks in the systems division might
seem to be a simple mal .r of computing flight hours and the failure
rates of individual items. The problem is not this straightforward, however, because the results of these considerat;ons must be modified by a
is essential for the safety of any individual flight. Another important

the problem of risk evaluation
the dilemma of
extreme improbability

,1

variable, and one that is least amenable to analytic treatment, is the
ability of the pilot to respond to and compensate for many types of systems failures.
Risk evaluation in the powerplant and structure divisions is even
more difficult. Airplane performance and structural-strength requirements have slowly increased over the years as a result of the few accidents that have occurred, until they have become stringent enough to
produce the current safety record. Thus both performance and strength
requirements are based on empirical data associated with the rare-events
end of a probability distribution describing the conditions that airplanes
must be able to withstand. The problem of assessing the basic risk level
for any individual airplane is further complicated by operating weights
which are usually much less than the airworthiness limits and flight
procedures which may differ markedly from those assumed for airworthiness purposes. Consequently, even if the effect of each reduction
in failure resiste-ice could bc evaluated satisfactorily, we have no means
of determining the actual level fro. which the increase should be
measured.
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Fatal accA;ent rates for all United States air carriers

over an eleven-year period. The lower curve represents the accidents that
involved a mechanical failure. (Based on National Transport Safety
Board statistics, 1965-1975)
Although
Saeaccident
astab- statistics do not provide enough data
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lish meaningful safety levels, a review of the National Transportation
Safety Board statistics for the eleven-year period of 1965-1975 shows
the general trends plotted in Exhibit 12.4. The data represent all fatal
accidents on domestic and international operations of United States air
carriers (excluding training, ferry, and military flights) over a period
representing approximately 54 million flights. During these eleven
years there was a total of 523 accidents from all causes, both fatal and
nonfatal, and of the 73 fatal accidents, 11 were either caused by or involved a mechanical failure and 54 were landing accidents.
The causes of these 11 accidents were classified as shown in Exhibit
12.5 to identify the ones that scheduled maintenance might have been
able to prevent. Even with the benefit of hindsight, it is unlikely that
additional or more effectively performed maintenance could have reduced the rate by more than half. The residual accident rate, which
includes some failures of apparently sound structure in extreme turbulence, appears to be 1 per 10 million flights. Scheduled maintenance

A-,

probably never will be prescient enough to prevent the first occurrence
of certain completely unanticipated types c.1 failure, even though recurrences can be prevented. Thus it will be very difficult to reduce the rate
of such accidents to less than 1 in 10 million flights.
THE DILEMMA OF EXTREME IMPROBUILITY

The current airworthiness regulations for transport airplanes cover many
aspects of aircraft design- structural strength, powerplant characteristics, airplane performance characteristics, flight-handling qualities,
and systems characteristics. These regulations are directed not only at
reducing the likelihood of various types of failure, but also at mitigating
the consequences of those failures that will inevitably occur. Thus
there are detailed requirements for damage-tolerant structure and for
the residual performance capabilities of the airplane after one (or more
than one) engine has lost power. In addition, there are many requirements to ensure that the operating crew will be capable of handling the
airplane safely after a failure his occurred. These airworthiness regulations have resulted in a commendable safety record for transport
aircraft.
EXHIBIT 12"5 Classification of fatal air-carrier accidents involving

mechanical failures.

caunse of accident
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The regulations include a certification process to verify that the
design requirements have in fact been met, and it then becomes the
responsibility of the operating r rganization to maintain the equipment
in such a way that the design characteristics are preserved. The operator
must also ensure that the flight crews are trained in the procedures
necessary to cope with various types of failures. A unique problem is
now being encountered, however-, with certain systems whose functions
cannot be duplicated by the human flight crew. This situation introduces

I

the possibility that at some tir~e a relatively unlikely sequence of fail-

ures, some of them perhaps hidden, might result in the loss of one or

more functions that are essential to operating safety.
The design objective, of course, is to ensure tiiat such critical failures are extremely improbable, and the FAA has suggested that extremely
improbable be defined as an expected failure rate of no more than 1 per
billion flights (or operating hours, as applicable). Eveni when an analysis
based on assumed failure rates does indicate that the requirement will
be met, the validity of the assumed rate cannot be determined in the
limited amount of flying done during the certification tests. A further
proposal, therefore, is that the maintenance intervals be reduced if
actual failure rates are higher than those assumed for the calculations. A
reliability-stress analysis based or- assumed failure rates may be quite involved even for a simple system. For example, the Boeing 727 automatictakeoff thrust control is a nonredundant system whose failure can be
caused by the failure of any one of approximately 100 different items,
some of which have hidden functions. The item considered to be the
least reliable in this system was a fuel-control unit that had an estimated
mean time between failures of 167,000 hours. To meet the extreme-

I

improbability requirement, however, the availability of this unit would

have to be protected by a failure-finding interval of only 125 hours.*
The question, of course, is whether such intensive maintenance
to meet this probability requirement is necessary or can possibly achieve
the desired iesult. One in a billion, or 10-9, is a very, very small number.
There probably have not been a billion airplane flights since the Wright
brothers took to the air. To put it another way, a billion flights represents 200 years of operation at the current activity level of the United
States air carrier industry. A risk level of 10-1 is 1 percent of the current
residual accident rate that cannot be reduced by scheduled maintenance,
and it is one-fifth of 1 percent of the current landing-accident rate. On
this basis the proposed requirement seems unrealistic. In f.act, it may
even be counterproductive, since it is likely to prevent the development
of systems that would improve safety even though they cannot satisfy
the extrerne-probability criterion. The real issue, however, is whether
340
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*For a discussion of this analysis see J. j. Treacy, Use of Probability Analysis in Aircraft
Certification and Its Effects on Maintenance and Equipment Maintenance, AIAA Aircraft
Systterns and Technology Meeting, Seattle, Wcish., August 22-24, 1977.

it is possible to develop an analytic mtodel for evaluating new systems
that is in itself accurate to anything approaching this order of magnitude.
Under the circumstances, although reliability-stress analysis isa
valuable tool for comparing alternative design approaches, its application to actual operating and maintenance requirements would be difficult to justify. Further work is clearly necessary to develop a more

viable approach to the problem.I

122.3

THE DESIGN-MAINTENANCE PARTNERSHIP

The interrelationship between design and maintenance is perhaps most
apparent in the case of aircraft. On one hand, the design of the equipment determines its inherent reliability characteristics, including the

requirements for

effecivemaintenafcr
product improvement

tenance attempts to preserve all the safety and operating reliability of

I

which the equipment is capable. Realization of this goal, however,
requires a joint effort which has not always been recognized. Designers
have not always understood the capabilities of scheduled maintenance
and the practical limits on these capabilities. By the same token, maintenance organizations have not always had a clear grasp of the design
goals for the equipment they maintain. The need for a cooperative
effort has always existed, but the comprehensive analysis required by
RCM techniques makes this need far more apparent.
During the development of a prior-to-service program the identification of significant items and hidden functions depends on the
designer's information on failure effects as well as the operator's knowledge of their consequences. At this stage the information on anticipated
failure modes and their associated mechanisms must also come from
the designer. While the maintenance members of the study group will
be able to draw on prior experience with similar materials, design
practices, and manufacturing techniques, this information should be
complemented by the designer's advice concerning the ages at which
various forms of deterioration are likely to become evident.
At a more fundamental level, it is important for the designer to
bear in mind some of the nractical aspects of scheduled maintenance.
In general, on-condition inspections are the most effective weapon

I

preferably without removing items from their installed positions on the
airplane. Thus the designer must not only help to identify the items
for which such inspections are applicable, but must also make sure
that there is some means of access to the area to be inspected. An equally
important factor is the use of materials and design features such as
damage tolerance which result in a relatively slow deterioration of
items intended for on-condition inspections.

I
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Prior to service
Failure consequences
Failure modes
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(including failure
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hidden functions
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safe-life items

Safe-life limits
Significant items

Select applicable
and effective tasks

Hidden functions
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task intervals

Product
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In service
React to
unanticipated failures
Measure
failure frequencies
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Initial
maintenance•
+4 failure consequences
program

Measure
age-reliability
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Add or delete
scheduled tasks
Adjust task intervals

work packages

Improve
maintenance
program
Modify
h

Information on tests
and experience of other operators
SInformation on operating experience L•
and request for design changes
EXHIBIT 12,6 The design-maintenance partnership
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Once the new airplane goes into service, there will be continuous
refinement and improvement of the basic maintenance program as a
result of age exploration. There will also be unanticipated failures,
some of which require immediate action. In these cases the designer's
help is crucial in developing new interim scheduled tasks that will
control the problem until design changes can be developed and incorporated in the operating fleet. Both the design and maintenance
organizations must work together to identify the failure mechanism,
because this information is needed for product improvement as well
as to develop the interim tasks. The product-improvement process and
its role in the development of all complex equipment was discussed in
detail in Section 5.5. However, it entails a two-way flow of information:
the operating organization must identify the need for an improvement,
and the manufacturer must advise the operator of the results of his
continluing test programs and the experiences that other users of the
equipment have encountered. The development of airplanes that can be
more effectively maintained and achieve still higher levels of reliability
and safety depends on a continuing close partnership, with both design
and maintenance organizations familiar with and sympathetic to each
other's problems and goals.
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RCM PROGRAMS FOL IN-SERVICE FLEETS

have long service lives, and many of the airplanes now in

service are supported by maintenance programs developed on bases
quite different from RCM methods. For the most part these maintenance
programs have evolved to the point of providing adequate protection
of safety and operating capability. It is natural to wonder, however,
about the extent to which an RCM program would reduce maintenance
costs and even improve the reliability of in-service fleets. In nearly all
cases there will be some benefits, although the size of the benefits
will depend on the nature of the existing program. For an airline fleet
maintained by a program based on MSG-2 principles the gains may be
minimal, whereas a fleet supported by a traditional program will show
major savings. The gains will be somewhat attenuated, however, by
ihe fact that aircraft designed under earlier design philosophies may
have fewer items capable of on-condition inspections and more with
hidden functions.

I

expected benefits
systems programs
powerplant programs

structure programs

The areas in which RCM analysis is likely to provide the greatest

economic benefits are in the elimination of tasks that are inapplicable,

particularly scheduled rework (hard-time overhaul) of powerplants and
systems items, increases in task intervals, and a reduction in the number
of items assigned to scheduled-maintenance tasks. Even where all
present tasks do meet the applicability criteria, thte analysis will frequently eliminate a large number of unnecessary or overlapping tasks,
thereby providing further economic gains. To ensure that these gains
are realized it is important to reduce the size of the workforce to correspond to the reduction in the maintenance workload.
When there is already an existing program it is sometimes tempting

I

to modify it by subjecting the present tasks piecemeal to RCM decision
*

*
*

logic. This practice is not recommended, since there is always a tendency to perpetuate some of the tasks that are not really justified.
Moreover, this approach will certrinly overlook the need for new tasks.
The best procedure is to put the old program aside and conduct a pure
RCM analysis for the fleet. After the RCM program has been completed
it should be compared with the old program and corrected for any clear
omissions, and the differences should be evaluated to determine the
benefits the new program will provide.
It is usually most efficient to set up a special task force to conduct
the RCM analysis. The members of this team should be engineers,
reliability analysts, and possibly production or production-planning
personnel who are familiar with the type of airplane involved. The
analysis begins with the identification of the items to be considered
and the development of worksheets to record the data elements and the
decision process. Individual members of the task force are then assigned
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to collect the data and complete the worksheets for each item. After each
member has completed the analysis of two or three items, the results
should be reviewed by the whole group. This review is necessary to
ensure a common understanding of the decision logic and to improve
the definitions of functions ad failure modes being used. Usually the
review will turn up a number of functions and failure modes that have

been overlooked.
Work should proceed quickly after this first review, with different
members of the task force assigned to the various systems, the powerplant, and the structure. Substantial operating history for an in-service
fleet should provide more than enough data on reliability characteristics
and cost factors to make default answers unnecessary for any of the
proposed tasks. When each major portion of the analysis has been
finished, it is reviewed, any necessary adj ustmnents are made, and all
the scheduled tasks are then consolidated into work packages.
An alternative approach is to have the analysis done by the engineers who are normally responsible for the maintenance standards for
the various items on the airplane. While this method has the advantage
of utilizing the person with the most technical knowledge to analyze
each item, it has the drawback of involving a larger number of people,
with a consequent increase in the work of training and coordination.
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for
nital
he rogam f anew type of airplane. The chief difference
hiscas rel dtaare available on reliability characteristics,
is hatin
failre
onsquenesandcosts. Although rework tasks are seldom
applcabe
t sytem itmsthe information is on hand to determine
whether such tasks dmetheapplicability criteria, and if so, whether
they are cost-effective. In fact, except for hidden functions and the
rare situation that involves safety consequences, all types of tasks must
meet the condition of cost effectiveness. The same information also
makes it possible to establish optimum task intervals at this stage.
The airlines have applied MSG-2 techniques, the predecessor of
reliability- centered maintenance, to the systems of many types of inservice fleets with somewhat mixed results. The investigation of such
techniques on the Boeing 727 and 737 and the Douglas DC-8 was part
of the process that led to MSG-1 and MSG-2, and ultimately to RCM
analysis. Consequently, by the time MSG-2 programs were developed
for these aircraft it wa-, found that the anticipated program revisions
for many items had already been accomplished in a rather piecemeal
fashion. Even so, the formnal reviews led to significant reductions in
the number of scheduled rework tasks.
Exhibit 12.7 show-~ the results of an MSG-2 review of the systems
program for an in-service fleet of Boeing 727's. The differences are not
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*Mmy of the tasksd luafly dauifted as on-tuadiion did not satidy ft 4 Aasdlty criteria fe this type of tsk. Sorw were fallure-flndin tasks and oth'e.
wme actuly no scheduled maintmnance (no luspections were se.Aduled and none

were posdile).
tTwdve of the rework items had shorter intervals after the review.
EXHIDIT 127

Summary of the changes in the Boeing 727 systems

program as a result of MSG-2 review. (United Airlines)

as drematic as they would have beon if the existing program had not
been undergoing continuous change in this direction as MSG-2 evolved.
Another factor is that many of the rework tasks left in the program
were for highly reliable items that had been assigned very long intervals, such as the major structural inspection interval. These rework
tasks were included not because they met the criteria for applicability
and effectiveness, but simply to provide a means for occasional inspection in the shop. In RCM terminology these tasks would simply be shop
on-condition inspections, although the requirement might be met instead by shop inspection of the older opportunity samples.
As noted in Section 3.5, there are some other differences between
RCM and MSG-2 terminology for the basic types of tasks. The category
now called no scheduled maintenance was termed condition monitoring
under MSG-2. MSG-2 also provided no explicit definition of failurefinding tasks; hence some of these tasks are included in the on-condition
category and others are included under condition monitoring.
POWERPLANT PROGRAMS

If the existing maintenance program for a turbine engine includes scheduled rework either for the whole engine or for its hot section, RCM
*

analysis will probably result in major reductions in the maintenance
workload. The review will be far less productive if the present program
is already based on the results of opportunity sampling and age exploration. The economic benefits may also be somewhat limited in the

!.1
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case of a single-engine airplane. Although complete 6verhaul will do
no more to improve reliability than it would if the engine were installed
on a multiengine airplane, there is a natural tendency to specify all
possible tasks on the grounds of safety. (Unlike turbine engines, many
types of piston engines do have age-related wearout characteristics
and thus are more likely to benefit from complete rework.) However,
the safety branch of the decision ,.iagram will also lead to the inclusion
of any task that is even partially effective in reducing the frequency of
loss of thrust; hence a larger number of rework tasks directed at specific
failure modes will probably be included on this basis.
The major benefit in applying RCM decision logic to in-service
powerplants is that it facilitates the identification of significant items,
so that a natural aging process can be establisl-ed which minimizes
the need for scheduled removals or disassemblies. It is possible that the
existing opportunity-sampling program is adequate for age-exploration
purposes, but if there is any doubt, a new list of significant items can
be developed and compared with the present list. If the lists are the
same, there may be no need for further RCM analysis. If there are
only slight differences, it may still be possible to adjust the sampling
requirements instead of undertaking a complete analysis. Otherwise
an analysis should be completed for a sample of ten or so random significant items to judge whether further effort will be productive.
The existing maintenance program for the General Electric J-79
engine on the McDonnell F4J was reviewed in 1975 by MSG-2 techniques. The review did not result in a program that was completely
structured by RCM logic, but major cost reductions were achieved
nevertheless by program revisions which greatly reduced the amount
of ineffective scheduled maintenance that was being performed. The
engine overhaul interval was doubled, from 1,200 hours to 2,400 hours,
with a special inspection introduced at 1,200 hours, and a number of
tasks were eliminated from the hot-section inspection performed every
600 hours.
STRUCTURE PROGRAMS

The chief benefit in the review of an existing structure program is
likely to be a more effective application of maintenance resources.
For example, an analysis of the McDonnell F4J structure identified 161
items as structurally significant, in contrast to only 97 in the original
program. Of these 161 items, 141 were scheduled for detailed inspections, whereas the prior program called for detailed inspection of only
66 items. Some of the additional items were designated as significant
to focus inspections on specific parts of the structure in which failures
would be critical, and others were so designated to ensure the discovery
of early deterioration for economic reasons. It is difficult to assess the
economic impact of these program changes because there were many
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adjustments of inspection intervals, a recommendation for a more
dynamic age-exploration program to reduce future costs, and a major
refinement of the zonal inspectton program.

12 5

EXPANSION

OF RCM APPLICATIONS

The widespread and successful application of RCM principles in the
air-transport industry has important implications for many types of
complex equipment other than aircraft. Rapid-transit systems, fleets
of ships and buses, and even machineiy used in complex manufacturing processes all require scheduled-maintenance programs that will
ensure safe and reliable operation. Many of the current problems indicate that the relationship between design and maintenance is not clearly
understood. In many instances, however the operating organizations
themselves have not considered the real capabilities and limitations of
scheduled maintenance and have been frustrated by their inability to
solve the operating problems that are caused by failures.
In most cases the equipment will not be designed to the same
standards as those applied to commercial aircraft. There is usually far
less use of redundancy to protect essential functions, with the result
that any one of a multitude of minor failures can render the equipment
incapable of operation. There is also less instrumentation, so that a
greater number of items are subject to hidden failures, and therefore
to the risk of a multiple failure. Parts that require inspection are often
not accessible or have not been designed to facilitite the detection of
potential failures. Under these circumstances RCM analysis will not
produce a magic solution to all reliability problems. However, it will
identify the maintenance tasks and product improvements that would
alleviate suc'h problems. Meanwhile, it will result in a program that
ensures all the reliability of which the equipment is capableand includes
only the tasks that will accomplish this goal.
In general, any maintenance support program based on RCM principles has the following objectives:
lo

To ensure realization of the inherent safety and reliability levels
of the equipment

lo

To restore the equipment to these inherent levels when deterioration occurs

0-

To obtain the information necessary for design improvement of
those items whose inherent reliability proves to be inadequate

0-

To accomplish these goals at a minimum total cost, including
maintenance costs, support costs, and the economic consequences
of operational failures

objectives

of a
maintenance pregram
basic RCM precepts
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One obstacle to all these objectives is the tendency to rely on traditional
concepts of scheduled maintenance, especially the belief that scheduled
overhauls are a universally effective weapon against failures. Thus an
organization must recognize and accept the following facts before it is
prepared to implement a detailed RCM program for its equipment:
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•

The design features of the equipment establish the consequences
of any functional failure, as well as the cost of preventing it.

•o

Redundancy is a powerful design tool for preventing complete
losses of function to the equipment.

l

Scheduled maintenance can prevent or reduce the frequency of
complete*losses of function (functional failures), but it cannot
alter their consequences.

•o

Scheduled maintenance can ensure that the inherent reliability of
each item is realized, but it cannot alter the characteristics of the
item.

•

There is no "right time" for scheduled overhauls that will solve
reliability problems in complex cquipment.

•

On-condition inspections, which make it possible to preempt
functional failures by potential failures, are the most effectiv" tool
of scheduled maintenance.

•

A scheduled-inaintenanc, program must be dynamic; any priorto-service program is based on limited information, and the operating organization must be prepared to collect and respond to real
data throughout the service life of the equipment.

•

Product improvement is a normal part of the development cycle
for all new equipment.
Until an operating organization is comfortable with these facts

it may be difficult to proceed confidently with the results of RCM
analysis. There is often concern because hard-time tasks play such a
mninor role and so many complex items have no scheduled-maintenance
requirements. In this case an organization may wish to reinforce its
confidence in the new approach by conducting studies similar to those
discussed in Appendix B. The new RCM program will always result in
substantial savings, chiefly through the elimination of unnecessary and
unproductive maintenance effort. More important, however, by directing
both scheduled tasks and intensive age-exploration activities at those
items whi :hi are truly significant at the equipment level, such a program
will ultimately result in equipment that provides a degree of reliability
consistent with the state of the art and the cap ibilities of maintenance
technology.
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PART THREE

appendices

APPENDIX A

auditin rcm program development

RCM ANALYSIS is conducted by experienced maintenance people, and
¾ei- -)fessional expertise is one of their most valuable assets. This
-. ciaiized experience has a corresponding penalty, in that it tends to
create certain biases which make objective judgment difficult. The
decision-making process therefore requires an independent review by
someone who is not directly involved in the analysis-an auditor, who
can test the logic of the decision against the prescribed criteria and
procedures and check for any flaws in the reasoning. Although the
AN

I

auditor's own judgments may not be completely free of bias or error,
the fact that he is independent of the detailed analysis provides him
with a different perspective. Thus the audit serves as a practical tool
for identifying some of the common errors in the use of the decision
logi-, and frequently some oi the more subtle errors as well.
In the air-transport industry the auditing function is performed by
members of the steering committee, which also has overall responsibility
for the program-development project (see Section 6.2). Thus the auditors
assigned to individual working groups will be aware of the scope of the
project, the overlap of work among the various groups, and the specific
level of effort needed to coordinate their activities. Because the prob-
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lems and focus of the analysis will differ from one group to another, it is
difficult to offer any universal guidelines. However, working groups
tend to stray fiom the objective of developing a set of applicable and
'ffective scheduled tasks, and it is important for the auditor to be able
to detect this and help keep the project on the track.
In many orgari-'atienal contexts the work of the steering committee
and the overall management of th" project are themselves subject to
audit, to ensure that the-work will proieed efficiently and will result in
the intended product. O:,nce the program has beer developed arid pack-

*11

I

aged for implementation, a group within the operating organization
wil! be responsible for collecting and analyzing tme reliability data
needed to assess its effectiveness and evaluate the desirability of new
tasks. The auditing functions in these two areas often iequire a different
set of skills and experience from those needed to review the detailed
analysis of the equipment. !n all cases, however, beth the auditok and
the program-development team will require a clear understanding of
the basic concepts outlined in this volume.

A-I

AUDITING THE PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The first draft of ran RCM program is generally prepared by a special
task force consisting of a steering committee and several working groups.
The project may be organized and managed in-. several ways, and the
auditor's first concern is whether the organization, staffing, and working
procedures are adequate to carry )ut the project.
SCOPE OF THE PROJECT

To ensure that the finished maintena ice program will be accurate and
complete, both the auditor and all participants in the project must have
a clear understanding of its exact scope. In some cases 'he project will
encomrpass cert,,in portio is of the equipment, rather than the entire
aircraft. In either case it is important io know whether the program is
to cover all levels of maintenance, from servicing tasks and walkaround
checks to the major-inspection level. It is difficult to design a complete
maintonance program for only a few of the levels of maintenance, even

74
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if the program is for just one p,, -r,
the equipment. If 'he project
does include only portions of the at "
ere must also be clear provisions for handling items that intert,,
the portions that are not
included. Otherwise the resulting o-itus.
ApUll
lead almost inevitably
to gaps and overlaps in the total program. The auditor should make sure
he understands the scope of the project and should check periodically
to see that it is not expanding beyond its intended bounds.
DEFINInON OF THE FINAL PRODUCT

The completed scheduled-maintenance program consists of all the
scheduled tasks and their intervals, but the exact form of this program
must also be specified. Both the auditor and the program-development

team must know whether the final product is to be simply a list of the

RCM tasks and intervals, with a brief description for the use of production planners, or whether it is to consist of a complete set of work
packages, like the letter-check packages assembled in airline practice. In
either case, the definition of the final prod!.-ct should specify the level
of task detail and the amount of descriptive material to be included.
Will the procedures writers be able to translate the results of the analysis
into job instructions that accurately reflect the purpose of each task? For
whom is the final report intended? Are detailed explanatory writeups
of the program needed as part of the package? The final product will
have to be checked against these requirements before it is submitted,
and a clear understanding of them at the outset will facilitate the work
of the analyst and auditor alike.
TIMEIABLE FOR THE PROJECT

The timetable developed for completion of various aspects of the project
is also subject to audit. Is it realistic in terms of the amount of work to
be accomplished, the number of analysts assigned, and their previous
experience with RCM analysis? Are the milstones at logical points for
adequate control of the schedule-or perhaps overspecified, so that
crucial target dates are likely to suffer? Do they take into account the
fact that analysis of the 'irst few items will proceed much more slowly
as part of the learning process? It is apparent from these questions that
the timetable must be reasonably tight, but also flexible and realistic.
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The auditor must accomplish his own work within this timetable. In
most cases progress re%,iews will be conducted when th2 overall plan
is drafted, wh n the program-development team has been organized
and trained, when each working group has agreed on a list of significant
items and analysis of the first few items has been completed, when each
major portion of the program has been completed, and when the final
product has been assembled and is-eady for approval. Additional audits
will be needed between these check points to review progress and
ckar up any questions or misconceptions in the analysis itself. Whtre

•

subsequent work depends on the results of the auditor's review, is the
review timed to ensure that it will not impede other aspects of the
analyst's work?
THE PROGRAM-DEVELOPMENT TEAM

In addition to those factors that relate to the project itself, the auditor
must also consider the organization of the program-development team
and the skills of the people who comprise it. Whereas the analysts will
be working engineers with extensive hardware experience, the task

I

''

force should be headed by someone with managerial experience, and

preferably someone who has had experience on similar projects. Is the
manager himself knowledgeable about RCM principles, or is he assisted

by someone who is? Is he in an organizational position that will facili-

tate completion and implementation of the project? To what extent is
the project supported by top management?

The adequacy of the staffing, the working arrangements among the

team members, and the availability of outside resources all require
careful study. Are there enough people to do the work in the time
allotted - and not too many to work closely as a team? Are the analysts
in each working group experts in the portion of the equipment they will
be analyzing? Are all engineering and reliability disciplines represented
or available for consultation? How is the task force organized? Does
the organization provide for direct interaction among members of the
group, or are there organizational obstacles that may impede communication? Is each analyst responsible for a complete analysis, or are various
aspectis of the job (researching information, completing worksheets, etc.)
assigned in a way that makes work difficult to integrate? What arrangements have been made for the analyst to obtain help from outside
resources or more details about the operation and construction of the
equipment? Is the designer available to answer questions about specific
failure modes and effects? Is there someone available to each working

i

~~should not only check the availability of these resources, but also determine how frequently they are being used.
STANDkRDS AND PROCEDURES

One important function of the steering committee (or manager of the
task force) is to arrange for training of all participants. This includes
9general familiarization with the design features of the new equipment,
well as training in RCM procedures and the standards to be used for

jas
f

this particular project. If this is a large project, some members will
received adequate training in RCM methods, and is the RCM text available for easAy reference? Other standards that apply to the project should
also be available in written form. Does each analyst have a copy of the

LL1
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cost-tradeoff models to be used, including the costs imputed by this
organization to various types of operational failures? What failure rates
or repair expenses are considered high enough to qualify an item for
analysis? All written standards and procedures should be checked carefully for any ambiguity or lack of clarity. They should also be checked
for any fundamental conflicts with basic RCM concepts.
Each working group will require additi'onal detailed training on the
portion of the equipment to be analyzed. HaLve all analysts been fur-.
nished with written materials, schematics, adfulldecitosfth
hardware and its relationship to other aspects of the airplane? Are
reliability data available for similar items, either from developmentalJ
testing or from service experience? Is there access to an actual production
model of the equipment if further questions arise?

A*2

AUDITING THE DECISION PROCESS
THE SELECTION OF ITEMS FOR ANALYSIS

t
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Once the program-development team has been assembled, organized,
and trained, the focus of auditing shifts to the analysis process itself.
Ordinarily this phase of auditing is carried out by a member of the
steering committee, but the chief prerequisite is a clear understanding
of RCM principles. As a preliminary step the working group will screen
out all obviously nonsignificant items and complete descriptive worksheets for those items selected for analysis. Thus the first problem may
be in arriving at a common definition of significant item. There is often
a tendency to identify items as significant on the basis of their cost
and complexity, rather than on the basis of their failure consequences.
It is important that all members of the group understand that failure
consequences refers to the direct impact of a particular loss of function
on the safety and operating capability of the equipment, not to the
number of failure possibilities for the item or the effect of these failures
on the item itself.
Another area that may require clarification is the definition of
operational consequences. If the minin, um-equipment list or other
regulations stipulate that the equipment cannot be dispatched with
an itemn inoperative, the item is always classified initially as one whose
failure will hive operational consequences. However, the actual economic impact will vary from one operating context to another and
even from organization to organization, depending on scheduled use
of the equipment, maintenance facilities, the ease of replacing failed
units, and a variety of other considerations. For this reason it is necessary
to have a clear definition of the circumstances that constitute operational
consequences and the relative costs imputed to those consequences
by the organization for which the program is being prepared.
Without

I-

this information there is no clear basis for determining whether a given
type
failure would have major economic consequences for this particularoforganization.
REVIEWIN
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Several problems m;-y come to light when the completed worksheet
forms are examined. One of these is the design of the worksheets them-

selves. Each organization will have its own preferences about forms,

~

but the worksheets must cover all the points to be considered in the
analysis. Whenever worksheets are redesigned there is always the
danger of overlooking some of the basic elements or introducing "improvements" that reflect misconceptions. In general the forms should
be as simple as possible and still provide an adequate record of the
decision process. The chief criterion is that each task be completely
traceable. At any time, either during or after analysis, it must be possible to start with any function and trace through to the task assigned
toprotect it or to backtrack from a given task to examine the reasoning
thtled to it. Obvious omissions can often be spotted from an examination of the blank forms, but more subtle difficulties may not come to
light until the first few worksheets are completed.

I

the auditor to detect-is improper definition of the functions of an
item. Is the basic function stated precisely for the level of item in
question? Does it relate directly to some higher-level function that is
essential to operating capability? If not, there may be some confusion
about the level of item under discussion. Have all secondary or characteristic functions been listed, and is each in fact a separate function
from tlI' standpoint of the operating crew or the system as a whole? Does

the list include all hidden functions (again, stated in Iorms of the system

as a whole)? If there are failure possibilities with no related function,
this is a clue that the functions themselves require further thought.
For example, the basic function of a fuel pump is to pump fuel; however,
if this item is also subject to leaks, one additional function must be to
contain the fuel (be freeof leaks).
It is important to bear in mind that the level of item being analyzed
will affect the way the functions are described. At the parts level each
part has a function with respect to the assembly in which it is contained,
but a description of these functions leads to an analysis of failures
only from the standpoint of the assembly, not from the standpoint of the
system or the aircraft as a whole. At too high a level the number of
functions and failure possibilities may be too great for efficient analysis.
One test is to select a few items and try combining them or dividing.
them further to see whether this changes the list of functions. If so,
select the level that makes the analysis most efficient but still includes
all the functions that can clearly be visualized from the aircraft level.
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The statement of functional failures should be examined carefully
for any confusion between functional failures and failure modes. This
statement must describe the condition defined as a functional failure
(a loss of the stated function), not the manner in which this. failure,
occurs. There is often a tendency to describe a failure such as external
leaks as "leaking oil seal," with the result that other failure modes that
lead to external leaks may be overlooked, or else erroneously attributed
to some other function. This problem is often a source of the difficulty
in defining the item's functions. The statement describing the loss of a
hidden function requires particular care to ensure that it does not refer
to a multiple failure. For example, if the function of a check valve is to
prevent backflow in case of a duct failute, the functional failure in this
case is not backflow, but no protection against backflow. Errors in this
area can be quite subtle and difficult to spot, but they frequently lead
to confusion about the failure consequences.
The identification of failure modes is another problem area. Do the
worksheets list failure modes that have never actually occurred? Are
the failure modes reasonable in light of experience with similar equipmaent? Have any important failhre modes been overlooked? In this area
the auditor will have to rely on his own general engineering background
to identify points or. which further consultation wiih the designer or
other specialists is advisable. One problem to watch for is superficiality - failure modes that are not the basic cause of the failure. Another is
the tendency to list all possible failure modes, regardless of their likelihood. This resul',, in a great deal of unnecessary analysis and the
possible inclusion of unnecessary tasks in the initia! nrogram.
Just as failure modes may slide back into the description of functional failures, they also tend to slide into the aescription of failure
effects. Thus one point to watch for is a description of failure effects
that relate to the cause of the failure, rather than to its immediate results.
Again, the failure mode "leaking oil seal" will sometimes be stated as a
failure effect (perhaps with "oil-seal failure" given as the failure mode).
This is a subtle error, but it obscures the effect of the functional failure
in question on the equipment and its occupants.
The description of failure effects must include all the information
necessary to support the analyst's evaluation of the failure consequences.
Does the statement inclade the physical evidence by which the operating
crew will recognize that a failure has occurred-or if there is none (a
hidden failure), is this fact mentioned? Are the effects of secondary
damage stated, as well as the effects of a loss of function, and is it clear
from the description whether or not the secondary damage is critical?
Is the description stated in teins of the ultimate effects of the failure
with no preventive maintenance? In the case of hidden functions the
ultimate effects will usually represent the combined effectc of a possible
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multiple failure. This information helps to establish the intensity of
maintenance required to protect the hidden function; however, it must
be clear from the description that these effects are not the immediate
result of the single failure under consideration.
The failure effects should be examined to ensure that they do not
represent overreaction by inexperienced analysts. At the other extreme,
there is a possibility that serious effects may have been overlooked
where the equipment cannot be shown to be damage-tolerant for certain
types of failures. In either case the effects stated - including secondary
damage-must be a direct result of the single failure in question, and

*

not effects that will occur only in conjunction with some other failure
or as a result of possible pilot error. As with hidden-function items,
protection against multiple failures is provided for in the decision
logic by independent analysis of each single failure possibility.

I'

'

CLASSIFICATION OF FAILURE CONSEQUENCES

The first three questions in the decision logic identify the consequences

*

of each type of failure, and hence the branch of the decision diagram
in which proposed tasks are to be evaluated. The answers to these
questions therefore warrant special attention during auditing to ensure
that the tasks have been measured against the correct effectivenests
criterion. The basis for each answer should be clearly traceable to the
information recorded on the descriptive worksheet.
There are several common problems in identifying hidden functions. The first matter to be ascertained concerns the use of the decision
diagram itself. Has the evident-failure question been asked, not for
the item, but for each of its functions? If not, the answer may be true
only for the basic function, and other functions will be analyzed
according to the wrong criteria. And if the basic function of the item
happens to be evident, hidden functions that require scheduled tasks
may be overlooked. Another common error is the tendency to overlook
cockpit instrumentation as a means of notifying the operating crew of
malfunctions that would otherwise not be evident. An error that is more
difficult to spot is the identification of a replicated function in an active
system as evident when a failure would in fact not become evident until
both units failed.
seat pyrotechnics and stored oxygen, beAýn overlooked? Hidden-function
items with built-in test equipment may be improperly identified as
having evident functions because failure-finding tasks are performed
by the operating crew. S--nilarly, items whose loss of function is evident
during normal use may be mistakenly classified as hidden-function
items simply because they are not used during every flight. (In this
case the failure-reporting system may have to be supplemented by
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maintenance checks to ensure continued availability, but the analysis
of this function does not fall in the hidden-function branch.)
Answers to the safety questions may reflect some misconceptions
about the definition of a critical failure. Has a failure been identified
as critical (or for that matter, as evident) on the basis of multiplefailure consequences, rather than the consequences of a single failure?
Has it been identified as critical because it requires immedidte corrective
maintenance -that is, it has operational (but not safety) consequences?
Has the analyst taken into account redundancy and fail-safe protection
that prevent a functional failure from being critical? One problem that
requires special attention is the failure to identify secondary damage
as critical when the aircraft cannot be shown to be damage-tolerant in
this respect.4
Answers to the operational-consequences question should be
checked for any inconsistencies with the minimum-equipment list
(MEL) and the configuration-deviation list (CDL). The auditor should
watch for tendencies to interpret failures that are expensive to repair
as having operational consequences, or to ascribe operational consequences to failures that inconvenience the operating crew but do not
limit the operating capability of the equipment in any way. In some
cases operating restrictions associated with continued operation after
the occurrence of a failure may be overh oked as operational consequences. If they have also been overlooked in the statement of failure
effects, they should be added to the information worksheet.
A no answer to question 3 means that the failure in question has
only nonoperational consequences, and that function need not be protected by scheduled tasks in an initial program. If the item is subject
to a particularly expensive failure miode, it will ordinarily be assigned
to intensive age exploratiaun tc determine whether scheduled maintenance will be cost-effective. At this stage, however, any task analysL;
lenge by the auditor and must be supported by a cost-tradeoff study
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bsdon operating data for the same or a similar item.
All answers to the first three decision questions should be examined
indetail, at least for the first few items completed by each analyst.
Even experienced analysts will have to refer to the RCM procedures to
refresh their memories on certain points, and the auditor's review of
this aspect of the decision logic is essential not only to correct errors,
but to ensure that the analyst fully understands the nature of the
questions. Misconceptions in this area are often evidenced by attempts
to revise the decision diagram to overcome some apparent shortcoming.
So far such revisiors have proved to stem from an incomplete understanding of RCM concepts, rather than from deficiencies in the diagram.
The auditor should therefore be alert to this tendency and make sure
that the decision diagram has not been altered.

i

TASK SrfLECTIONs APPLICABILITY CRITERIA

r

I
F

The answers to the remaining decision-diagram questions represent
the evaluation of proposed tasks. The most important point for the
auditor to determine here is that the analyst understands the relative
resolving power of the four basic types of task and the specific conditions under which each type of task is applicable. One frequent error in
evaluating an on-conditiotý task is the failure to recognize all the applicability criteria. If the tecjk is merely an inspection of the general
condition of the item and is not directed at a specific failure mode, it
does not constitute an on-condition task. The failure mode must also be
one for which it is possible to define a potential-failure stage, with an
adequate and fairly predictable interval for inspection. Another error is
extending the task to include the detection of functional failures (as
defined for the level of item being analyzed); the objective of an oncondition task is to remove units from service before the functionalfailure point.
It is important to evaluate proposed on-condition tasks in terms of
their technical feasibility. The failure mode may' be one for which oncondition inspection is applicable, but is the itemn accessible for inspection? Is the task one that is feasible within the maintenance framework
of the organization? Working groups often suggest inspection techniques that are still in the developmental state or recommend methods
that are feasible in theory but have not been tested. In the case of
critical failure modes this may be necessary, but it is equally likely that
redesign would eliminate the need for the task, and both alternatives

I

should be investigated. Does each inspection task include the specific
evidence the mechanic is to look for? If not, the procedure vriters may
have difficulty converting the task to the proper job instruction, especially when t'be task is a visual inspection.
If a rework task has been specified, have the age-reliability characteristics of the item been established by actuarial analysis? Does the
conditional- probability curve show wearoLdt characteristics at an identifiailue? for wnahich preorkawilliny ofacturesaltor thet
orgina resisthfancuet
a
esisum
tionsetha
Thdoeauior
shihreoukwld be preactredstorquestriiona
fitue? under studyto wioll proe toehaved thqesamen
reliabilitys
chhacters
tcasa similar item that was shown to benefit from scheduled rework.
ofvalue, is there a cost-effective interval for this task? Has the item
been assigned to age exploration to obtain the necessary information?
The only discard tasks that should appear in an initial program are
for items that have been assigned life limits by t~.et manufacturer. However, there is sometimes confusion about the difference between safe-life
limits and other age limits. Does the safe-life limit represent a zero
conditional probability of failure up to that age? Is the limit supported
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by manufacturer's test data? If the task interval instead represents the
average age at failure, it is incorrect. Safe-life tasks are applicable only
to items subject to critical failures; hence they should appear only in
the safety branch of the decision diagram. The life limits assigned to
hidden-function emergency items - which are not in themselves subject
to critical failures - are adjusted on the basis of failure-finding tests and
in the strict sense are not safe-life limits. The auditor should question
any safe-life discard tasks that are not supported by on-condition inspections (where possible) to ensure that the safe-life age will be
achieved.
There are several pitfalls to watch for in auditing failure-finding
tasks. One is the failure to recognize that these tasks are the result of
default-that is, they ire the outcome of all no answers in the hiddenfunction branch of the decision diagram. Another problem is failure
to recognize that these tasks are limited to the detection of functional
failures, not potential failures. The intervals for such tasks should be
examined tor mistaken assumptions concerning the required level of
availability. Does the level of availability properly reflect the consequences of a possible multiple failure? Has the analyst overlooked the
fact that the interval is based only on the required availability of the
hidden function itself? Have failure-finding tasks covered by routine
crew checks been accounted for on the decision worksheets?
TASK SELECTIOitM EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA

It is important to remember that the applicability criteria for tasks pertamn only to the type of task and are true for that task regardless of the
nature of the failure consequences. The effectiveness criteria, however,
depend on the objective of the task - the category of failure consequences
it is intended to prevent- regardless of the nature of the task. Thus
the expected resolving power of a particular task can be measured only
in terms of the effectiveness critorion for the branch of the decision
diagram in which the failure is being analyzed.
Some practical problems often come up in interpreting the effectiveness criterion for the safety branch. Do the tasks and intervals selected
have a reasonable chance of preventing all critical failures? If not, what
is the basis for judging that the remaining risk level is acceptable? It is
important in this connection to bear in mind the resolving power of the
different types of tasks. On-condition tasks provide control of individual
units and therefore have a good chance of preventing all functional failtires if the inspection interval is short enough; in (ontrast, age-limit tasks
(scheduled removals) merely control the overall failure rate for the item.
The auditor should therefore question the decision outcome of scheduled
rework in the safety branch, because a reduction in the failure rate is
unlikely to reduce the risk of failure to an acceptable level. What is the
K
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policy or procedure for items for which no applicable and effective

-:ALI

tasks can be tound? Is there an established procedure for referring them
back for redesign? Is there provision for a review with (he designer prior
to any such referrals?
For tasks in the operational-coinsequences branch the only criterion
for effectiveness is cost effectiveness. Does the analysis show the basis
for determining that the task will be cost-effective? What costs art,
imputed to the operational consequences, and what is the *source of
these costs? Is the number of operational interruptions shown in the
analysis realistic? Is the expected reduction in this number as a result
of the proposed task based on real data, or at least real data for a similar
item?
Cost effectiveness is far more difficult to justify in the nonoperational-consequences branch. If a task has been assigned, what is the
basis for the cost-tradeoff artaiysis? Does tihe analysis erroneously attribute imputed costs of operational interruptions to these failures? If it
includes any savings beyond the cost of correcting the failure and its
resulting secondary damage, the cost analysis is incorrect.
In the hidden-function branch a proposed task must ensure the
level of availability necessary to reduce the risk of a multiple failure
to an acceptalle level. Is there a policy concerning this risk level that
can bt used to interpret adequate availabili? Does the policy differentiate between items on the basis of the consequences of the multiple
failure?
USE OF THE DEFAULT STRATEGY

II an\, initial progranm the decision path,; will refhect default answers.
Thus tile analyst's use of the dl,'L'lUlt strategy should also be audited.
Have failures which may or may not be evident to the operat;t11 crew
always been classified as hidden? Where it cannot be demonstrated that
any anticipated secondary damage will not be critical, has the failure
been assigned to the safety branch? I lave an\y opportunities been overlooked to assign on-condition inspections that may be partially effective
in preempting functional failures? I Lave alU items for which the necessary
information was unavailable been assigned to age exploration? In
checking the analyst's understanding of the detault strategy, the auditor
may encounter some instances of overuse. I lave default answers been
used when real and applicable data for the item are in fact available as
the basis for a tirm decision?
1'ENERAL USE Or TIE DECISION LOGIC

After examining individual aspects of the decision logic, the au.ditor
must review the results of the analysis in larger perspective. Hlas ev\ery
task been assigned through direct application of the decision logic, One
major problem is the tendenc\ to select a familiar maintenance task and
then work back through the decision logic to justif\' it. l'hiL handicaps
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the analysis in two ways: on one hand, more of the tasks tend to stay
astified, and on the other, the possibilities of new tasks are not explored. Some analysts may have a strong preference for rework tasks
and will specify them whether they are applicable or not. Others will
favor on-condition inspections under any and all circumstances.
The auditor should look for signs of individual bias during the
progress-review meetings, and by actually counting the numbers of each
type of task selected by the various analysts. If there are more than a
dozen rework tasks foi ine entire systems division of a new type of
airplane, the results of the analysis should be questioned. It is also
important to chL -' the disposition of items thait have no scheduled
tasks. Is the number disproportionately high or low? Have items whose
failures have neither safety nor operational consequences been reclassified as nonsignificant?
The worksheets and all supporting information should be assembled for each item, usually with a cover sheet summarizing all the tasks
and intervals. After this material has been audited for accuracy and
completeness, and revised or corrected as necessary, the auditor should
sign or initial the list of tasks as final approval.

A 3 AUDITING ANALYSIS OF THE EQUIPMENT
The auditing principles discusseC, thus far apply to all divisiuns of the
equipment. However, e,, h of the major divisions - systems, powerplant,
and structure-has certain features that pose specific problems during
alLalysis.
ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMS ITEMS

The chief difficulty in analyzing systems items is confusion about the
!e,'•' of 7?,a!ysis and the functions of the specific item
,.'j'r,"'
under consideration. Does the list of significant items consist of systems
and subsystems, verhaps with a few of the more important complex
atsemblies? If more th n, 500 systems items have been classified as
significant at the aircraft level, the list is probably too long, and if there
are fewer than 200, it may be too short. If any subsystem includes more
than half a dozen functionally significant items, their classification
should be reexamined.
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Another problem is finding the dividing line between one system
and another. Have the working groups agreed on the list of significant
items and the specific hardware each analysis will cover? Does the procedure allow for later revisions as each group gets into the details?
Working groups will occasionally overlook a significant item or a
hidden function. Tho audit( r should check for this by scanning the list of
items classified as nonsignificant and questioning any that are doubtful.

Several questions will come up in examining the list of functions
for each item. Is the basic function correctly stated for the system level
represented by the worksheet? (Is the system level clearly indicated on
the worksheet?) How does the analyst know that all the functions have
been listed? Does each functional failure have at least one failure mode,
and are the failure modes all real and possible? Do the failure effects
reflect the complete impact nf each type of failure on the rest of the
equipment? It pays to play "what if" with the analyst for a sample of
failure possibilities to determine whether he has analyzed the item in
sufficient depth.
In auditing the tasks assigned to the item the auditor should check
to see that on-condition inspections are generally limited to installed
items. There is a tendency to specify shop inspections for systems items
simply because they will be in the shop often, which may unnecessarily
increase the workload, Any rework tasks must be substantiated by

actuarial analysis. Does this analysis show that scheduled rework will
in fact improve the reliability of the item? Rework is not cost-effective
for many systems items even when their failures are age-related. If a
rework task is applicable, has a cost-effective interval been found?
Are discard tas. . specified only for the few systems items to which
the manufacturer has assigned life limits? Are safe-life limits supported,
where possible, by shop inspections of opportunity samples for corrosion or other damage? Do failure-finding tasks scheduled for installed
systemns items duplicate eithLr shop inspections or routine crew checks?
Where such tasks are added to crew duties, what consideration has been
given to the present workload of the operating crew? What provisions
have been' made for evident functions that the analyst knows will not be
used r2,gularly in the intended operating context?
ANAL'.•$S OF POWERPLANT ITEMS

In aucliting a powerplant program it is iniportant to know exactly what
the powverplant inacludes. In some cases the analysis covers, only the

basic engine; in others it includes all the quick-engine-change parts.
If this has not been determined, some key items may escape analysis.
Certain problems will be a matter of coordination. Was the systems
analysis of essential engine accessories fa: enough along to be taken
into account by the powerplant aaalysts? Did they have acces" to the
structural analyses of the engine mounts and cowling? How do the failure possibilities for these items affect the basic engine?
The engine itself is -ubject to a number of failure nmodes that involve
secondary damage. Whether or not this damage is critical, however,
depends on both the model of engine and the type of airplane. Does
the working group have a complete understanring of the specific design characteristics of this engine? The 'iilure effects require particularly
careful auditing. Has the analyst considered the ultimate effects in the

'AI
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absence of any preventive maintenance, or does the description presuppose that progressive failure modes will be halted before they reach
the critical stage? Will a failure mode that would otherwise be critical
in fact be preempted by a noncritical loss of function? Where the failure
evidence depends on cockpit instrumentation, what instrument indications are evidence of this particular type of failure?
Unless the engine is installed in a single-engine plane, an engine

I

~failure
that does not involve critical seconda.7 damage does not have
sa~fety consequences. H-ave evident failures been properly placed in the
operational-consequences branch of the decision diagram?
Safe-life items must be covered by discard tasks, but most of the
tasks in an initial powerplant program will be on-condition inspections.

Have these inspections been assigned to installed engines whenever
possible, to avoid the need for engine removals? Are they limited to
known problem areas, with the remaining on-aircraft inspection capabilThe intervals for inspections on installed engines should be specified in
operating hours or flight cycles, whereas shop inspections of internal
engine items should be scheduled to take advantage of opportunity
samples. Have any shop inspections been specified in a way that will
require scheduled removals or unnecessary disassembly tc reach a single
part?
The entire age-exploration program for the powerplant should be
reviewed. Does it include procedures for increasing task intervals on
the basis of inspection findings? Does it provide for inspection of the
oldest parts available on an opportunity basis, without special disassembly for age-exploration purposes? Does it include threshold limits,
or a similar plan, to allow the removal of most units from service at or
before the upper limit without special engine removals? If any of these
features are missing, that aspect of the age-exploration plan should be
questioned.

L

ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE

Auditing of the structure program consists of a review of the ratings
and class numbers used to establish the initial inspection interval for
each structurally significan't item. Both the auditor and the analysts must
have a clear understanding of the difference between damage-tolerant
and safe-life structure, the rating factors that apply in each case, the basis
for rating each factor, and the basis for converting the final class number
into an inspection interval. Some members of the working group may
have more difficulty than others in grasping the distinction between
resistance to failure and residual strength. Are all members of the
working group using the same definition of fatigue life, and are the
manufacturer's data expressed in these terms? Was the conversion of
364 APPENDICES

test data into safe-life limits based on an adequate scatter factor?

'

The definition of a structurally significant item is one of the most
important aspects of the analysis. Is the basis for this definition clearly
understood by the working group? Are the significant items generally
confined to primary structure, or is needless effort being devoted to
evaluation of much of the secondary structure as well? Has adequate
consideration been given to the possibility of multiple failures at the
same site? If the designations are correct, most of the significant items
will represent small localized areas, rather than whole structural members; otherwise each item will require much more inspection time in the
continuing program. Has the manufacturer's engineering department
participated in the identification of significant items? No one else is in
a position to identify the structural elements most suscepfible to fatigue
failure and the effect of such failures on the strength of the assembly.
If the structure includes any new material or man. 'acturing processes or is to be operated under any new conditions, the inspection
intervals will be far more conservative. Even with familiar materials and
conditions, however, the test data must be data for this produt tion
model. Is a fatigue test being conducted for the whole structure, and
will prelimin,-ry results be available in time for use in developing the
initial prog-ain? Will inspection findings and any failure data from the
flight-test program be available? The fatigue data should be examined
to determine whether the flight-load profile is realistic. The usual test
method is flight cycles; is the conversion to operating hours realistic for
the intended operating environment?
While structural strength and fatigue life are the manufacturer's
responsibility, the operating organization is concerned in these matters
as well. The working-group members must therefore have enough
information about the design and the test results to be able to evaluate
and question the manufacturer's maintenance recommendations. One
point the auditor should check at an early stage is whether there is
adequate interaction between the manufacturer's and the operator's
representatives to provide for full participation by all members. Before
work begins there must be general agreement on the basis for the
selection of significant items and the basis on which each factor will
be rated. A sample of structurally significant items and their ratings
shou!d be audited to make sure they correspond to this agreement
before si'nificant items are selected for the whole structure. Do the
ratings give proper recognition to areas prone to corrosion as a result
of their location? Has externai dtectability heen properly considered?
What was the basis for converting class numbers to intervals? Are the
intervals similar to those in current use for other aircraft?
The number of structurally significant items on an airplane will
depend on the size of the airplane, the size of the area designated as
significant, and in some cases on the number of ways it can be accessed.
Has the exact location of each significant item been clearly designated?

4'I
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Have photographs been provided which show the designated items?The
working group should verify the entire list of significant items by inspection of an airplane in its fully assembled configuration. Some items
assigned visual inspection may in fact be hidden beneath other structural elements or behind installations. In this case x-ray inspection
may have to be specified, or some other approach to the area may have
to be employed for this significant item. The tasks themselves should
be audited to ensure that the inspection plan as a whole does not include
unnecessarily expensive or sophisticated techniques. Is x-ray inspection,
for example, limited to areas in which it is known to be useful, or are
all items covered in th~e hope that it will prove useful?
The basic inspection plan covers only structurally significant items.
However, it will be supplemented by general inspections of nonsignificant structure as part of the zonal program, preflight walkaround
inspections, and general inspections of the external structure. The
structure program should therefore be reviewed in connection with
these other programs, both for any obvious conflicts and to ensure1
that all nonsignificant portions of the structure have been accounted
for. Has external structure that is not visible from the ground been taken
into account? Do the inspections assigned to structural elements in
sysemsandpowerplant items take into account the other inspection
requirements of these items?
NON- RCM PROGRAM ELEMENTS

The zonal inspection program should be audited to ensure that all
zones in the airplane are included. If a rating scheme has been used to
establish relative inspection intervals, is it consistent with RCM principles? Do the relative intervals for each zone correspond to the rating
scheme? How do these intervals correspond to those for detailed inspection of internal structurally significant items? If there are conflicts,
can the zonal inspection intervals be adjusted? Zonal inspections are
general visual inspections; do the tasks clearly describe the elements
in the zone to be inspected?
The servicing and lubrication tasks should be audited for completeness, and any devii-tions from the manufacturer's recommendations
should be substantiated. The specifications for walkaround and other
damage inspections should be audited to make sure that all the important areas are clearly indicated -especially those most likely to incur
damnage from ground operation and from mechanic traffic itself.
THE COMPLETED PROGRAM
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After each working group has completed its analysis and the results
have been audited separately, additional questions may arise when the
program is examined as a whole. Some apply to the accurar and completeness of the worksheets when they are summarized for each major

I

It

portion of the airplane; others apply to packaging questions that ariseI
when all the tasks are grouped for implementation.
Do the tasks for each portion of the airplane cover all levels of maintenance? Have all of them been transcribed accurately? Do they still
make sense when they are viewed together? One problem that may
come up at this stage is a discrepancy in the level of task detail and
amount of explanatory material for different items. All the tasks should
be reviewed to see that they meet the original definition of thle final
product. Are there any gaps or overlaps? If the final product is simply a
list of the tasks and their intervals, have those intervals that are flexible
been indicated, to facilitate packaging decisions?
Packaging presents special auditing problems, since the standards
to be applied depend on the organization, its routing practices, the

fleet size, the number and location of maintenance facilities, and aI
variety of other factors. Have these been taken into account? Are
the most frequent tasks the kind that can be accomplished at smallI
stations with limited staff and facilities? Auditing the packaging of the
tasks is primarily a matter of determining whether the tasks have been
scheduled as efficiently as possible for a given set of circumstances.
The impact of the maintenance program on the intended use of
the equipment should not be overlooked in the audit. Will the proposed
maintenance schedule permit each aircraft to carry out the longest series
of scheduled flights without interruption? If not, can either the operating
schedule or the maintenance schedule be revised? Does the program
allow for all the operating environments that will be encountered, including a possible change from one set of operating conditions to another
for the same aircraft? Does it provide for RCM analysis of any new
systems or tasks that may be added as a result of age exploration?

A-4

AUDI IiNG THE ONGOING PROGRAM

Once the initial RCM program has been completed and packaged for
implementation, a gioup within the organization will also be needed
to monitor failure data and the results of age exploration and revise the
prior-to-service program accordingly. The plans for these activities and
overall management of the ongoing program are also subject to auditing.I
Certain information systems must be established before the aircraftI
goes into service:
lo A system for reporting failures, their frequency, and their consequences
lo

An age-exploration system for continual evaluation of age-condition
information, with procedures for extending task intervals as rapidly
as the data permit
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A system for controlling the addition of new scheduled ta3ks to
ensure that they meet RCM criteria before they are accepted
A system for periodic reevaluation of all tasks in the program to
eliminate those which are no longer needed

10-

A system for reviewir.6 the content of th * rk pakAgs as the
size of the fleet grows
-

I

A system for evaluating unanticipated problems and determining
the appropriate action

Are the present information systems adequate to meet all these requirements? Are they adequate for the size and age o0 the fleet? How familiar
are the key personnel with basic RCM concepts, and how are differences
of opinion resolved?
Auditing an ongoing maintenance program may require different
skills and experience from those needed to audit program devlopment.
The auditor's questions during program development are chiefly at the
procedural level. At this stage, however, the auditor may often find
himself in an adversary situation, where much of his work is with
people having differing viewpoints about whai shot;ld or should not
be done. Thus he will have to be both inquli')e Sind objective to
discern the overall pattern of reliability infdtritati6n from various
sources and interpret its impact on the maintenaxice prooram.

A. 5

AUDITING NEW PROGRAMS
FOR IN-SERVICE FLEETS
The auditing principles in Sections A.2 and A.3 a!so apply to new RCM
programs for in-service aircraft, but there are some additional factors
may not be as sophisticated or complex
to bear in mind. Older aircraft
developed, and there are often few'er fa,'I-safe
as those currently being
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or damage-tolerant features. Consequently both the pattern of analysis
and the resulting tasks may differ somewhat from those for a new airplane. Another reason' for the difference, howe•er, ig'that much of the
age-exploration information is already availabl4; thtis, the tasks that
would ordinarily be added later to a prior-to-servicO prbpram will appear
from the outset in a nev progrant for in-service equipment.
It is especially important for the auditor to detetwjn6 thai the new
R.CM program is not being developed by an analysis of the existing
tasks, but represents a completely independent analysis of the equipment. The set of tasks resulting from this analysis should then be
compared with the existing program to determine the differences. At
this time the current tasks that were not included in the new program
should be reviewed, but only to ensure that nothing has been missed.

rI
i
•
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In developing a program for a new type of airplane reliability data
on similar items, even when it is available, may or may not apply to the
item under study. In this case, however, the necessary information is
available from actual operating exp',rience. Thus one of the major differences in auditing the analysis itSelf is t ietermine that the data
were in fact used and were used correctly. The auditor should make sure

that rework tasks, for example, have not been selected without an actu-I

arial analysis of the data on this item. A sample of the actuarial analyses
themselves should be reviewed to see that they conform to the general
methods outlined in Appendix C.
The number of tasks in the program will ordinarily be somewhat
greater for an in-service airplane, and in many cases there will be quite

a few rework tasks for systems items. These should be reviewed thor-I
oughly to make sure they are necessary; however, an older airplane may
require more rework tasks than a new one for several reasons. First,
the results of age exploration will show that a few rework tasks are
economically desirable and should be included in the program. Second,
the older designs may actually have more assemblies that show a wearout pattern. There maY also be a larger number of scheduled tasks for
hidden functions because of older design practices, and the numb~ ýr of
on-condition tasks may be slightly higher because ways of exploiting

these relatively inexpensive inspections will have been found for aI
number of items.
In comparing the completed RCM program with the existing program the auditor wNill have to take differences in terminology into
account. Many older programs call some tasks on-condition that do not
mettecriteria for this type of task. They may be inspections of the
gene-al condition of the item, or they may be inspections to find functional failures rather than potential failures. Similarly, the designation

condition monitoring will actually include failure-finding tasks for some
items. In case of doubt the auditor (or the analyst) may have to refer to
the job-instruction card for the present task to determine its act ial
nature.
As with any program-development project, the results should be
reviewed to ensure that they are in accord with the definition of the
final product. In the case of a program for in-service equipment the
final product may consist only of the new RCM program, or it may
include a full cost comparison of the two programs and perhaps a list
of recommendations.
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the history of mcm procjrams
,-o

the aircraft industry began with certain traditional ideas. One was the assumption that there is a one-to-one relationship between scheduled maintenance and operating reliability;
hence the more scheduled maintenance, the more reliable the equipment would be. Since it was further assumed that reliability is always
related to operating safety, these ideas led to the belief that each item
had a "right" overhaul time which could be discovered but must not
be exceeded in the meantime,
Over the years equipment designers have been able to eliminate
the possibility of most critical failures, and although the two issues
cannot be entirely dissociated, modern aircraft design practices have
greatly weakened the relationship between safety and reliability. While
safety is the first consideration that leads to failure- tolerant or damagetolerant design, redundancy in commercial aircraft usually extends beyond this point to enable an airplane to continue scheduled operations
despite one or more functional failures. In fact, dispatch reliability is
now a competitive design feature. As a result of these design practices,f
equipment designers have, in effect, ensured that operating safety has
the least possible dependence on scheduled maintenance - although this
dependence still exists for a small number of failure modes.
The gradual recognition that safety and reliability were no longer
synonymous in the case of aircraft led to a general questioning of traditional maintenance practices on economic grounds. These questions
were given impetus by the fact that certain types of failures were not
being prevented even by the most intensive application of these pracMAINTENANCE THEORY in
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tices. Consequently a number of studies were conducted in the late
1950s to identify the actual relationship between overhaul times and
reliability. The results necessitated a rejection of the simple belief that
every item had a right overhaul time, and the focus changed to the
development of alternative approaches, which eventually culminated
in the present form of RCM analysis as a basis for determining maintenance requirements. This appendix describes the more important programs that were implemented during this evolutionary period, along
with some of the studies that led to the abandonment of traditional
hard-trae policies in the commercial-aircraft industry,

B- I

THE HARD-TIME PARADOX

The Federal Aviation Regulations governing the maintenance and oper-

ation of commercial aircraft still embody the traditional concept that
the lengtat of time between successive overhauls is an important factor
in operating safety. The Federal Aviation Act of 1958 empowered the
Secretary of Transportation to ptescribe and revise frou time to time
"reasonable rules and regulations governing, in the
deteresi
of safety,
.a. the periods for, and the manner in which .
inspertion, servicing,
and overhat wer ll be made." This wording is still in effect.* More
specifically, Federal Aviation Regulation 121.25, revised in 1973, requires
*ioitleV i,Safety Regulation of Civil Aeronautics, AeronaticalStattacs,
195 e sec.
poN
601(a)(3).

teprosfranthmanriwhc,

.

inpcin
.

sevcn,.
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that all commercial air carriers formally institute "time limitations, or
standards for determining time limitations, for overhauls, inspections,
and checks of airframes, engines, propellers, appliances and emergency
equipment."
Besides the regulations proper, the FAA also provides guidelins.3
in the form of advisory circulars, intended to facilitate application of the
regulations. According to Advisory Circular 121-lA, issued in June 1978,
"for those aircraft not listed in AC 121-IA or an MRB document, the
basic principle followed by the Administrator will be that the inspections, checks, maintenance, or overhauil be performed at times well
within the expected or proven service life of each component of the
aircraft."~ The interesting point about these regulations and guidelines
is that they are still the official form, even though most airlines today
receive full approval of maintenance programs that have little to do
with the traditional frame of reference implied by the rules.
Under these circumstances, however, it is not surprising that the
initial scheduled -maintenance program for the Douglas DC-8, authorized in 1959 by the FAA Maintenance Review Board, established hardtime overhauls for 339 items, in addition to scheduled overhauls for the
engine and for the airplane as a whole. The objective of the programdevelopment team was to establish overhaul times which were "well
aircraft." It is interesting to examine the human capability of achieving

I

this objective as it was interpreted then.
Exhibit B.1 shows the actual failure rates, plotted as a function of

the initial overhaul times, for the 55 items on the DC-8 which experienced the highest numbers of premature removals. The data arc separated to differentiate between electronic and nonelectronic items, but
in either case there was evidently little success in associating an initialJ
interval with the failure rate that would be experienced, and hence
ensuring that overhaul occurred within the service life of the item. The
curve shows, for any given failure rate, the age at which only 10 percent
of the unitsvwould survive if the age-reliability relationship were exponential.
Because of the difficulty in predicting the expected right overhaul
time for each item, overhaul intervals on a new type of airplane were set
at relatively low ages and were increased only with great caution. The
FAA required at least three months between successive increases, but
most airlines in fact permitted much longer periods of time to elapse.
And when intervals were ext~ended, the amount of increase was very
small. T[he FAA also h led any increase in powerplant overhaul times,
for examphi, to no more than 100 hours over the previous limit. The
*StandardOperations Specifications: Airo'raft Maintenance Handiook, FAA Advisory Cir-
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cular 121-lA, June 1978.
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Premature-r inoval rates of systems items on the

Douglas DC-8, plotted against the overhaul limit assigned to each
item in the initial maintenance program. The data points in color are
for electronic items and those ihi black are for nonelectronic items.
The curve r.,presents the failure rate at which 10 percent of the t•nits,
(both electronic and nonelectronic) would survive to a given age liiait,
(United Airlines)

basis for extending the overhaul limits was a complete teardown inspection of a number of serviceable items that had reached the current age
limit and an evaluation of the condition of each part to judge whether
it could have continued to operate to the proposed new age limit,
While this procedure might at first seem similar to an on-condition
process, note that in most cases there was no means of meeting the
criteria of applicability for an on-condition inspection:
io

It must be possible to detect reduced failure resistance for a specific
failure mode.

I

It must be possible to define a potential-failure condition that can
be detected by an explicit task.

I.

There must be a reasonably consistent age interval between the time
of potential failure and the time of functional failure.

Since the teardown-inspection findings provided no objective basis for
extending overhaul intervals, the continued viability of the item was
tested by monitoring the failure rates and failure modes at the new limit

JiA,
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EXHIBIT 52 Age-reliability analyses of two types of reciprocating
aircraft engineai which illustrate the difficulty in interpreting
teardow?,-inspection findings. Inspection reports were favorable for
the Wright R-3350 and unfavorable for the Pratt & Whitney R-2800.
The red portion of the curves represents analyses performed in the
spring of 1959, and the black portion represents subsequent analyses
perforned in Iq63. (United Airlines)
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to ensure that the extension had not adversely affected reliability-and
then the cycle was repeated. The assumption was that this process of
incremental time extensions would ultimately identify the correct overhaul age.
This procedure also led to some perplexing situations. In the spring
of 1959 extension of the overhaul limit for two different types of reciprocating aircraft engines was under consideration. One engine, the Wright
R-3350 TC 18, had a high enough failure rate that very few engines survived to the current overhaul limit of 1,300 hours; consequently it was
difficult to obtain time-expired sample engines for the teardown inspections. Nevertheless, the opinion of the inspection team was that the
parts of those engines that had survived to the limit were in very good
condition, and that these particular engines could have continued in
operation to much higher ages without experiencing failures. On this
basis the team recommended that the overhaul limit be extended. It was
apparent, however, that the time extension would be of little economic
benefit, since even fewer engines would survive to the new limit.
The other engine, the Pratt & Whitney R-2800 CA 15, had a low failure rate. Hence a large nuriber of engines had survived to the current
overha)ul time of 1, )0 hours, and it was relatively easy to obtain timeexpired sample engines for the teardown inspections. In this case, however, the same inspection team judged many of the parts to be in poor

4

Ii

"I.0
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enough condition that the sample engines could not have operated to
the proposed new overhaul limit without experiencing failures. The
inspection team therefore recommended against extending the limit
for this engine. The time extension would have high economic value,
however, if the opinion concerning increased likelihood of failure
proved incorrect, since so many engines were surviving to the current
limit,

Actuarial analyses were performed to determine the age-reliability
characteristics of both types of engines; the results of these analyses are
shown by the red portion of the curves in Exhibit B.2. Note that the
opinions expressed by the inspection team are equivalent to a contentiott (1) that the conditional probability of failure for the first engine will
show a marked decrease at ages greater than the current limit, and (2)
that the conditional probability of failure for the second engine will show
an abrupt increase at ages greater than the current limit. The reliability
analysL, argued that abrupt changes in age-reliability characteristics
were unlikely to occur, and the overhaul times of both engines were
extended.
The black portion of the curves in Exhibit B.2 shows the results
of analyses made in March 1963, after the overhaul times of both engines
had been extended well beyond those that existed when the conflict
between the inspection findings and the actuarial findings first became
apparent. The overhaul time of the Pratt & Whitney R-2800 was ultimately extended to 3.300 hours, with substantial economic benefits,
despite adverse inspection reports at each step. Since the inspection
team consisted of skilled people familiar both with the items in question and with airline maintenance processes, this contradiction of their
findings by actuarial analysis has continued to be a paradox.
The FAA's last determined effor! to control operating reliability by
adjustment of hard-time overhaul limits was in August 1960, when it
issued the furbine Engine Time Control Program. In this case the basis
for adjustment of overhaul limits was the in-flight engine-shutdown
rate experienced by the operating airline, rather than the recommendation of an inspection team. The adiuv.mnent of overhauil intervals was
related to the shutdown rate for the preceding three-month period as
follows:
Shlltdown rate
(per 1,000 engine hours)
Greater than 0.20
0.15-0.20
0.10-0.15
Less than 0.10

j

overhaul-time adjustment
100-hour reduction
No adjustment
100-hour extension
200-hour extension
SECTION e.i
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This program elicited strong negative reaction from the airlines, since
the basis for adjustment was highly sensitive to variations in the shutdown rate caused by sampling effects and did _. t provide for engine
"-hutdowns due to the failures of accessories which were not part of the
I isic engine. The program was : hort-lived.

B 2

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS OF
THE HARD.TIME POLICY
By the lote 1950s sufficient operating data had accumulated for intensive
studies of the effectiveness of prevailing scheduled-maintenance methods. These studies brought several important facts to light:
I'

It was beyond human capability to set an in.tia! overhaul time that
would be well within the proven service life of an item.
I•When the likelihood of failure did increase with age, the reports

from teardown inspections often conflicted with the results of actuarial analysis. The teardown inspections were apparently unable to
identify failure resistance in a discriminating manner.
No There were many items for which the likelihood of failure did not
increase with operating age, and hard-time limits had no effect on
reliability in these cases.
A better method of determining scheduled-maintenance requirements
was clearly needed.
During the same period the FAA and the airlines were expressing
continuing concern about the high failure rate of the Wright R-3350
engine and the fact that various changes in maintenance policy had
resulted in no significant improvement in its reliability. This situation,
and the general need for an improved overhaul-time policy for aircraft
turbine engines, led to the formation in 1960 of a task for,.,- with representatives from both the FAA and the Air Transport Association. This
team was charged with the responsibility of obtaining a better understanding of the relationship between overhaul policy and operating
reliability.
The result of this study was the FAA/Jndustry Reliability Program,
issued in November 1961. The introduction to this publication stated the
objective of the program as follows:*

4

The development of this program is toward the control of reliability
through an analysis of the factors that affect reliability and provide a system of actions to improve low reliability levels when they
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'IAA/Industyry Relialility Program, Federal Aviation Agency, November 7, 1961, p. 1.
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EXHIBIT B-3 The effect of changing overhaul policies on the rate of
interval extension for the Piatt & Whit-icy JT4 engine. The Propulsion
System Reliability Program, authorized in November 1Q)61,
represented
change in the emphasis on overhaul intervals,
the
first significant
although
it
still presupposed a relationship between schedt'!!•d

overhaul and reliability. (United Airlines)

exist. In the past, a great deal of emphasis has been placed on
the control of overhaul periods to provide a satisfactory level of
reliability. After careful study, the Committee is convinced that
reliability and overhaul time control are not necessarily directly
associated topics; therefore, these subjects are dealt with separately.
Because the propulsion system has been the area of greatest concern in the recent past, and due to powerplant data being more
readily available for study, programs are being developed for the
propulsion system first, as only one system at a time can be successfully worked out.
The publication authorized a trial period for a new Propulsion System Reliability Program which establishe!d a shutdown-alert rate for
each type of engine. If an airline experienced a shutdown rate that
exceeded the alert value, an investigation was required to determine the
reasons, and action appropriate to the results of the investigation was
to be taken. There was no requirement, however, that overhaul times
be either reduced or not extended further, unless the investigation indicated this action as a remedy. Teardown inspections were also restored
as the basis for extending overhaul times. The number of time-extension
samples was a function of fleet size and ranged from a sample of 1 for
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operating units. The requirement of a minimum calendar peri-" be-

tween successive extensions was eliminated. This last change greatly

increased the rate of overhaul-time extension (see Exhibit B.3) and lowered maintenance costs by reducing the number of engines in the overhaul process.
It had already been recognized that each type of engine had a group
of short-lived parts that could not survive through the entire scheduledoverhaul interval, The trial program therefore provided for monitoring
of some of these parts by on-condition inspections, with replacement
of deteriorated parts as necessary. The other short-lived parts were to

be replaced at a scheduled "engine heavy maintenance" (hot-section)I
visit. The limit on the heavy-maintenazice interval was imposed by the
shortest-lived part that depended on this shop visit for maintenance
action. The limit was increased as improved parts were developed.

Again, each increase was based on the condition of a sample of time-

I

expired engines. The requirement for scheduled engine heavy mainte-

'1

nance was abandoned altogether in 1972 in favor of scheduled rework
or discard tasks where applicable and effective for specified individual
engine parts.

The trial Propulsion System Reliability Program, which later be-I

I

came a permanent program, represented a significant weakening of the
traditionJ-, emphasis on hard-time overhauls is a major factor in engine
reliabihty. This program was legally enabled by the clause in the regu-

lations covering "time limitations or standards for determining time
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lImitations" -the same clause that had been used earlier to promulgate
the short-lived Turbine Engine Time Control Program. At the time
the Propulsion System Reliability Program was instituted it was still
assumed that a "right" overhaul time would ultimately be identified
for each type of engine.
After work on the rowerplant prograin was finished there was no
agreement among the industry members of the task force concerning
the type of item that should be investigated next. Consequently the FAA
permitted each of the airlines represented on the task force to develop
and implement test programs for those items in which it was most interested. United Airlines chose to develop a Component Reliability Program for com~plex mechanical items which had previously been assumed
to be among the best candidates for hard-time overhaul. This program
was initiated in February 1963 and was at first applied to six items: the
cabin compressor, the constant-speed drive, and freon compressor on
the Douglas DC-8 and similar items on the Boeing 720.
The components program also presupposed that each item had an
optimum overhaul time, and the objective was simply to identify this
limit in the shortest possible calendar time with a minimum cost fur
interim scheduled overhauls. The test program was designed to demon-

%

'

EXHIBIT B.4 Experience with three systems items on the Douglas
DC-8 under the Component Reliability Program and later programs.
Premature-removal rates are per 1,000 operating hours.
(United Airlines)
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strate that reliability could be controlled in the absence of fixed overhaul times while the final right time was being sought. On thir !,.sis
particular attention was paid to the following factors:
1

The age-reliability characteristics of the items as determined by
actuarial analysis

"

New and undesirable failure modes that might appear at higher
ages
I ine total support cost for the item

"

The results of a limited teardown inspection of a saall number of
high-time units

There were no overhaul limits as such, and other units were permitted to
continue aging in service while the sample units were being inspected.
As a result, inspection data accumulated rapidly and continually for successive age intervals. Moreover, despite the continuous increases in the
age of sample overhauls, as illustrated in Exhibit B.4, there was no redu.tion in the reliability of the components under this program.
The experience with the trial programs conducted by the various
airlines prompted the FAA to issue Advisory Circular 120-17, a Handbook
for Maintenance Control by Reliability Methods, in December 1964. The
purpose of this document was stated as follows:*
This handbook provides information and guidance material which
may be used to design or develop maintenance reliability programs
which include a standard for determining time limitations ....

It

is, in addition, a method to realistically and responsively relate
operating experience to the controls establisned.
With reference to the test programs, the circular went on to say:
The purpose of these studies is to acquire, through practical application, information that could be used to amend and refine our
present system of monitoring operator's maintenance quality and
yet permit the operator maximum flexibility in establishing its
own maintenance controls within the bounds of generally accepted
maintenance philosophies.
United Airlines moved quickly to qualify reliability programs for
various types of items, because the reduced scheduled-maintenance
workload under the test programs had not resulted in any reduction in
reliability. The residual maintenance workload was still large enough,
however, to warrant further attention. In January 1965 United qualified
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*llandbook for Maintenance Control by Reliability Methods, FAA Advisory Circular 120-17,
December 31, 1964.

A,!

its Turbine Engine Reliability Program under the terms of Advisory Circular 120-17. This program was similar to the Component Reliability
Program, but there was a less demanding sample-overhaul requirement
of one engine per 10,000 hours of operating experience. This requirement
was changed from time to time in the next few years until, in 1968, the
requirement for sample overhauls was eliminated entirely. The history
of the increase in the sample-overhaul time limit shown in Exhibit B.5
is typical of the pattern for turbine engines during that period.
In addition to the requirement for sample overhauls as a basis for
extending the engine overhaul limit, the turbine-engine program included a scheduled shop visit foi engine heavy maintenance, with time
extensions for this interval accomplished by a process similar to that
specified in the Propulsion System Reliability Program. There were also
scheduled tasks to replace specific time-limited parts whose failure couid
have a direct adverse effect on operating safety. The need for these
scheduled discard tasks has continued regardless of other changes in
maintenance theory.

The Turbine Engine Reliability Program, ývith revisions, contitued
in successful operation until 1972, when it was replaced with U-ited
EXHIBIT B-5 The history of sample-overhaul requirements for the
Pratt & 'Ahitney J14 engine 'inder successive test programs. The
Turbine Engine Reliability Program, authorized in January 1965,
continued successtuliy without th -ample-overhaul requirement until
it was replaced in 1972 by current reliability-centered programs.
(United Airlines)
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Airlines' current program, called Logical Information Based on Reliability Analysis (LIBRA), which embodies decision logic. A permanent
and expanded Component Reliability Program also continued in operation, with only minor changes, until the current program was established
in 1972. By 1969 there were 20 items under this components program. Not
all of them are still in service, but the ages of most of the items that are
in service are still being permitted to increase. The rate of i- ... ase is now
quite small, since few units survive to the maximum ages that have
been experienced without the need for repair work which is sufficiently
extensive to zero-time the unit. The operating experience illustrated in
Exhibit B.4 is typical of the pattern for such items.
In June 1965 United Airlines obtained approval to implement a permanent Reliability Controlled Overhaul Program (RCOH). This program
in fact dated back to April 1958, but its use had been restricted to a small1
number of items. Items covered by this program were not subject to any
overhaul time limits at all; consequently there were no sample-overhaui
requirements. An item qualified for the program if actuarial analysis
demonstrated that the conditional probability of failure did not increase
with increased time since the last shop visit. In other words, the item
had to show an age-reliability relationship represented by curve D, E,
or F in Exhibit 2.13, indicating that it could not benefit from scheduled
overhaul. The program did require that an alert failure rate, based on
past operating history, be established for each item and that a factfinding investigation be conducted whenever the failure rate exceeded
the specified value. It was found, however, that most excursions above
the alert rate were associated with sampling effects, and not with
changes in age-reliability characteristics. By 1969 this program covered
277 tems from various types of airpianes. These items included many
mechanical and electromechanical assemblies, although most were electronic components. This program also continued in successful operation
until it was replaced in 1Q72 by the current program.
During the course of both the Turbine Engine Reliability Program
and the Component Reliability Program there was a rapid escalation of
o'.,erhaul age lmits and a continuing reduction in the number of sample
overhauls reQuired at each limit. Wherever there might have been a
slight increase in the failure rate as units reached higher ages, its effects
were more than offset by the results of product-improvement activity.
In the process numerous age-reliability relationships were defined. They
showed no pronounced wearout characteristics for the components, and
much of the wearout evident in the premature-removal rates for engines
was the result of on-condition inspections, not of functional failures.
Finally in 1972 the practice of a scheduled complete disassembly for
inspection, followed by an overhaul, was discontinued entirely in both
programs. The Reliability Controlled Overhaul Program had never required sample overhauls and relied instead on the results of actuarial

I

.I
~1

analysis. Note that all these programs were based on information that
had to be derived from operating ex, erience.

ON-CONDITION MAINTENANCE

I

~The testing of new concepts in the edrly 1960s was not limited to a searchI
for the best way to identify optimum overhaul limits. In 1962 the overhaul concept itself was challenged. Traditional overhauls entailed complete disassembly and remanufacture, and a shop visit which entailed
less work than this was classified as a repair and was not considered to
zero-time the operating age of the unit. Serviceable units returned to the
supply organization after such a repair were classified as "part-time
spares" to indicate that after they were installed, they could not remain
on the airplane for a full overhaul interval.
To reduce the need for these early scheduled removals, a new concept of "conditional overhauil" was tested on several items. A conditional overhaul consisted of:
10 Correction of the immediate cause of failure
IN Such additional work, if any, as required to enable the unit to meet
the functional performance specifications for the item
lo

I

Certain specified inspection and/or rework of known points of wear
or deterioration

The operating performance of the units that re~.eived conditional overhauls was carefully monitored, and actuarial analyses of these units were

compared with analyses of units that received the traditional complete
overhauls to determine whether there were any undesirable differences
in age-reliability characteristics. The only notable difference was that
the units that had received conditional overhauls showed less infant
mnortality. Application of the conditional-overhaul concept grew, and by
1965 most of the items that were subject to overhaul limits were receiving conditional overhauls, and a conditional overhaul was considered
to zero-time the unit. This approach resulted in a marked reduction in
shop maintenance costs with no adverse effect on reliability.
Another new concept introduced during this period was United
Airlines' Test and Replace as Necessary Program (TARAN), which was
approved in January 1964 for the Boeing 720 hydraulic system. Up to
this point many items in the hydraulic system had individual overhaul
limits, frequently timed to coincide with the overhaul age for the airplane itself. This program depended instead on on-condition tasks. It
consisted of a schedule of tests to be performed prior to this major airplane overhaul to determine whether there were internal leaks, an
indication of reduced failure resistance, in the hydraulic subsystems
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and assemblies. Only those units that failed the tests were removed and
routed to the shop for overhaul (repair). By 1969 United Airlines had
qualified 209 items on various types of airplanr s under this on-condition
program.
Several facts had become apparent as a result of all these new
programs:
10

The reliability programs that had been developed and implemented
to "realistically and responsively relate operating experience to the
maintenance controls established" had demonstrated that hardtime overhaul actions were of no benefit whatsoever in controlling
the reliability of m~ost items- that is, ,ost items had no "right"

overhaul timeE

1

Actuarial analysis provided a means of determining the agereliability characteristics, of flight equipment and controlling operating reliability in the absence of fixed overhaul limits.

P-

Conditional overhauls were at least as effective for most items as
the overhauls carried out under traditional concepts.

10

Reliability programs achieved a major portion of the economic
gains that could be realized by elimination of those scheduledmaintenance tasks that were ineffective.
Administration of a. large number of individual reliability programs was a burdensome procedure.

10

It was clearly time for something more than a piecemeal approach.
It was now necessary to consolidate the existing knowledge and develop
a technique by which:
10, An effective scheduled-maintenance program could be designed
before a new type of airplane entered service
bl

This program could be modified after the airplane was in service
and reliability information from actual operating -Aata was available

The first attempt at a decision-diagram approach to the development of
scheduled-maintenance programs was made in 1965, and by 1967 a
workable technique had been developed and described in professional
papers.*
*H. N. Taylor and F. S. Nowlan, Turbine Engine Reliability Program, FAA Maintenance
Symposium on Continued Reliability of Transport-type Aircraft Propulsion Systems,
Washington, D.C., November 17-18, 1965. T. D. Matteson and F. S. Nowlan, Current
Trends in Airline Maintenance Programs, AIAA Commercial Aircraft Design and Operations Meeting, Los Angeles, June 12-14, 1967. F. S. Nowlan, The Use of Decision Diagrams
for Logical Analysis of Maintenance Programs, United Airlines internal document, August
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Also in 1967, the initial program for the new Boeing 737 incorporated
a procedure called System and Component Operating Performance
Evaluation (SCOPE).* This p: ocedure was applicable to classes of items
which had been found histarically to have no marked age-reliability
relationships. The program provided for a two-year period free of any
overhaul limits. During this period the performance of each item was to
be monitored, and from then on its performance wr% to be compared
with standards based on the item's operation during those two years.
An item that did not meet the 4tandard of its previous performanceone whose failure rate might be increasing with age-was then to be
investigated, and action was to be taken, if feasible, to improve its reliability. The investigation mig!ht include actuarial analyses for specific
items that failed to meet the performance standards if an operating airline chose to conduct such studies. However, no actuarial studies were
required to qualify an item for exclusion from overhaul limits in an
initial program.
This program represented the first recognition in an initial program
that certain items do not benefit: from scheduled maintenance (later such
items would be said to be supported by condition monitoring). The
program covered 49 items that would have been assigned hard-time
overhaul limits under previous maintenance approaches.

B" 4

THE AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
MSG-I AND MSG-2 PROGRAMS

By 1968, when the initial scheduled-maintenance program for the new
Boeing 747 was developed, there had been further developments. There
was general recognition of ttlrcE, primary maintenance processes - hardtime overhaul, an on-condition pr .ess, and a condition-monitoring
process. The conditions that .nI23; be metior each of these processes
to be applicable had been clearly defined, and there was a workable
decision diagram that could be used to develop a scheduled-maintenance
program that encompassed these three primary processes.
The FAA had indicated an interest in working with the airline customers of the Boeing 747 to apply a newer and more modern technique to
the development of the initial maintenance program for this airplane.
Accordingly, a group of the airline representatives on the 747 Maintenance Steering Group drafted MSG-1, Handbook: Maintenance Evaluation
and Program Development. This document, issued in July 1968, was used
*Federal Aviation Admninistration Maintenance Review Board Report, app. A, Boeing 737
Maintenance Program, October 1967.
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by special teams of industry and FAA personnel to develop the new
Boeing 747 program. As described by the FAA in a later publication,
these teams'
...
sorted out the potential maintenance tasks and then evaluated
them to determine which must be done for operating safety or
essential hidden function protection. The remaining potential tasks
were evaluated to determine whether they are economically useful.
These procedures provide a systematic review of the aircraft design
so that, in the absence of real experience, the best [mainienance]
process can be utilized for each component or system.

I

The Boeing 747 maintenance program was the first attempt to apply RCM
concepts.
Actual work with MSG-1 identified many areas in which the document could be improved, and in March 1970 the Air Transport Association issued MSG-2: Airline/ManufacturerMaintenance Program Planning
Document. This document, which included further refinement of the
decision-diagram approach, was used to develop the initial maintenance programs for the Lockheed 1011 and the Douglas DC-10. A similar
document, entitled European Maintenance System Guide, was prepared
in Europe and served as the basis for development of the initial programs for the Airbus Industrie A-300 and the Concorde. The impact of
MSG-1 and MSG-2 on the resulting programs is apparent from the nurmber of items assigned scheduled removal tasks-eight on the Boeing
747 and seven on the Douglas DC-10, in contrast to 339 in the earlier
program for the iDouglas DC-8.
In 1972 MSG-2 was used to develop reliability programs for all the
older fleets of airplanes operated by United Airlines. These individual
programs were implemented by the single program LIBRA, which
replaced all the earlier reliability programs that had been developed on
a piecemeal basis for these aircraft. However, MSG-2 focused primarily
on the tasks that should be included in an initial program and provided
little guidance on other aspects of the decision-making process, such
as the identification of significant items and the use of operating data
in modifying the initial program. The next step, therefore, was further
refinement of the decision-diagram technique to clarify the role of
failure consequences in establishing maintenance requirements, the
role of hidden-function failures in a sequence of multiple failures, and
the concept of default answers to be used as the basis for decisions in
thc .bsence of the necessary information. The result was the technique
of RCM analysis described in this volume,

L

*Federal Aviation Administration Certification Procedures, Federal Aviation Administration,
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF SCHEDULED
MAINTENANCE TO OPERATING SALFETY

The traditional view of scheduled maintenance was that it must, of
neestincrease operating safety, and therefore the more intensive
the maintenance, the safer an aircraft would be. It is quite possible, of
course, for the loss of an essential function or the secondary damage
caused by certain failure modes to have a direct effect on safety. Whether
this is the situation in specific cases, however, depends on the design
characteristics of both the item and the equipment in which it is
installed.
Since compiex high-performance equipment is by nature subject to
failures, a major safety consideration is to ensure that it will be failuretolerant (damage- tolerant). While the basic forms of preventive maintenance can very often prevent failures caused by specific failure modes,
they are not as suc-"!ssful in reducing the overall failure rate of complex
items subject to many different types of failure. Fortunately most critical
failures can be prevented at the design stage by the use of redundancy
to protect against the complete loss of an essential function. Where a
possibility cannot be eliminated by modifying the design, there are two
preventive tasks that can be used to ensure safety: on-condition inspections, where they are applicable and effective, and discard of the part in
question at a predetermined safe-life limit. In both cases these tasks are
directed at the individual part in which the critical failure mode originates. Thus scheduled maintenance can ensure realization of the inherent
safety levels of the equipment, but it cannot compensate for deficiencies
in those levels.
The process of RCM analysis consists of a detailed study of the
design characteristics of the equipment to determine the items whose
loss of function would have significant consequences at the equipment
level, as well as the specific failure modes most likely to lead to' that loss
of function. This study identifies the failures and failure modes that are
critical - those which could have a direct effect on operating safety. It
also identifies those failures which will be hidden and therefore represent a loss of protection that might at some later time affect operating
safety. We then examine the various forms of preventive maintenance
at our disposal to determine which scheduled tasks are essential and
must be included in the program to prevent critical failures. This examination also tells its which tasks are likely to accomplish this objective that is, what tasks can prevent all failures and what tasks can merely
reduce the failure frequency.
Modem transport aircraft are subject to very few critical failure
modes because the design requirements of the FAA, as well as the

stciloN B-
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specifications of operating organizations and manufacturers, have been
adjusted .epeatedly over the years to overcome safety problems inherent
in the design as soon as they became apparent. In the process, however,
equipment has become more complex, and therefore subject to a greater
number of failures that do not affect safety. Current thinkiag on the
relationship between safety and scheduled maintenance can thus be
summarized as follows:
P

Failures are inevitable in complex equipment and can never be
entirety prevented by scheduled maintenance.

i

Reliability can usually be dissociated from safety by the design
features of the equipment.

1P. A failure is critical only if loss of the function in question has a
direct adverse effect on operating safety or if the failure mode that
causes a loss of function also causes critical secondary damage. Because of this second condition, ;.n item can have a critical failure
mode even when the loss of its function is not critical.
It is possible to design equipment so that very few of its failures
or failure modes will be critical.
SIn the few cases in which critical failure modes cannot be overcome
by design, on-condition tasks and so'e-life discard tasks can make
the likelihood of a critical failure extremely remote.

o

i.

Scheduled overhaul has little or no effect on the reliability of complex items. Rework tasks directed at specific failure modes can
reduce the frequency of failures resulting from those failure modes,
but the residual failure rate will still represent an unacceptable
risk. Consequently scheduled rework is not effective protection
against critical failures.

l

The technique of RCM analysis explicitly identifies those scheduled
tasks which are essential either to prevent critical failures or to
protect against the possible consequences of a hidden failure.

o

Scheduled-maintenance tasks that do not relate to critical failures
have no impact on operating safety. They do have an impact on
operating costs, and their effectiveness must therefore be evaluated
entire!y In economic terms.
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APPENDIX C

actuarial analysis
THE APPLICABILITY

criteria for both scheduled rework tasks and economic-

life tasks include two conditions which require the use of conditionalprobability and survival curves derived ,om operating data:
i There must be an identifiable age at which the item shows a rapid
increase in the conditional probability of failure.
Ip

A large proportion of the units must survive to that age.

Both conditiont,, of course, relate to the question of what good an age
limit might do. In this appendix we will consider the problems and
methods involved in determining whether the failure behavior of an itom
satisfies these conditions. Although much of the computation is amenable to computer applications, the discussion here is confined to manual
methods, both to illustrate the computational details and to indicate thE
areas in which certain graphical procedures have distinct advantages
over most available computer methods.
The development of an age-reliability relationship, as expressed by
a curve representing the conditional probability of failure, requires a
considerable amount of data. When the failure is one that has serious
consequences, this body of data will not exist, since preventive measures
must, of necessity, be taken after the first or the first few failures. Thus
actuarial analysis cannot be used to establish the age limits of greatest
concern -those necessary io protect operating safety. In these cases we
must rely instead on safe-life limits established on the basis of the
manufacturer's test data. Fortunately safe-life items are single parts, and
the ages at failure are grouped fairly closely about the average. However, the test data for long-lived parts are so scanty that we usually cannot associate them with any of the well-developed probability distributions. Thus a safe-life limit is established by dividing the test results by
some conservatively large arbitrary factor, rather than by the tools of
390
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actuarial analysis.
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The same limitation applies to failures that have serious operational
consequences. The first occurrence of such a failure frequently requires
an immediate decision about protective action, without waiting for the
additional data nececsary for an actuarial analysis. At the other end of
the scale, there will usually be a large body of data available for thoseI
items whose failure has only minor consequences. Thus there is ample
material for an actuarial analysis to determine whether an age limit
would be applicable, but far less likelihood that it will meet the conditions for cost effectiveness. The chief use of actuarial analysis is for
studying reliability problems in the middle range - those failures which,
taken singly, have no overwhelming consequences, but whose cumulative effect can be an important cost consideration.

C -I

ANALYSIS OF LIFE-TEST DATA

Actuarial analysis is simplest when it is based on data obtained from a
life test. In a life test a group of units of a given item begin operation
simultaneously under identical operating conditions. Each unit is then
permitted to operate until it either fails or reaches the age set as the termination age for the test. A life-test analysis conducted on a set of 50
newly installed engines will illustrate both the utility and the limitations
of this approach. The test period in this case was 2,000 operating hours,
and of the 50 units that started, 29 survived to the test-termination age,
accumulating a total of 58,000 hours of operating experience. At various
times during the test period, 21 units failed, and these failed units
accumulated 18,076 hours of operating experience. The ages at failure
are listed in Exhibit C.1 in order of increasing age at failure. It is impor-

'

tant to note that each of the 50 engines had'an opportunity to survive
to 2,000 hours. Some did survive, whereas otbwrs. failed at ages less than
2,000 hours.
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Exhibit CA also shows the proportion of units surviving after each
engine failure. The first engine failed at an age of 4 hours. The other 49
survived beyond that age. Thus 49/50, or 0.98, of the engines survived
to an age greater than 4 hours. Similarly, 48/50, or 0.96, of the engines
survived to an age greater than 33 hours. When the proportions surviving after the age of each failure are plotted on a graph, as shown in
Exhibit C.2, a smooth curve drawn through the points provides a smooth
.estimate of the proportion that would survive-the probability of
survival-at any interim age. This smooth curve can also be used to
estimate the probability of survival in the population of engines from
which the sample of 50 was selected.
While this freehand piocess is likely to result in slight differences
in the smooth curves drawn by different analysts, the curve is always
EXHIBIT C A I.ifu-test experience to 2,000 hours with 50 newly
installed Pi'at & Whitney I r))-7 engilles. (United Airlhjesi

number of units in test

50

number of units surviving to 2,000 hours

29

number of units failed before 2,000 hours

21

failure age of units
that fAiled (hours)

failure age of units
that failed (hours)

proportion surviving
beyond failure age

proportion surviving
beyond failure age

4
33

0.96
0.96

792
827

0.76
0.74

112

0.94

886

0.72

154
309
337

0.92
0.90
0.88

1,136
1,638
1,657

0.70
0.68
0.66

359
403
694

0.86
0.84
0.82
0.80
0.78

1,664
1,807
1,818

0.64
0.62
0.60

1,986
18,76

0.68

724
736

Y

Operating experience of 29 surviving units = S8,MO hours
= 18,076 hours
Operating experience of 21 failed units
= 76,076 hours
Total operating experience all units
Failure rate = 21/76,076 = 0.276 per 1,000 hours
Mean time between failures = 76,076/21 = 3,623 hours
Average age at failure - 18,076/21 - 861 hours

-

aw=

N

r1

soo

~oo

•

,o

Operang a (fligt hour)
EXHIBIT CZ A\ survival culve based on the lite-'est data in
C.A. (United Airlines)

constrained by the fact that the proportion surviving (and hence the
probability of survival) cannot increase, so that by definition the first
derivative must be negative. This condition is generally sufficient to
force a high degree of conformity, at least in the curves drawn by
experienced analysts.
In looking at life-test data there is sometimes a temptation to cou,centrate on the ages of the units that failed, instead of balancing the
failure experience against the survival experience. For example, the
test data in Exhibit C.1 show a mean time between failures of 3,623
operating hours, although the average age of the failed engines was
only 861 hours. This large difference results from the test-termination
age of 2,000 hours. If the test had run instead to a termination age of
3,000 hours, additional failures would have occurred at ages greater
than 2,000 hours, making the average age at failure much higher; in
contrast, the mean time between failures would not be much different.
If the life test were permitted to continue until all 50 of the units failed,
the average age at failure and the mean time between failures would,
of course, be the same.
Caution must be exercised in using life-test failure rates as estimates of what might happen in the future. If maintenance practice
required the replacement of all engines with new ones at the end of
2,000 hours, and if the units in the life test represented a random sample
of the process that would supply the replacement units, then the failure
rate of 0.276 per 1,000 operating hours would be an accurate prediction
for the engine in Exhibit C.I. However, it is far more likely that expensive complex items will receive extensive corrective maintenance, and
a repaired unit may or may not exhibit precisely the same failure rate
as a new one. Moreover, as dominant failure modes are identified and
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corrected, the overall failure rate would be expected to drop. There would
alo belittle point in removing the units that survived the life test from
srieunless there were strong evidence that removal at that age

k

would result in some overall gain, such as a lower failure rate. Thus the
failure rate for a life test tells us little more than the simple fact that there
were x failures for the number ot hours of experience covered by the test.
The life-test approach has certain disadvantages in an operational
setting. Usually it is not possible to select the test units as a random
sample of the population, since the objective of the test is to obtain
information as soon as possible. This means that the study will ordinarily be based on the first units to enter service. Also, it cannot be
terminated until each of the selected units has reached the specified
age - that is, until the last unit installed has reached the test- term ination
age. The analysis can be advanced, of course, either by reducing the
number of units in the study or by reducing the length of the test

period. Reducing the number of units covered increases the likelihoodI
of being misled by sampling effects. Reducing the termination age
for the test results in disregarding part of the available informationthe actual experience at ages greater than the test-termination age.
EXHIBIT C3 An example of the information excluded by life-test
data. Although information is available on unit 4, which replaced
failed unit 2, this unit will not have aged to 2,000 hours by the
termination age, and hence cannot be taken into account.A

Termination age

Unit 1

StartjJ

Unit 2
tat

Information used

Unit 3

Unit 1
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Exhibit C.3 illustrates another reason that certain available information cannot be used if operating data are used to simulate a life
test. Suppose units 1 and 3 survive to the test-termination age, and
unit 2 fails. In actual operations this failed unit will be replaced by
unit 4, which will age in service but will not have reached 2,000 hours
by the time units 1 and 3 reach the termination age. Thus, although the
experience of unit 4 is available, it cannot be considered in a life-test
format. The fact that this type of analysis does not permit us to use all
the aivailable information is sufficient reason in itself to consider other
methods of analysis that do not have this shortcoming.
Life-test analysis has one further shortcoming from the standpoint
of an operating organization. If there are reliability problems, the opera-

'

tor will initiate product-improvement programs and is interested in
L

determining as quickly as possible whether such programs are successful. This interest may be as great as the interest in age-reliability relationships as such. For this reason procedures for analysis have been
developed which use operating data derived from experience over a
relatively short calendar period.

C 2

ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM A DEFINED
CALENDAR PERIOD

The first step in analyzing operating data over a defined calendar period
is to define the length of the period. The choice of an appropriate study
period is always a compromise between two factors. On the one hand,
a short period is desirable to expedite decision making and to minimize
the effects of changes in the character of the units and the external
environment. On the other hand, a short period limits the amount of
operating experience and failure data that can be considered. The relative magnitude of sampling effects is a function of the number of failures
and increases as the number of failures decreases. Experience suggests
that the calendar period selected for any item should be long enough to

include at least 20 failure events.I

Once the period has been defined, the following data must be

:

obtained.
IN The age and identity of each unit of an item that was in operation at
the beginning of the calendar period
lo The age and identity of each unit of an item that was still in operation at the end of the calendar period
lo

The age and identity of each unit that was removed from operation
during the calendar period and the reason for removal (failure of
this unit or removal for some other reason)

SECTION c-2
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I

The age and identity of each replacement unit that was installed
during the calendar period

Notice the emphasis on unit identification. Reliability analysis is
greatly facilitated by giving each unit a unique serial number. Exhibit
C.4 describes the operating history of seven such units over a threemonth calendar period. The same information is displayed in Exhibit
C.5. Each horizontal line in the first graph represents a unit's operating
position on a piece of equipment. If the history for all units wtre plotted,
an installation would follow the removal of unit 5810 on May 4. Simila rly,
a removal would precede the installation of unit 5880 on May 27unless that line represented equipment that first entered service on
that date. Lack of continuity on any line is an indication that unit life
histories are missing. The second graph shows the relationship between
events and the operating ages of the units.
Briefly, then, what happens during a fixed calendar period is this:
A certain number of units, of varying ages, enter the study period in
service; these units build up time, with some continuing in operation
over the entire period and others being withdrawn from service, either
because they have failed or for some other reason. New units enter
service to replace the ones that have been removed, and these new
units also accumulate operating experience during that time; some of
these may also be removed before the end of the calendar period and
replaced, in turn, by other new units. From this picture we want to

EXHIBIT C'4 Operating history of seven units •rom May 1 to July 31,
1974. (United Airlines)
serial

I

reason

age,

number

date on

date off

off

5/1/74

5072
3810

4/23/74
12/17/72

5/4/74

NF*

34
2,441

5974

8/19/73

5880

5/27/74

6031

7/7/74

5827

3/18/74

-

6026

12/15/73

-

-

1,231

-

6/29/74

Ft

age,

age on

age off

522
-247

-

154

0-

-o

167

-

639

-

1,707

-

0

-

-

7/31174

-

-

127
607

1;095

*Removal for reasons nit associated with a failure.
tRemovwl because of a failure.

I+

II
4.'

I

• +
P

'

"

+'

+
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+
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EXHIBIT C-5 Operating history of the seven units in Exhibit C.4
shown as a function of calendar time (top) and as a function of
operating age (bottom). (United Airlines)

34

#5M

522

2,441 --- *-Removal (2,447)

1,251

1,7071

#5974

0

-

Failure (14)

10

#6031
16717 #5827

U7
(4•7

P~0

#6026
1,095

639

July

June

May

Calendar months

#5072
#5810
Removal

#5974
#5880
Failure
#G031
#5827
#6026

500

1,000

1,500

2,000

2,500

Operating age (hours)
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determine what proportion of the units failed prior to a given age and
what proportion survived.
The first step in an actuarial analysis is to break the total lifetime
of the oldest unit down into age intervals. These may be age cells of
any length, but a reasonable rule of thumb is to have fewer age intervals
than there are failures (otherwise many of the intervals will have zero
failures). In It-he situation described in Exhibit C.6, for example, the
oldest engine in the study was less than 5,400 hours old, and there were
30 verified failures during the three-month study period; hence we can
use 200-hour age intervals. The total age range can then be viewed as a
series of discrete intervals -0-200 hours, 201-400 hours, 401-600 hours,
and so on - and the aging process consists of a series of trials to traverse
each successive interval. Thus the first trial for a newly installed unit is
to traverse the 0-200-hour interval. If the unit fails prior to 200 hours,
the trial is unsuccessful. If the unit survives this interval, its next trial
is to traverse the 20l--400-hour interval. There are only two possible

outcomes for any trial: a successful traverse or a failure.I

The ratio of failures during an interval to the number of trials at that
interval is the conditional probability of failure during that age interval that is, it is the probability of failure, given the condition that a unit
enters that interval. The ratio of successful traverses across an interval
to the number of trials at that interval is the conditional probability of
survival across that age interval.
A trial is counted as a whole trial under three circumstances:
10 A unit enters an interval and makes a successful traverse.
10

A unit enters an interval and fails in that interval.
S A unit starts in an interval and fails in that interval.

A trial is counted as a fractional trial when:
10

A unit enters an interval and is removed during that interval without failure.

10

A unit star s in an interval and either makez, a successful traverse or
is removed during that interval without failure.

Each fractional trial is counted as half of a whole trial -which it is, on
the average.
Consider the 0-200-hour age interval. Some of the units that were
in that age interval on May l and some of the units that entered it after
May 1 failed. Others made a successful traverse and survived to enter
the next interval, 201-400 hours. The number that entered this next
interval is the number that were either in the 0-200-hour interval on
May 1 or entered it after that date, less the number of removals and the
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number of units which were still in that interval on July 31. In other

A

EXHIBIT C-6 Procedure followed in an actuarial analysis of operating
experience with the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine on the Boeing 737
from May I to July 31, 1974. (United Airlines)

age
interval
(1)

no. which
no. in
no. in
entered
Interval
Interval total rein.erval on May 1 on July 31 moved

no.
failed

cumulative
failures

no. of
trials

experience
in interval

cumulative
experience
(10)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

0-

200

42

19

16

4

4

4

43.5

8,300

8,300

201-

400

41

16

18

3

3

7

40.0

7,700

16,000

401-

600

36

20

18

2

1

8

36.5

7,200

23,200

601-

800

36

14

16

4

4

12

35.0

6,600

29,800

801-1,000
1,001-1,200
1,201-1,400

30
18
15

4
7
8

14
9
9

2
1
1

2
1
0

14
15
15

25.0
17.0
14.0

4,800
3,300
2,800

34,600
37,900
40,700

1,401-1,600

13

6

3

1

0

15

14.0

2,800

43,5W0

1,601-1,800

15

8

7

3

3

18

15.5

2,800

46,300

1,801-2,000

13

3

2

6

3

21

12.0

2,100

48,400

2,001-2,200

8

5

5

1

1

22

8.0

1,500

49,900

23

10.0

1,900

51,800

2,201-2,400

7

7

1

1

1

2,401-2,600

12

5

2

5

2

26

12.0

2,200

54,000

2,601-2,800

10

2

4

3

1

26

8.0

1,500

55,500

2,801-3,000

5

3

4

1

0

26

4.0

800

56,300

3,001-3,200

3

0

0

1

1

27

3.0

500

56,800

3,201-3,400

2

3

2

1

1

28

ý.5

400

57,200

3,401-3,600

2

0

0

1

1

29

2.0

300

57,500

3,601-3,800

1

1

0

0

0

29

1.5

300

57,8M0

3,801-4,000

2

0

1

0

0

29

1.5

300

58,100

4,001-4,200

1

0

1

0

0

29

0.5

100

58,200

4,201-4,400

0

0

0

0

0

29

0.0

000

58,200

4,401-4,600
4,601-4,800

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

29
29

0.0
0.0

000
000

58,200
58,200

4,801-5,000

0

1

0

0

0

29

0.5

100

58,300

5,001-5,200

1

0

0

1

1

30

1.0

1.,0

58,400

5,201-5,400

0

0

0

0
42

0
iO-

30

0.0

000

58,400

..

words, referring to the column numbers in Exhibit C.6, the number of
units that leaves any age interval to enter the next higher age interval is
computed as
col 2+ col 3- col 4- col 5
Note that whenever a unit is removed, the replacement unit, which
has just come out of the shop, enters the 0-200-hour interval at an age
of 0 hours. There were 42 units removed from service during the study
period, 30 caused by failures and 12 for other reasons. This means that
42 units entered the 0-200-hour interval as new units. The number
entering each of the other intervals must be calculated from the equation
above.
Now we must calculate the trials associated with each age interval.
The number of traverses of the upper boundary of an interval is greater
than the number of successes during the calendar period, because those
units that were already in that interval on May 1 had, on the average,
each completed half a trial. The number of trials associated with the
successful traverses is therefore
(col2+col3-col4-col5)-

col 3
col 3
2 =col2+o--col4-col5

Each engine failure counts as a full trial. The engine removals that
were not associated with failures and the units that were still in the
age interval on July 31 are counted as fractional trials. The total number
of trials associated with an age interval is
co! 3
col 5 - col 6 + col2- 4
col2+---col4-col5+col6-+
2
2
2
col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6
2
2
2
2
Each trial associated with a successful traverse represented 200
hours of operating experience. Each engine removal and each unit still
in the interval on July 31 therefore represents an average of 100 hours of
operating experience. Consequently the operating experience represented by an age interval is computed as
[lcol

200 X

3

.col5

col_41

2[colcol_ o2 +2 col 5) c4
2002]S2X col
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The next step is calculation of the proportion of the trials that end
in successful traverses of each age interval and the proportion that result
in failure in each interval. The results of these ca!cvu1 tions are shown in
Exhibit C.7. The proportion of units surviving or failing in a given age

4"a

EXHIBIT C.7 Survival characteristics of the Pratt & Whitney JTSD-7
engine nn the Boeing 737 during the period May I to July 41, 1974.
(United Airlines)

age
Interval
(1)

no. of
triars

no. of
failures

proportion
surviving

cumulative
probability

proportion
failing

cumulative
failure no.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(S)

(6)

2u,

43.6

4

0.908

0.908

0.092

0.092

201-

400

40.0

3

0.925

0.840

0.075

0.167

401-

600

36.5

1

0.973

0.817

0.027

0.194

601-

800

35.0

4

0.886

3.724

0.114

0.308

801-1,000

25.0

2

0.920

0.666

0.080

9.388

1,001-1,200

17.0

1

0.941

0.627

0.059

0.447

1,201-1,400
1,401-1,600

14.0
14.0

0
0

1.000
1.050f

0.627
0.627

0.000
0.000

0.647
0."47

1,601-1,800

15.5

3

0.80

0.50

0.19

0.641

1,801-2,000

12.0

3

0.750

0.379

0.250

0.891

2,001-2,200

8.0

1

0.875

0.332

0.125

1.016

1

2,201-2,400

10.0

1

0.900

0.2Q8

0.100

1.116

1

2,401-2,600

12.0

2

0.833

0.249

0.167

1.283

2,b01-2,800

8.0

1

0.875

0.217

0.125

1.408

2,801-3,000
3,01-3,200
3,201-3,400

4.0
3.0
2.5

0
1
1

1.000
0.667
0.600

0.217
0.145
0.087

0.000
0.333
0.400

1.408
1.741
2.141

3,401-3,600

2.0

1

0.500

0.044

0.500

2.641

3,601-3,800

1.5

0

1.000

0.044

0.000

2.641

3,801-4,000
4,001-4,200

1.5
0.5

0
0

1.000
1.M')0

0.014
0.044

0.000
0.000

2 -"1
2.641

4,201-4,400
4,401-4,600

0.0

0

0.0

0

......

4,601-4,800

0.0

0

.

4,801-5,000

0.5

0

1.000

0.044

5,001-5,200

1.0

1

0.000

0,000

5,201-5,400

0.0

0

0.000

0.000

0-

--

-

(7)

4

,4

4

-

-

--

-

-

0.000

2.641

1.000

3.641

0.000

3.641

Ii

I

,

interval are considered to be estimates of the respective probabilities.
The cumulative probability of survival to the end of any interval is the
product of the survival probabilities for all preceding intervals and the
probability of survival across the interval in question. Similarly, the
cumulative failure number for the end of any age interval is the sum
of the probabilities of failure in all preceding intervals and the probability of failure in this interval. The cumulative failure number is not a
probability. It can be considered to represent thl, average number of
failures which would occur if single trials were made to traverse the
selected interval and each of the earlier intervals.
The occurrence of a failure in any interval is a random event. Thus
it is possible ,c have a number of failures in one age interval, none in
the next, and a few again in the next. Our concern with the age-reliab)ility
relationship is the possibility that the failure rate may increase, significantly with age, and if it does, we may wish to evaluate the utility of an
age limit for the item in question. (Infant mortality is also a concern,'
but this is a different and much simpler problem, since it occurs quickly,
if at all, and there is an abundance of data available for study.) Thus
local variations in the failure rate are of little interest. This implies that
we will have to smooth the data to reduce the effect of the random time
occurrences of the failures.

C"3 THE SMOOTHING PROBLEM
The conditional probability of failure is simply the ratio of the number
of failures in a given age interval to the number of units that attempt
that iaterval. In an actuarial study this represents the proportion of the
units entering each agv. interval that fail during that interval, as shown
ir, column 6 of Exhibit C.7. The proportions vary from 0 to 1, and as
expected, this variation tends to increase as the number of vnits in the
interval decreases.
The data for the engine under study suggest a relatively high failure
rate at low ages (infant mortality), a lower rate at the middle ages, and
a higner rate at the higher ages. This last possibility is of particular
interest because of its implications for scheduled rework and economiclife-limit tasks There are several ways of analyzing the data to try to
clarify the picture:
D

We can smooth the data through some standard smoothing procedure, such as a moving average or exponential smoothing.
No We can increase the length of the age intervals, which would
increase the number of failures per interval, and thus reduce the
variability of the failure rate.
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We can construct cumulative graphs of the data in any of several
ways aned simply draw a smooth curve through the data points.

The first of these procedures will not be discussed here, since it
is well-covrred by the literature. The second smoothing procedureincreasing the age interval in such a v'ay that each interval has approximately the same amount of unit exp.ýc:r.ce-is somewhat more common. One such grouping, for, ,mp1'Ž, yields the following results:
failure rate
age interval

1\i:,4:11
'r'etience
(per 100 hours)
0-400
7
16,000
0.044
400-800
5
13,800
0.036
800-1,600
3
13,700
0.022
1,600-5,200
15
14,900
0.101
This grouping of the data suggests a linearly decreasing failure rate for
the first 1,600 hours, followed by a very sharp increase immediately after

this age. The intervals might also be adjusted as follows:
age i'tt rval
0-400
400-1,200
1,200-5,200

failures
7
8
15

experience
16,000
21,900
20,500

failure rate
(per 100 hours)
0.044
0.037
0.073

In this case the data suggest a more moderate initial decrease in failure
rate, followed by a more moderate increase starting at 1.200 hours (rather
than 1,600' hours). Other choices would lead to still other variations of'
this sort, Age grouping is simple and the statistical interpretation is
straightforward. However, it is obvious from the examples above that
the
interpretation is highly dcpenotent on the grouping process.

The chief problem in representing failure data is to reduce the apparent variations so that different analysts will come to similar conclusions.
A common engineering procedure to accomplish this is to cumulate the
data and then graph the cumulative values. There are three methods in
general use, although all three have the limitation that they do not
explicitly take into account the varying amounts of unit experience in
different age intervals. For example, the engine data in Exhibit C.6 show
much more'experience in the earlier age intervals than in the later ones-and this will necessarily be the case whenever failed units are automatically replaced by units with zero age. Thus the trial count in Exhibit
C.7 ranges from 43.5 to 35 trials in the first four age intervals, whereas
in the later intervals the number of trials was as small as 4 or 2, or even 0.
This kind of variation in unit experience makes it more difficult to assess
the validity of the pattern suggested by a smooth curve.

S!I
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One method of cumulating the data is to multiply tne proportions
surviving successive age intervals to obtain the cumulative probability
of survival for each interval (column 5 in Exhibit C.7), draw a smooth
survival curve through the points (as shown in Exhibit C.2), and then
compute the conditional probability of failure for each interval from the
simple formula
Sprobability of •_•probability of
\surviving interval/
Conditional probability . \enterinq interval/
of failure in interval

probability of entering interval

This procedure breaks down, of course, when we reach an interval in
which all the units fail (because the proportion surviving is zero). However, the [ikelihoo - that all the units in an interval will fail is small
unless the number of units in that interval is itself small. With the engine
described in Exhibits C.6 and C.7 this happens for %hefirst time in the
5,000-5,200-hour interval, which contains only one unit. If, as sometimes happens, we had had failure data beyond this age interval, a
smoothing procedure that relies on multiplication would not have permitted us to use it.
Another method makes use of the cumulative failure number (column 7 in Exhibit C.7). This number, at the end of a given inteival i:
the sum of the probabilities of failure in all preceding intervals and
the probability of failure in the interval in question. Remember that the
cumulative failure number is not itself a probability; it represents the
average number of failures that would occur if single trials were made
to traverse the selected interval and each of the earlier intervals. Exhibit
C.8 shows the cumulative failure numbers at the end of each age interEXHIBIT C-8 The cumulative failure number for the Pratt & Whitney
JT8D-7 engine on the Boeing 737. (United Airlines)
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EXHIBIT C- 9 A simple method for determining the age-reliability
relationship of the Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine. The slope of the
smooth curve at any operating ages is a measure of the conditional
probability of failure at that age. (United Airlines)
val plotted as ,1 function of operating age, with a smooth curve drawn
through the points. The c:)nditional probability of failure in an interval
is the difference between the cutrulative failure numbers at the end and
the beginning of the interval. For example, from Exhibit C.8, the
smoothed cumulative failure number at the end of 1,000 hours is 0.395
and at the end of 800 hours it is 0.310. Thus the conditional probability
of failure in the 801-1,000-hour interval is .395 - .310 = .085, or at 900
hours (midinterval), .085/2 =.042 per 100 hours.
This procedure differs from the previous one in terms of the quantity tha.t is being smoothed. The precise difference cannot be pinned
down if the graphing is done manually, since there is no way to tell
with either method precisely how the experienced analyst is weighting
the two factors when he draws the smooth curve. The procedure is
primairily additive, however, so that there is no difficulty in treating
intervals in which all units fail.
A third method is to plot the cumulative number of failures by the
end of each interval against the cumulative experience by the end of
that interval. The values for both of these variables are listed in Exhibit
C.6, and the resulting plot is shown in Exhibit C.9. The slope of the
smooth curve at any age is the conditional probability of failure associated with that age. There is a temptation in this case to rnpresent the
plotted points by three straight line segments-one from 0 to 200 hours,
another from 200 to 1.800 hours, and a third from 1,800 to 5,200 hours.
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Such straight line segments would lead to the following conditional

~~~~~~probabilities of failure:cndtoaprbily
operating age (hours)
200-1,800
1,800-5,200

of failure (per 100 hours)

.048
.037
.100

This construction suggests abrupt changes in the conditional probability
of failure at 200 hours and again at 1,800 hours. While it is conceivable
that dominant failure modes might be dispersed about these average
ages, it is highly unlikely that there are actual discontinuities in the
conditional probability of failure.

L.

The discontinuities can be avoided simply by drawing a smooth

curve instead of straight line segments through the plotted points (the
black curve in Exhibit C.9). Conditional probabilities can then be
obtained from the smooth curve by drawing tangents to it at various
operating iges. Typical results are as follows:

I

opertin
age(hors)conditional probability
opertin
age(hors)
of failure (per 100 hours)
0
.050

200

r

.042

400
600

.038
.036

1,600

.049

The conditional-probability curve obtained by plotting the conditional
probability of failure as a function of operating age is shown in Exhibit C.10,
0 to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Thehor
averagei conditional(ttemdon
probability of
ti failureointra) thenhne intervalth from

F

~curves

j
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ability that an engine will not survive to 200 hours is 2 X .046 =.092, and
the probability that it will survive is 1 -. 092 =.908. Similarly, the probability-that an engine which has survived to 200 hours will continue to
survive to 400 hours is 1 (2 X .040)
.920. The probability that an
engine will survive both the 0-200 and the 201-400-hour age intervals
is the product of both these probabilities, or .908 X .920 .835. A plot
of the survival curve for this extended example is also shown in Exhibit
C.10. Both the conditional- probabil ity curve and the survival curve are
broken at ages above 2,600 hours as a warning that the levels of the
are not well-establi shed beyond that age. (The choice of 2,600
hours as a caution point is arbitrary.)

This. third procedure for computing conditional and sur-ival prob-

A

0t
.11.

0oo
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2,000

2,W00

3,000

Operating age (bours)

N

SO1
0

"C
50

U,0
,00

2,300

3,000

Operating age (hours)

EXHIBIT C-10 Conditional-probability and survival curves derived
from the smooth curve in Exhibit C.9.

abilities allows the analyst to assess the varying numbers of failures and
trials, and hence to judge reasonably well what portion of the data is
well-defined and what portion is more questionable. The snioorhing
that does occur, while scill subject to the variations of freehand consiruction, will usually lead to nearly idetical results for the same data.
Exhibit C.11 shows conditional-probability curves obtained by all
three methods, as an indication of the consistency of the curve that will
result, regardless of the procedure followed. The histogram below this
graph is a convenient way of displaying the experience on which the
analysis was based. The vertical bars .how the volume of operation in
each age interval, and number above each bar is the number of failures
that occurred in that interval. A failure rate can be calculated for each age
interval. These failure rates are shown as data points on the conditionalprobability graph, but it would be difficult to fair a curve through them
and define a trend. The actuarial procedures we have discussed overcome this difficulty.
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curves derived
A comparison of conditional- probability

by three different methods. The bar chart shows the distribution of
operating experience on which all three analyses were based.

C.4

ANALYSIS OF A MIXED POPULATION
The data used in the preceding analyses pertain to an engine that is not
subject to scheduled removals. Each engine remains in service until an
unsatisfactory condition is detected, either by the maintenance crew or
by the operating crew. At that time the engine is removed and sent to
the shop for corrective maintenance. Since extensive work may be done
on the engine while it is in the shop, this repair process is considered
to zero-time the engine. Its operating age is thus measured as engine

time since the last shop visit-that is, as the time since the last repairand -All engines are treated as members of a single population.
When an engine is subject to a limit on maximum permissible
operating age, it is assumed that complete overhaul of a unit that was
operating satisfactorily will also reestablish its age at zero. In the text
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discussion concerning the effects of an age limit (Section 2.7), it was
further assumed that both repaired and reworked engines have the same
age-reliability characteristics. This assumption is equivalent to saying
that both are members of the same population. Suppose we want to test
the validity of this assumption. In that case our analytic techniques
must allow for the possibility that the two shop processes may result
in different age-reliability characteristics. This can be done by treating
the total population of engines as a mixed population.
At one time it was believed that overhaul of a turbine engine prior
to a specified operating age played a major role in controlling reliability.
On this basis a complete overhaul was the only process considered to
zero-time the engine, and operating age was measured as the time since
overhual (TSO). Under this policy an engine removed prematurely for
corrective maintenance was repaired and returned to service, but was

considered to have experienced no change in its operating age. Two
factors, however, might result in premature overhauls -overhauls before

'

~the scheduled removal age:
0-

The occurrence oi a failure in the last 20 to 25 percent of the per-

missible operating age, in which case a complete overhaul during
this shop visit would avoid the need for a scheduled removal soon
after the repaired engine was reinstalled

10

A failure requiring such extensive repairs that it would be economically desirable to do the additional work needed for a complete
overhaul, regardless of the age of the engine

Under these circumstances the results of an actuarial analysis of a mixed
population would have to show survival curves, -)robability-der.sity
curves, and conditional-probability c'urves for three -,ariables- failures,
repairs, and overhauls.
The analysis of a mixed population requires very little change from
the method discussed in Section C.3. It is necessary only to plot the
cumuh~tive number of repairs and the cumulative number of overhauls
for each age interval as a function of the cumulative experience for that
interval. Exhibit C.12 shows the results for a hypothetical analysis of
a mixed population subject to anl overhaul age limit of 2,500 hours.
The conditional-probability curves show the probability of failure at all
ages up to the 2,500-hour limit and the probability of premature overhaul
of the units that fail. Below 2,000 hours most of the failed units are
repaired and returned to service without overhaul; after 2,000 hours all
failures be~come premature overhauls. The survival curves show that
the probability of survival without overhaul decreases slowly up to
2,000 hours; thereafter it decreases at exactly the same rate a's the probability of survival without failure. The probability of survival without
repair is higher than the probability of survival without failure, since
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Total failures

PremaIture@
overhauls

Repairs

,000

W0

0

VI00

2,50

2,000

Time since overhaul (flight hours)

~Survival without fallur

0

0

i

~Survival without overhaul

1

500

2,000
1,500
1,000
Time since overhaul (flight hours)

mm.

2,50

EXHIBIT r. -12 Hypothetical results of an actuarial analysis of a mixedA
population subject to a scheduled rework task.

r

some failures will result in premature overhauls before 2,000 hours; after

2,000 hours the probability of survival without repair remains constant,
since all failed units after that age are overhauled.
Actuarial analysis of a mixed population requires a number of
detailed but simple changes in the format outlined in Exhibits C.6 and
C.7. The following adjustments are necessary in Exhibit C.6:
NO- Column 2, which shows the number of units entering an age interval, must take into account reinstallation of a repaired unit, as well
as entry of a unit from the preceding interval.
10 The failure count in column 6 must be partitioned into the number
of failed units that are repaired and the number of failed units that
are overhauled.
10
'I
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The trial count in column 8 must be adjusted to account for the
experience of repaired units that are reinstalled during the study
period. The failure of a repaired unit during the interval in which

A.

it was installed counts as a whole trial; if the unit survives to leave
this interval, this experience counts as a fractional trial.
Similar changes are necessary in the details of Exhibit C.7:
No The failure number must be partitioned into failed units that are
repaired and failed units that are overhauled.
01 The probabilities of survival, both for each interval and cumulative,
must be partitioned into survival without overhaul, survival without repair, and survival without failure.
10 The calculations to determidne the probability of failure in each
interval must be repeated to obtain the probability of a repair in
each interval.
No A cumulative repair number, like the cumulative failure number,
must be calculated for the end of each age interval. This number
will be less than the cumulative failure number. The difference

*

between these two numbers is the probability of an overhaul and
the complement of the cumulative probability of survival without
overhaul for the corresponding interval

C 5

USEFUL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

At certain stages of an actuarial analysis curves are faired through sets
of data or calculated points, and subsequent calculations are then based
on numerical values read from these curves. This curve-fitting techniqde is not mathematically precise, and one feels somewhat uncomfortable using extrapolations from such curves. In many cases it is
possible to model age-reliability relationships by the mathemnatical
functions which represent certain probability distributions. Special
graph papers are available for some of the more common distributions
which have the property that a survival curve appears on them as a
straight line.
It is known that certain failure processes and the characteristics of
certain items result in age-reliability relationships that can be approximated by specific probability distributions. Much information on the
physical processes that produce this capability is available in the !1terature, and this knowledge is the best guide in evaluating the adequacy
of a given probability distribution to represent the results of an actuarial
analysis. Another more empirical guide is the shape of the conditionalprobability or probability-density curve that resulted from the initial
analysis. If there is reason to believe that the age-reliability characteristics of an item do follow a particular probability distribution, it is usually
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more accurate to fit a straight line through survival points on graph
paper that is unique to that distribution than it is to draw a curve through
the corresponding points plotted on cartesian coordinates.

Many probability distributions have been developed and can be

APPENDICES

used ýor reliability analyses. The three which have the widest application are the exponential distribution, the normal distribution, and the
Weibull distribution. Exhibit C.13 shows the relationship of the conditional probability of failure, the probability density of failure, and the
probability of survival for the exponential distribution. The conditional
probability of failure associated with an exponential distribution is
constant at all ages - that is, the probability of failure is the same at any
age to which a given unit may survive. This is sometimes expressed by
saying that an item with exponential characteristics has no memory.
This conditional-probability relationship, described by curve E in
Exhibit 2.13, is characteristic of complex items with no dominant failure
modes, and also of electronic items, particularly at ages beyond the
infant-mortality period.
The failure-density curve shows that the incidence of failures for
items characterized by an exponential distribution is highest at low
ages, starting at installation. This, of course, is because low ages represent the greatest amount of unit experience, and since the conditional
probability of failure is constant, the more units there are in an age
interval, the more failures there will be. The survival curve of the exponential distribution has a shape similar to that of the density curve. The
exponential distribution is a single-parameter distribution. This parameter is the failure rate. It is a scaling parameter, since it determines the
magnitude of the conditional probability of failure, the initial value and
rate of decrease of the density curve, and the rate of decrease of the
survival curve.
Exhibit C.14 shows the corresponding relationships for the normal
distribution. The conditional probability of failure associated with a
normal distribution is relatively small at low ages and increases monotonically with increasing age. This distribution is therefore a candidate
for consideration when an item e-xhibits increasing signs of wearout
-fter relatively low probabilities of failure at earlier ages. The failuredensity curve for the normal distribution has a clearly defined maximum
value. This occurs at the average age at failure if all units are permitted
to continue in operation until they fail. Note that the density curve is
symmetrically disposed about this average age. This is an important
characteristic of a normal distribution. The survival curve passes through
a probability of .50 at the average age at failure and has twofold symmetry with respect to this probability point.
The statement that an item has a "life of x hours" is usually based
on a supposition that it has age-reliability characteristics which can be

EXHIBIT C.13 The relationship of cunditional probability, probability
density, and probability of survival for an exponential distributi,,with a mean time between faitur,, ,.-
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EXHIBIT C-14 The relationship of conditional probability, probability
density, and probabiF , of survival for a normal distribution with a
mean time between failures of 2,000 hours and a standard deviation
in failure age of 500 hours,
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represented by a normal distribution. In other words, such a statement
assumes the following characteristics:
o

The probability of failure at low ages is very small.

N. The probability of failure increases as operating age increases.
b1 There is an ag2 at which the density of failur. has a relatively welldefined maximum value.
density of failure at lower or higher ages is sym m etrically
disposed about the maximum value.
The normal distribution frequently does represent the age-reliability
characteristics of simple items (those subject to only one ora very few
failure modes).
The normai distribution is a two-parameter distribution. One pArameter is a location parameter; it defines the age at which the maximum
failure density occurs. The other parameter is a scaling parameter and
is determined by the degree of dispersion of the failure densities about
the peak value. The scaling parameter thus establishes the curvature of
the survival curve, the magnitudes of the conditional probabilities,
and the magnitude of the maximum failure density and of other densities about the maximum value.
Exhibit C.15 shows the characteristics of a Weibull distribution. In
this particular example the conditional-probability curve resembles that
for the normal distribution, in that the conditional probability of failure
increases monotonically with age. It is dissin.ilar, however, with respect
to the conditional probability at low ages, which is shown as being
relatively high. The Weibull distribution is a candidate for representing
items that have a moderately high probability of failure at low ages
and demonstrate monotonicaly increasing (or decreasing) failure prob-.
abilities thereafter.
This discussion takes considerable libe-ty with the Weibull distribution. The Weibull distribution is a very versatile one with wide applicability. It can in fact be used to represent items with high or low
conditional probabilities at low ages, and age relationships in which
the probability of failure either increases or decreases with. increasing
age. The exponential and normal distributions are both special cases of
the Weibull distribution.
The Weibull distribution in Exhibit C.15 has a failure-density curve
that is not too different from that for the normal distribution shown in
Exhibit C.14. There is an age at which the density function has a welldefined maximum value. Unlike the normal distribution, however, the
densities in a Weibull distribution are not necessarily symmetrically
disposed about this peak value. They can be, but they usually are not.
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EXIBDIT C.5 Relatlonslip -i conditional probability, probiability
density, and probability of survival for a Weibull distribution with
a mean tiftn betweent failures of 1,013 hours, scalin8 pazameter
1.43,
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By the same token, the survival curve for a Weibull distribution does
not necessarily pass through the .50 point at the age corresponding to
the maximum failure density, nor does it have the symmetry of the
normal curve.

The Weibull distribution described here is a three-parameter distribution. One parameter is a location parameter wh'ach, in effect, defines
a negative age at which the conditional probability of failure is zero.
The other parameters are scaling and shape parameters.
Each of the probability distributions enables us to express the conditional probability of failure, the probability density of failure, and
probability of survival without failure as a function of operating age
and certain parameters. These parameters make it possible to develop a
large family of different relationships for each type of probability distribution. In practical work we are ordinarily not concerned with enumerating the parameters that apply to a specific analysis or writing the
equations that describe the age-reliability relationship. The purpose
of an actuarial analysis is to determine whether the reliability of the
item deteriorates with operating age, and if it does, to assess the desirability of imposing a limit on operating age. Thus any interest in probability distributions is entirely pragmatic and centers on the possibility
of using the specialized graph papers for such distributions to simplify
the task of fairing curves through the survival data. Experience has
shown that none of these three probability distributions provide a
satisfactory model for the results of turbine-engine analysis, and in
that case representation still depends on subjective curve fitting by the
analyst.

C-6

A SPECIAL USE OF THE
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

Spare units for each item are purchased and kept on hand to support
new equipment when it enters service. The provisioning is based on an
anticipated failure rate for each item. It is not uncommon, however, for
an item on newly designed equipment to experience a failure rate much
higher than was anticipated. This results in an unexpected increase in

.

the shop workload, and also in depletion of the'supply of serviceable
spare units needed to support the equipment. This means that pieces
of equipment may have to be removed from service because there are
no replacement units of the unreliable item. A problem of this kind can
persist for some time, since the process of pioving that specific design
changes do in fact improve reliability is a slow one. Moreover, not only
does it take time to manufacture additional spare units, but there is

4

a!so a reluctance to invest in additional units of a design that has proved

unsatisfactory.
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Invariably the question arises as to whether a limit on the maximum upcrating age of such an item is desirable to alleviate the spareunit problem caused by a high failure rate. The exponential distribution
can give useful information that permits a quick answer to this question.
Exhibit C. 16 shows the probability of survival of an item with exponential reliability characteristics, with the operating age expressed as a multiple of the mean time between failures. The exponential distribution
represents a constant conditional probability of failure at all ages, as
described by curve E in Exhibit 2.13. Obviously an item whose failure
behavior corresponded to curve A, C, or F in this family of curves would
have smaller survival probabilities at all ages than one with exponential characteristics. Items with the characteristics described by curve B
havw survival probabilities which are about the same. as those for a
class E item at low ages and deteriorate at high ages. 'Ihe relatively few
items whose conditiunal-probability curves correspond to curve D have
survival probabilities which are tually somewhat better than exponential at higher ages. For the r ,oses of this question, however, it is
reasonable to assume that the troublesome item can be represented by
the exponential survival curve in Exhibit C.16.
Suippose this item has a failure rate of I per 1,000 hours. The mean
time between failures is, of course, 1,000/1 = 1,000 hours. An age limit of
1,500 hours has been proposed for this item. If we extrapolate values
from the exponential survival curve, we find thai at an age limit which
represents 1.5 times the mean time between failures, 22.3 percent of the
units can be expected to survive to that limit and become scheduled
removals:
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ratio of age limit to
mean time between failures
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

probability of survival
to age limit
.905
.819
.670
.549
.449
.368

15

.223

2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0

.135
.082
.050
.030
.018
.007

14

These scheduled removals will further increase the demand for spare
units, and hence will aggravate the present inventory, problem instead
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Ratio of age to mean time between failu4,
EXHIBIT C'16 A nondimensional form of the exponential survival
curve that can be used to determine the probabi!ity of survival to any
multiple of the mean time between failures.

of alleviating it. Any additional operating life that can be realized by
this 22.3 percent uf the units represents a saving over the number of
spare units that would be needed with an age limit.
If there are major economic consequences associated with the
fai;ures-and if the conditional probability of failure in fact increases
rapidly after 1,500 hours-then an age limit may be desirable to reduce
the failure rate regardless of the increase in the inventory problem. This,
however, is a solution to a different problem from the one that has been
posed. There are many situations in which the assumption of a simple
exponential distribution serves as a useful tool in helping to define the
actual problem.
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APPENDIX D

bibliography
THIS BIBLIOGRAPHIC essay has three main purposes:

Do To list the seminal documents in statistics, quality control, reliability theory, information science, and decision analysis that preceded
the development of reliability-centered maintenance as a logical
discipline

i

ow To provide access to the broader literature in each of these areas
for those readers who w-)uld like to explore one or more of them
in greater detail
lo-

To provide specific access to the literature of reliability-centered
maintenance and directly related materials

The third task presents a problem not shared by the first twa. If one
follows the obvious path of searching the general literature using such
apparently reasonable terms as reliability, prediction, decision analysis,
etc., the yield in retrieved documents is large, but the relevance level
is extremely sme'll. For instance, there is a very substantial literature on
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reliability mraeling and prediction which is presumably of significant
benefit to thedesigners and manufacturers of complex equipment. Very
little of this literature is useful to one charged with designing a priorto-service maintenance program. The difference stems in part from
the differing needs of the equipment designer and the maintenanceprogram designer. A reliability model can be sufficiently close to reality
to allow the equipment designer to analyze the difference between two
competing design alternatives without being sufficiently real to allow
precise prediction of performance in the use.'- environment. The model
may be useful to the designer without providing specific insight as to
whether the deterioration which precedes failure is visible or not, let
alone information on the cost of obtaining such visibility when it is
possible.
a"&"

!

, ., .

.-

Similarly, there is a significant amount of literature on actuarial
analysis and the fitting of various forms of failure distributions to
empirical data. However, the role of actuarial analysis in reliabilitycentered maintenance is sharply limited, on the one hand, by the fact
that we cannot afford to allow critical failures to occur in sufficient
numbers to make actuarial analysis meaningful, and on the other hand,
by the fact that most failures that are allowable (in terms of their ccisequences) are best dealt with by replacement at failure. Even in the
middle range, where actuarial analysis is useful-at least in the ongoing
program, after sufficient operating history has built up-the more
sophisticated approaches involving the use of distinguished probability
di'tributions and fine points of estimation theory are frequently misleading because of the stubborn refusal of real data to behave properly
at the tails of a distribution.
There is also a fairly substantial literature on the theory of maintained systems, much of which is devoted to the selection of "optimum
inspection intervals." Such approaches are rarely general enough to
take into account all the variables that matter, including such simple
realities as the need to package tasks for reasonable efficiency, continually shifting operating requirements, the availability of maintenance
facilities, and the utility of using opportunity samples. The pro'lem
is compounded by the general absence of hard data in the prior-toservice study and during the break-in period immediately after the
equipment enters service, when the selection of intervals is of greatest
concern. Highly sophisticated technioues that begin to become useful
only 3s the equipment nears obsolescence are of limited utility.
As a result, most of the works cited are important primarily because
they shed light on the background in which RCM concepts developed
or because they provide some insight into the design process that precedes the development of the complex equipment. In a few cases works
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that have tried to carry the notion of optimization too far are singled
out as a reminder of some of the pitfalls that await the innocent.
The references cited in this appendix were largely derived from an
exhaustive literature search of machine-readable and print data bases
conducted by Martha West and George Glushenok, who reduced several
thousand citations to some 500 pertinent references. The search area
encompassed such obvious general fields as engineering, electronics,
operations research/management science, information and computer
science, logistics, and statistics. In addition, certain selected publications, such as the Proceedings of the Annual Reliability and Maintainability
Symposia, were searched cover to cover. F. S. Nowlan and C. S. Smith
provided key documents from the aircraft/airline internal literature and
the Department of Defense, as well as a number of useful comments on
what to look for and what to ignore.
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The historical development of the study of reliability and maintenance
can be broken into three main periods, albeit with a fair degree of overlap. In the 20 years preceding World War 11 there were several developments that laid the necessary base both in theory and in application. In
the 1920s R. A. Fisher (1922) developed the essential structure of smallsample statistics and laid the basis for modern theories of estimation
and the design of experiments. Neyman and Pearson (1928) laid the
foundations for modem decision theory. Dodge and Romig produced
the first sampling plans, which were published in book form later (1944),
Fry (1928) and others showed how probabilistic analysis could be applied to the design of modern equipment, and Shewhart (1931) invented
quality-control charts.
In the 1930s, even though industrial production was low because of
the Depression, many of these techniques were tested in application,
particularly in the telephone industry in this country and the chemical
industry in Great Britain. Kolmogorov (1933) provided the first complete axiomatic description of probability theory, and work was begun
on the problem of providing rigorous structure to the ideas that Fisher
had pioneered.
The enormous expanm ,on of industrial production in this country
after December 1941 provided the opportunity and the need to implement modern quality-control techniques through the defense industry.
The Statistical Techniques Group at Columbia University solidified
the earlier work at Bell Laboratories in sampling plans, provided the
first tables for e' -imating tolerance limits for design, and produced the
first materials on decision theory. Most of this work became available
in monographs published shortly after the war. FE.L. Grant (1946) wrote

a primer on statistical quality control, Abraham Wald (1947, 1950) provided two key texts on decision theory, and Eisenhart et al. (1947)
summarized other statistical developments derived at Columbia.
The second period of development, which had its roots in World
War II and in the theoretical developments in probability theory prior
to that time, properly begins after the war. One stimulus was the publication by Altman and Goor (1946) of an application of actuarial
methods to engine failures on the B-29; another was the extensive conversion of surplus wartime equipment, particularly to civil aviation.
For the next 20 years the increasing use of complex equipment, first
with aircraft and later with missiles, led to increasingly sophisticated
designs and manufacturing practices involving the use of redundancy
to reduce the consequences of failure and bum-in to reduce the incidence of infant mortality. Empirical studies of Davis (1950), Weibull
(1951), Epstein (1953), and others provided the base on which to make
increasingly sophisticated estimates of expected reliability.
In the later stages of these developments design attention turned
to problems of maintainab'lity--the concept of making it easier to
detect failures (or potential failures) and to replace failed components
at reasonable costs. As with the quality-control era, maturity is marked
by the publication of a spate of books. Zelen (1963) edited the proceedings of a conference in Madison, Wisconsin, that covered a number
of areas of interest. Goldman and Slattery (1964) wrote the first text
eplicitly devoted to the maintainability problem. Pieruschka (1963)
summarized much oi the associated statistical material. Barlow and
Proschan (1965) gathered together the mathematics of reliability theory,
,'nd Jorgenson, McCall, and Radnor (1967) considered the problem of
fii'ding optimal maintenance policies.
The thread begun by Neyman and Pearson and followed so beautifully by Waid was also continued by Von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944) in their classic text on the theory of games. This work was in turn
integrated into modern decision theory by Blackwell and Girshick
(1954) and extended toward what we now call decision anrulysis by the
French school, as reported in Masse (1962).
The third era, beginning in 1960 with the work at United Airlines,
saw yet a new focus on the problem. Wherea3 the applications of the
1930s had concentrated on the problems of producing and acquiring
appropriate quality, and the works that followed we-e concerned with
reliability (the quality experienced over time in use) and its implications for design, attention now turned to the acquisition of appropriate
information -frequently in a context in which it was easier to get too
much, rather than too little.
While Nowlan, Matteson, and others at United Airlines were carefully studying the age-reliability characteristics of complex equipment to determine precisely what good, if any, preventive maintenance
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could do, Magee (1964a, 1964b) was exploring the possibilities of dec'sion diagrams based on an evaluation of the consequences of decisions.
In the statistical area, Tukey (1960) pointed out the distinctions between actions and conclusions and thereby laid the framework for
modern data analysis. And on yet another front, information science
began to evolve out of bibliometrics and information-retrieval studies.
Now, in turn, the monograph literature is ready to catch up with
the developments already published in proceedings and journals. The
National Academy of Sciences (National Research Council, 1976) has
already published an extensive report on setting statistical priorities
which shows the interrelationship between information science and
statistics and pays particular attention to the problems of establishing
the utility of data in contexts where there may be far too much for easy
assimilation. Raiffa (1968), Schlaifer (1969), and others have routinized
decision analysis to the point where it is being applied in an increasing
number of areas.
The present text on reliability-centered maintenance carries the
development one step further. By reversing the order of the questions
on decision diagiams, so that consequences are evaluated first instead
of last, and in gross rather than fine terms, Nowlan and Heap have
shortened the path between decision making and data gathering in an
important way. Their emphasis on the use of the decision diagram as
an audit trail which links decision making to results is strongly reminiscent
of Shewhart's
(1931)integration
reasoning of
in such
establishing
quality-control
charts and
Demos' (1955)
charts into
a qualitycontrol system. Finally, their integration of data in the ongoing process
goes a long way toward formalizing the process of modifying decisions
as hard information develops. As such, it bears a mild resemblance to
the work of George Box (1957) on evolutionary operation, although the
latter presupposed the opportunity to modify the variables in an ongoing
process for gradual improvement of performance, whereas the reevaluation in this case is consequence-centered and connected only through
that mechanism to performance.
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In their excellent summary of the historical background of the mathematical theory of reliability, Barlow and Proschan (1965) begin with the
pioneering work of Khintchine (1932), Weibull (1939), Palm (1943), and
others in the 1930s and 1940s. In this work it seems natural to start with
the key paper by Altman 1nd Goor (1946) en the reliability of engines
used in the B-29 aircraft in World War Ii). Altman and Goor used actuarial methods of the life insurance industry and provided a detailed
example to illustrate this usage. Their primary interest was in the supply
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problem, which required an estimate of the proportion. of the engines
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that would fail prior to their hard-time removal. Since they assumed
that there was an appropriate time to remove an engine from the air-

craft, the only problem from their point of view was determining the
conditional probability of failure prior to this removal time. In addi-

tion to the actuarial analysis, they also noted that the frequency of

engine failuires plotted as a log funrtion of total flying time was approximately a straight line, which has implications for the underlying failure
distribution. Altnan and Goor also compared the results for new engines
with those that had been removed, overhauled, and returned to the
field and noted that the overhauled engines had a significantly shorter

average life. There was no hint in their work, however, that this
should be used as a basis for extending the overhaul interval.
In 1950 D. J. Davis produced a report for the Rand Corporation
which was later published in modified form in the Journal of the
American Statistical Association (Davis, 1952). He considered both the
normal failure law and the exponential failure law and showed that
failures for a number of types of equipment, particularly electronic

components and other complex items, were better approximated by the
exponential failure distribution. Davis also inquired into the nature of
the failure mechanism as a means for understanding the appropriateness of the failure distribution and discussed (briefly) the problem of
finding optimal replacement policies.
A number of other papers appeared about the same time, notably
that by Weibull (1951) on the: distribution that now bears his rame and
that by Epstein and Sabel (1953) on the utility of the exponential distribution, particularly in the treatment of electronic equipment. The 1950s
also saw the beginnings of reliability study as a formal discipline, as
marked by a meeting in New York City in 1952 on applications of
reliability theory.
Other theoretical developments during this period included the
work of Moore and Shannon (1956) on the theoretical determination of
reliability in networks and a theoretical justification by Drenick (1960)
of the use of the exponential distribution for complex equipment with
no dominant failure modes. By this time the empirical and theoretical
developments in reliability had led to an increased interest in maintainability. This term has been used in several ways, but here it refers
to those aspects of design provided to facilitite mainter -nce by making
parts that are likely to fail easy to replace and/or easy to inspect. Much
of the design development in the 1Q50s, particularly that associated
with development of intercontinental ballistic missiles, had to do with
improved reliability through design, including the use of redundant
part ithhighrats
an

thebumin ofinfnt f

pats

ortaity
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latter was investigated by ARINC (Aeronautical Radio, 1958) with respect
to ele~ctron tubes.
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Barlow and Scheuer (1971) consider some of the problems of estimation from accelerated life tests. Included is a useful bibliography by
Winter et al. (1964) of 20 papers in this area. Ladany and Aharoni (1975)
discuss maintenance policy of aircraft according to multiple criteria.
This paper is worthy of note primarily because it is a recent work that
does not appear to make use of the developments that occurred between
1963 and 1975. As a result, the writers are not convinced of the utility
of exponential distributions in reliability analysis and take a somewhat
peculiar view of the field with regard to optimum checking procedures,
given an exponential distribution. Miller and Singpurwalla together
and singly produced a series of three papers on the theoretical aspects of
maintained systems (Miller, 1975, 1976; Miller and Singpurwalla, 1977).
Yet another aspect of the theoretical problem is the problem of computing the reliability of complex networks. This derives from the difficulty of determining how a piece of complex equipment will in fact
perform, given the reliability of its several components and the mathematical form o. 4.:-tteraction. Rosenthal (1977) summarizes this
problem nicQi'. 'ro
,ludes useful references.
There is a f;-:

standard set of literature on the estimation prob-

lems invc'•ved in a,_-uarial analysis, and while fine estimation is not
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usually necessayy, a paper by Rice and Rosenblatt (1976) covers the area
well for thcse who wish to make use of it. The actuarial techniques for
studying the utility of overhaul policies were well laid out by Altman
and Goor (1946) and are illustrated by Matteson (1966) with two different smoothing techniques. Another smoothing technique is suggested
by Barlow and Campo (1975). Their proposal is identical to the method
recommended in this text (Appendix C), except that each scale is
divided by its maximum value and the inverse function is plotted, so
that increasing failure rates plot as concave rather than convex curves.
The utility of plotting both axes on (0,1) is that it simplifies the comparison to standard failure laws (such as Weibull) through the use of overlays.
The reciprocal of the slope is proportional to (rather than equal to) the
conditional probability of failure. With appropriate assumptions, the
MTT plot, as it is called by Barlow and C3mpo, can also be used to find
the optimal overhaul interval by graphical means, as is shown by
Bergman (1977). Bergman also calls attention to an earlier work (Bergman, 1976) and to Ingram and Scheaffer (1976). For a more general discussion of smoothing methods and their advantages and disadvantages,
see Tukey (1977), particularly chap. 7.
Other useful papers in the theoretical area include a summary of
current academic research by Barlow and Proschan (1976b), a discussion
of Bayesian zero-failure reliability-demonstration testing procedure
by Waller and Martz (1977), and papers by Martz and Lian (1977) and
Martz and Waterman (1977) on other aspects of this problem. Martz,
Campbell, and Davis (1977) consider the use of the Kalman filter in
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estimating and forecasting failure-rate processes and provide an interesting and useful bibliography of work in this general area, including
some 27 papers.
As a final note on reliability theory, a paper by D. C. Bridges (1974)
on the application of reliability to the design of ship's machinery offers
a concise discussion of this field as of 1974. In addition to a brief summary of reliability theory and techniques generally associated, there is
an almost passing mention of data collection and failure modes and
effects analysis. The paper concludes with a discussion by sieveral other
participants in the forum and a re~ply by the writer, and these comments
help to point out the essence of the problem as it relates to design.
Unfortunately this paper does not go the next step and consider the

'

problems of reliability-centered maintenance from the user's point of

view.
D* 3

INFORMATION SCIENCE AND

*

DECISION ANALYSIS

The fields of information science and decision analysis, with their substantial overlap, are well covered in an excellent bibliography by Lawrence (1976), titled The Value of Information in Decision Making. The
bibliography is an appendix to a National Academy of Sciences report
on setting statistical priorities and covers 184 items in a field Lawrence
defines as information science. It is broken down into several sections:
comparing informiation structures; user needs and parameters of
information-seeking and valuation behavior; managing information
systems; decision making under uncertainty, the expected value of information; the economics of lack of perfect information; information
and governmental policy; quantitative economic policy; the value of
economic forecasts; does the market overprovide or underprovide for
knowledge production; information theory, including statistics; and
applications to economics and psychology. A good many of the papers
cited are addressed to questions of how information affects policy.
While the emphasis is on application to governmental problems, the
papers mngeneral are much broader. There is a heavy emphasis; on
information in economic structures, and hence on the attempt to relate4
information to costs of decisions.
There are several papers on the information problem in maintenance that are worthy of note. Hadden and Sepmeyer (1956) gav~e a
relatively short paper on the methodology -'orreliable failure reporting
from maintenance personnel which raised some useful questions on
consideration of the human factor. Shapero, Cooper, Rappaport, and
Schaffer (1960) considered the problem of data collection in weapon
systems test programs. Bell (1165) gave a talk on information needs for
effective maintenance management to the DOD Logistics Research Con -

'
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ference that is worth reading. During the same period th -.re were several
studies of the data problem in the military, including one by Cohen,
Hixon, and Marks (1966) on maintenance-data collection and the Air
Force base-maintenance management system. More recently Dudley,
Chow, Van Vleck, and Pooch (1977) have discussed how to get more
mileage out of data.
The formal term decision theory today usually refers to the work
originally done by Abraham Wald (1947) in the late 1930s and early
1940s, in which he formulated the sequential decision problem as a
special case of sampling theory. A considerable volume of literature
derives from Wald's work.
The next stage historically is the development of the theory of
games, and the classic work on this is Von Neumann and Morgenstern
(1944). The first detailed application of this theory to business decisions
appears to be the work reported by Masse (1962). Shortly thereafter
Magee brought this concept to the attention of a broader community
through the publication of two articles in the Harvard Business Review
(Magee, 1964a, 1964b). A good deal of the literature following Magee has
to do with investment decision making, and the basic thrust of the use
of a decision tree for such purposes is that the tree is laid out first in
terms of the available decisions and next in terms of the various possible actions, including those not under the control of the decision maker.
Where it is reasonable to postulate a probability distribution for the
actions not under the control of the decision maker, this can be done;
the form of the tree then provides outcomes at each terminal in such a
way that their expected dollar values can be computed, given the appropriate information.
There is a fairly large literature showing applications of this approach, of which the following is but a sampling to indicate the breadth
of the activity: Flinn and Turban (1970) on decision-tree analysis for industrial research; Berger and Gerstenfeld (1971) on decision analysis
for increased highway safety; Chinn and Cuddy (1971) on project
decision and control; Gear, Gillespi, and Allen (1972) on the evaluation
of applied research projects; Swager (1972) on relevance trees for identifying Policy options; Berger (1972) on implementing decision analysis
on digital computers; Feldman, Klein, and Honigfel (1972) on decision
trees for psychiatric diagnosis; Whitehouse (1974) on decision flow networks; Rubel (1975) on logic trees for reactor safety; and Wheelwright
(1975) on decision theory for corporate management of currencyexchange risks.
There are three standard texts in this area that should be noted:
Schlaifer (1969), Raiffa (1968), and Keency and Raiffa (1976). Schlaifer's
book is a nonmathematical text for business students which goes into
the details of the decision problem extensively with a number of prob-

I

lems and references to standard Harvard case studies. Raiffa's treatment
is more sophisticated. Chapter 9, The Art of Implementation, and A
General Critique, provides a nice summary of the presentation which
goes beyond the step procedures and begins to evaluate how the
process is actually used in real problems, including messy real problems. Chapter 10 also provides a concise history of the subject, together
with useful observations about the interrelationship of statistics, information theory, and decision theory. In a very brief bibliography at the
end of the book Raiffa calls attention to Fellner (1965), which includes
an excellent annotated bibliography on 52 well-chosen texts.
In the preface to his book Raiffa (1968) lists the following steps for
analysis of a decision problem under uncertainty:
N

List the viable options available to you for gathering information,
for experimentation, and for action.

No List the events that may possibly occur.
I

Arrange in chronological order the information you may acquire
and the choices you may make as time goes on.

lo

Decide how well you like the consequences that result from the
various courses of action open to you.

No Judge what the chances are that any particular uncertain event will
occur.
It is interesting to compare this list of priorities with those on which
RCM decision analysis is based:
I

Framing the questions to determine the consequences of failure
in such a way as to define the information required to make the
decision

l,,

Framing the questions to select those maintenance tasks which are
both applicable and effective

lo-

SpecifyIng the default action to be taken when information is
lacking

1

Extending the approach to the determination of when to make
economic-tradeoff studies for cases that are both important and too
close to call

o. Providing for the subsequent action to be taken when in-service
information begins to accumulate
The first application of the decision diagram to aircraft maintenance problems was developed by F. S. Nowlan (1965) at United Airlines. This internal document noted the importance of the mechanism of
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failurv, the need for information about inherent reliability characteristics, and the conditions necessary for scheduled overhaul to be effective. The simple decision diagram presented was not unlike the top
portion of the RCM decision diagram described in this text, in which
the fundamental questions have to do with (1) the evidence of failure
and (2) the consequences of tailure. A condensed version of this report
was also included in a papt:r presented at an FAA maintenance symposium in November 1965 (Taylor and Nowlan, 1965).
These concepts were expanded on in a later paper by Matteson
and Nowlan (1967), and the decision diagram presented in this work
was the basis for MSG-1, Handbook: Maintenance Evaluation and Program
Deveolopmtent (747 Maintenance Steering Group, 1968). This document
led to further improvements, published as MSG-2, Airline/Manufacturer
Maintenance Program Planning Document (Air Transport Association,
1970). These developments were also reported on by Dougherty (1970),
Matteson (1972b), and Nowlan (1972). A European version of MSG-2,
European Maintenance Systems Guide (A-300 B Maintenance Steering
Committee, 1972), appeared only a few years later.
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Design developments in the aircraft industry from 1930 to 1960 greatly
improved operating safety and resulted in more maintainable equipment. However, these two objectives also had the combined effect of
significantly increasing the complexity of equipment and reducing
the utility of hard-time limits. In a review paper published in 1968,
W. C. Mentzer observed that United Airlines began work under his
direction in 1960 on two basic questions: "Do we understand the fundamental principles which underlie the way we maintain our aircraft?"
and "Do we really know why we do what we do?". The incentive for a
thorough investigation into these questions was provided by the very
simple fact that maintenance of aircraft for typical airlines in the United
States at that time represented approximately 30 percent of total direct
and indirect operating costs. The general history of this development is
well summarized in Appendix B of this book.
John F. McDonald (1963) presented a detailed and highly readable
paper titled Reliability, a Random Discussion, in which he takes a
closer look at the overall problem of reliability, the difficulties of predicting performance in the field prior to actual experience, and the
utility of hard-time limits in actual operation. As , vehicle for carrying
his general discussion, he repeatedly cites quotations from Oliver Wendell Holmes' famous poem The Deacon's Masterriece, or The Wonderful
"One-Hoss Shay," A LoS.cal Story, including the key line that states "A

7
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chaise breaks down, but doesn't wear out." The suggestion that Oliver
Wendell Holmes is the true father of modern maintenance theory would
perhaps not be well met in all circles, but the observation that "things
break down but do not wear out" is, of course, one of the keys to the
understanding of the maintenance process for complex items. J. J. Eden
(1963), in a paper titled Engine Overhaul Life, An Outdated Concept,
makes the point quite clearly from his experience with TransCanada.
The inherent difficulties in predicting reliability first suggested by
McDonald were reiterated in two papers presented at the 1965 Meeting
on Reliability and Maintainability in Los Angeles, The titles are enough
to indicate the difficulty: Finocchi (1965) wrote that Reliability Has
Failed to Meet Its Goals, and Grose (1965) titled his paper Reliability Can
Be Predicted? (A Negative Position). Matteson (1966) provided additional insight into the use of reliability analysis of in-service equipment
as a guide for reducing maintenance cost and spare-parts requirements.
Ashendorf (1967) added further ideas in this direction by noting the
"pitfalls in reliability predictions." In all these works, from McDonald
to Ashendorf, one senses the growing recognition that maintenance
must be able to cope with performance that falls short of design pre-
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diction. This implies the need to redesign and/ei change mission

requirements to allow the user to get the maximum performance from
the equipment. Maintenance in turn must then be done in a context
which allows redesign as a possibility and also is prepared for surprise, particularly in the early years of use of the equipment. These
observations imply important ecotnomic consequences that must be
planned for in preparation for the use and maintenance of the equipmcnt.
For many years primary maintenance consisted of hard-time inspection and overhaul tasks. This concept underwent rapid reevaluation in the early 1960s, as pointed out by K. E. Neland (1966) in a paper
presented at the Maintenance Symposium on Continued Reliability of
Transport-type Aircraft Structure in Washington, D.C. Neland, then chief
of the air-carrier maintenance branch of the Federal Aviation Agency,
presented a brief history of developments of maintenance policies and
procedures from tne FAA point of view. In the first phase, he noted,
most aircraft prior to World War II were subject to the one-step overhaul
process. As a result of the rapid integration of surplus aircraft into
commercial fleets after World War II, the late 1940s and 1950s were
dominated by a set of phase inspections which provided the FAA,
among others, with much more detailed information about the rate of
deterioration of performance and safety features over a period of time.
This history of deterioration allowed the FAA to take a much kinder
view toward the philosophy of on-condition inspection, which became
increasingly important after 1960.
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In June of 1967 Matteson and Nowlan (1967) presented a paper titled
Current Trends in Airline Maintenance Programs at the AIAA Commercial Aircraft Design and Operations Meeting in Los Angeles. In this
of a failure and discussed the
paper they gave a generalized definiht
y then went on to develop a
mechanism by which failures occur
decision diagram to facilitate logicý,, •.nalysis of the decisions re!quired
during development of a scheduled-maintenance program. This discussion was essentially an update of Nowlan's earlier paper, and the decision diagram was considerably more detailed. It is this more detailed
decision diagram that provided the basis a year later for MSG-1, a working paper prepared by the Maintenance Steering Group for the Boeing
747 (1968). This document was approved by the 747 interairline main.,
tainability conference on July 10, 1968.
The Boeing 747 was the first turbine-powered wide-body aircraft to
en.er commercial aviation. The preparation of a maintenance program
pri-r to service involved even greater concern about safety, given the
large i, umber of passengers this aircraft would be carrying. This exercise was the first ap ,!ication of the concept of reliability-centered maintenance. While the procedure is now somewhat better understood, t•he
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basic questions that had to be faced are the same today as they were a
decade ago.
The work that led to the development of MSG-1 was not lost on the
manufacturers of aircraft or on the FAA. Several papers appearing at
about the same time made it quite clear that the relationship between
the manufacturer's responsibility for maintainability and the user's
responsibility for maintenance were closely interrelated. R. B. MacGregor (1Q68) spoke to this question directly ,at the Los Angeles Maintainability'Association in September 1968. Matteson (1969) discussed
in-service safety and reliability and the role of maintenance at some
length. Nowlan (1969) reviewed the on-condition philosophies from a
planning and operational viewpoint. Matteson (1969b) discussed the
condition-monitoring path on the Boeing 747, and Adams (1969) provided further insight into the concept of increased safety through the
new maintenance concepts. These developments all had sometinfluence
on the creation of the AirlinelManiufacturerMaintenancc Program Planning Docunment, MSG-2 (Au Transport Association, 1970). This document,
which was prepared as the starting point for the wide body Douglas
DC-10 and the Lockheed L-1011, represented a refinement of the MSG-1
procedures developed for the 747.
Also in 1970 the ATA Reliability and Maintainability Subcommittee,
consisting of half a dozen members from as many airlines, presented a
talk on reliability and maintainability from an airline standpoint
(Roberson, 1970). At about the same time J. E. Dougherty, Jr. (1970)
reviewed the development of the initial maintenance program for the
Boeing 747 from the viewpoint of the Department of Transportation.

AzL

Other papers followed in order over the next year or two. Those which
are of general interest include Schonewise (1971), Heap and Cockshott
(i973), Matteson (1971a, 1971b, 1972b), Mellon (1972), and Nowlan (1972,
1973).
At this time also several writers began to look more closely at the
relationship between nondestructive testing and full-scale testing as
potential information generators for maintenance decisions. See, for
instance, Matteson (1972a) and Stone (1973), and Dougherty (1974),
who reviewed FAA activities over the preceding 15 years and made
some suggestions as to where this activity was likely to go in the
future.
The development of practicing maintenance was very nicely summarized by John F. McDonald (1972) in a paper presented to the Seventh
Annual Convention of the Society of Logistics Engineers in August 1972.
This paper, in addition to summarizing the history for commercial airlines, draws interesting comparisons between what is done in the air-

lines and what is feasible in the military, with some strong suggestions
as to the utility of the techniques.
The obvious success of the principles embodied in Boeing 747 and
Doublas DC-10 maintenance programs was noted by the Department of
Defense, which, of course, has a substantial maintenance problem. A
review of the McDonnell F4J, an aircraft already in service, was done by
United Airlines (1974, 1975, 1977). Bell Helicopter Company published
a report on flight-control-system reliability and maintainability investigations for the Army (Zipperer, 1975). The National Security Industrial Association (1975) issued an ad hoc study on the impact of commercial-aircraft maintenance and logistic-support concepts on the flightcycle cost of air ASW weapons systems which provides some insight
into the economic questions of maintenance in military systems. The
Naval Air Systems Command (1975) also produced a managerneiIt
manual, NAVAIR 00-25-400, which provided a maintenance-plan
analysis guide for in-service Naval aircraft, and Project Rand at aboio
the same time issued a study from the Air Force point of view (Cohen,
1974). Rolf Krahenbuhl (1976) discussed the problem of maintaining
transport aircraft at a meeting given at Oxford. The British Civil AviaLion Authority (1976) produced a working draft on the safety assess nent
of systems in September 1976.
Returning to developments in the military in this country, Elwell
and Roach (1976) reported on the scheduled-maintainance problems
ior the F4J aircraft. The following year Saia (1977) provided a comprehensive evaluation of changes in the U.S. Navy aircraft maintenance
prograin eid LaVallee (1977) prepared a Navy report on logistic support
analysis. Lockheed, California, began an extended inquiry into the
applicability of reliability-centered maintenanm a to Naval ships in 1977.
The frst report, Availability Centered MaintenanceProgramSurvey (1977a)
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was subsequently augmented by scheduled-maintenance programdevelopment procedures (1977b).
Each of the basic types of maintenance tasks poses its own special
problems with regard to the selection of optimal intervals, and in each
case the problem must be further specified to a particular piece of equipment before it is resolvable. On-condition inspection, for instance, can
be speLified in terms of two intervals: the time to the first on-condition
inspection and the repeat intervals after the first inspection. A recent
article discussing this problem in structures (with some 23 references) is
Johnson, Heller, and Yang (1977). The problem was also discussed in the
broader context of an MSG-2 analysis of the Douglas DC-10 in Stone and
Heap (1971). For a nonairline example see Arnett (1976). The possibility
of mixing random inspections with regularly scheduled inspections in
strActure is considered in Ef.gwertz and Lindsjo (197G), Study of Ins•ection Intervals, which also contains a useful set of references.
The use of the exponential function for "random" failures as a
basis for choosing inspection intervals for hidden functions was considered at length in Kamins 1960). Two other Rand reports consider
"noisy" (imperfect) inspections (Eckles, 1967) and the problem of measuring time in military operations, where use per unit of calendar time
can vary widely from one unit to the next (Cohen, 1972). The latter
report also provides some insight into the problem of extending intervals in light of real operating experience.
Safe-life intervals provide an entirely different set of problems
because of the need to establish the intervals through test results, A
nice discussion of this is provided by Jensen (1965), who said:
It is not surprising that we have reached the conclusion that fatigue
tests are not a panacea or cure-all to which we can turn in establishing a "safe-life." The assignment of a "safe-life" based on
tests involves a great many assumptions. If these assumptions are
wrong, we have the unpalitable result of a catastrophic failure.
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One of the assumptions in setting safe-life intervals is that it is possible
to accelerate a life test and determine from the accelerated test what can
be expected later in real time.
The deeper question of whether scheduled overhaui might actually
provide negativc effects is discussed in two Navy documents of some
importance, a study by LaVallee (1974) on aircraft depot-level maintenance, and one by Capra (1975) on engine maintenance.
In the course of designing and bringing a piece of complex equipment to production, there is a considerable amount of activity aimed at
ensuring that the proper safety chararferistics and overall system effectiveness .easures are met. In a useful summary paper Grose (1971b)
piovides a breakdown of the basic areas of activity aimed at systen,
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effectiveness: design review; development test analysis; failure analysis
and corrective action; failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA); faulttree analysis; life testing; ma.intainability evaluation; parametricvariability analysis; prediction, apportionment, and assessment; producibility analysis; stress testing; and tradeoff studies.
There is now a very large literature on the various aspects of system effectiveness, much of it specific to particular types of equipment,
such as electronic components. The 1977 Proceedings of the Annual Reliability and MaintainabilitySymposium includes a representative set of
papers. Spoormaker (1977) discusses reliability prediction for airplanetype springs. Bertolino and Grefsrud (1977) consider the failure analysis
of digital systems using simulation. Hughes, Fischler, and Rauch (1977)
provide some idea of how to use pattern recognition in product assurance. Onodera, Miki, and Nukada (1977) discuss a variatiorn of the failure modes and effects analysis, which they call I-HI-FMECA, in making
a reliability assessment for heavy machinery. Bishop et al. (1?77) go
over a number of aspects of reliability availability, maintainability,

and logistics. Dennis (1977) considers prediction of mechanical reliabil-

ity, nondestructive evaluation, and other present and future design
practices. Plouff (1977) provides some information on avionic reliability
experience for the AR-104 and the 781B.
These proceedings also have three rather interesting papers on reliability and maintainability experiments. McCall (1977) discusses the
statistical design of such experiments, Herd (1977) carries this a step
further, and Gottfried (1977) provides a brief discussion of the interpretation of statistically designed R & M tests.
Other work in this general area includes an evaluation by Barlow
and Proschann (1976a) of the techniques for analyzing multivariate
failure analysis and an article by Cooper and Davidson (1976) of the
parameter method for risk analysis. Callier, Chan, and Desoer (1976)
consider the input-output problem using decomposition techniques.
The use of input-output methods goes back to Leontif and has been
widely used in an attempt to analyze complex economic systems. However, these techniques have not been in great use for analysis of the
reliability of a maintained piece of complex equipment for reasons that
are clear from the present text.
Weiss and Butler (1965), in a paper entitled Applied Reliability
Analysis, give a brief summary of the basic problem from design to
application, the analytic and information difficulties therein, and the
typical methods used to cope with these difficulties. Another aspect of
the design problem, now called common-failure-mode analysis, appears
when a system designed to have redundant features to protect safety
and reliability has at the heart a common failure mode that can remove
the perfection provided by the redundancy. A summary discussion in
this area is given by Apostolakis (1976).
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MAINTENANCE APPLICATIONS
The main applications of reliability-centered maintenance as described
in this text are to commercial and military aircraft, and the primary
documents that one should study to get a full feeling for the depth of
the application are the Maintenance Review Board documents for these
aircraft, notably the Boeing 747, the Douglas DC-10, and the Lockheed
L-1011. The simple act of leafing through page after page of summary
worksheets, which show how the decisions were made for each of the
significant items, provides a feeling of the reality of these procedures in
practice on important physical equipment.
However, these documents are not widely available, and they are,
of course, quite bulky-typically running tc 12 inches or more of standard of 81/2 X 11 paper. A much shorier, but still interesting, overview
of this process is provided by the Orion Service Digest (1976), which
summarizes the studies for the Lockheed P3 maintenance program.
Among other things, this document provides a good picture of the packaging problem, showing when the various tasks have to be done and how
they are grouped together. The reports by United Airlines (1974, 1975a,
lN75b), which conducted the comparable study for the McDonnell F4J,
include a fairly short report on the analysis process, as well as a nice
breakdown of the zonal description and inspection requirements.
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In 1975 the Institute for Defense Analyses prevared an extensive set
of reports titled Accomplishing Shipyard Work for the United States Navy
(Heinze, 1975; Morgan et al., 1975). These reports do not get to the problem of reliability.-centered maintenance as currently conceived, but
rather provide extensive detail on the context in which a Navy shipyard
maintenance program must be implemented. The third volume of the
reports, by Heinze (1975), includes an extensive bibliography on the
subject.
Another picture of the problem from the Navy point of view was
developed by the Naval Underwater Systems Center at New London
(Howard and Lipsett, 1976) and published under the title Naval Sea
Systems Operational Availability Quantification and Enhancement. This
is a fairly extensive report that tries to provide the overall context of the
problem, not just the maintenance p.-oblem itself, and the inherent
difficulties in trying to establish system effectiveness measures, avail-ability measures, and the like in the Naval situation.
At a more detailed level, the literature about maintenance of EArcraft
can be broken into the three primary major divisions of the aircraft-structures, powerplants, and systems. The literature on systems is
largely devoted to the reliability of particular components. The litera-
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ture on structures is generally easier to obtain because the structure
as an integrated entity is generally subject to the common problems of
corrosion and fatigue, and the signals of reduced resistance to failure
are primarily those obtained by inspecting for cracks and leaks.
One view of the problem addressed specifically to maintenance
problems of structures can be found in the Lockheed L-1011.385-1 maintenance program, submitted to the FAA as justification for this program.
Section 3 on structures is brief, but to the point, and provides useful
background. The Douglas DC-10 stractural inspection program; also
developed by analysis techniques which were the immediate predecessor of RCM analysis, was described extensively in a report by Stone
and Heap (1971). This paper provides a history of structural analysis
and a general description of the techniques employed.
The literature on powerplant maintenance problems is quite extensive. Rummel and Smith (1973) conducted a detailed investigation cf the
reliability and maintainability problems associated with Anny aircraft
engines. This report is primarily devoted to a careful examination of
the ways that engines can fail and the causes for removals. It is pertinent
to note that in this study over 40 percent of the engine removals were
for unknown or convenience reasons. Over half the remaining engine
removals were accounted for by foreign-object damage, improper
maintenance, leakage, erosion, operator-induced problems, etc. The
report provides a useful perspective on the overall maintenance problem in the Army's use of such equipment.
Sattat and Hill (1975) discussed the problems of designing jetengine rotors for long life. Edwards and Lew (1973) updated the Taylor
and Nowlan (1965) report on United Airlines' turbine-engine maintenance program, and Nowlan (1973) presented a further report on the
general background and development of this program.
The Center for Naval Analyses (Capra et al., 1975) did its own
survey of aircraft engine maintenance, which concluded that within
the curent range of operations "engines wear in but do not wear out."

I

This of course, led to a recommendation that policies which would
deciease the number of overhauls performed and increase the time
between overhauls appeared to be reasonable from a reliability and
safety standpoint. Historically, this report provided a major impetus
for the further study of reliability-centered maintenance in the Navy.
Boeing-Vertol also prepared a report on turbine-engine reliability
for the Eustis directorate of the U.S Army (Ruiamel and Byrne, 1974).
Ihis was a follow-up to the report by Rummel and Smith (1973) on Army
aircraft engines and includes a careful overall description of the problems of maintenance in the armed services. This report notes in particular that one of the primary problems is the problem of maintenance
damage:
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IPrevious studies have shown that maintenance damage is a problem of similar magnitude in the three military services and is at
least 10 times that which had been experienced in the commercial
airlines service.
This difficulty is at least partially attributable to the higher turnover in
service personnel than is common in commer-ial airlines, which makes
an important difference in the overall picture of maintenance anaiysis
for the military. It becomes even more critical in military applications
to ensure that unnecessary maintenance is carefully eliminated from
the maintenance schedule because of the relatively high probability
that it will in f.ct worsen the condition of the equipment.
Two recent papers might also be mentioned, as they point the way
toward increased emphasis on life-cycle analysis and logistics, which
includes, of course, the cost of maintenance as part of the overall cost
of operations. Nelson (1977) discusses the life-cycle analysis of aircraft
turbine engines in summary form from the executive point of view.
Benet and Shipman (1977) discuss a logistics-planning simulation
model for Air Force spare-engine management.
Among the systems applications Cole (1971) provides a useful look
at effective avionic maintenance. Another example of a system of critical
importance is the helicopter transmission; this system is not redundant,
and a transmission failure can have critical consequences for the helicopter. Dougherty and Blewitt (1973) published a thorough study of
the possible uses of on-condition maintenance for helicopter transmissions which provides insight into the nature of criticality analysis,
as well as the utility of on-condition maintenance as a maintenance
philosophy.
Another interesting set of papers on reliability theory was compiled
by Barlow, Fussell, and Singpurwalla (1975). This publication includes
papers by well-known writers on eight different topics: fault-tree methodology, computer analysis of fault trees and systems, mathematical
theory of reliability, theory of maintained systems, statistical theory of
reliability, network reliability, computer reliability, and reliability
and fault-tree applications. It is an excellent summary of the state of
the art in this area as of 1975.
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A GUIDE TO OTHER SOURCES

APPENDICES

The first major bibliography on reliability was prepared by Mendenhall (1958) and updated by Govindaragulu (1964). The most recent bibliography appears to be one by Osaki and Nakagawa (1976). In addition
to these special bibliographies, a number of books provide very useful
annotated bibliograph.es. Some of these already cited include Duncan

es

.

(1953) on quality control, Barlow and Proschan (1965) on the mathematical theory of reliability, and Lawrence (1976) on information science.
It should also be noted that most of the journal papers on the subject
are well-indexed in on-line data bases and printed indexes. Another
useful bibliography is one put together by the U.S. Air Force (1977),
which is broken down into several sections: equipment and systems
reliability in maintenance, reliability physics, solid-state applications,
and software reliability studies.
There are also several basic publications that group together papers
of direct interest on this multifaceted subject. The IEEE Transactionson
Reliability, now in its twenty-sixth volume, covers much of the reliability
theory and applications to electronic equipment. From 1954 to 1965 there
was a yearly National Symposium on Reliability and Quality Control,
renamed from 1966 to 1971 the Annual Symposium on Reliability. Concurrently from 1962 to 1971 there was a Reliability and Maintainability
Conference. In 1972 these two activities were merged as the Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium, which is still the current title.
As will have been noted from a casual inspection of the following reference list, a large number of the papers cited in this bibliography first
appeared in on-. of these annual proceedings.
Adams, H. W. (1969) Increased Safety through New Maintenance Concepts,
Fifth Annual Aviation Maintenance Symposium, Oklahonia City, Ok,
December 9-11, 1969 (Douglas 5698).
Aerojet Nuclear Systems (1970) Instructionsfor System Failure-mode, Effect, and
Criticality Analysis for the Nerva Engine, Aerojet Nuclear Systems Company,
Sacramento, Ca, July 1, 1970.
Aeronautical Radio, Inc. (1958) A Selection of Electron Tube Reliability Functions,
Aeronautical Radio, Inc., Reliability Research Department, Washington,
DC, 1958 (ARINC Publ. 10).
Air Transport Association (1970) Airline/Manufachtrer Maintenance Program
PlanningDocument: MSG-2, Air Transport Association R&M Subcommitiee,

Washington, DC, March 25, 1970.

Altman, Oscar L., and Charles G. Goor (1946) Actuarial Analysis of the
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Apostolakis, George E. (1976) Effect of a Certain Class of Potential Common
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actuarial analysis Statistical analysis of failure data to determine the
age-reliability characteristics of an item.
age

The measure of a unit's total exposure to stress, expressed as the

number of operating hours, flight cycles, or other stress units since new
or since the last shop visit.
age exploration The process of collecting and analyzing informationfrom in-service equipment to determine the reliability characteristics
of each item under actual operating conditions.

I

age at failure The age at which the failure of a specific unit of an item
is observed and reported (see average age at failure).
age-reliability characteristics

The characteristics exhibited by the

conditional-probability curve which represents the relationship between the operating age of an item and its probability of failure (see
actuarial analysis, conditional pro~ability of failure).

airworthiness directive A Federal Aviation Administration directive
that defines the schedu!ed maintenance task-, and intervals necessary
to prevent a specific type of critical failure. The directive is issued after
operating experience has shown than the equipment is exposed to such
a failure, and the specified maintenance must be continued until hardware modifications eliminate the need for it.
analysis and surveillance

See age exploration.

for monitoring the performance and reliability of equipment in operation.
applicability criteria The specific set of conditions that must characterize the failure behavior of an item for a given type of maintenance
task to be capable of improving its reliabiiity (see effectiveness criterion).
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auditing The systematic review of the RCM decision-making process
by an independent observer.
average age at failure The average of the failure ages of all failed units
of an item,
average availability The expected availability of a hidden function,
given a specified failure-finding task interval.
average realized life The expected life of an item, computed on the
basis of total removals and total exposure of all units of the item (see
survival curve).
bathtub curve A conditional-probability curve which represents the
age-reliability relationship of certain items, characterized by an infantmortality region, a region of relatively constant reliability, and an
identifiable wearout region.
borescope inspection A maintenance technique that employs an optical
device (borescope) for performing visual inspections of internal parts
of an assembly, usually through ports provided for that purpose.
class number A number that is the lowest of the individual ratings
for a structurally significant item or a zone, used to determine the
relative length of inspection intervals (see structural ratings).
complex item An item whose functional failure can result from any
one of numerous failure modes (see simple item).
condition-monitoring process In current regulatory usage, a maintenance process characterized by the absence of scheduled-maintenance
tasks. Items (including those with hidden functions) remain in service
until a functional failure occurs, and their overall reliability is monitored
by analysis and surveillance programs (see no scheduled maintenance,
failure-finding task).
conditional overhaul A maintenance practice for returning the timesince-overhaul measure to zero, in which the content of the work varies
according to the condition of the unit when it arrives in the shop. This
can be as little as a postoverhaul performance test or as much as complete
disassembly and remanufacture,,
conditional probability of failure The probability that an item will
fail during a particular age interval, given that it survives to enter that
interval (see probability density of failure).
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consequences of failure The results of a given functional failure at the
equipment level and for the operating organization, classified in RCM
analysis as safety consequences, operational consequences, nonoperational consequences, and hidden-failure consequences.

I

corrective maintenance

k

I'

The replacement or repair of failed items (see

scheduled maintenance).
corrosion The gradual deterioration of a metal or alloy as a result of
chemical interaction with its environment.
cost effectiveness

Referring to a favorable cost-benefit ratio; the cri-

.

terion of task effectiveness in preventing any functional failure that has
economic, but not safety, consequences (see effectiveness criterion).
cost of failure For a failure that has operational consequences, the
combined cost of the operational consequences and the cost of corrective
maintenance; for a failure that has nonoperational consequences, the

direct cost of corrective maintenance.
cost-tradeoff study

See economic-tradeoff study.

crack initiation The first appearance of a fatigue crack in an item
subject to repeated loads, usually based on visual inspection, bui sometimes based on the use of nondestructive testing techniques.
crack-propagation characteristics The rate of crack growth, and the
resulting reduction in residual strength, from the time of crack initiation
to a crack of critical length.f
critical crack length The length of a fatigue crack at which the residual
z3trength of the item is no longer sufficient to withstand the specified
damage-tolerant load.
critfical failure A failure involving a loss of function or secondary
damage that could have a direct adverse effect on operating safety (see
safety consequences).

i

critical failure mode A failure mode whose ultimate effect can be a
critical failure.

Dcheck See letter check, major structural inspection.
damage

Physical deterioration of an item from any cause.

damage-tolerant structure Structure whose residual strength enables
it to withstand specified damage-tc.lerant loads after ihe failure of a
significant element (in some cases the failure of multiple elements).
decision diagram In RCM analysis, a graphic display of the decision
process, in which the answers to an ordered sequence of yes/rito questions lead to an identification of the appropriate maintenance action for
an item.
default answer In a binary decision process, the answer to be chosen
in case of uncertainty; employed in the development of an initial
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scheduled-maintenance program to arrive at a course of action in the
absence of complete information.
direct effect of failure The physical effects resulting from a single
failure which will be felt before the planned completion of the flight.
discard task The scheduled removal of all units of an item to discard
the item or one of its parts at a specified life limit; one of the four basic
tasks in an RCM program.
dominant failure mode A single failure mode that accounts for a
significant proportion of the failures of a complex item.
economic consequences The only consequences of a functional failure
which is evident to the operating crew and has no direct effect on
operating safety (see rost of failurc, operationalconsequences, nonoperational consequences).
economic-life limit A life limit imposed on an item to reduce the frequency of age-related failures that have economic consequences (see
safe-life limnit).
economic-tradeoff study A cost study to determine whether a proposed
course of action is cost-effective.
effectiveness criterion The criterion for judging whether a specific task
would be capable of reducing the failure rate to the required level for
the appropriate consequen, - branch of the decision diagram (see
applicability criteria).
engine flameout The cessation of the combustion process in a turbine
engine, resulting in a complete loss of function of that engine.
engine shutdown Controlled shutdown of an engine by the pilot as a
response to evidence of unsatisfactory conditions.
event-oriented inspection A special on-condition inspection following
the occurrence of a specific event that may have caused damage.
event-oriented system One of the various information systems employed in the aircraft industry for collecting data on specific failure
events.
evident function A function whose failure is evident to the operating
crev durirng the performance of normal duties.
exposure to stress
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See age,

external structural item Any portion of the structure that is visible
without the opening of quick-access panels or the removal of covering
items.
'I
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fail-operational system Asystem whose complete functional capability
remains available to the equipment without interruption when failures
occur within it.
fail-safe system A system whose function is replicated, so that the
function will still be available to the equipment after failure of one of
failure An unsatisfactory condition; any identifiable deviation of the
condition or performance capability of an item from its new state that
is unsatisfactory to a particular operating organization (see functional
failure, potential failure).

:

failure data The reports of failure events, their causes, and their

consequences.
failure effects The immediatco physical effects of a functional failure
on surrounding items and on the functionai capability of the equipment,
the principal determinant of failure conseqiuences (see direct effect of
failure evidence An identifiable physical condition by which the
occurrence of a functional failure or a potential failure can be recognized.

L

failure-finding task Scheduled inspections of a hidden-function item
to find functional failures that have already occurred but were not
evident to the operating crew; one of the four basic tasks in an RCM

.

program.

failure mode The specific manner of failure; the circumstances or
sequence oil events which leads to a particular functional failure.
failure observer The person who is in a position to observe a failure,
recognize it as such, and report it for correction.
failure process The interaction of stress and resistance to failure over

failure rate The ratio of the number of failures of an item duringtie

specified period to the total experience of all units in operation during
that period, usually expressed as failures per 1,000 operating hours.
failure substitution In maintenance, the use of a potential failure to
preempt a functioni failure; in design, the use of an item whose failure
has minor consequences to preempt a failure that would have major
consequences.
Fresult

fatigue Reduction ir the failure resistance of a material over time as a
of repeated or cyclic applied loads.
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fatigue life F~or an item subject to iatigue, the total time to crack
initiation (seo crack itsitiation. criack-pn'pigatiops chanricteristios).
fleet-leader concept The concentration tit sample inspections on the
pieces Of equipment wvhich have the highest operating ages to identify
the first evidence of changem in their condition wvith increasing age,
flight cycles A measure of exposure to the srseascitdwith
the
:onduct of individual flights, expressed as the number of ground-air
flight hours

A measure of operating age, expressed as the number Of

operating hours from takeoff to landing,

flight log In commnercial aviation. the official record oif each flight, the
primary communication link lietween the Operating crew and the main-

I

forcedt sample Ani inspection saniple obtained by special disass'embly
~solely tor access to that item ýsee typ'orhmtiiY sample).ý
function

i'he normail or characteristic actions of an itemx, somnetimes

functional failure Failure oft an item Ito performi its normal or characteristic actions withinl specified limlits.
functionally significant item Ani item whose loss of function would
hav'e signif~icant consequences at the equipment level ksee structui rdlY
sipnificapit itemt),

hard-time process InI current regulatory usage, sc:heduled removal of
all unit-' of an i~tein before sonlic specified max.imumii" pernmissibi.' age

Iiamit.
hidden-failurv consequences

The risk of a multiple failure as a result

Of an undetected earlier tailure of a hidden-uniction item;: one of the
four co.nsequience branches of the RCN I decision diagramn.

hidden function

A functioni whose failure will not be evident to the

operating crewv during the perormiance of normial duties.

hidden- function item
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Ani\ itemi whose fuinctions ink-lude, a hidden

improvable failure rate I'he difference between the failure, rate of anl
item on ewydesigned equipment and the expected failure rate after
Product improvemnwt to elinmtate donmnant failure modes: this re-duction ill the falilulre rate is venlerally ei ponesntial and can be predicted
tromn early tailure, data.l

imputed cost The ecoihomic value assigned to operational consequences as an opportunity cost.
infant mortality ThL relatively high conditional probability of failure
during the period immediately after an item enters service.
inherent reliability level The level of reliability of an iterm or of equipment that is attainable with an effective scheduled-maintenance program.
inherent reliability characteristics The design characteribtics of an
item that determine its inherent level of reliability, including the
characteristics that determine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of
scheduled maintenance
inherent safety level The level of safety of an item or of equipment
that is associated with its inherent reliability level.
initial maintenance program The scheduled-maintenance tasks and
associated intervals developed for new equipment before it enters
service,

initial taak intervals rhe task intervals assigned in a prior-to-service
maintenance program, subject to adjustment on the basis of findings
from actual operating experience.
inspection task A scheduled task requiring testing, measureme'nt, or
visual inspection for explicit failure evidence by maintenance personnel (see on-condition task, failure-finding task),
internal structural item Any portion of the structure whose inspection
requires the opening of access doors or the removal of covering items.
item Any level of the equipment or its sets of parts (including the
equipment itself) isolated as an entity for study.
items that cannot benefit frnm scheduled maintenance Items for
which no maintenance tasks can be found that are both applicable and
effective,
letter check In the airline industry, the alphabetic designations given
to scheduled-maintenance packages.
life

See conditional probability of fadlure, proabilitt/ of survival.
life-limit task A scheduled discaid task (see sate-life limit, economiclife limit).
line maintenance Scheduled and correcti .e work performed by mecl-anics at a line station that has been designatvd as , maintenance station,
usually consisting of inspection tasks that can be pertormed on items

t
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in their installe-l position and the replacement, rather than repair, of
failed units (see shop maintenance).
lubrication tasks Scheduled tasks to assure the existence of completeness of lubrication films; usually performed at intervals specified by
the manufacturer.
maintainability The ease with which siheduled or corrective maintenance can be performed on an item.
maintenance base The major maintenance facility of an operating
organization, staffed and equipped to perform shop maintenance and
heavy maintenance on the equipment itself (see shop maintenance).
maintenance package A group of maintenance tasks scheduled for
accomplishment at the same time.
Maintenance Review Board A designated group of FAA inspectors,
each with specialized skills, which is charged with the responsibility
of approving the initial maintenance program for a new commercial
transport aircraft.
maintenance station A line station staffed and equipped to perforin
line maintenance (see line maintenance).
major structural inspection The maintenance visit that includes inspection of most structurally significant items, called the D check in the
airline industry.
mean time between failures The ratio of total operating experience
of all units of an item during a specified period to the number of failures
during that period; the reciprocal of the failure rate.
monitoring system One of the various information systems employed
in the aircraft industry, consisting of periodic summaries of the reliability data reported by event-oriented systems.
MSG-1 A working paper prepared by the 747 Maintenance Steering
Group, published in July 1968 under the title Handbook: Maintenance
Evaluation and Program Developmnent (MSG-I ); the first use of decisiondiagram techniques to develop an initial schedulel-maintenance program.
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MSG-2 A ifinement of the decision-diagram procedures in MSG-1,
published in March 1970 under the title MSG-2: Airliae/Manufacturer
Mainte'nance Prograim: dhning Docupnient; the immediate precursor of
RCM methods.
multiple failure A failure event consisting of the sequential occurrence
of two or more independent failures, which may have consequences

I

,)

that would not be produced by any of the failures occurring stcparately
(sFee hidden-failure consequences).

I

no scheduled maintenance A maintenance term used to categorize
items that have been assigned no scheduled tasks, either because they
cannot benefit from scheduled maintenance or because the information
nec ~ssary to determine the applicability and effectiveness of a proposed

tasi. must be derived from operating experience.
nonoperrational consequences The economic consequences of a failure
that does not affect safety or operational capability, consisting of the
direct cost of corrective maintenance; one of the four consequence
branches of the RCM decision diagram.
nonsignificant item An item whose failure is evident to the operating
crew, has no direct effect on safety or on the operational capability of
the equipment, and involves no exceptionally expensive failure modes;
nonsignificant items that have no hidden functions are assigned to no
scheduled maintenance in an initial maintenance program.
on-condition process In current regulatory usage, scheduled inspections, tests, or measurements to determine whether an item is in, and
will remain in, a satisfactory condition until the next scheduled inspection, test, or measurement (see on-condition task).

I

on-condition task Scheduled inspections to detect potential failures;
one of the four basic task~s in an RCM program.
operating crew In the airline industry, the flight and cabin crew, the
primary source of reports of functional failures.
operating informatk'"n Reliability information derived from actual
operating experience with the equipment after it enters service.
that interferes with the planned use of the equipment, consisting of the
imputed cost of the lost operational capability~plus the cost of corrective
maintenance; one of the four consequence branches cif the RCM decision
diagram.
opportunity sample An item available for inspection at the maintenance base during the normal disassembly of failed units for repair.
overhaul In current regulatory usage, the maintenance operations
which form the basis for returning the measure of time since overhaul
to zero, accomplished by the shop as specified in the overhaul manual
(see conditional overhaul, rework task).
partitioning process

The process of dividing complex equipment into

convenient entities for analysis.
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performance requirement The standard of performance for an item
defined as satisfactory by an operating organization.
phase check A maintenance package subdivided into sets of tasks to
be accomplished at successive occasions of a more frequent lower-level
check.
potential failure An identifiable physical condition which indicates
that a functional failure is imminent.
powerplant division One of the three major divisions of an aircraft,
consisting of the basic engine and in some cases including the thrust
reverser and other quick-engine-change parts.
preioad An unintended sustained-load condition caused by design,
fabrication, o. assembly errors.
premature removal Unscheduled removal of a unit because of a sitspected or actual potenti I or functional failure.
preventive mainienance

See scheduled maintenance.

prior-to-service program

See initial maintenance program.

probability density of failure The probability that an item will fail
in a defined age interval; the difference between the probability of
survival to the start of the interval and the probability of survival to
the end of the interval (see conditional probability of failuie).
probability of survival Th2 probability that an item will survive to a
specified operating age, under specified operation conditions, without
failure (see survival curve).
product improvement Design modifications of an existing item to
improve its reliability, usually in response to information derived from
operating experience after the equipment enters service.
purging The periodic review of a scheduled-maintenance program to
eliminate tasks that are superfluous or no longer effective.
RCM analysis Use of the RCM decision diagram to analyze the
maintenance requirements of complex equipment according to the
consequences of each failure possibility and the inherent reliability
characteristics of each item.
RCM program A scheduled-maintenance program consisting of a set of
tasks each of which is generated by RCM analysis.
RCM task A scheduled-maintenance task wvhich satisfies the specific
applicability criteria for that type of task (5ee on-condition task, rework
462
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task, discard task, failure-finding task).
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reduced resistance to failure Physical evidence of a deterioration in
the coaidition or performance of individual units of an item which can
be used to define a potential-failure condition for that L.!m (see wearout
characteristics).
redundancy The design practice of replicating the sources of a function
so that the function remains available after the failure of one or moreitems.
reliability

See probability of survival.

reliability-centered maintenance A logical discipl'ie for developing a
scheduled-maintenance program that will realize the inherent reliability levels of complex equipment at minimum cost (see RCM analysis).
reliability data All "lhe failure data, inspection findings, and other
information derived from the actual service history of each item.
reliability function See survival curve.
reliability growth

The improvement in the reliability of a new item
as a result of product improvement after the equipment enters service
(see improvable failure rate).
reliability index One of several quantitative descriptions of failure
data (see failure rate, probability density of failure, probabdity of survival,
conditional probabi!ity of failure).
residual failure rate The remaining failure rate of an item after all
applicable and effective scheduled-maintenance tasks are performed.
residual strength The remaining load-carrying capability of a damagetolerant structural assembly after the failure of one of its elements
(see damage-tolerantstructure).
resistance to failure The ability of an item to withstand the stresses
to which it is exposed over time (see reduced resistance to failure).
rework task The scheduled removal of all units of an item to perform
whatever maintenance tasks are necessary to ensure that the item
meets its defined condition and performance standards; one of the four
basic tasks in an RCM program (see overhaul).
safe-life limit A life limit imposed on an item that is subject to a
critical failure, established as some fraction of the average age at which
the manufacturer's test data show that failures will occur.
safe-life structure Structure that it is not practical to design to damagetolerant criteria; its reliability is protected by conservative safe-life
limits that remove elements from service before failures are expected.
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safety consequences The consequences of a functional failure that
could have a direct adverse effect on the safety of the equipment and
its occupants; one of the four consequence branches of the RCM decision diagram.
scheduled maaintenance Preventive-maintenance tasks scheduled to
be accomplished at specified intervals (see corrective maintenance).
scheduled removal Removal of serviceable unit at some specified age
limit to perform a rework or a discard task (see premature removal).
secondary damage The immediate physical damage to other parts or
items that results from a specific failure mode.
servicing tasks Scheduled tasks to replenish flitid levels, pressures,
and consumable supplies.
shop maintenance Scheduled and corrective work performed by
mechanics at the maintenance base, usually consisting of inspection
tasks that require disassembly of the item, scheduled rework and discard
tasks, and the repair of failed units removed from the equipment at line
maintenance stations (see line maintenance).
significant item An item whose functional failures have safety or major
economic consequences (see functionally significant item, structurally
significant item).
simple item An item whose functional failure is caused by only one
or a very few failure modes (see complex item).
spectrum hours The current flight histor) of an aircraft structure
expressed in terms of the spectrum loading pattern used in the mnanufacturer's original fatigue tests.
stress The interaction of an item with its environment; the physical
processes that reduce resistance to failure.
stress corrosion Spontaneous collapse of metal with little or no macroscopic signs of impending failure, caused by the combined effects of
environment and tensile stress.
structure division One of the three major divisions of an aircraft,
consisting of the basic airframe and its load-carrying elements.
structural inspection plan fhe set of on-condition tasks and their
intervals assigned to structurally significant items.
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structural ratings Individual ratings for each of the factors affecting
the failure resistance of a major structural assembly, used to determine

the class n~umber that defines the relative length of maintenance intervals (see class numtber).
structurally significant item

The specific site or region that is the best

indicator of the condition of a structural element whose failure wouldI

result in either a material reduction in residual strength or the loss of a
basic structural function.
survival curve A graph of the probability of survival of an item as a
function of age, derived by actuarial analysis of its service history.
The area under the curve can be used to measure the average realized
system

I

A set of components and their connecting links that provide

some basic function at the equipment level.
systems division

One of the three major divisions of an aircraft, con-

sisting of all systems items except the powerplant.
task An explicit scheduled -m ain tenance activity performance by iicchanics.
teardown inspection The complete disassembly of a serviceable item
that has survived to a specified age limit to examine the condition of
each of its parts as a basis for judging whether it would have survived
to a proposed higher age limit.
technologically useful life The length of time equipment is expected
to remain in service before technological changes in new designs render
it obsolete.
time-expired unit A serviceable unit that has reached an age limit
established for that item.
time-extension sample

j

A unit designated for special analysis of in-

time since last shop visit The operating age of a unit since its last shop
visit for repair or rework.
time since overhaul The operating age of a unit since its last overhaul; in Current usage, time since last shop visit.
time since rework

_

The operating age of a unit since it was last re

yso npc
n usqetydtrie
suspeced.mlucin
unverified failures Units removed fromn the equipment because of
tions and tests to be in an unfailed condition.
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verified failures
failure.

Units confirmed to have experienced a functional

walkaround inspection Scheduled general inspection by line mechanics of those portions of the equipment that are visible fro i the ground,
used as a vehicle for ceŽrtain specific on-condition tasks.
wearout characteristics The characteristics of a conditional-probability
curve that indicate an increase in the conditional probability of failure of
an item with increasing operating age (see reduced resistance to failure).
wearout region The portion of the conditional-probability curve that
shows a marked increase in the conditional probability of failure
after an identifiable age.
zero-time To restore the operating age of a unit to zero by means of
inspection, rework, or repair.
zonal-installation inspections Scheduled general inspections of the
installed items in each geographic zone, including inspection of those
portions of the internal structure that can be seen with all installations
in place.
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A check, 109-110, 285-286, 316-31Q
Acceleration recorders, 34
Accident statistics, 338-339

Age exploration, 106-108, 113, 114-115, 292,
actuarial analysis, 123-126
to adjust task intervals, 122, 192-193, 324-325

Accidental damage, 114, 129, 238
effect on fatigue life, 84, 235
Accidental-damage ratings, structurally significant
items, 241-246
zonal installation, 281
Actuarial analysis, 39-48, 57-58, 123-126, 390-419
data from defined calendar period, 395-402
homogeneous population, 395-408
to justify rework ta'ks, 48, 325-326, 363
life-test data, 391-395
limitations of, 390-391
mixed population, 124-126, 408-411
smoothing problem, 402-408
useful probability distributions, 411-416
uses in age exploration, 123-126, 227
see also age-reliability relationship
Actuator endcap, flight-control system, 161
landing gear, 191-192, 311-312
Age, 33
measures of, 33-34
operating age, 304, 408-400
Age at failure, 35, 393
complex items, 38-39, 47
simple items, 35-37, 48, 60
see also average age at failure, probability of
stirvivail
Age distribution of operating fleet, 105, 123

to determine applicability of rework tasks, 57,
224-225, 305-306, 309-311, 325-326, 361
to identify needs for product improvement,
128-135
information requirements, 155, 243-297, 367-368
oppertunity sampling, 108, 224, 225, 307, 314, 315
powerplant items, 106-107, 224-227, 312-316
structural items, 107, 273, 275, 316-323
systems items, !07-108, 192-193, 308-312
Age-exploration cycle, 155-156, 325
Age grouping, 403
Age intervals. 398
Age limit, applicability of, 46-48, 56-61, 390-391
effect on age exploration, 225, 227, 307
effect on average realized life, 41-42, 57-58
effect on inventory problems, 325, 417-419
effect on failure rate, 44-45
sec also discard tasks, rework tasks, scheduled
overhaul
Age-reliability relationship. 40-4q
characteristics of complex items, 4 6 -4Q
characteristics of simple items, 47-48, 56
dominant failure modes, 48, 57, 118-119,
310, 319
probability of survival, 40-42
wearout characteristics, 43--44, 47
Age-reliability relationships, Boeing 727 constant-

speed drive, 303-305
Boeing 727 generator, 310
General Electric CF6-6 engine, 124-125
patterns of, 46-48
Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine, 44, 226
Pratt & Whitney R-2800 CA 15 engine, 374
Wright R-3350 TC-18 engine, 374
Air Transport Association, 5, 386-387
Airborne integrated data systenr (A•DS), 127
Airbus Industrie A-300, 5, 386
Air-conditioning pack, Douglas DC-1O, 164-170
Aircraft maintenance information ystem, 296
Airplane overhaul, 249, 274
see also major structural inspectiontý
Airworthiness, see safety levels
Airworthiness directives, Boeing 747, floor-beam

Average realized life, 42-44
Average stress level, 37

inspection, 322-323
history of, 135-136
Airworthiness requirements, powerplants, 195
structure, 230-231
systems, 339-340
Alert rate, chionic maintenance problems, 301
engine shutdown, 377
failure, 382
Alert system, safety, 135, 247
see also information systems
Analysis of failure data, 301-307
see also actuarial analysis
Analysit and surveillance program, FAA, 134
Applicability criteria for maintenantce tasks, 49,
50-51, 68-69, 142, 359-360
discard tasks. economic-life, 60-61

rate of fleet gru th, 105
Boeing 737, hydraulic system, 385
powerplant, see Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine
shc-k strut, main landing g.'ar, 12
Boeing 747, airworthiness directives, 135-137
change-order authorizations, 135-137
failure reports by operating Lrew, 21
floor-beam failure, 322
high-frequency communicatitas subsystem,
186-190
initial maintenance program, 5
maintenance manhours, 74-75
maintenance-package contents, 28 8-28q
major structural inspections, 6, 274-275
overhaul (rework) items in initial program, 192
purging of maintenance program, 328

safe-life, 59-60
failure-finding tasks, 62-63
on-condition tasks. 51-57
rework tasks, 56-58
Applied loads, 36, 228, 230-231, 331
Auditing process, 152, 157, 350-369
analysis of equipment, '62-36'
decision process, 354-362
ongoing program, 367-368
packaging, 367
powerplant analysis, 303-364
program-development project, 351-354
programs for in-service aircraft, 368-369
structure analysis, 364-366
systems analysis, 362-363
Average age at failure, 38-39, 60, 143, 393, 412
Average fatigue life, 243, 320

rate of fleet growth, 105
toilets, on-condition task for, 308-309
zone numbering system, 279
Borescope inspections, 52, 71, 76, 127, 198
Brake assembly, main landing gear, Douglas DC-10,
12, 178-186
Brake wear indicator, 179, 183
Broomstick check, 71
Built-in test equipment, 150, 163, 303

B check, 109-110, 285-287, 288
Bathtub curve, 45, 47
see also conditional probability of failure
Bearing failure, accessory drive, Pratt & Whitney
JT8D-7, 207, 211-213
elevator, Douglas DC 8, 326-327
generator, Boeing 727, 126, 309-310
Bird strike, see accidental damage
Boeing 720, hydraulic system, 384
Boeing 727, autoriaatic-takeoff thrust control, 340
constant-speed drive, 303-306
generator, 126, 309-310
MSG-2 review of systems program, 344-345

C check, 109-110, 285-287, 288-289
C-sump problem, General Electric CF6-6, 313
Cancellations, see operational consequences
Certification, new aircraft, 106, 231
new Ungines, 199
Change-order authorizations, Boeing 747,
135-137
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WIT
Chronic maintenance problerms, 301, 303
Class number, struct trally significant items, 244-295
zonal inspections, 280-281
see also structural inspection plan
Cockpit instrumentation, 34, 61, 127, 159, 163,
196, 357
Combustion chambers, 216
Communications system, high-frequency,
Boeing 747, 186-190
Complex equipment, maintenance-redesign cycle,
156, 324-327

reliability problems in, 9-11, 388

role of product improvement in development,

Controller, see maintenance controller
Corrective maintenance, 11
cost of failure, 27, 95-96
deferral of, 13, 27., 30, 88-89, 249
Corrosion, 236
effect on fatigue life, 84, 236
environmental factors, 236, 237, 243, 248
prevention, 236, 312
stress corrosion, 236
Corrosion ratings, structurally significant items,
243-24.1

Cost data, see economic-tradeoff study
Cost of default decision:i, 98-99

of failure, see economic consequences
effectiveness, 52, 70, 98-103, 130-134
basic tasks, 67-6)
criterion of task effectiveness, 52, 57-58, 61,
63, 68-69, 95-96, 102, 363
determination for applicable task, 100-103
determination for product improvement,
130-134, 323
impact of inherent reliability characteristics,
103-104
Cost-tradeoff analysis, see economic-tradeoff sttudy
Crack, see fatigue crack
Crack initiation, 233
see also fatigue life
Crack-propagation characteristics, 106-107, 208,
232-233
Crack-propagation ratings, structuially significant

75-77, 128-137
Complex items, 37
age-reliability characteristics, 47-48
average age at failure, 38-39
dominart failure modes, 38, 1191
Component Reliability Program, 378
Compressor, assembly, 121
blades, 12, 216
disks, 118
rear frame, 12
see also turbine blades
Concorde, 5, 386
Condition-monitoring process, o5-66, 345
Conditional overhaul, 72, 383
Conditional probability of failure, 43-44, 398
patterns of, 46-48
see also age-reliability relationmhip

LCost
Cost
of
as

Conditional-probability curve, 43
Configurtioi, deviation list (CDL), 163, 358
Consequences ot failure, 25-31
;clayed, 88-89
effectiveness criteria for tasks, 51, 86-89,
91-96, 360
evaluation of, 86-89, 3S7-358
hidden-failure consequences, 28
impact on maintenance decisions, 7, 25, 104,
116-121,293
as inherent reliability characteri, tic, 104, 342, 388

items, 241-246
Crew.. see operating crew
Critical crack length, 233, 248, 323
Critical failures, 26
powerplant items, 85-86, 116-117, 194, 198, 204,
205-211, 313, 358
product improvement, 128-137
structural items, 84, 228-229, 230, 252-257
systems items, 158, 161, 170-178
unanticipated, 115, 116-118, 135-136, 293
see also safety consequences

nonoperational consequences, 27-28
operat .nal consequences, 27, 85
role of design, 11, 75-76, 85, 140-141, 159-161,
230-237, 342, 347, 388
safety consequences, 25-26
Constant-speed drive, Boeing 727. 303-306
Douglas DC-8, 378

Cyclic loads, see applied load

Cumulative failure number, 402-404

multiple failures, 29-30

r

D check, 249, 252, 285-287, 289, 319-320
Daily operations report, 296
Damage, see accidental damage, reduced
resistance to failure
Damage-tolerant (fail-safe) design, 234, 320

t .k
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Damage-tolerant strengtlh. 233-234, 242, 335-336
Damage toleiant structural items, 237, 239,
253-254, 256-257
see also structural inspection plan, structures
Data elements for analysis, set, information
requirements
Decision-diagram approach, history of, 4-6, 184,
385-386
MSG-1, 4-5, 385-386
MSG-2, 5, 386
Decision diagrams, cost effectiveness of product
improvement, 132
cost effectiveness of applicable task, 101
evaluation of failure consequences, 88
evaluation of proposed tasks, 90
RCM decision diagram, 92-93, 143, i60, 209,
212, 253
structural inspection plan. 240
Decision making, in absence of information,
7Q, 97-99
bounding of problem, 78, 1.44, 152
RCM decision process, 86-99
see also RCM analysis
Decision worksheet, 151-153
Default decisions, 95-96, 97-99
cost of, 99, 105
failure-finding tasks, 62
role of default strategy, 97, 361
Deferred repairs, 13, 22, 30, 88-89, 249
Delays. see operational consequences
Delay and cancellation summary, 294, 299
Depot. see maintenance base
Design, damage-tolerant, 234
fail-operational, 160
fail. ;afe, 151)
safe-life, .234
see al
isequences of failure
Design changes, see product improvement, redesigr
Design characteristics, complex equipment, 9-11,
75-76, 1.40-141, 161, 347
powerplant items, 76, 196-199, 201
structural items, 75-76, 229, 230-237
systems items, 75-76, 159-161. 163
Design goals, performance capabilities, 10
structural, 235, 247-248
Design loads, 230-."1, 234
Design-maintenance partnership, 24, 135-136,
153-157, 341-342
Detailed inspections, structurally significant
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items, 238
Detection of failures, 20-24
failure-finding tasks, 50, 61, 190.-191
on-condition tasks, 50, 51-•2
role of the operating crew, 20-22
verification of failures, 22-24, 125
see also evidence of failure
Deterioration, see reduced resistance to failure
Developmental testing, powerplant items, 199
safe-life limits, 59-60
structural items, 231, 248
see also test data
Diagnostic techniques, see inspection technology
Discard tasks, 50, 58-61, 359-360
applicability criteria, economic-life, 61, 98
qafe-life, 59, 98, 359-360
characteristics of, 66, 68-69
control of critical failures, 58-60, 68, 381, 388
cost effectiveness, 58, 61, 68-69, 911
task intervals, see safe-life limits
Dispatch reliability, 135, 370
see also operational consequences
Dominant tailure modes, 38
applicability of age limit, 48, 57, 310
effect of product improvement, 1,19, 227
Douglas A-4 fuel pump, 12, 170-178
Douglas DL-8, cabin compressor, 378
constant-speed drive, 378
elevator bearings, 326-327
freon compressor, 378
generatoi and bus-tie relay, 310
hydraulic pump, 378-379
major structural inspections, 6, 27, -275
overhaul (rework) items in initial orogram, 5, 372
premature-removal rate of systems items, 373
Douglas DC-10, air-conditioning pack, 16 1- 170
brake assembly, main landing gear, 178-186
fatigue-life design goal, 235
initial maintenance program, 5, 163, 246-248,
256-257
landing-gear actuator end can, 311
overhaul (rework) items in initial program, 7, 192
powerplant, see General Electric CF6-6 engine
rate of fleet growth, 105
rear spar at bulkhead intersection, 12
shock-strut outer cylinder, 267-273
spar cap, wing rear spar, 260-267
walkaround inspection plan, 282
wing-to-fuselage attach tee, 258-260

Economic benefits of RCM programs, 5-6, 138, 343,
347-348
Economnic consequences, 7, 27, 95-96
5soL, also itonoperational consequences, operational
consequences
Economic-life limits, 60-61
see also discard tasks
Economic-tradeoff study, 102-103, 134
to justify product improvement, 134
to justify rework task, 102-103, 361
see also cost effeciveness
Eddy-current inspection, 127, 238
Effectiveness criteria for maintenance tasks, 48,
50-51, 87-89, 94-96, 360
hidden-failure consequences, 96
nonoperational consequences, 96
operational consequences, 95
-afety coasequences, 94
Ejection-seat pyrotechnic devices, 59, 191
Electrical and electronic items, 85, 158
see alse high-frequency communications
subsystem
Elevator-control-system shafts, 28
Engine, see powerplants
Engine heavy maintenance, 378
Engineering redesign, see product improvement
Environmental-control system, see air-conditioning
pack
European Maintenance System Gi,,e, 5, 386
Event-orient*d inspections, 284
Event-oriented system, 294
see also information systems
Evidence of failure, 18-20
functional failures, 20, 163, 105, 201, 204, 356-357
hidden failures, 20-21, 63-64
potential failures, 19-20, 52-55
Evident failures, 21, 23. 26, 94
determination of, 87-89, 114, 150, 163, 224, 252
Exhaust-gas temperature 195-196, 213, 214
Exponential distributiuioi, 412-413
age-reliability relationships in complex items,
46-48, 119
establishing failure-finding inteival, o2
prediction of reliability improvement, 120
special uses of, 417-419
External detectability, as damage-tolerant design
charcterist~c, 76, 239, 248
effect on structural ratiiogs, 241, 242, 249
designation of structurally significant items,

249, 264-265
External structural items, 239
Fail-operational design, 160
Fail-safe design, 159
set, also damage-tolerant design
Failure, 16, 17-20
in complex items, 37-39, 45-48
functional failure, 18
model of failure process, 33-35
multiple failure, 28-31
potential failure, 19
quantitative descriptions of, 39-45
in simple items, 31-33, 45-48
verified failures, 22-24, 125
Failure analysis, 301-307
see also actuarial analysis
Failure characteristics, see applicability criteria for
maintenance tasks
Failure data, interpretation of, 2u4
Failure effects, 163, 165, 201, 204, 356-357
Failure-finding tasks, 50, 61-64
applicability criteria, b2, 360
characteristics of, 66, 68-69
effectiveness criteria, 62-63, 96
task intervals, 61, 62-63, 169, 191, 312, 361
Failure nindes, 37-38, 149, 163, 201, 356
critical, 85-87, 198, 204, 205-211, 358
dominant, 38, 48, 119), 308-310
relationship to age, 38-39
with unasually high repair costs, 101, 126,
308-310, 358
Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), 80
Failure process, coping with, 76-77
generalized model of, 33-35
Failure rate, 40
effect of product improvement, 119
eftect of rework task, 44-45, 48
improvable, 119
prediction of reliability improvement, 120
Failure-reporting system, see operating crew
Failure reports, see information systems
Failure resistance, see resistance to failure
Failure substitution, 11, 27, 76
Fitigue, 84, 231-235
relationship to operating age, 37, 48, 52.-53, 84,
131-232, 234, 238, 274-275
Fatigue crack, 52-53, 231-232
critical length, 233, 248, 323

definition as potential failure, 52, 210
212-213, 242
effect on structural strength, 232
inspection intervals, 52-53, 106-107, 243-247
propagation characteristics, 106-107, 208, 232-233
see also crack initiation, crack-propagation ratings
atigue damage, effect on structural strength,
232-233
repair of, 230, 274, 321, 323
see also external detectability
Fatigue life, 232
effect of corrosion, 84, 236
effect of preload condition, 235-236
Fatigue-life design goal, Douglas DC-10 structure
235, 247-248
as reference for relative inspection intervals,
244-247
as reference for structural ratings, 243-244
Fatigue-life ratings, structurally significant item-,
241-243
Fatigue-test data, see test data
Federal Aviation Administration, airwirthiness
directives, 135-136, 322-323
analysis and surveillance program, 154
certification procedures, 199, 231
Maintenance Review Board, 8, 145, 372
Fire-extinguishing system, 22
Fire-warning system, powerplant, 22, 190-191
Fleet-leacter concept, 113, 275
Flight-control system, actuator endcap, 161
bearing failure, 326-327
Flight cycles, 33-34
Flight log, 294-295
Flight-log monitoring, 301
Forced removals, 108
Forced samples, 225
Fractional sampling, 321
Freon compressor, Dougla. DC-8, 378
Fuel pump, Douglas A-4, 12, 170-178
Functional failures, 18-19
definition of, 31-32, 87, 149, 163, 201, 230, 356
effect of level of item, 53, 61, 224, 255
Functionally significant items, 85
see also significant items
Functions, evident and hidden, 21-22, 87
ot item, 19, 31, 86-87, 161, 163, 201, 255, 355-357
of powerplant, 195, 205
rarely used, 283
redundant, 75. 158-160, 161-162, 195

of structure, 229-230, 252, 255
of systems, 159, 161, 163
General Electric CF6-6 engine, age-reliability
characteristics, 124-125
compressor rear frame, 12
C-sump problem, 313
initial inspection requirements, 106-107
General inspections, external structure, 240, 283
nonsignificant structural items, 240, 281, 282
structurally significant items, 238
walkaround inspections, 73, 282
zonal inspections, 73, 277-281
Generator and bus-tie relay, rouglas DC-8, 310
Generator, Boeing 727, 126, 309-310
Geriatric aircraft, 118, 131, 155-156, 321-323, 325
Gust loads, 231
Hard-time directory, 231
Hard-time maintenance process, 65, 385
Hard-time policy, 2-6, 371-382
changing perceptions of, 66, 376-382
current regulatory usage, 65, 371-372
hard-time paradox, 371-376
see also discard tasks, rework tasks, scheduled
overhaul
Hidden-failure consequences, 28-31, 87-89, 96
Hidden-function items, 21
identification of, 81, 87, 97, 356
Hidden functions, 21-22, 61-64, 356
regular testing by operating crew, 61,283-284
required level of availability, 30-31, 62-63,
1U9, 361
role in multiple failures, 28-31, 81
see also failure-finding tasks
High-frequency communications subsystem,
Boeing 747, 186-190
High-lift devices, 230
Identification and routing tag, 296-217
Improvable failure rate, 119-120
Imputed cost of operational consequences, 7, 27,
95, 361
In-flight engine shutdown report, 301-302
In-service equipment, RCM programs for, 137-138,
343-347
Infant mortality, 45, 125-126
Information excluded by life-test data, 394-395
Information flow, 153-157
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Information problem, prior-to-service decisions,
7-8, 78-79, 97-99, 144
task intervals, 324-325
teardown inspections, 6, 66, 305, 372-375
Informa~ton requirements, assessment of rework
tasks, 44-45, 57-58, 91, 97-103, 359, 361,
363, 390-391
management of ongoing program, 155, 293-297,
367-368
modification of initial program, 114-115, 293,
307-323
product improvement, 128-135
RCM analysis, 7-8, 78-79, 86-99, 144, 146, 149-151
powerplant items, 199-204
structural items, 247-252
systems items, 161-166
see also age exploration, RCM analysis
Information systems, 135, 293-300
Information worksheet, powerplant items, 149-151,
201-203
structural items, 248-251
systems items, 149-151, 163-165
Inherent reliability, 103
Inherent reliability characteristics, 75-76,
103-104, 114-115
Initial maintenance program, development of,
78-111, 147-152
auditing of program development, 350-369
completion of, 72-73, 109-110, 276-291
organization of program-development team,
145-147, 353
see also RCM analysis
lnspectability, 140, 341

Intervals, see age intervals, task intervals
Inventory problems, effect of rework task, 325,
417-419
Isotope insFection, 52, 71, 211
Item, 81
Item description, 149, 163, 7.31, 248
Items that cannot benefit from scheduled
maintenance, 70, 85, 158-159, 161, 168, 176-177
ee also nonsignificant items

Inspection, see failure-finding tasks, general
inspections, on-condition tasks
Inspection findings, as basis for interval extension,
107-108, 121-123, 225-226, 306-307
structural, 316, 318-319
sce also teardown inspections
Inspection samples, powerplant items, 108, 225, 315
structitre, 108, 319-321
see also time-extension samples
Inspection technology, 126-128, 341-342
Inspection, strictural, see structural inspection
plan
Instrumentation, see cockpit instrumentation
Internal engine items, 195, 198-199, 225
Internal structural items, 239, 252, 320-321
external detectability, 241, 248, 249

Lubrication tasks, 72-73, 283

Landing gear, actuator endcap, 191-192, 311-312
brake assembly, Douglas DC-10, 178-186
shock-strut outer cylinder, Douglas DC-10,
267-273
Letter checks, 109-110, 284--289
adjustment of intervals, 122-123
LIBRA (Logical Information of Reliability
Analysis), 382
Life of item, 48, 415
age at failure, 35-39, 47-48, 60, 393
average realized life, 42-44
conditional probability of failure, 43-44,
46-48, 398
fatigue life, 232
probability of survival, 40-42
Life limit, see discard tasks, safe-life limits
Life tests, 391-395
Lightning strikes, see rccidental damage
Limit loads, structural, 231
Line maintenance, 13-14
Load requirements, 230-234
Lockheed 1011, 386
Log sheet, airplane flight log, 294-295

Magnetic-plug inspection, 213
Maintenance, see corrective maintenance,
scheduled maintenance
Maintenance activities, 11-14, 71-75
Maintenance base, 13
Maintenance controller, 22
Maintenance cycle, 156
Maintenance information system, 296
see also information systems
Maintenance packages, 108-110, 285-291
partial contents for Boeing 747, 288-289
partial contents for McDornnell F4J, 290-291
Maintenance philosophy, xvi-xx, 347-348
Maintenancc plin, 11-14, 367
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Maintenance processes, current regulatory usage,
65-66, 385
Maintenance progr.m, see scheduled-maintenance

probability of, 28-29
role of hidden functions, 28-31, 81
Multiple-load-path stru,,tural assembly, see damage-

Maintenance-redesign cycle, 116-121, 312-313
Maintenance Review Board, 8, 145, 372
Maintenance station, 13
Maintenance tasks, see scheduled-maintenance
tasks
Maintenance technology, 126-128, 341-342
Major divisions of equipment, 81, 147-148
powerplant, 194
structure, 228-229
systems, 158
Major structural inspections, 249, 252
comparison of policies, 6, 274-275
role in age exploration, 274-275, 319-321
see also D check
Management of the ongoing program, 153-156,
293-299, 367-368

tu
National Transport Safety Board statistics, 338-339
No scheduled maintenance, 65, 166, 193
as default decision, 77, 79, 97-98, 114
nonsignificant items, 80, 96, 158-161
Nonoperational consequences, 27-28, 30, 88-89,
93, 142, 158-161, 358
Non-RCM tasks, 72-73, 277-284, 366
event-oriented inspections, 284
general external inspections, 283
servicing and lubrication tasks, 72-73, 283
testing of rarely used functions, 283
walkaround checks, 73, 282
zonal inspections, 73, 277-281
Nonsignificant items, 81, 85, 97, 142, 148, 158
Normal distribution, 412-415

information systems, 293-299, 368
modifying the program, 121-128, 307-325
purging the program, 328-329
reacting to unanticipated failures, 116-121
resolving differences of opinion, 325-327
uses of operating information, 113-116
see also age exploration
McDonnell F4J, maintenance-package contents,
290-291
MSG-2 review of program, 346-347
zone numbering system, 378
Mean time between failures, 40, 340
Military applications, 34, 94, 113, 135, 170-178
see also Douglas A-4, McDonnell F4J
Minimum-equipment list (MEL), 163, 354, 258
Mixed population, actuarial analysis of, 408-411
Model of failure process, 33-35
Monolithic elements, d.image-tolerant, 234, 237
MSG-l, 5, 344, 385-286
MSG-2, 5, 343-347, 386
Douglas DC-10 structure program, 257
review of Boeing 727 systcms program,
344-345
review of McDonnell F4J program, 346-347
Multiengine aircraft, consequences of engine
failure, 195, 333-335
see also powerplants
Multiple failures, evaluation of consequences, 28,
29-31,311

Nozzle guide vanes, Pratt & Whitney JT3D engine,
202-204
Pratt & Whitney JT8D-7 engine, 209
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tolerant structural items

Oil-screen inspection, 71, 213
On-aircraft inspections, see on-condition tasks
On-condition maintenance process, 65, 345
introduction of, 383-385
On-condition tasks, 50-56
applicability criteria, 52, 66, 98
characteristics of, 65, 67, 68-69
control of critical failures, 116-117, 312-313, 388
effectiveno.ss criteria, 52-53, 90-91, 98
inspection intervals, 52-53, 107, 192, 245-247,
324-325
on-aircraft inspections, 71, 198, 341
role in powerplant programs, 106, 198-199,
224, 226
role in structure programs, 108, 229, 255
shop inspections, 198
see also powerplant structures
Operating age, see age
Operating crew, evident and hidden failures, 21,
61,159, 163, 196, 357
failure-reporting system, 21, 22, 294-295
frame of reference, 22-23, 63
role as failure observers, 13, 20-22
testing of hidden-function items, 61, 312
Operating environment, effect on definition of

failure, 18
effect on definition of consequences, 27, 135
effect on task intervals, 236, 237, 243, 247
Operating information, uses of, 113-115, 292-329
Operating reliability, and design, 75-76, 103-104,
140-141
and safety, 2-3, 331-337, 340-341, 370
see also operational consequences
Operating restrictions, coping with failures, 22,
76-77, 118, 166, 333
configuration-deviation list, 163, 358
control of gross operating weights, 195, 231
minimura-equipment list, 163, 354, 358
Operating safety, and design, 2-3, 11, 159-161,
201, 230-237, 340-341, 388
relationship to scheduled maintenance, 2-3,
331--337, 370-371, 387-389
see also hidden-failure consequences, safety
consequences
Operating weight, responsibilities of operating
organization, 195, 231
effect on level of operating risk, 334-335,

336-337
Operational consequtences, 27, 30-31, 85, 88-89,
308, 354, 358

preemption of functional failures, 11, 27, 76, 226
Powerplant division, 147-148, 191
Powerplants, age expie-ation of, 106-107, 224-227,
312-316
analysis of basic engine function, Pratt &
Whitney JT8D-7, 205-217
failures caused by deterioration, 195-196,
213-247
fractures with critical secondary damage,
205-211
fractures with no critical secondary damage,
211-213
analysis of secondary engine functions, Pratt &
Whitney JT8D-7, 217-224
characteristics of powerplant iterr.s, 85-86,
195- 196
first-stage nozzle guide vanes, Pratt & Whitney
JT3D, 202-204
functions of. 195, 205
information requirements, 199-204
role of scheduled maintenance, 331, 333-335

Pratt & Whitney JT3D engine, engine-shutdown

rafe, 301-303
first-stage nozzle guide vanes, 202-204
premature-removal rate, 302

dletermination of, 27, 149-150, 159-161, 163, 194,
196, 201, 211-212, 213

Pratt & Whitney JT4 engine, overhaul- interval
history, 381

imputed cost of, 7, 27, 95, 135, 361

Pratt & Whitney JTSD-7 engine, age-reliability

Operational performance goals, 10, 234

Operational readiness, 135, 170
Opportunity samples, 108, 224, 225, 307, 312,
314, 315
see also age exploration, powerplants

Overhaul, see rework tasks, scheduled overhaul
Packaging of maintenance tasks, 109-110,
284-291,331-352, 367
structural inspe, tion program, 249
Part-time spares, 383
Partitioning of equipment, identification of
significant items, 7, 81-83, 142, 149
major divisions of equipment, 81, 147-148
Partitioning of premature-removal data, 124-126,
408-411
see also actuarial analysis
100 percent program, structures, 320
Potential failure, 19
definition of, 19-20, 31-33, 53-55, 254
effect of level of item, 53, 61

relationship, 42-45, 398-408

history of reliability improvement, 119, 226-227
opportunity-sampling program, 122, 314-315
prediction of reliability improvement, 120
RCM analysis of, 205-224

Pratt & Whitney R-2800 CA-15 engine, agereliability relationship, 374-375
Precautionary removals, 24
Preload condition, 235-236
Premature removals, 24
actuarial analysis of, 39-48, 57-58, 123-126,
390-419
systems items, Douglas DC-8, 373
Premature-removal report, 298-299
see also information systems
Preventive maintenance, 11
product improvement as, 75-77
see also scheduled maintenance
Prior-to-service program, see initial maintenance
program
Probability, dilemma of extreme improbability,

AL,

339-341
of survival, 40-42
see also conditional probability of failure
Probability density of failure, 42-43, 413, 414, 416
Probability distributions, 411-41)
exponential, 412-413
nor.nal, 412-415
Wciball, 415
Product improvement, 75-77, 128-137
determining desirability of, 131-134, 323
determining need for, 129-131
information requirements, 134-135
maintenance-redesign cycle, 116-121, 312-313
role in equipment development, 135-137, 348
Program-development team, 145-147, 353
Pyrotechnic devices, 59, 191
Radiography inspection, 52, 127
Random damage, see accidental damage
Rate of fleet growth, 105, 123
Rating scales, structurally significant items,
241-244
zonal installation, 281
RCM analysis, 6-9, 78-80, 86-99, 141-144, 362-366
air-conditioning pack, Douglas DC-10, 164-170
brake assembly, main landing gear, Douglas
L)C-10, 178-186
elevator bearings, flight-cor.trol system, Douglas
DC-8, 326-327
fuel pump, Douglas A-4, 170-178
high-frequency communications subsystem,
Boeing 747, 186-190
powerplant, Pratt & Whitney JT8D, 205-224
shock-strut outer cylinder, Douglas DC-10,
252-256, 267-273
spar cap, wing rear spar, Douglas DC-iu,
252-256, 260-267
wing-to-fuselage attach tee, Douglas DC-10,
252-256, 258-260
RCM decision diagram, 91-99, 358
evaulation of failure consequences, 86-89,
357-358
evaluation of proposed tasks, 89-91, 359-361
RCM programs, auditing of program development,
350-369
applications to commercial air2-aft, 140-157
applications to other equipment, 80, 140-141,
341-342, 347-348
development of initial program, 78-111, 147-152

history of, 4-6, 370-387
for in-service fleets, 137-138, 343-346
management of, 153-156, 293-299, 367-368
organization of program-development team,
145-147, 353
purging the program, 328-329
Rear spar at bulkhead intersection,
Douglas DC-10, 12
Reciprocating engines, 10, 47, 374-375
Redesign, as default action, 92-93, 95, 96, 128-131,
176-177
economic desirability, 131-135
see also product improvement
Reduced operating capability, see operational
consequences
Reduced resistance to failure, 32-37
ability to measure, 19-20, 51-53, 104
rate of reduction, 104, 106-107, 114--115
Redundancy, 5, 11, 75, 140, 149, 159-160, 161-162,
195, 201, 234, 249, 387
see also damage-tolerant structural items,
multiengine aircraft
Regulatory usage, 65-66, 371-372, 385
Reliability, 40
ir, :lexes of, 39-45
inherent reliability, 103
Reliability-centered maintenance, 1, 6-9, 141-144
a maintenance philosophy, xvi-xx
relationship to MSG-2, vii-viii, 5-6, 385-387
see also F1.M analysis, RCM programs
Reliability characteristics, inherent, 75-77,
103-105, 114-115
Reliability controlled overhaul program
(RCOH), 382
Reliability data, ranking of, 293
Reliability problems in complex equipment,
9-11,388
Reliability programs, 376-387
Reliability-stress analysis, 382
Removals, see premature removals, scheduled
removals
Repair costs, see economic consequences
Residual strength, effect of fatigue, 232-233
Residual-strength ratings, damage-tolerant
structural elements, 233, 241-242, 321
Resistance to failure, 32-37, 51-53, 84-85, 161,
233, 364
see also fatigue life, reduced resistance to failure
Resolving differences of opinion, 325-329
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Rework tasks, 50, 56-58
applicability criteria, 4, 57, 66, 71-72, 143,
224-225, 359, 363
characteristics of, 65, 67, 68-69
control of critical failures, 51, 68, 360
default decision in initial program, 45, 91,
97-99, 144, 361
effect on age exploration, 225
effect on failure rate, 44-45, 48
effect on inventory problems, 5, 67, 325, 417-419
effect on shop workload, 57-58
effectiveness criteria, 57-58, 100-103, 360, 363
task intervals, 58, 102, 193, 224 225, 359, 363
see also scheduled overhaul

dimensions of, 71-75
see also initial maintenance program,
RCM programs
Scheduled-maintenance requirements, see
consequences of failure
Scheduled-maintenence tasks, 50-69
discard tasks, 58-61
failure-finding tasks, 61-64
non-RCM tasks, 72-73, 277-284, 366
on-condition tasks, 51-56
rework tasks, 56-57
role in maintenance program, 71-72
Scheduled-maintenance workload, 75
Scheduled overhaul, 16, 47-48, 56, 65, 66, 249-274

Risk evaluation, problem of, 337-340
Safe-life design, 234
Safe-life discard tasks, see discard tasks
Safe-life items, powerplants, 72, 118, 198, 209-210
structure, 234-235, 237, 240, 242, 244-245,
254-257, 267-273
systems, 161, 311-312
Safe-life limits, 58-60, 2,9, 234-235, 248, 359-360
Safety, see operating safety, safety level
Safety-alert .;ystem, 135, 247
Safety consequences, 25-27, 87-89, 91-95, 358
see also critical failures
Safety levels, 331-341
dilemma of extreme improbability, 339-341

changing perceptions of overhaul policy, 376-382
current regulatory usage, 65, 371-372
the hard-time paradox, 371-376
see also age limits, rework tasks
Scheduled removals, 24
see also discard tasks, rework tasks
Service checks, 110, 285-286
Sei•ice life, see average fatigue life, technologically
useful life
Servicing tasks, 72-73, 283
Shock strut, main landing gear, Boeing 737, 12
outer cylinder, Douglas DC-10, 267-273
Shop maintenance, 13-14, 71-72
Shop workload, effect of scheluled removals,
57-58

effect of powerplant failures, 333-335
effect of structural failures, 335-337
effect of systems failures, 332-333
problem of risk evaluation, 337-339
Sample inspections, to determine optimum
inspection intervals, 106-107
requirements for age exploration, 106-108,
224-225, 274-275, 312, 312-321
Sample overhauls, 377-381
Samples, forced, 225
opportunity, 108, 224, 225, 307, 312, 314, 315
time-extension, 121, 296, 307, 378
Sampling, fractional, 321
Sampling program, internal engine items, 195,
198-199, 225
internal structural items, 320-321
Scheduled maintenance, items that cannot benefit
from, 70, 85, 158-159, 161, 168, 176-177
role of, xvi-yx, 3, 331-341, 347-348, 387-388
Scheduled-maintenance program, 11

Shotgun troubleshooting, 23
Significant items, 80-86
functionally significant items, 85
identification of, 80-83
structurally significant items, 84, 237-238
Signature of failure mode, 127
Simple items, 34
age-reliability characteristics, 47-48
average age at failure, 37
failure process, 31-37
Single-celled item, see simple items
Single-engine aircraft, 94, 95, 127. 170-178, 217
Spar cap, wing rear spar, Douglas DC-10, 260-267
Spectrographic oil analysis, 71, 127
Spectrum hours, 249
SSI, see structurally significant items
Static load tests, see ....
Statistical reliability reports, 133
Statistical techniques, see actuarial analysis
Steering committee, 145-147, 351
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Stress, 32-39
Stress corrosion, 236
Stress cycles, 33
Structural inspection findings, 316-320
Structural inspection plan, 229, 238-247
nonsignificant structural items, 240, 280-281
100 percent program, 320
rating factors, 240-243
corrosion, 84, 236, 237, 241-244, 248
crack propagation, 232-233, 241-246
fatigue life, 84, 232, 235-236, 241-243
residual strength, 232-233, 241-242, 321
ratings for damage-tolerant items, 240-245
ratings for safe-life items, 240-241
relative inspection intervals, 244-247
role in age exploration, 229, 252, 273-275

analysis of systems items, 166-192
air-conditioning pack, Douglas DC-10, 164-170
brake assembly, main landing gear, Douglas
DC-10, 178-186
elevator bearings, flight-control system, Douglas
DC-8, 326-327
fuel pump, Douglas A-4, 170-178
high-frequency comjunications subsystem,
Boeing 747, 186-190
other typical systems items, 190-192
characteristics of systems items, 85, 158-161
information requirements, 161-166
role of scheduled maintenance, 331, 332-333,
340-341
Systems worksheets, 149-153, 163-165, 170-171

sampling program, 320-321
Structural integrity audit and inspection document,
321-322
Structurally significant items, 84, 237-238, 240, 247
Structure division, 147, 272
Structures, age exploration of, 107, 273-275,
315-323
analysis of damage-tolerant items, 252-254,
256-257
spar cap, wing rear spar, Douglas DC-10,
260-267
wing-to-fuselage attach tee, Douglas DC-10,
258-260
analysis of safe-life items, 252-257
shock-strut outer cylinder, Douglas DC-10,
analysis of safe-life items, 252-257
267-273
characteristics of structural items, 84, 229-238
external and internal items, 238-239
functions of basic structure, 229-230
information requirements, 247-252
role of scheduled maintenance, 228, 247, 331,
335-337
see also structural inspection plan
Structures worksheet, 248-251
Survival curve, 40-41
Boeing 727 generator, 309-310
calculation of average life, 41-42
Pratt & Whitney JT8D engine, 41, 407
Systems division, 147, 158
Systems, age exploration of, 107-108, 192-193,
308-312
actuator endcap, landing gear, 191-192, 311-312

TARAN (Test and Replace as Necessary)
program, 384
Task, job instruction card, 309
level of detail, 352, 359, 367
see also maintenance tasks
Task intervals, 192-193, 324-325
economic-life limits, 60-61
failure-finding inspections, 61, 62-63, 169,
191, 312, 361
on-condition inspections, 52-53, 107, 192,
245-247, 317-321, 324-325
rework tasks, 58, 100-103, 193, 224-225, 359, 363
role of age exploration, 121-123, 192-193,
224-226, 314-325
safe-life limits, 58-60, 117, 193, 210, 235, 255,
311- 312, 324, 326-327, 359-360
servicing and lubrication tasks, 72-73, 283
see also packaging of maintenance tasks
Teardown inspections, 6, 66, 305, 372-375
Technological change, 9-11, 115, 126-128
Technologically useful life, 10, 131, 156
see also geriatric aircraft
TERP (Turbine Engine Reliability Program),
381, 382
TETCP (Turbine Engine Time Control Program),
378, 381
Test data, 147, 199, 239
fatigue and crack-propagation tests, 232,
234-235, 239, 243, 248, 256-257, 273
safe-life items, 59, 234-235, 248
Test and Replace as Necessary program
(TARAN), 384
Threshold limits, 225, 226, 314, 364
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Time-extension samples, 121, 296, 307, 378
Tires, blowout as secondary damage, 182
tread wear as potential failure, 31-33
Training of program-development team, 146,
353-354
Troubleshooting methods, 23
Turbine blades, 23, 26, 71
Turbine engine, see powerplants
Turbine Engine Reliability Program (TERP),
381, 382
Turbine Engine Time Control Program (TETCP),
378, 381
Ultimate load, 231
Unanticipated failures, 112, 115, 116-121, 135-136,
307-327
Undetected failures, see hidden-failure
consequences
Unscheduled removals, see premature removals
Unverified failures, 23

Verified failures, 22-24, 125-126, 299
Walkaround inspections, 73, 282
Wearout characteristics, 43-44, 47
Weibull distribution, 415
Working groups, see program-development
team
Worksheets, decision, 152-153
information, 150-151, 250-251
Wright Aeronautical R-3350 TC-18 engine,
age-reliability relationship, 374-375
x-ray inspections, 238
Zonal inspections, 73, 277-281
rating factors, for inspection intervals, 280-281
Zone numbering systems, 248, 277
Boeing 747, 279
McDonnell F4J, 278
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This executive summary provides an introductory
overview of the book Reliability-Centered Maintenance.
The following discussion is greatly condensed and
is intended only as a brief orientation to the
general subject matter. Those interested in a more
comprehensive understanding of specific points are
referred to the book for a thorough and detailed
development of the topic.

1J

reliability-centered
maintenance
In 1974 the Office of the Secretary of Defense, U.S. Department of
Defense, directed the military services to incorporate United States
commercial airline practices into maintenance programs for military

I

equipment. This directive has been reaffirmed each year. Thus far,
however, efforts to implement it have been har pered by the absence of
explanatory material, The brief working papers which served as the
basis for airline maintenance programs were originally written for a
small group of readers with extensive backgrounds in airline maintenance, engineering, and reliability analysis, and the detailed clarification necessary for those in other fields to understand airline practices
information, the Department of Defense commissioned United Airlines
to prepare a textbook that fully explains a logical discipline, based on
tested and proven airline practices, which can be used to develop
effective scheduled- maintenance programs for complex equipment. The
resulting book is titled Reliability-Centered Maintenance, and it represents the present state of the art in the field of preventive maintenance.

PREENTVEMAINTENANCE
The traditional approach to scheduled-maintenance programs was based
on the concept that every item on a piece of complex equipment has a
"right age" at which complete overhaul is necessary to ensure safety
and operating reliability. Through the years, however, it was discovered.
that many types of failures could not be prevented or eifectively reduced
by such maintenance activities, no matter how intensively they were
performed. in response to this problem airplane designers began toJ
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develop design features that mitigated failure consequences- that is,
they learned how to design airplan~es that were "failure- tolerant."
Practices such as the replication of system functions, tli use of multiple

engines, and the design of damage-tolerant structures greatly weakened
the relationship between safety and reliability, although this relationship has not been eliminated altogether.

Nevertheless, there was still a question concerning the relationshipI
of preventive maintenance to reliability, By the late 1950s the size of the
commercial airline fleet had grown to the point at which there were
ample data for study, and the cost of maintenance activities had become
sufficiently high to warrant a searching look at the actual results of
existing practices. At the same time the Federal Aviation Agency, which
was responsible for regulating airline maintenance practices, was frustrated by experiences showing that it was not possible to control the
failure rate of certain unreliable types of engines by any feasible changes
in either the content or frequency of scheduled overhauls. As a result, in
1960 a task force was formed, consisting of representatives from both
the FAA antd the airlines, to investigate the capabilities of preventive
maintenance.
The work of this group led to the establishment of the FAA/Industry
Relijiility Program, described in the introduction to the authorizing
document as follow,,,:'
The development of this program is towards the control of reliability
through an analysis of the factors that affect reliability and provide
a system of actions to improve low reliability levels when they exist.
In the past, a great deal of emphasis has been placed on the control
of overhaul periods to provide a satisfactory level of reliability. After
careful study, the Committee is convinced that reliability and overhaul time are not necessarily directly associated topics; therefore,
these subjects arc dealt with separately.
This approach was a direct challenge to the traditional concept that
the length of time between successive overhauls of an item was an
important factor in controlling its failure rate. The task force dev eloped
a propuloion-system reliability program, and each airline involved in
the task force was .then authorized to develop and implement reliability
programs in the area of maintenance in which it was most interested.
During this process a great deal was learned about the conditions that
must exist for scheduled maintenance to be effective. Two discoveries
were especially surprising:

$
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Scheduled overhaul has little effect on the overall reliability of a
complex item unless the item has a dominant failure mode.

,

There are many items for which there is no effective formn of
scheduled maintenance.
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TilE HISTORY OF RCM ANALYSIS
The next step was an attempt to organize what had been learned from
the various reliability programs and develop a logical and generally
applicable approach to the design of preventive-maintenance programs.
A rudimentary decision-diagram technique was devised in 1965, and in
June 1967 a paper on its use was presented at the AIAA Commercial Aircraft Design and Operations Meeting.2 Subsequent refinements of this
technique were embodied in a handbook on maintenance evaluation
and program development, drafted by the maintenance steering group
formed to oversee development of the initial prugram for the new Boeing
747 airplane.:' This document, known as MSG-1, was used by special
teams of industry and FAA personnel to develop the first scheduledmaintenance program based on the principles of reliability-centered

maintenance. The Boeing 747 maintenance program has been successful.
Use of the decision- diagram technique led to further improvements,
which were incorporated two years later in a second document, MSG-2:
Airline/ManufacturerMaintenance Program Planning Docum-ent.4 MSG-2
was used to develop the scheduled-maintenance programs for the Lockheed 1011 an- the Douglas DC-10 airplanes. These programs have also
been successful. MSG-2 has also been applied to tactical military aircraft;
the first applications were for aircraft such, as the Lockheed S-3 and P-3
and the McDonnell F4J. A similar document prepared in Europe was
the basis for the initial programs for such recent aircraft as the Airbus
Industrie A-300 and the Concorde.

6
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The objective of the techniques outlined in MSG-1 and MSG-2 was
to develop a scheduled-maintenance program that assured the maAimum
safety and reliability of which the equipment was capable and also provided them at the lowest cost, As an example of the economic benefits
achieved with this approach, under traditional maintenance policies
the initial program for the Douglas DC-8 airplane required scheduled
overhaul for 339 items, in contrast to seven such items in the DC-10 program. One of the items no longer subject to overhaul limits in the later
programs was the turbine propulsion engine. Elimination of scheduled
overhauls for engines not only led to major reductions in labor and
materials costs, but also reduced the spare-engine inventory required to
cover shop maintenance by more than 50 percent. Since engines for larger
airplanes now cost more than $1 million each, this is a respectable saving.
As another example, under the MSG-1 program for the Boeing 747
United Airlines expended only 66,000 manhours on major structural

'I

inspections before reaching a basic interval of 20,000 hours for the first
heavy inspections of this airplane. Under traditional maintenance policies it took an expenditure of more than 4 million manhours 1o arrive at
the same structural inspection interval for the smaller and less complex
Douglas DC-8. Cost reductions of this magnitude are of obvious importance to any organization responsible for maintaining large fleets oi
complex equipment. More important:
IN Such cost reductions are achieved with no decrease in reliability.
On the contrary, a better understanding of the failure process in
complex equipment has actually improved reliability by making it
possible to direct preventive tasks at specific evidence of potential
failures.
Although the MSG-1 and MSG-2 documents revolutionized the
procedures folJowed in developing maintenance programs for transport
aircraft, their application to other types of equipment was limitcd by
their brevity and specialized focus. In addition, the formulation of certain
concepts was incomplete. For example, the decision logic began with
an evalua;ion of proposed tasks, rather than an evaluation of the failurt
consequences that determine whether they are needed, and if so, their
actual purpose. The problem of establishing task intervals was not
addressed, the role of hidden-function failures was unclear, and the
treatment of structur, naintenance was inadequate. There was also no
guidance on the use of operating information to refine or modify the
initial program after the ,quipment entered service or the information
systems needed for effective management of the ongoing program. All
these ;hortcomings, as well as the need to clarify many of the underlying
principles, led to analytic procedures of bioader scope and crystallization of the logical discipline now known as reliability-centeredmaintenance.
h'
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BASIC. CONCEPTS OF RELIABILITYCENTERED MAINTENANCE

A reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) program consists of a set of
scheduled tasks generated on the basis of specific reliability characteristics of the equipment they are designed to protect. Complex equipment
is composed of a vast number of parts and assemblies. All these items
can be expected to fail at one time or another, but some of the failures
have more serious consequences than others. Certain kinds of failures
have amdirect effect on operating safety, and others affect the operational
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capability of the equipment. The consequences of a particular failure
depend on the design of the item and the equipment in which it is
installed. Although the environment in which the equipment is operated
is sometimes an additional factor, the impact of failures on the equipment, and hence their consequences for the operating organization, are
established primarily by the equipment designer. Failure consequences
are therefore a primary inherent reliability characteristic.
There are a great many items, of course, whose failure has no significance at the equipment level. These failures are tolerable, in the sense
that the cost of preventive maintenance would outweigh the benefits to
be derived from it. It is less expensive to leave these items in service
until they fail than it is to try to prevent the failures. Most such failures
are evident to the operating crew at the time they occur and are reported
to the mainte-ance crew for corrective action. Some items, however,
have functions whose failure will not be evideni to the operating crew.
Although the loss of a hidden function has no direct consequences, any
uncorrected failure exposes the equipment to the consequences of a
possible multiple failure as a result of some later second failure. For
this reason items with hidden functions require special treatment in a
scheduled-maintenance program.
The first step in the development of a maintenance program is to
reduce the problem of analysis to manageable size by a quick, approximate, but conservative identification of a set of significant items- those
items whose failure could affect operating safety or have major economic
consequences. The definition of major economic consequences will vary
from one operating organization to another, but in most cases it includes
any failure that impairs the operational capability of the equipment or
results in unusually high repair costs. At the same time all items with
hidden functions must be identified, .rince they will be subjected to
detailed analysis along with the significant items.
The analysis itself begins with an evaluation of the failure consequences for each type of failure to which the item is exposeLI. The logic
used to organize this problem, shown in Exhibit 1, leads to four categories of failure consequences:
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o

Safety consequences, which involve possible danger to the equipment and its occupants

10

Operational consequences, which involve an indirect economic
loss in addition to the cost of repair

o

Nonoperational consequences, which involve no economic loss
other than the cost of repair

4..',
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I
Is the occurrence of a failure
evident to the operating crew during
performance of normal duties?
yes

no

Does the failure cause a loss of
function or secondary damage that
could have a direct adverse effect
on operating safety?
yes

no

Does the failure have a direct
adverse effect on operational
capability?

no

yes

Safet
consequences
L

Hidden-failure
consequences

Nonoperational consequences
(economic)

Operational consequences
(economic)
Impact immediate

-

Impact delayed

EXHIBIT I Decision diagram to identify significant items and
hidder functions on the basis of failure consequences. Failures
that affect safety or operating capability havw an immediate impact,
since the equipment cannot be dispatched until they have been
corrected. The impact of nonoperational failures and hidden lailures
is delayed in the sense that correction can be deferred to a convenient
time and location.
I

Hidden-failure consequences, which involve exposure of the equipment to a multiple failure as the result of a later failure of some
other item
If the failure is one that could have a direct effect on operating safety,

either through loss of an essential function or as a result of critical sec-

ondary damage, all maintenance work that is likely to prevent such fail-
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ures is required, and if maintenance does not have the capability to
reduce the risk of failure to an acceptable level, the item must be redesigned. If the failure is one that will not be evident to the operating crew,
and therefore reported and corrected, scheduled maintenance is also
required, to ensure adequate availability of the hidden function. In all
other cases the consequences of failure are economic, and the desirability
of preventive iinaintenance can be evaluated only in economic terms.
(One notable exception is the case of certain military equipment failures
that might additionally include consideration of a critical strategic or
tactical impact which may be difficult to quantify solely in economic
terms.) For failures that do not involve safety, then, the criterion of
maintenance effectiveness is cost effectiveness; the cost of preventive
tasks must be less than the cost of the failures they prevent.

11 SELECTION OF MAINTENANCE TASKS
There are only four basic types of preventive-maintenance tasks, each of
which is applicable under a specific set of conditions:
01 Inspection of an item at specified intervals to find and correct
potential failures, thereby preempting functional failures
0-

Rework (overhaul) of an itemn at or before some specified operating
age to reduce the frequency of functional failures

IN Discard of an item or one of its parts at or before some specified
life limit to avoid functional failure or reduce their frequency
00

r
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Inspection of a hidden-function item at specified intervals to find
and correct functional failures that have already occurred but were
not evident to the operating crew

The first three types of tasks are directed at preventing single failures,
and the fourth is directed at preventing multiple failures. Inspection
tasks can generally be performed without removing the item from the
equipment, whereas rework and discard tasks generally require that the
item be removed and sent to a major maintenance base.
The development of an RCM program consists of determining which
of ' se four types of tasks, if any, are both applicable and effective for
a given item. Thus an inspection for potential failures can be applicable
only if the item has reliability characteristics that make it possible to
define a potential- failure condition. Similarly, an age-limit task can be
applicable only if the failures aý which it is directed are related to operatirng age. Effectiveness is a measure of the results of the task; the cri-

f~rion for these results, however, depends on the failure consequences
the task is designed to prevent. For example, a proposed task might
appear useful if it promises to reduce the overall failure rate, but it could
not be considered effective if the failures have safety consequences,
since the objective in this case is to prevent all occurrences of a functional
failure. The characteristics of the basic tasks, their relative resolving
power, and the specific applicability criteria for each one are described
in detail in the text Reliability-Centered Maintenance. All these factors

I

result in a
clear order of task perference, making it possible to evaluate
proposed tasks by means of the decision logic shown in Exhibit 2.
EXHIBIT 2 Decision diagram to~ evaluate proposed scheduled-I
mairntenaz"'e tasks. If none of the three directly preventive tasks
meets the crit.'ria for applicability and effectiveness, an item whose
failures are evident cannot be considered to benefit from scheduled
maintenance. If the item has a hidden function, the default action is a
scheduled failure-finding task.
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STASK INTERVALS: AN INFORMATION PROBLEM
With the techniques of RCM analysis it is fairly simple to decide what
tasks to include in a scheduled-maintenance progyam, but the decision
logic does not cover the intervals at which these tasks are to be performed. Intervals for safe-life discard tasks are established by the manufacturer on the basis of developmental testing and are usually not
expected to change. The applicability of other age-limit tasks must be
determined through age exploration after the equipment enters service;
hence their intervals can be based at that time un actual operating infomation. The most effective tool in a scheduled-maintenance program,
however, is on-condition inspection for potential failures, and in this
case there is usually not enough information to set minimum-cost
intervals even after the equipment is in service and age exploration ks
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under way.
At the time an initial program is developed, the available infori.tion is usually limited to prior experience with similar items, familiarity
with the manufacture-'s design practices, and the results of developmental and fatigue tests for the new equipment. With this information
it is possible to arrive at rough estimates of the ages at which deterioration can be expected to become evident. However, the inspection intervals in an initial program are then set at only a fraction of these ages.
The fraction may be quite a small one, to force intensive exploration
of aging characteristics, if the manufacturer is relatively inexperienced,
if new materials or manufacturing methods have been used, or if the
equipment is to be operated in an unfamiliar environment. While this
initial conservatism increases the cost of inspection on the first pieces of
equipment to enter service, the overall economic impact is small, since
the intent is to increase the intervals on the basis of the inspection
findings as the new fleet grows in size.
The principle of on-condition inspections is that the time to the
first inspection should be long enough for the first evidence of deterioration to be visible, and the intervals for repeat inspections should be
short enough to ensure that any unit that has reached the potentialfailure stage will be removed from service before a functional failure
occurs. In theory, then, the problem of establishing optimum intervals
should merely be one of using age exploration to identify the actual rate
of deterioration and potential-failure age of each item. Often, however,
once this age is identified, it will be judged undesirably low and the
item will be redesigned to increase its longevity. Consequently the
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"correct" inspection interval for any item may apply only from the time
its original reliability characteristics are determined until the time the
modified item goes into service. While the dynamics of this process add
new age-exploration requirements throughout the life of the equipment,
they also reduce the growth in the maintenance workload that is associated with older equipment.

101 THE DESIGN-MAINTENANCE PARTNERSHIP
As a result of continuing interaction between design and maintenance
organizations, the future will see airplanes and other complex equipment that can be more effectively maintained and achieve still higher
levels of safety and reliability. On one hand, the design organization
determines the inherent characteristics of the equipment, including the
consequences of functional failures and the feasibility and cost of preventing them. On the other hand, the maintenance organization attempts
to realize all the safety and reliability of which the equipment is capable.
Achievement of this goal, however, requires a joint effort which has not
always been recognized. Designers have not always understood both
the capabilities and the limitations of scheduled maintenance; by the
same token, maintenance organizations have not always had a clear
grasp of the design goals for the equipment they maintair.The need for
a close partnership has always existed, but the comprehensive analysis
required by RCM techniques makes this need far more apparent.
During the development of a prior-to-service program the identification of functionally and structurally significant items and hidden functions depends on the designer's information on failure effects as well
as the operator's knowledge of their consequences. At this stage the
information on anticipated failure modes must also come from the designer. In general, on-condition inspections are the principal maintenance weapon against functional failures. However, it must be possible
to use them, preferably without removing items from the equipment.
Thus the designer must not only help to define the physical evidence

I

that makes such inspections applicable, but must also be sure therc is
some access to the item to be inspected.
Once the equipment enters service there will be a continual flow
of information on the condition and performancr -)f each item under
actual operating conditions. This information is -eded not only to
refine and modify the maintenance program, but aSLs o initiate product
improvement for those items whose reliability proves to be inadequate.
One of the basic functions of the operator's age-exploration program is
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to provide the designer with the hardware information necessary for

product improvement. Certain items on newly designed equipment

I

frequently have a very high failure rate when they first enter service,
and this interaction between design and maintenance should be part of
ent cycle for all com plex Sdevelopm
equipm ent.
The designer's help is of more immediate importance in dealing
with serious unanticipated failures. In this case the designer must help
the maintenance organization to devise interim maintenance tasks that
will control the problem until design changes have been developed and
incorporated in the operating fleet. The two organizations must work
together to identify the failure mechanism, because this information is
required for the development of interim tasks as well as for ultimate
solution of the problem by redesign.
10 Thus the key both to effective maintenance and to greater inherent
reliability is a continuing close partnership, with both design and
maintenance organizations familiar with and sympathetic to each
other's problems, go.,ls, and capabilities.

10ý EXPANSION OF RCM APPLICATIONS
The widespread and successful application of RCM principles in the
air-transport industry has important implications for many types of
complex equipment other than aircraft. Mar. - .f the current problems
with rapid-transit equipment, fleets of ships and ground vehicles, and
even machinery used in complex manufacturing processes indicate that
the relationship between design and maintenance is not clearly understood. In many instances, however, operating organizations themselves
have not considered the real capabilities and limitations of scheduled
maintenance and have been frustrated by their inability to solve the
problems of safety and operational disruptions caused by failures. While
no form of preventive maintenance can overcome reliability problems
that are inherent in the design of the equipment, RCM analysis does
provide a means of identifying the specific maintenance tasks and
product improvements that will alleviate such problems.
In general, any maintenaure support program based on RCM prirnciples has the following objectives:
I
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To ensure realization of the inherent safety and reliability levels
of the equipment

NO To restore the equipment to these inherent level- when deterioration uccur%
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fo obtain the information necessary for design improvement of
those items whose inherent reliability proves inadequate

IN To accomplish these goals at a minimum total cost, including maintenance costs, support costs, and the econormic consequences of
operational failures
One obstacle to all these objectives is the tendency to rely on traditional
concepts of scheduled maintenance, especially the belif that scheduled
overhauls are universally applicable to complex equipment. Thus an
operating organization must recognize the following facts before it is
prepared to develop and implement a detailed RCM program for its
equipm•ent:

No The design features of the equipment establish the consequences
of any functional failure, as well as the cost of preventing it.
No Redund.,ncy is a powerful design tool for reducing safety consequences to economic consequences by preventing a complete loss
of function to the equipment.
0

Scheduled maintenance can prevent or reduce the frequency of
functional 'ailures of an item, but it cannot alter their consequences.

P- Scheduled maintenance can ensure that the inherent reliability of
each item is realized, but it cannot alter the characteristics of the
item.
lo

There is no "right time" for scheduled overhauls that will solve
reliability problems in complex equipment.

10 On-conditior inspections, which make it possib'½ to preempt fu Lctional failures by potenti il failures are the most effective tool of
preventive maintenance.
IA scheduled-maintenance program must be dyntamic; any prior-toservice program is based on limiicd infonnation, and an opcrating
oirganization must be prepared to collect and respond to real data
iroughout the service life of the equipment.
I

Product improvement is a normal p.irt of the development cycle
for -il new equipment.

Once an operating organization is comfortabie with these facts, it
to proceed ccnfidently with the detailed development of an
is r,
RCM program. The resulting program will include all the scheduled
tasks necessary or desirable to protect the equipment, and because it
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includes only the tasks that will accomplish this goal, this program can
provide major economic benefits. More important, by directing both
scheduled tasks and intensive age exploration at those items which are
truly significant at the equipment level, the ultimate result will be
equipment with a degree of inherent reliability that is consistent with
the state of the art and the capalilities of maintenance technology.

P- CONCLUDING REMARKS
The book Reliability-Centered Maintenance is the first full discussion
of a decisiotn-diagram technique that applies a straightforward logic
to the development of scheduled-maintenance p., ;rams for complex
equipment. The net result of this analytic tool is a structured, systematic
blend of experience, judgment, and specific information to determine
which maintenance tasks, if any, are both applicable and eftective for
those items whose failure has significant consequences for the equipment in which they are installed. Part One of the book explains the basic
concepts and principles underlying RCM theory, and Part Two illustrates
actual hardware analyses, with examples drawn from aircraft systems,
powerplants, and structures. The problem of packaging maintenance
tasks for implementation, the information systems needed for effective
management of the ongoing program, and the uses of operating data as
part of a continuing dynamic process are also addessed in detail.
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